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STATEMENT FROM THE MAYOR
The Lithgow City Council is pleased to be able to
present the Lithgow Destination Management Plan to
the community of the Lithgow Local Government Area.
The plan has been developed by Lithgow City Council
with input from a range of stakeholders including the
Council’s Tourism Advisory Committee, Economic
Development Advisory Committee, business groups
and associations, community representatives, Council
staff and individual businesses. Direction has also been
provided through the completion of other projects such as the Economic Development Strategy, Land
Use Strategy 2010‐2030, Cultural Plan, Cultural Precinct Study, Business and Retail Strategy, a Festivals
and Events Strategy and Lithgow Visitors Guide the recently published visitors guide. A series of
comprehensive surveys and workshops have also provided critical input into the Strategy.
Lithgow City also has a long and proud industrial and manufacturing history along with power
generation and coal mining which continue today. As well as supporting the future of these industries
by adopting best practice for future generations, there are opportunities to diversify the economic
base by engaging niche market sectors such as expanding upon and supporting developments in the
tourism, cultural, creative and environmental tourism industries. These industries not only build
economic growth, but also enhance the liveability of the area ensuring Lithgow continues to be a place
where people want to live, work, visit and invest.
The implementation of the Destination Management Plan will depend highly upon the ability of all
stakeholders to engage and contribute significantly to its implementation.
All stakeholders, whether a small business or government agency, must identify how they can
contribute to the future prosperity and sustainability of Lithgow Local Government Area, and must
assume a level of responsibility for the implementation of the Strategy.
I invite all stakeholders to join with Council in partnership to implement the Lithgow Tourism
Destination Management Plan to ensure a positive and bright future for Lithgow.

MAREE STATHAM
MAYOR
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Executive Summary
Background
In 2007, after extensive consultation with the community, Lithgow City Council adopted its
Strategic Plan 2007. This Plan identified the need to undertake further strategic planning
initiatives as the basis for future planning for the Lithgow Local Government Area (LGA). These
initiatives included preparing a Social Plan, Cultural Plan, Economic Development Strategy,
Land Use Strategy, new Local Environmental Plan, Water and Sewerage Business Plans and a
Tourism Strategy.
As of 2009, all Councils in NSW were required to adopt an integrated approach to planning
with this articulated through a Community Strategic Plan. The Community Strategic Plan
integrates social, environmental and economic issues within an improved governance and
performance management framework. The Tourism Development Strategy, along with the
other plans and strategies developed, provide input into the Community Strategic Plan and
subsequent delivery programs.

Why Develop Tourism?
Lithgow LGA has a very narrow economic base, with the City highly dependent on the mining
and power generation sectors. In recent years, improved technology and re‐structuring of
these sectors has resulted in a decrease in demand for traditional occupations (such as
machinery operators and drivers, technicians and trades workers) that have been the main‐
stay of the Lithgow community. The flow‐on effect has resulted in a decline in the number of
families, young adults and children living in the Lithgow LGA.
Recent planning studies undertaken by Lithgow City Council as part of its integrated planning
approach have recognised the potential of the tourism sector to:


Diversify and strengthen the economic base of the LGA, reducing the LGA’s
dependence on the mining and power‐generating sectors.



Provide training and employment opportunities, particularly for young people and
people looking to return to the workforce.



Bring ‘new’ dollars into the community, with investment in the tourism sector yielding
a higher value add spend than investment in other sectors.



Improve the image and positioning of the area, and build and strengthen community
pride and confidence.



Enhance the lifestyle of the local community, though increased access to activities,
facilities and services that would not be viable without the additional revenue received
from visitors, as well as through contact with new people and ideas.



Be a key driver in the ‘tree‐change’ process for both people and businesses looking to
relocate.
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The Economic Significance of Tourism
Tourism is significant contributor to the economy of Lithgow City Local Government Area
(LGA).
Destination NSW estimated that in year ending September 2011, 110,000 domestic visitors
stayed overnight in Lithgow LGA with these visitors spending 275,000 nights in the City. Direct
expenditure by these visitors was estimated to be in the order of $72 million. In addition there
are thousands of travellers each day that move through the LGA, with a high proportion of
these travellers having a short transit stop within the LGA.
The hospitality sector of the tourism industry contributes 2% to the gross regional product and
employs 9.5% of local residents. In addition, tourism extends into and supports the retail, arts
and recreation, transport, agriculture‐forestry‐fisheries and property rental sectors. Research
undertaken by Tourism Research Australia in conjunction with the Australian Bureau of
Statistics has found that the value created by tourism expenditure exceeds that of other major
economic activities. Every dollar spent by the tourism sector generates an additional $1.91. In
contrast the value‐add spend for the mining sector is $1.67, with retail being $1.80 and
education and health being $1.38.
While tourism has been a significant industry for Lithgow LGA for many years there has, until
recently, been no concerted effort to consolidate and grow the sector. The change in focus
and the development of a quality Visitor Guide and website have resulted in an increase in the
number of domestic overnight visitors (up 8.1% on 2007), nights spent in the area (up by
22.1%) and direct expenditure (up by 38.1%).

The Planning Framework
The development of the tourism industry is a priority at National, State, Regional and local
levels. These priorities are articulated through the Australian National Long‐Term Tourism
Strategy, NSW State Plan, NSW 2021 – A Plan to make NSW Number One’ Strategy and the
NSW Tourism Plan.
The NSW State Government has set a target of doubling tourism
expenditure in NSW by 2021, with development of tourism in Regional NSW being one of the
key strategies to achieve this target.
Locally, Council’s vision for Lithgow LGA is for a ‘Centre of regional excellence that:



Encourages community growth and development
Contributes to the efficient and effective management of the environment, community
and economy for present and future generations’.

The Lithgow City Council’s Strategic Plan 2007 identifies a number of Principal Activity Areas
and Strategies relevant to the development of the Tourism Strategy, with these including:



Transport ‐ providing a choice of effective public and private transport options for those
who live, work and visit the Lithgow community
Employment ‐ planning for a diversified economy which supports local employment;
protecting the economic assets; developing the LGA’s natural and cultural assets for the
tourism market.
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Growth ‐ providing for sustainable and planned growth, including providing the
infrastructure to support growth, while enhancing the existing rural and village identity.
Arts and Culture‐ supporting, celebrating and expanding a diversity of cultural and
creative adventures that explore and discover the richness in the Lithgow community.

The Tourism Strategy takes into consideration the objectives, directions and recommendations
of a range of local planning studies including:









Lithgow Jobs Summit 2008
The Economic Development Strategy 2010‐2014
Draft Land Use Strategy, 2011
Draft Heritage Development Control Plan Study
Cultural Precinct Study
Open Space and Recreational Needs Study
Business and Retail Strategy
Festivals and Events Strategy 2009 – 2012

The Purpose of the Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan
The purpose of the Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan is to provide Lithgow City
Council, government agencies, tourism organizations, the tourism industry and associated
businesses, with a comprehensive framework to guide the development of tourism within the
Lithgow LGA. In particular, the Plan focuses on:


Product and market development opportunities and how they can be realized.



Determining the tourism infrastructure, facilities and services needed to meet the existing
and likely future needs and expectations of visitors to the LGA.



Gaps in supply of products and infrastructure.



The implications for land use planning.

Structure of the Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan
The Tourism Strategy is divided into four parts:
Part 1 ‐ Overview: Provides an introduction to Lithgow City Local Government Area, an
overview of the tourist attractions, facilities and services available within the LGA, identifies
key stakeholders responsible for the provision of tourism products and infrastructure and
summarises the planning framework at National, State, Regional and Local level that has
implications for tourism planning.
Part 2 ‐ Visitation & Visitor Markets: Provides an overview of the economic significance of the
tourism sector Australia‐wide, the level and characteristics of visitation to the Blue Mountains,
Lithgow and Oberon Tourism Region and to Lithgow City and surrounding LGAs, a breakdown
of the mix of visitors to the different localities within the Lithgow LGA, information on changes
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in the marketplace as a result of attitudinal and generational change, and the impacts of
changes in technology on the way travellers source information and book travel.
Part 3 ‐ Tourism Sector Analysis: This section of the Tourism Strategy audits and assesses the
presentation and product and infrastructure base of the localities (towns, villages, rural areas
and highway corridors) within the LGA, the attractions and activities available and potentially
available for visitors, the performance and potential of the events sector to grow visitation, the
accommodation available, and the suitability of the services and infrastructure available to
support tourism. Issues and constraints impacting on tourism and opportunities for product
diversification, improvement and growth are identified and discussed.
The information
provided in Part 3, is presented by both locality and sector. The locality information (Chapter
8) provides an assessment of the tourism development potential of the key localities within the
LGA and provides Council and the individual communities with a blue‐print for moving forward.
Part 4 ‐ Tourism Development Strategy (Destination Management Plan): Part 4 provides the
Strategic Planning Framework, including the vision and directions for coordinating tourism
development in the City, and the strategies and actions to develop and manage the destination
and facilitate growth.
Parts 1‐3 provide comprehensive information on the current status of tourism in the LGA,
existing and potential markets for the LGA, the issues and constraints impacting on the
industry and the product and infrastructure development opportunities. These Parts are
designed to:


To provide a snap shot of the tourism industry in 2012, to be used as benchmark data to
assess changes over time.



To provide resource material for Council, community and business groups and tourism
operators. The Strategy is designed so that sections can be easily 'cut and pasted' to form:
‐
‐
‐
‐



Working plans for local community groups.
Briefing material for individual projects / project teams.
Input into grant applications and funding submissions.
Submissions to Government, Local Members of Parliament and other organisations
when seeking assistance to implement the projects identified in the Plan.

Assist Council and Government Agencies to understand the tourism potential of their
assets, with the information providing input into developing priorities, directions and
planning policies.

Part 4 is a working document for Council and the Tourism Unit, summarising the actions
needed to develop and manage Lithgow LGA as a destination for visitors. The basis and
rationale for these actions are outlined in Parts 2 and 3 of the Strategy.

Tourism Assets
The attraction and asset base of the LGA and surrounding region forms the backbone of the
tourism industry, with the quality of the visitor experience reflecting the range and quality of
attractions and activities available as well as the scenic and aesthetic value of the area.
The City has a diversity of natural and cultural attractions and assets, which include:
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 National Parks, State Forests and Crown Reserves
 Lakes, dams and river systems
 Parks, gardens and playgrounds
 Industrial and built heritage
 Cultural activities and cultural heritage
 Showgrounds and sporting facilities
 Venues
 Events
 Local produce, food, beverage and retail outlets
 Accommodation
 Visitor Information Services
 Road, rail and trail networks
 Towns and villages

The strength of the LGA lies in:


An abundance of very scenically attractive areas and the diversity of landscapes, with each
valley / area offering different scenery, products and experiences. This provides the basis
for a ‘multi‐day’ stay and strengthens the ‘hub and spoke’ positioning of the LGA.



Diversity and scale of the National Park and State Forest areas within the LGA, combined
with the range of activities that can be undertaken in the area. Lithgow is one of the
closest areas to Sydney that has four wheel drive (4WD) access to National Parks. Visitors
can ‘do more’ in the National Parks in Lithgow than they can in the Blue Mountains
National Park.



Unique / spectacular landforms – Pagoda Rocks, the Capertee Valley, the three ‘little
sisters’ in the Wolgan Valley, the sandstone escarpments – and their colour change on
sunset.



Iconic attraction – the Zig Zag Railway – with the challenge being to use the railway to drive
business into the LGA.



Having the highest lookout in the Blue Mountains, and the largest enclosed valley in
Australia and possibly in the world, attributes that are not effectively capitalized upon.



The Lithgow area is renowned for mountain biking and attracts cycle tourists from around
the world



Capertee Valley – ranked in the top ten bird sites in Australia and the top 50 internationally
as a bird hot‐spot.



Small Arms Factory Museum – recognised internationally by fire‐arm enthusiasts.



Industrial and mining heritage, dating from the early colonial days to the present.



Early colonial history, with the Crossing of the Blue Mountains.
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Having the venues and facilities capable of accommodating a diverse range of events and
activities.

With the raw assets available, the LGA has the potential to become a significant tourist
destination. At present however, most of the attractions and assets within the LGA are under‐
developed, under‐capitalised and under‐resourced.

Visitors to the Lithgow Region
Lithgow LGA attracts a very diverse range of markets, with the market mix varying in the
different localities throughout the LGA. According to Tourism Research Australia (TRA),
Lithgow LGA attracted 133,000 domestic overnight visitors in 2011. Over the past 4 years, the
Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon LGAs have experienced growth in both domestic
overnight visitors and nights spent in the area, while visitation to Bathurst and the Midwestern
LGAs has declined.

Lithgow LGA’s primary markets are:






Highway and passing traffic – concentrated along the Great Western Highway
Business and work‐related travellers – primarily from the mining and power generation
sectors and rail and infrastructure providers.
Regional residents coming into Lithgow for a range of activities, with sport appearing to be
a significant generator of visitors.
People visiting friends and relatives (VFR) and attending social functions in the area.
Competitors, spectators and officials coming into the LGA to participate in sporting and
other events and activities.

Looking Forward
The market place is in transition. This is the result of major structural economic, social and
technological changes coupled with generational change. While seniors (grey nomads /
retirees) have been the main market segment for the area in previous decades, Baby Boomers
and Generation X are likely to be the primary markets for Lithgow LGA over the next 20 years.
Baby Boomers and Generation X are more sophisticated and demanding than their
predecessors, and far less tolerant of low standard accommodation and poor customer service.
These markets are also far more focused on fitness‐base activities and lifestyle, both of which
will need to feature prominently in promotional material.
Major changes in technology, particularly the widespread use of the internet and GPS systems,
has significantly changed the way that consumers source information, select destinations and
products, and book travel. The internet is now the primary tool used to source travel
information. Social networking, the popularity of 'smart phones' and Tablets’ (e.g. ipad) and
the development of ‘applications’ (Apps) and the use of QR codes to disseminate information
is further changing these dynamics. This has major implications for how Lithgow City
communicates with the market in the future.
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Challenges Posed by the Tourism Sector
Tourism in Lithgow LGA is in the initial growth phase in terms of destination, product and
market development. In contrast, the adjoining Blue Mountains LGA is a mature to declining
destination, facing the challenge of renewing and ‘reinventing’ itself.
Driving the growth of the tourism sector in Lithgow LGA will require strong leadership,
coordination and communication. This is necessitated by the structure and dispersed nature of
the industry. The key challenges faced are:


Dominance of small players – 94% of tourism businesses in Lithgow LGA are non‐employing
(46%), micro (30%) or small (18%) businesses. Many of these businesses do not have the
capacity or resources to undertake effective market development and/or marketing and
promotion, with operators generally working ‘in their businesses rather than ‘on their
businesses. Lifestyle rather than growth and/or profit is often a primary motivator, which
impacts on willingness to trade seven days per week.



The dispersed nature of the tourism industry within the LGA. Each town and village, as
well as the different valleys, plateaus and tableland areas, have different market and
product mixes. The distance between areas, the absence of strong links and parochial
outlooks are challenges in providing a coordinated approach to growth.



Capacity constraints, particularly in the accommodation sector, but also with some of the
key attractions and facilities (e.g. Lake Lyell).



Only one ‘branded’ accommodation property in the LGA (Emirates Wolgan Valley Resort
and Spa), that is marketing the area both nationally and internationally. Most other
tourism businesses have very limited marketing budgets and many rely on the marketing
and promotion undertaken by Tourism Lithgow and the Blue Mountains Regional Tourism
Organisation for generating business.



Most of the outdoor assets and attractions in the City (national parks, state forests, crown
reserves, water bodies) are controlled by Government Agencies. Tourism is not core
business for these organisations, in fact, it is a cost. While it is Government policy to use
these assets to build visitation to and within regional NSW, the managing agencies are not
being adequately funded or resourced to effectively manage their assets nor deliver the
facilities and services needed to grow visitation



Most of the attractions within the LGA are under‐developed, under‐capitalised and under‐
resourced. In addition there is a strong dependence on volunteers and local communities
to ‘make things happen’. Volunteers and local communities are often focused on other
outcomes (e.g. preserving a heritage item) rather than the business of tourism, and do not
necessarily have the desire, skills, funds and/or resources needed to deliver a quality
product or experience. Actions are often undertaken in isolation at a local level with no or
limited understanding of the broader context or opportunities.
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Limited communication between operators across the LGA, with many operators having
limited knowledge about other products and/or localities across the LGA.



Lithgow City Council has limited resources to apply to tourism, with Council’s focus being
on meeting the needs of both the resident community and its statutory responsibilities.



Rapidly changing technology. The market has embraced the internet and digital
technology in sourcing information, trip planning and the ‘purchase’ of products and
services. The operators and suppliers in Lithgow City (and throughout much of regional
Australia) have been slow to adopt and use the emerging technology.



Lithgow is ‘over‐shadowed’ by the Blue Mountains and struggles with a low, and not
particularly positive image in the market place.



Attracting private sector investment is difficult, a legacy of the GFC and the attitude of
financial institutions.
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Preamble
Tourism is not an easy industry to understand and it is not well‐understood by the broader
community. Many think of the tourism industry as only relating to a leisure or recreational
activity, however, tourism is much more than this.
Tourism engages communities, it stimulates economies, it enhances lifestyles and
generates income and jobs which have significant spin‐off benefits for communities.

Describing Tourism
The following is an excerpt from “Maximising the Benefits of Tourism: Tourism Planning Manual
for Local Government”1.
“Tourism is about people travelling for a wide range of purposes together with the services
and facilities required to enable and support travel. The UN World Tourism Organisation and
Tourism Australia define tourism as:
“The activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment
for not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business, education and other purposes.”
A “visitor” may be defined as 'any person travelling to a place other than that of his/her usual
environment for less than twelve months and whose main purpose of trip is other than the
exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited (see Tourism Satellite
Account, ABS publication 5249.0)). There are three main categories of visitor referred to in
tourism: international visitors; domestic visitors; and domestic day visitors or day trippers.
The fundamental concept is that the final consumption of tourism takes place in local
communities at the local level. The range and quality of the experiences may be quite varied,
but at its heart this core principle of tourism consumption remains, no matter how the
industry is classified or analysed.
The above definition of tourism emphasises the breadth and scope of the economic activity; as
an infrastructure user and supplier, as a service provider and as an employer. Clearly these
elements of tourism all become considerations for local government tourism planning, and
also come within the scope of the new Planning and Reporting Framework for Local
Government in New South Wales.
Tourism, as the supply of products and services to encourage and assist visitors, is a complex
and dispersed economic activity. It covers traditional tourism products such as hotels, as well
as supporting infrastructure such as airports and roads, plus areas of activity such as tours
and marketing, branding and positioning and uses many forms of technology. It is precisely
because tourism is an exceptionally broad and diverse economic ‘category’ that it can often be
overlooked. In fact tourism does not appear in the ABS standard industry classification; its
national and state economic impact is measured using ‘satellite accounts’.
Tourism is therefore influenced by a range of interconnected and variable factors of supply
and demand. Effective delivery of the “product” to the tourism consumer which is best
achieved as part of a destination or “place‐based” approach. The nature of Local Government

1

Tourism and Local Government Taskforce, 2010, Report of the Tourism and Local Government Taskforce, Appendix C: Maximising
the Benefits of Tourism: Tourism Planning Manual for Local Government, NSW Government
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structure with its range of service delivery and regulatory functions is well placed to plan for
and co‐ordinate much of that tourism activity.
Consequently, when considering the scope of tourism at the local level Councils should take
the following activities and businesses into account:


All forms of accommodation including hotels, motels, camping grounds and caravan
parks, farm stays and bed and breakfasts and holiday homes;



All forms of visitor attractions, whether free‐of‐charge or paid for, including museums,
art galleries, botanical gardens and the like;



All natural and built assets including rivers, lakes, beaches, forests, reserves, national
parks, heritage buildings, sites and monuments including leisure, recreation and
sporting facilities;



All systems used for the provision of visitor information, including the operation of
visitor information centres, pedestrian way‐finding systems and tourist signposting etc;



All forms of water, air and land transport including local buses, taxis, tour coaches, rail,
air access and harbours and sea ports;



All supporting infrastructure including horse trails, cycleways and mountain biking
trails, walking trails etc;



All retail activities in general including department stores, petrol stations, newsagents,
pharmacies, etc;



All forms of destination marketing whether it be for encouraging people to relocate to
the area, to invest or merely to visit;



All education institutions and related programs offering retail service skills,
apprenticeships, marketing and business programs; and



All other community and Council programs and services which tourists may use or may
benefit from.”

Why Tourism is Important
The following are excerpts from “The Importance of Tourism to Local Communities: A Business
Case Study for Local Government”2.

Each year visitors spend some $23 billion in NSW. That $23 billion is spent in each
and every one of the 152 Local Government areas in the State. And nearly half of
it is spent in rural and regional NSW.
Because visitors spend their money on a variety of activities – accommodation, transport,
shopping, restaurants, and attractions ‐ the impact of that spending flows deep through local
economies. Nearly every business in a local community benefits to some extent from visitor
spending.

2

Tourism and Local Government Taskforce, 2010, Report of the Tourism and Local Government Taskforce, Appendix B: The
Importance of Tourism to Local Communities: A Business Case Study for Local Government, NSW Government
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Flow of tourism generated dollars through the local economy3

Nearly 163,000 people are directly employed in the tourism industry in NSW. They are employed
in the 152 Local Government areas of the State.
The tourism industry consists predominately of small and medium sized businesses. There are
relatively few barriers to entry. This means that local residents are able to establish their own
businesses without huge capital outlays.
Many businesses involved in tourism are more labour intensive than the average Australian
business. Tourism is pro‐employment, creating jobs across the full employment spectrum.
Tourism employs part time and casual workers across a range of skills, thus creating employment
for those unable to undertake full time employment.
Tourism employs groups that are vulnerable to unemployment, such as women, youth, unskilled
workers and our indigenous peoples.
Because of these characteristics tourism has the ability to provide jobs for the people in their
local area and offers opportunities for youth employment. This is becoming a critical issue in
many rural and regional areas of NSW. If an area has a vibrant tourism industry there is less
likelihood that the young people will have to leave home to find employment.
NSW has nearly 200,000 tourism businesses. The number of tourism related businesses in NSW
increased substantially over the past decade, up by more than 80,000 businesses or nearly 70%.
Half of all tourism businesses in the state are owner‐operated.
The natural environment is a major part of tourism’s attraction base and has supported its
conservation and management at the local level. It also sells the same product over and over
again.
Tourism is an important medium for education, social and cultural exchange. Visitor spending
also supports a wide range of facilities in communities that are available to local residents, such
as cafes, restaurants, shops, attractions etc.
Visitors contribute both directly and indirectly to Local Government income which helps support
a range of facilities for locals and visitors alike, such as parks and gardens, libraries and picnic
areas.

3

Destination NSW How Tourism Works for Everybody
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The tourism industry makes a greater contribution to the State’s economy than the mining
industry, communications, or agriculture, forestry and fishing.

Tourism and Local Communities
Tourism happens at the local level.
Visitors to NSW stay in local hotels, motels, resorts and caravan parks. They eat at local cafes,
restaurants, pubs and clubs. They shop in local shops and visit local attractions and festivals and
events.
Tourism begins and ends in local communities.
Many communities in the State have suffered from droughts, fires and floods, as well as the
global financial crisis. In many metropolitan areas businesses have closed, people have lost their
jobs.
Tourism is one of the few industries that has continued to provide jobs and bring much needed
economic stimulus to many areas, through these difficult times.
Due to the very nature of its product, tourism is unlikely to substitute capital for labour and has
low barriers to entry. This means that the tourism industry can make a substantial contribution
to local and regional communities, particularly in terms of new employment opportunities in
areas experiencing structural change in their traditional economic base (e.g. agriculture and
manufacturing industries).
Tourism has led the revitalisation or growth of many regional centres and rural communities
such as Berry, Batemans Bay, Mudgee, Coffs Harbour and the Tweed, for example.
In major urban centres such as Newcastle and Wollongong, tourism has driven the repositioning
and re‐imaging of these cities, making it an essential part of their ongoing transformation from
steel cities to sunrise economies. Newcastle now tops regional NSW in terms of visitor spending
($525 million pa) and Wollongong has the second largest number of tourism businesses in
regional NSW (4098).

The Local Government Charter Relating to Tourism
The Local Government Act, 1993 outlines a charter for Councils: It specifies among other things
that Councils are to:


Provide directly adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities for the
community and to ensure that those services and facilities are managed efficiently and
effectively.



Exercise community leadership.



Exercise its functions in a manner that is consistent with and actively promotes the
principles of multiculturalism.



Promote and to provide and plan for the needs of children.
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Properly manage, develop, protect, restore, enhance and conserve the environment of the
area for which it is responsible, in a manner that is consistent with and promotes the
principles of ecologically sustainable development.



Bear in mind that it is the custodian and trustee of public assets and to effectively plan for,
account for and manage the assets for which it is responsible.



Engage in long‐term strategic planning on behalf of the local community.



Exercise its functions in a manner that is consistent with and promotes social justice
principles of equity, access, participation and rights.



Facilitate the involvement of Councillors, members of the public, users of facilities and
services and Council staff in the development, improvement and co‐ordination of Local
Government.

The charter, in effect, entrusts Councils as custodians, to nurture their local communities.
Tourism is one industry that should be considered when Councils consider their communities’
future. Because of its very nature, tourism can assist local Councils in fulfilling its charter.
In many areas Councils are being questioned as to why they are spending money on tourism, as
it provides little direct return to their organisation. In times when Councils are facing tighter
budgetary constraints this is a legitimate question.
In many areas visitors are a cost to Councils. Visitors can cause disruptions to local communities.
The benefits that tourism can bring to a local community are, however, too important to be
ignored.
As custodians, Councils have a duty to maximise the opportunities and minimise the costs
associated with tourism. Proper planning is essential, in particular an understanding of the visitor
market.
Councils should consider not just the direct benefits it receives from tourism but the broader
benefits its community derives, via local jobs, stimulus to local businesses as well as support for
local facilities (restaurants, attractions, parks and gardens etc) that are used by residents and
visitors.
There are also the intangible benefits that tourism can bring to a local area. Residents often have
pride in their area if it is a place where others wish to visit and explore. In many areas tourism
revitalises local areas, improves property prices and stimulates businesses.
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Incorporating Tourism into Council’s Planning Process
This section establishes a framework to enable Councils to address tourism in their area, through
the preparation of local tourism plans. These plans should be incorporated into Council’s
strategic planning process, through the community strategic plan and local environmental
plan(s). It provides the step by step process, as outlined:

Incorporating Tourism into the Strategic Planning Process

Identifying Tourism in Your Area
Analysing tourism data
Profile of visitors to your area
Audit and assessment of tourism assets

Identifying Issues and Opportunities
Planning and management issues
Product gaps and opportunities

Articulating the Role of Local Government
Funding and supporting local tourism facilities and initiatives
Funding and supporting regional initiatives

Incorporating Tourism into the Planning Process
Community Strategic Plan
Local Environmental Plan
Local Tourism Plan
In addition to Local Government funding tourism facilities and activities in their area, they also
play an important role in facilitating tourism development through their whole of community
strategic planning, land use planning and regulatory roles.
Tourism needs to be integrated into the local environment in a way that is sustainable,
encourages cooperation and coordination and improves the quality of life for the local
community and visitors to the area.
Some communities will want to encourage and build their tourism industry; others will want to
manage tourism. Local Government has a major role to play in how tourism develops in a
community and its region. They have a responsibility to ensure that tourism development is well
managed, sustainable and beneficial to the community.
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In NSW, the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework for Local Government requires all
Councils to prepare community strategic plans for their local areas. Each Council should at least
consider tourism ‐ its impacts on and the benefits it brings to its local community and the region.
Tourism should be integrated into the planning process, through Council’s Community Strategic
Plan and Delivery programs and Local Environmental Plan

Council’s Community Strategic Plan
Councils are encouraged to consider tourism in the development of their Community Strategic
Plan. The framework developed to guide Councils on the preparation of their Community
Strategic Plans encourages Councils to draw their various plans together, to understand how
they interact and to get the maximum leverage from their efforts by planning holistically for the
future.
The Community Strategic Plan follows a similar format as outlined above for the development of
a Tourism Plan. The Integrated Planning and Reporting Manual states that the Community
Strategic Plan essentially addresses four key questions:
-

Where are we now?

-

Where do we want to be in 10 years’ time?

-

How will we get there?

-

How will we know we’ve arrived?

Councils must also ensure that their Community Strategic Plan reflects the four social justice
principles of equity, access, participation and rights.

The Community Strategic Plan must also address, in an integrated manner, the four key headings
of:
-

Social issues

-

Environmental issues

-

Economic issues

-

Civic leadership issues
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1. Introduction
Tourism is a part of the economic base of Lithgow LGA. Tourism provides an opportunity to:


Diversify and strengthen the economic base of the LGA, reducing the LGA’s dependence on
the mining and power‐generating sectors.



Provide training and employment opportunities, particularly for young people and people
looking to return to the workforce.



Improve the image and positioning of the area, and build and strengthen community pride
and confidence.



Enhance the lifestyle of the local community, though increased access to activities, facilities
and services that would not be viable without the additional revenue received from visitors,
as well as through contact with new people and ideas.

Tourism is also one of the key drivers of the tree change process for both people and businesses
looking to relocate.
As such it is important that Council has in place a Tourism
Strategy/Destination Management Plan that will provide the framework and direction for
destination development and management and encourage and foster growth.

1.1 Background
In 2007, after extensive consultation with the community, Lithgow City Council adopted its
Strategic Plan 2007. This Plan identified the need to undertake further strategic planning
initiatives as the basis for future planning for the Lithgow Local Government Area (LGA). These
initiatives included preparing a Social Plan, Cultural Plan, Economic Development Strategy,
comprehensive Local Environmental Plan, Water and Sewerage Business Plans and a Tourism
Strategy.
As of 2009, all Councils in NSW were required to adopt an integrated approach to planning with
this articulated through a Community Strategic Plan. The Community Strategic Plan integrates
social, environmental and economic issues within an improved governance and performance
management framework, including reporting back to the community on progress. Lithgow City
Council has developed a new Community Strategic Plan. The Tourism Strategy/Destination
Management Plan, along with the other plans and strategies developed, provide input into the
Community Strategic Plan and subsequent delivery programs.
The purpose of the Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan is to provide a sustainable
approach for building tourism in the Lithgow LGA. By adopting the principle of sustainability, the
Strategy will deliver growth and development that is both responsible and maximizes the
economic returns from the assets available within Lithgow LGA. The Strategy focuses on
improving the product and infrastructure to support the growth of tourism and provides the
directions, framework and priorities for destination management.
The Strategy has been developed by Lithgow City Council with input from a range of stakeholders
including the Council’s Tourism Advisory Committee, Economic Development Advisory
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Committee, State Government agencies, local business groups and associations, tourism
operators, community representatives, Council staff and individual businesses. A series of
workshops, attended by tourism and business operators and community representatives, have
provided significant input into the Strategy.
Direction has also been provided through the completion of other plans and strategies including
the Economic Development Strategy, Cultural Plan and Cultural Precinct Study, Business and
Retail Strategy, Land Use Strategy, Business and Retail Strategy and a Festivals and Events
Strategy.
The Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan is a community document which:





Builds on community consultation.
Is based on community values and aspirations for the LGA.
Incorporates where possible, previous research and consultation outcomes already
completed or undertaken in conjunction with this Strategy.
Seeks to provide a range of Actions that are practical, sustainable and achievable in order to
assist the Lithgow LGA to grow and prosper.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide the Lithgow City Council, government agencies,
tourism organisations, the tourism industry and associated businesses, with a comprehensive
framework to guide the development of tourism within the Lithgow LGA. In particular, the
Strategy focuses on destination development and management incorporating:


Product and market development opportunities and how they can be realized.



Determining the tourism infrastructure, facilities and services needed to meet the existing
and likely future needs and expectations of visitors to the LGA.



The potential impacts, both positive and negative, of tourism development.



Gaps in supply of products and infrastructure.



The implications for landuse planning.

This Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan does not address marketing and
promotion, with a Marketing and Promotion Strategy to be prepared by Council’s Tourism Unit
as a separate document.

1.3 Developing the Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan
The following activities were taken as part of the preparation of the Strategy:


Review and analysis of existing relevant strategies prepared by Lithgow City Council,
Destination NSW and other key stakeholders.
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Review and analysis of relevant existing research and community consultation
documentation previously prepared for Lithgow City Council.



Analysis of market reports and statistics published by Tourism Research Australia,
Destination NSW, Blue Mountains Regional Tourism Organisation and the Cooperative
Research Centre for Sustainable Tourism.



Review of best practice tourism development activities and strategies.



Consultation with a diverse range of key stakeholders including tourism, venue and local
business operators; event organisers; Lithgow Business Association; Delta Electricity;
representatives of the local Aboriginal community; Destination NSW; Blue Mountains,
Lithgow & Oberon Regional Tourism Organisation; National Parks & Wildlife Service;
FCNSW; Trade & Investment NSW; Tourism Managers from surrounding LGAs; and Touring
Route committees.



Community Workshops, held in Lithgow, Portland‐Wallerawang, Hartley, Rydal and the
Capertee Valley. The Workshops were advertised locally and open to all members of the
community. The notes documenting the Workshop discussions were distributed to
attendees and local business and community groups for review with the opportunity for
further input. The Workshop Notes are provided in Appendix 1.



Analysis of tourism performance statistics, with these benchmarked against neighbouring
Local Government Areas.



Analysis of the key issues affecting the potential for sustainable tourism development in the
Local Government Area.



Field inspections to assess the tourism product and infrastructure (accommodation,
attractions, activities, experiences, signage, information services) available, and the
presentation of the area.



Inspection of the tourism product available in the surrounding LGAs and discussions with
the Tourism Managers from these areas.



Market assessment – profiling visitors to Lithgow LGA and the Blue Mountains and Central
NSW Regions – demographic characteristics, trip characteristics, needs and expectations.
Market trends were also examined.

The following Lithgow Council Plans and Strategies were taken into consideration in the
preparation of the Tourism Strategy.










Community Strategic Plan
Asset Management Strategy
Lithgow Jobs Summit 2008
Economic Development Strategy 2010
Social Plan and Cultural Plan.
Cultural Precinct Study
Festivals and Events Plan
Business and Retail Strategy.
Open Space and Recreational Needs Study
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Heritage Study and Heritage Development Control Plan Study 2011
Land Use Strategy
Draft Local Environmental Plan

The implications of these documents for Tourism, is discussed in Part 3.

1.4 Structure
The Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan is divided into four parts:
Part 1 – Overview: Provides an introduction to Lithgow City Local Government Area, an
overview of the tourist attractions, facilities and services available within the LGA, identifies key
stakeholders responsible for the provision of tourism products and infrastructure and
summarises the planning framework at National, State, Regional and Local level that has
implications for tourism planning.
Part 2 – Visitation & Visitor Markets: Provides an overview of the economic significance of the
tourism sector Australia‐wide, the level and characteristics of visitation to the Blue Mountains,
Lithgow and Oberon Tourism Region and to Lithgow City and surrounding LGAs, a breakdown of
the mix of visitors to the different localities within the Lithgow LGA, information on changes in
the marketplace as a result of attitudinal and generational change, and the impacts of changes in
technology on the way travellers source information and book travel.
Part 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis: This section of the Strategy audits and assesses the
presentation and product and infrastructure base of the localities (towns, villages, rural areas
and highway corridors) within the LGA, the attractions and activities available and potentially
available for visitors, the performance and potential of the events sector to grow visitation, the
accommodation available, and the suitability of the services and infrastructure available to
support tourism. Issues and constraints impacting on tourism and opportunities for product
diversification, improvement and growth are identified and discussed.
The information
provided in Part 3, is presented by both locality and sector. The locality information (Section 8)
provides an assessment of the tourism development potential of the key localities within the
LGA and provides Council and the individual communities with a blue‐print for moving forward.
Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy (Destination Management Plan): Part 4 provides the
Strategic Planning Framework, including the vision and directions for coordinating tourism
development in the area, and the strategies and actions to develop and manage the destination
and facilitate growth.
Parts 1‐3 provide comprehensive information on the current status of tourism in the LGA,
existing and potential markets for the LGA, the issues and constraints impacting on the industry
and the product and infrastructure development opportunities. These Parts are designed to:


To provide a snap shot of the tourism industry in 2012, to be used as benchmark data to
assess changes over time.



To provide resource material for Council, community and business groups and tourism
operators. The Strategy is designed so that sections can be easily 'cut and pasted' to form:
‐

Working plans for local community groups.
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‐
‐
‐



Briefing material for individual projects / project teams.
Input into grant applications and funding submissions.
Submissions to Government, Local Members of Parliament and other organisations
when seeking assistance to implement the projects identified in the Plan.

Assist Council and Government Agencies to understand the tourism potential of their assets,
with the information providing input into developing priorities, directions and planning
policies.

Part 4 is a working document for Council and the Tourism Unit, summarising the actions needed
to develop and manage Lithgow LGA as a destination for visitors. The basis and rationale for
these actions are outlined in Parts 2 and 3 of the Strategy.
Ownership of the Tourism Strategy is vested Lithgow City Council.

1.5

Abbreviations Used in this Strategy

AHIMS
B&B
CCIA
CMCA
CTMBC
Council
DCP
DMP
DNSW
DPI
GFC
FCNSW
FIT
FORTO
LEP
LGA
LOBTA
NPWS
PR
RMS
RPT
RTO
RV
SCA
SD
STDW
TASAC
TINSW
TXA – OBX
VFR
VIC
4WD

Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System
Bed and Breakfast accommodation
Caravan and Camping Industry Association
Caravan and Motorhome Club of Australia
Central Tablelands Mountain Bike Club
Lithgow City Council
Development Control Plan
Destination Management Plan
Destination New South Wales
NSW Department of Primary Industries
Global Financial Crisis
Forestry Corporation of New South Wales
Free Independent Traveller
Forum of Regional Tourism Organisations
Local Environmental Plan
Local Government Area
Lithgow‐Oberon‐Bathurst Tourism Alliance
National Parks and Wildlife Service
Public Relations Marketing
NSW Roads & Maritime Services
Regular Public Transport (Air Services)
Regional Tourism Organisation
Recreational Vehicle (caravan, motorhome, campervan)
State Conservation Area
Statistical Division
State Tourism Data Warehouse (DNSW Data Base)
Tourist Attraction Signposting Assessment Committee
Trade and Investment NSW
Tourism Exchange Australia – Open Booking Exchange
Visiting Friends and Relatives
Visitor Information Centre
Four Wheel Driving
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2. Lithgow Local Government Area ‐ Overview
2.1 Lithgow LGA
The Lithgow Local Government Area covers approximately 4,551 square kilometres. It is located
on the western side of the Blue Mountains and is bordered by six LGAs ‐ Bathurst Regional
Council to the west, Mid Western Regional Council to the north‐west, Singleton Council to the
north‐east, City of Hawkesbury in the east, City of Blue Mountains to the south‐east and Oberon
Shire in the south‐west. Lithgow LGA extends from Dargan and Little Hartley in the east, to
Hampton and the Kanimbla Valley in the south, Tarana and Meadow Flat in the west and
Capertee/Capertee Valley and Wolgan Valley in the north.
Figure 2.1 Lithgow Local Government Area
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Lithgow LGA is best known for its rich industrial and mining heritage, its spectacular natural
environment including national parks, forests and rolling rural landscapes and the Zig Zag
Railway
Approximately two thirds of the LGA is managed by the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
and FCNSW. There are seven National Parks (Blue Mountains, Wollemi, Gardens of Stone,
Kanangra Boyd, Capertee, Turon and Marrangaroo), two Nature Reserve (Evans Crown and
Winburndale), a State Conservation Area (Mugii Murum‐ban) and a number of native hardwood
and pine plantation State Forests (including the Newnes, Sunny Corner, Ben Bullen, Lidsdale,
Falnash, Wolgan and Hampton State Forests).
Lithgow LGA has a population of approximately 20,000 people, with around 12,000 people living
in the town of Lithgow, around 2,000 in both Wallerawang and Portland, and a further 4,000 in
numerous villages, hamlets and rural areas. Lithgow is the administrative, retail and commercial
heart of the LGA. Major industries include coal mining, power generation, grazing, forestry and
tourism.
Tourism has been a significant industry for many years, however until recently there was no a
concerted effort to consolidate and grow the sector

2.2

Historical Overview

2.2.1 Aboriginal Heritage
The Lithgow LGA is the traditional home of people from the Wiradjuri nation with the
Gundungurra nation to the south and the Darug nation to the east.
The Lithgow LGA has a number of sites of
significance to Aboriginal people, however, these
are not well known to the broader community.
One site close to Lithgow is Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu,
commonly known as Blackfellows Hands Reserve
which provides a natural rock art gallery accessed
off the Wolgan Road. It has a collection of stencil
artworks including boomerangs, hands, and other
symbols. It has been declared an Aboriginal Place
and is protected under the Aboriginal Heritage Act.
In March 2011 Mugii Murum‐ban State
Conservation Area was declared. It is named after a
highly respected local Aboriginal Elder, Charlie
Riley, whose Wiradjuri people have used the area
for thousands of years. Mugii is a Wiradjuri name
meaning a mopoke owl and Murum‐ban means
eldest son in Wiradjuri.4

4

Above: Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu Aboriginal Art site

The Lithgow Mercury, 5 March 2011, Sartor’s parting gesture to new park extensions
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2.2.2 Settlement
Not long after the crossing of the Blue Mountains in 1813 by Blaxland, Wentworth and Lawson,
and the building of an access road by William Cox (1815), the lands around Lithgow were being
settled and villages established, with early land grants dating back to the 1820’s.
Lithgow developed initially as a mining area and has an extraordinary industrial history.
As early as the 1840s, coal was being mined in the area and used to fuel the new NSW colony.
Coal mining sustained Lithgow through two world wars and, along with electricity generation, it
is still the backbone of Lithgow’s economy. In the late 1800s and in the first half of the 1900s,
shale oil was mined in Hartley Vale, Newnes and Glen Davis, initially for the production of
kerosene and paraffin, and then, as car ownership increased, for gasoline.
Lime kilns were established in the Portland area in the 1860’s, with this followed by the
establishment of cement kilns in the early 1890’s. The Portland Cement Works opened in 1902
and continued production to until 1991, earning Portland the reputation of the ‘town that built
Sydney’.
Lithgow LGA was, and still is, a major centre for enterprise. The arrival of the railway saw the
building of the Zig Zag Railway, an engineering masterpiece. In the 1870s a number of ironworks
companies were established along with a copper smelter, the first meat freezing works in NSW,
brickworks, and the famous Lithgow Pottery. The first modern blast furnace in Australia was built
in Lithgow in 1907 and steel was produced until 1928. The presence of steel was a factor in
establishing a national Small Arms Factory in Lithgow which was the first modern manufacturing
plant in Australia. This factory, still operating, outlasted the steelworks and has equipped the
Australian army with weapons for over ninety years. Lithgow also once had woollen mills and the
famous Berlei textile company.
In the early days, working and living
conditions were extremely harsh and
industrial disputes were common. As early
as 1878 the first coal miners’ association was
formed and so began Lithgow’s long
association with the Union movement.5
Today, the Lithgow – Wallerawang –
Portland area is still highly dependent upon
the energy sector with mining and electricity
generation, combined, being the largest
sector employers. This is followed by retail,
accommodation and food services, public
administration and safety, health care and
social assistance.
The tourism industry has long been present
in the LGA, particularly business‐related
tourism generated by the extensive industrial
base. In more recent times, the tourism
sector has diversified with the development
5

Above: Blast Furnace Park

Lithgow City Council, 2010, Lithgow Surprisingly Diverse, (Visitor Guide) Lithgow City Council
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nature‐based activities, festivals and events, luxury resorts and spas, and outdoor sports and
adventure‐based activities.
Tourism has the potential to play a far more significant role in the LGA in broadening the
economic base and adding diversity to the economy, employment opportunities and lifestyle.

2.3

Getting to Lithgow

Lithgow is just two hours by road from the Sydney CBD. Access is via the Great Western Highway
through the Blue Mountains and the Bells Line of Road through the Hawkesbury LGA. Lithgow is
approximately 30 minutes drive from Katoomba, 40 minutes from Bathurst, 1.3 hours from
Orange, 1.3 hours from Mudgee and 50 minutes from Jenolan Caves.
Lithgow is located at the crossroads of four major roads ‐ the Great Western Highway,
Castlereagh Highway, Bells Line of Road and Jenolan Caves Road. The towns of Wallerawang and
Portland are located 14km and 25km respectively, north‐west of Lithgow, and lie in the area
between the Castlereagh and Great Western Highways.
Two significant touring routes pass through the LGA – the Greater Blue Mountains Drive (GBMD)
and the Tablelands Way. The GBMD is a loop from Sydney through the Blue Mountains to
Lithgow, north to Mudgee and returning to Sydney via the Hunter Valley, a distance of
approximately 1,200 kilometres. The Drive has 18 Discovery Trails, 5 of which are located in
Lithgow LGA. The Tablelands Way extends from the Hunter Valley to Goulburn via the
Castlereagh Highway and Jenolan Caves Road through Lithgow LGA. The Bells Line of Road is
also being promoted as the ‘Botanist Way’ touring route.
Table 2.1 Approximate travel times and routes to Lithgow from major centres and attractions
From
Sydney
and
Mountains
Sydney CBD
Sydney Airport
Katoomba
Penrith
Windsor

Travel
time

Route

2hrs
20
mins
2 hrs 20
mins
35 mins
1hr 30 mins
1hr 30 mins

M4 & Great Western Highway or M2, Windsor & Bells Line of Road
M5, M7 & Great Western Highway
Great Western Highway
Great Western Highway
Bells Line of Road (Botanists Way)

3hrs
3hrs

Comleroy Road & Bells Line of Road
Castlereagh Highway, Rylstone & Bylong Valley Way

Blue

Hunter Valley
Singleton
Muswellbrook
From the South
Canberra
Oberon
Jenolan Caves
Central West
Bathurst
Mudgee
Dubbo

3hrs 15mins
45 mins
45 mins

Tablelands Way via Oberon
Tablelands Way
Jenolan Caves Road

45 mins
1hr 20 mins
3hrs

Great Western Highway
Castlereagh Highway
Castlereagh Highway via Mudgee or Great Western Highway via
Orange

Rail
Sydney Central
Katoomba
Dubbo

3hrs
50 mins
4hrs

Blue Mountains Line
Blue Mountains Line
Country Link ‐ XPT service
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The upgrading of the Great Western Highway is reducing travel times between Sydney and
Lithgow. Approximately 80% of the Highway upgrade between Lapstone and Katoomba is
completed, with the remaining sections expected to be completed by early 2013. Work has now
commenced on the section of the Highway between Mt Victoria and Lithgow. The preferred
route has been identified and the project is in the final planning and design stages. Work has
commenced in a number of areas, including the upgrading of Victoria Pass. The completion of
the Blue Mountains section of the Highway upgrade will significantly reduce travel times across
the Mountains and increase Lithgow’s accessibility to the Sydney market.
The planning for the upgrading of the Bells Line of Road has also commenced, with the
preparation of a ‘Long Term Strategy Plan’ currently underway. At this stage, it is forecast that
the route upgrade is not likely to be required until 2033
.
Lithgow forms the western edge of the CityRail network and is a terminal for Countrylink train
and coach services. CityRail trains connect Lithgow to Sydney’s Central Railway Station, via the
Blue Mountains, with the trip taking just under three hours. The rail trip from Lithgow to Mt
Victoria is one of the most scenic in NSW, with the railway crossing 10 historic sandstone
bridges. Lithgow is also serviced by the XPT which operates on the western line to Dubbo. The
XPT will stop at Rydal and Tarana on request (has to be ‘booked’ the day before). Lithgow is the
terminal for CountryLink buses servicing the Oberon, Mudgee, Bathurst and Blayney areas.
In late 2012 an express train service named the “Bathurst Bullet” was introduced. The service
departs from Bathurst in the morning and returns from Sydney late in the afternoon. The travel
time has been reduced to approximately 2 ½ hours.

2.4

Planning Precincts

For planning purposes, Lithgow City Council divides the LGA into five planning precincts (Figure
2.2):






Lithgow including Marangaroo Fields
Wallerawang including Lidsdale
Portland
Rural North
Rural South
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Figure 2.2 Planning Precincts within Lithgow LGA

Rural North and Rural South include the following villages, hamlets and rural areas.

Table 2.2 Localities within the Rural Planning Precincts
Rural North

Rural South

Capertee Valley
Wolgan Valley
Sunny Corner
Dark Corner
Palmers Oakey
Glen Davis
Glen Alice
Bogee
Clarence
Dargan
Cullen Bullen
Ben Bullen
Capertee

Hartley Vale
Little Hartley
Kanimbla Valley
Marsdens Swamp
Hampton
Lowther
Meadows Flat
Rydal
Tarana
Sodwalls
Good Forest

These precincts correspond to the small areas data available on Council’s online profile
accessible on www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/ID Community Profile. The hierarchy of settlements in
the LGA and the population of each of the Planning Precincts are summarized in Tables 2.3 and
2.4.
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Table 2.3 Hierarchy of Centres, Lithgow LGA
District Centre

Small Towns

Villages

Hamlets

Lithgow

Wallerawang
Portland

Cullen Bullen
Capertee
Rydal
Tarana
Hartley
Glen Davis
Glen Alice

Clarence
Dargan
Newnes
Bogee
Hampton
Sodwalls
Lowther
Good Forest
Sunny Corner
Dark Corner

Table 2.4 Population of the Lithgow Local Government Area by Planning Precincts.
Planning Precinct

Population

Lithgow
Wallerawang
Portland
Rural North
Rural South
Total

11,434
2,157
2,307
2,053
2,189
20,161

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing 2011.
Note: Table totals may not equate with other similar tables due to randomization of small numbers.

For tourism planning, the LGA is further divided into a number of planning areas, which relate
primarily to the major landform features.

Table 2.5 Tourism Planning Areas – Lithgow LGA
Central Precincts
Rural North
Lithgow
Portland‐Wallerawang
Lake Lyell & Surrounds

2.5

Newnes Plateau
Wolgan Valley
Capertee Valley
The Turon
Castlereagh Highway corridor

Rural South
Hartley Valley
Kanimbla Valley
The Tablelands
- Hampton
- Rydal – Tarana

Social & Economic Profile

A detailed analysis of the demographic and economic characteristics of the LGA is provided in
both the Lithgow City Land Use Strategy and the Economic Development Strategy. The main
factors relevant to the development of the tourism sector are summarised below:


At the 2011 Census, Lithgow LGA has a population of 20,161. The population of the Lithgow
LGA grew slightly between 2006 and 2011, (337 people or 1.7%). This rate of growth was
higher than the Central Western Region as a whole and lower than NSW at 2.8%.



2008 figures from the NSW Department of Health and Ageing, predict that Lithgow’s
population is expected to increase slightly until 2017 after which it is expected to
progressively decline by ‐0.06% per annum.



Lithgow has an aging population, and is losing people in the younger (15‐24) age groups as
they leave the LGA to seek further education and employment.
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The LGA has a narrow employment base with 30.8% of the LGA’s workforce employed as
technicians / trade workers and machinery operators / drivers. Between 1996 and 2006,
these occupations contracted significantly with the loss of 618 jobs. It is critical to diversify
the employment base, as trade‐based occupations may continue to decline due to changes
in industrial practices.



At the 2006 Census, the official unemployment rate for Lithgow LGA was 8.5% which was
higher than both the rates in the Central West Region (6.3%) and NSW (5.9%).



The 2006 Census ‘Journey to work’ data indicated that the majority of Lithgow’s resident
workforce (75.5% or 5,824 persons) live and work within the Local Government Area. This is
a high self‐containment rate which means that most of the Lithgow resident workforce
relies heavily upon local businesses and activities for their employment.
Table 2.6

Breakdown of Industries in Lithgow LGA in which Local Residents Work

Industry Sector
Retailing
Mining
Health Care & Social Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Public Administration & Safety
Manufacturing
Education and Training
Electricity & Waste Management

Number of residents
working within the LGA
721
689
578
551
481
448
341
339

% of total
12.4%
11.8%
9.9%
9.5%
8.3%
7.7%
5.9%
5.8%



As shown in Table 2.6, the tourism – hospitality sector is a major local employer. 9.5% of
residents working in the LGA are directly employed in the accommodation and food services
sectors. In addition, tourism extends into the retail, arts and recreation, transport,
agriculture‐forestry‐fisheries and property rental sectors.



In 2006, 122 residents travelled out of the LGA each day to work in the accommodation or
food sectors in surrounding LGAs. This is a potential workforce for new tourism businesses
wishing to establish in the LGA.



Gross Regional Product data analysis taken for the Lithgow Jobs Summit 2008 estimated
that in 2006‐07 the gross regional product for Lithgow Local Government Area was
approximately $723.8 million. The mining sector was the main contributor to GRP (27%),
with retailing ranking 5th (6%). The hospitality sector ranked 15th and contributed 2% to
GRP. The retail sector was the highest employer, with the hospitality sector ranking 10th.

Table 2.7 Lithgow Gross Regional Product 2006‐2007
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Income
($m)

FTE6

% share of
employment

194
49
44
41
41
38

% contribution
to Total Local
Value Added
27%
7%
6%
6%
6%
5%

105
41
38
40
36
26

886
698
725
426
1 049
486

12%
9%
10%
6%
14%
6%

36
33
32
30
29
19

5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3%

29
25
30
28
11
17

513
389
398
436
218
407

7%
5%
5%
6%
3%
5%

18

3%

10

261

3%

17
14
6
4
63

2%
2%
1%
1%
9%

11
11
3
4

180
403
66
88

2%
5%
1%
1%

15.8
723.8

2%
465

7 629

Industry Sector

Value Added
($m)

Mining7
Manufacturing8
Health
Utilities
Retail
Property/Busine
ss services
Construction
Transport
Government
Education
Finance
Personal
services
Agriculture,
forestry & fishing
Wholesale
Hospitality
Communication
Cultural services
Owner
of
dwelling
Other9
Total

Source: APS and Western Regional Institute, Lithgow Jobs Summit 2008, aggregated data figures 2006-07



Research undertaken by Tourism Research Australia in conjunction with the Australian
Bureau of Statistics has found that the value created by tourism expenditure exceeds that of
other major economic activities. Every dollar spent by the tourism sector generates an
additional $1.91. In contrast the value‐add spend for the mining sector is $1.67, with retail
being $1.80 and education and health being $1.38.10



At June 2007 there were a total of 435 tourism businesses in Lithgow LGA11. Tourism
Research Australia defines a tourism business as ‘an active business entity which relies
significantly on visitors through both direct and indirect consumption of the tourism
characteristic or tourism connected industry products or services the business produce’.
Of these 435 tourism businesses in Lithgow LGA, 46% are owner‐operated and employ no
staff, while 30% are micro‐businesses that employ 1‐4 staff. Only 7% of tourism businesses
are medium to large in size. The concentration of owner operator, micro and small
businesses is a challenge for the LGA as these smaller operators are likely to have minimal
capacity to invest in product and market development and undertake marketing and

6

FTE – Full time equivalent employed figures will vary from ABS jobs data as ABS does not use FTE data to show number of jobs
available.
7 Mining constitutes: coal mining and other mining
8 Manufacturing constitutes food manufacturing, metal products, wood products, printing, machinery, chemical products, non‐metal
products, textile manufacturing, other manufacturing.
9 Owner of dwelling” and “Other” have been included although figures are not available for income or FTE jobs for these variables”.
10 Tourism Research Australia Tourism Satellite Account 2010‐2011
11 Tourism New South Wales (2007) Tourism Profile – Lithgow City
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promotion in their own right. As such they are likely to be dependent, in whole or part, on
the market development and marketing and promotional initiatives of Tourism Lithgow and
BMLOT.
Table 2.8 Size of Tourism Businesses in Lithgow Local Government Area, June 2007
Tourism businesses
Non‐employing businesses
Micro businesses (1‐4 employees)
Small business (5‐19 employees)
Medium to large businesses (20
or more employees)
Total Businesses

Lithgow LGA
Number
198
129
78
30
435

%
46
30
18
7

State
Average %
50
29
15
6

National
Average %
50
27
16
7

100

100

100

Source: Tourism New South Wales (2007) Tourism Profile – Lithgow City

Implications for Tourism Planning


It is critical that Lithgow LGA develops a broader economic base to ensure sustainable
employment and to counteract occupational decline in the machinery operators and
drivers, technicians and trades workers sector, and the decline in the number of families,
young adults and children in the Lithgow LGA.



An expanded tourism sector will provide a greater diversity of job opportunities and will
assist in expanding the economic base of the Lithgow LGA.



An expanded economic base will assist in alleviating the decline in the number of families,
young adults and children in the Lithgow LGA by providing greater diversity of job
opportunities.



With 24.5% of residents’ workforce leaving Lithgow to work, many in the areas of retail,
accommodation and food services, and public administration, this suggests that there is an
opportunity to capture this resident workforce with an expanded tourism sector.



Locally provided education and training in the tourism sector would encourage local
employment.



Opportunities may exist for occupational skills and opportunities to be developed in the
tourism sector utilising some of the skills from areas of occupational decline (e.g machinery
operators and drivers, technicians and trades workers). Retraining courses to align with the
tourism industry may provide opportunities.



If the Lithgow LGA is able to attract tourism characteristic and connected businesses, or
expand existing businesses, those skilled workers currently leaving the Lithgow LGA to work
in construction, healthcare/social assistance, manufacturing, public administration/safety
and retail trade, may be recaptured. The skills base of many of these employment sectors
align with those in the tourism industry. This would not only increase Lithgow’s resident
worker containment rate, as well as encourage more local spending, and would also
increase the attractiveness of the Lithgow Local Government Area for further investment
and employment.
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Training and up‐skilling Lithgow working residents so that they are able to take on more
professional and managerial roles in the tourism sector could assist Lithgow residents to fill
locally based jobs.



Investment in the tourism sector will yield a higher value add spend than investment in
other sectors.

2.6

Tourist Attraction & Infrastructure Base – Overview

Within the LGA, visitation is dispersed throughout the LGA. This has implications for the
provision of local services and facilities, as well as the maintenance of infrastructure such as
roads, picnic facilities, public toilets etc. The main attractions and supporting infrastructure is
summarised below:

2.6.1 National Parks, Nature Reserves and State Conservation Areas
Within the LGA, there are seven National Parks (Blue Mountains, Capertee, Gardens of Stone,
Marrangaroo, Turon, Wollemi, Kanagra‐Boyd), two Nature Reserves (Evans Crown, Winburndale)
and one State Conservation Area (Mugii Murum‐ban) managed by the National Parks and
Wildlife Service (NPWS). The NPWS also manages the Hartley Historic Site. The Parks are used
for a variety of recreational purposes including 4 wheel driving (4WD), mountain‐biking, bush
walking, rock sports and canyoning, and bird watching. The Parks, along with the State Forests
occupy around two thirds of the LGA.

2.6.2 State Forests
There are eleven State Forests, either wholly or partly, within the LGA (Sunny Corner, Airly,
Kandos, Lidsdale, Falnash, Ben Bullen, Wolgan, Newnes, Hampton, Jenolan and Coricudgy).
These Forests grow both native hardwood
and plantation softwood species, and
provide significant employment and
economic benefits for the community. They
supply the mining industry in Lithgow LGA
and a large sawmill and processing plant in
Oberon. The State Forests are used
extensively for recreational purposes
including four wheel driving, trail bikes,
orienteering, rally car driving, bushwalking,
horse riding and adventure activities.

2.6.3 Crown Reserves
There are a number of Crown Reserves in
the LGA, the most notable of which are
Hassan’s Walls, Pearson’s Lookout and
Mugii Murum‐ban Reserve. Hassan’s Walls
Above: Evans Crown Nature Reserve
is located along the southern edge of Lithgow
and incorporates spectacular sandstone
escarpment ‘walls’. There are two lookouts plus a number of walking trails, with the area known
for its bird life and wild flowers. Pearson’s Lookout is a small reserve on the Castlereagh
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Highway near Capertee. The Lookout provides extensive views of the Capertee Valley. Mugii
Murum‐ban Reserve is a significant Aboriginal site, with hand stencil paintings in one of the
caves within the Reserve.

2.6.4 Rural Areas
The scenic tablelands, hills and valleys of the Lithgow LGA are popular for drive‐based touring.
Car clubs (including luxury, sports, vintage and 4WD) and motorcycle clubs enjoy the winding
rural roads and the historic village hotels. The rural roads are also popular with cyclists.

2.6.5 Mining and Rail Heritage
Lithgow has a rich mining and rail heritage which spans almost 200 years. Industrial heritage
sites and buildings can be found dispersed across the LGA, with significant mining heritage sites
in Hartley Vale, Lithgow, Newnes, Airly, Glen Davis, Cullen Bullen and Portland. These include
ruins of the shale‐oil mines and refineries dating from the early 1860s, the remains of the former
State Coal Mine and Power Station at Lithgow, and the Portland Cement Works at Portland.
The Zig Zag Railway is the best known of the rail heritage items in the LGA, with the Zig Zag
Railway attracting in the order of 83,000 visitors per year. The former railway easement from
Newnes Junction (near Clarence) to Newnes in the Wolgan Valley is being used for bushwalking
and mountain‐biking, with proposals to develop this easement as a rail trail. A tourist railway
and rail trail are also being developed along the former Oberon to Tarana branch line, with the
first section of the rail trail between Oberon and Hazelgrove completed.
Other significant items of rail heritage include the Heritage Railway located at the State Mine,
the sandstone arched viaducts and tunnels between Mt Victoria and Lithgow, and historic
railway stations along both the Western Line and the former Baradine line.

2.6.6 Lakes and Rivers
Lithgow LGA has three large lakes that are accessible to the public, Lake Lyell, Lake Wallace and
Thompsons Creek Dam. These lakes are owned by Delta Electricity and are part of the water
supply system for the Mt Piper and Wallerawang power stations. The lakes are stocked with
native fish.
Power boating and water sports such as water skiing, can be undertaken at Lake Lyell. Council
operates a recreation reserve at the Lake, with facilities including caravan sites, primitive
camping areas, boat ramps, picnic facilities and amenities. Lake Wallace is designed as a non‐
power boat area. The Lake is used for sailing, fishing, rowing and dragon‐boat racing. The picnic
area and playground are very popular.
Thompsons Creek Dam is a designated Trout Trophy Dam, with this waterway being the closest
Trout Trophy Dam to Sydney. Access to Thompsons Creek Dam is restricted, with shore‐based
fishing permissible during daylight hours. Visitors need to hike into the Dam (about 20 minutes
walk) as vehicle access is not available.
There are a number of small creek and river systems within the LGA. A number of rivers have
been stocked with native fish and are popular for trout fishing, with the Cox’s River being the
most well known. Canoeing is undertaken on sections of the Turon River.
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2.6.7 Accommodation
Accommodation is widely dispersed throughout the LGA. The most well‐known property is the
‘six star’ Wolgan Valley Resort and Spa, operated by Emirates.
As the main service centre, Lithgow has a concentration of accommodation properties including
5 motels (144 rooms), 5 historic pubs (96 rooms), serviced apartments (14 apartments), caravan
park and 9 self contained cottages and apartments available for short term (holiday) lettings.
Motel, pub hotel and cabin accommodation is available at Wallerawang. Portland and most of
the villages have historic hotels that provide basic accommodation.
Accommodation is available in each of the valleys within the LGA. In addition to the Wolgan
Valley Resort, Wolgan Valley has a few commercially operated cabins and camping area as well
as a primitive camping ground provided by the NPWS at Newnes. The Capertee Valley has a
number of bed and breakfast, farm stays, a boutique hotel and free camping areas. There is
caravan park at Hartley and a hotel‐motel at Hampton. The Hartley and Kanimbla Valleys offer
bed and breakfast, cabins and farmstays properties, with informal camping also occurring in the
Kanimbla Valley. There is also a commercial camp ground and cabins at Turon Gates as well as
two primitive camping grounds along the Turon River in the Turon National Park.
There are a number of up‐market boutique properties, including a spa retreat, on the ridges
overlooking Lake Lyell. Council operates a camping ground with some powered caravan sites at
the Lake Lyell. Bush camping is permissible in both the State Forests and National Parks.

2.6.8 Commercial Tourism Businesses
Specialty boutiques and lifestyle shops, tea rooms, galleries and gift shops can be found in Little
Hartley, Lithgow, Wallerawang and Portland. There are numerous farm gate sales outlets
(mostly seasonal) as well as a goat dairy and fromagerie near Lidsdale, and alpaca farms in the
Hartley and Capertee Valleys. There is also a small cluster of plant nurseries and garden
products in the Hartley Valley and Tablelands areas.
There are a number of 4WD, scenic and adventure tour companies licensed to operate in the
National Parks and State Forests within the LGA. There is also a helicopter company that
provides scenic flights over the escarpment National Parks and Wollemi Wilderness Area, fishing
guide, bird guide and a few horse‐riding establishments.
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3. Planning Framework
The development of the tourism industry is a priority at National, State, Regional and local levels.

3.1

National & State Plans

3.1.1

Australian National Long‐Term Tourism Strategy

The Australian Government’s National Long‐term Tourism Strategy12 outlines the following
Strategies to support the development of tourism in Australia.










Positioning for long‐term growth ‐ Stimulating consumer demand and securing jobs.
Leadership ‐ Strategic and coordinated leadership that will drive the national tourism
agenda.
Informing Industry and Government ‐ A research and development agenda that will inform
industry and government.
Facilitating investment and regulatory reform ‐ Investment that will ensure Australian
tourism product remains competitive in a global marketplace.
Labour and Skills ‐ Labour and skills development that will support tourism industry needs.
Responding to challenges ‐ Tourism business that will adapt to the impact of change, climate
change and other external shocks.
Excellence in product and service delivery ‐ Product quality and service delivery that will
ensure Australia is a high‐value destination.
Strengthening our competitiveness with industry and product development ‐ Destination
and tourism product that will make the most of our unique attractions.
Measuring our performance ‐ Performance indicators that will track progress and support
strategic priorities.

3.1.2 NSW State Plan
Planning and development in NSW is being driven by the ‘NSW 2021 – A Plan to make NSW
Number One’ Strategy. This Strategy has, as one of its core objectives, the rebuilding of the NSW
economy. As part of this Strategy, the Government has set goals to ‘improve the performance of
the NSW economy’ (Goal 1) and to ‘drive economic growth in regional areas’. Under Goal 1, the
Government has set the target of doubling tourism expenditure in NSW by 2021, with this to be
achieved through the Visitor Economy Action Plan, which is currently before Cabinet. In
addition, $5 million has been allocated for developing tourism in regional areas. Access to this
funding is primarily through the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regional Tourism
Organisation.

3.1.3 NSW Tourism Plan
The NSW State Tourism Plan was adopted in 2008. It defines the direction for Destination NSW
and puts in place the recommendations of the O’Neill Review into the NSW tourism industry that
was undertaken in 2006‐7.

12

Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, 2009, National Long‐term Tourism Strategy, Australian Government
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The overall objective is to ‘grow a vibrant tourism sector in NSW by increasing the State’s
domestic and international visitation through a collaborative approach between Government
and Industry’. The Strategy focuses on improving NSW’s tourism performance through
enhancing promotion of Sydney and regional NSW, an expanding international presence and
addressing supply‐side issues. The eight key areas of focus are:
1. Revising Targets: Increase NSW’s visitor nights and yield by setting a more ambitious target
for tourism.
2. Tourism Governance: Deliver the NSW Tourism Strategy within an agreed governance
arrangement to realise maximum benefits for the tourism industry.
3. ‘Brand Sydney’: Revitalise and strengthen the image and appeal of Sydney through a
coordinated ‘Brand Sydney’ project.
4. ‘Visit Sydney’: Increase promotion of Sydney as a tourist destination through a strengthened
dedicated business unit within Destination NSW.
5. Expanding International Tourism: Expand NSW’s international tourism through increasing
our presence in emerging markets of China, India and South Korea and increasing
promotional activity in both traditional and emerging markets.
6. Expanding Regional Tourism: Enhance promotion of regional NSW through strengthened
regional partnerships.
7. Addressing Supply Side Issues: Government working with Industry to ensure sufficient
tourism related infrastructure and services are available to satisfy increased demand.
8. Tourism Industry Plan: Implement a coordinated industry plan to boost tourism performance
in NSW based on a partnership approach from government and industry.
For Lithgow LGA, the most relevant strategies and actions of the Plan relate to initiatives to:



Strengthen and grow tourism in regional NSW.
Address supply issues ‐ including maximising the tourism potential of National Parks, State
Forests and Crown Land, in an ecologically and environmentally sustainable manner.

As one of the initiatives of the Plan, the State Government has established the Parks and
Reserves NSW project. This is a multi‐agency project that aims to provide a single access point
for information on all nature‐based recreational areas and activities in NSW. It aims to bring
together information on National Parks, State Forest and Crown Reserves. The first stage of the
project has involved the development of the Parks and Reserves NSW website. At this stage, the
data on the website relates only to the Sydney Metropolitan area. The site is to be progressively
expanded to include other regions, and also to incorporate an interactive map. The Blue
Mountains LGA (but not Lithgow) is included in the Sydney Region.
The Visitor Economy Action Plan will replace or modify the NSW State Tourism Plan.
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3.2

Lithgow LGA – Relevant Planning Documents

As discussed in Section 1.1, Lithgow City Council has adopted an integrated approach to
planning, with this articulated through the Community Strategic Plan. The vision for Lithgow City
LGA is:
A Centre of regional excellence that:



Encourages community growth and development
Contributes to the efficient and effective management of the environment, community and
economy for present and future generations.

The Plan recognises that to support a changing and growing community, Council and the
community must work together. To build a sustainable, diverse and competitive economy, the
Principle Activity Area focuses on creating an economy that:







Is linked to the unique character and advantages of the Lithgow Region
Ensures that a variety of employment and training opportunities are available
Has a workforce that is supporting of innovation and business excellence
Is skills‐based
Provides for a broad range of formal and non‐formal education services
Is underpinned by sound land use planning that provides a range of employment lands and
lifestyle choices while protecting environmental values.

Under Section 2.2.7.1 of the Plan, the desired outcome for Tourism is:
‘To create a strong tourism industry that maximises benefits from visitors to the LGA’
The actions identified to achieve this outcome are to implement the Tourism Strategy, Festival
and Events Strategy and Cultural Plan in terms of the following:








Provide quality visitor information services.
Continue to develop tourism opportunities within the LGA and with neighbouring areas.
Work closely with the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regional Tourism Organisation
to maximise State, National and International exposure.
Strengthen Lithgow’s brand identity.
Continue to establish tourist drives.
Provide Aboriginal tourism experiences in consultation with the Aboriginal community.
Identify and support the delivery of a diverse range of quality festivals and events.

The Plans, Strategies and Polices outlined in the following sections, provided input into the
development of the Community Strategic Plan.

3.2.1 Lithgow City Council’s Strategic Plan 2007
In 2007 the Lithgow City Council adopted a Strategic Plan for the LGA. This Strategic Plan 2007
provided a Vision for the LGA along with Principal Activities and Strategies that provide direction
for the development of a Tourism Strategy. The following provides an overview of these key
statements.
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The Vision for the LGA
“A Centre of regional excellence that:



Encourages community growth and development
Contributes to the efficient and effective management of the environment, community and
economy for present and future generations”.

Strategic Plan Principal Activity Areas and Strategies
The Lithgow City Council’s Strategic Plan 2007 identified a number of Principal Activity Areas and
Strategies relevant to the development of the Tourism Strategy. These are outlined below.
Transport
Providing a choice of effective public and private transport options for those who live, work and
visit our community:
 Providing road infrastructure which meets the needs of residents.
 Continuing to lobby for improved access to and from Sydney over the Bells Line Expressway.
 Promoting equitable access to public transport.
 Maximising the number of passenger train services terminating at Lithgow and provide a
fast train service.
 Improving and expanding the pedestrian and bicycle network.
Employment
 Developing and embracing diverse job opportunities for all ages and abilities.
 Developing and embracing diverse job opportunities for all ages and abilities.
 Planning for a diversified economy which supports local employment.
 Encouraging local employment opportunities for the community.
 Protecting the economic assets.
 Providing employment generation lands.
 Promoting retailing opportunities in the Local Government Area.
 Developing our natural and cultural assets for the tourism market.
Growth
 Providing for sustainable and planned growth, while enhancing the existing rural and village
identity:
 Planning for an annual growth rate of 1 to 2% for the Local Government Area.
 Planning growth in the towns and villages, followed by rural residential areas.
 Facilitating the sustainable planning of land through assessment criteria.
 Providing residential land to cater for future growth.
 Providing for rural living in an appropriate development form that will minimise its impact
and maximise the concentration of population in around existing town centres and village.
 Providing infrastructure for growth.

Arts and Culture
 Supporting, celebrating and expanding a diversity of cultural and creative adventures that
explore and discover the richness in our society.
 Preparing and implementing a cultural plan.
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3.2.2 Lithgow Jobs Summit 2008
In 2008 a Jobs Summit13 was held in Lithgow. The Jobs Summit was an initiative by Trade and
Investment NSW, Regional Development Australia – Central NSW and Lithgow City Council.
The Summit addressed three key questions:
1. Where are we now and where are we going?
2. Where do we want to be?
3. How will we get there?
The best ideas were categorised into 7 themes:








A hub
Economic Development Strategy
Creative Strategy
Amenity improvements
Skills creation
Land development
Transport infrastructure

The recommended next steps were for Council to:
1.
2.
3.

Facilitate the 50 events idea.
Investigate options for establishing a hub.
Consider other Summit ideas as part of their strategic planning processes through the
development of its Economic Development Strategy.

Effectively the directions as set in the Council’s Strategic Plan for the community were reaffirmed
by the broader community at the Lithgow Job Summit.

3.2.3 Economic Development Strategy
The Economic Development Strategy 2010‐201414 was
adopted by Council in June 2010.
The Economic Development Strategy (EDS) provides a
framework for the future development of the economy in
the Lithgow LGA. It focuses on maximizing the economic
capacity of existing local resources and meeting the needs
and expectations of the community.
The EDS identified six principal economic drivers for
encouraging and facilitating growth within the Lithgow Local
Government Area, with these drivers being:


Leadership and Communication.

13

Western Research Institute, 2008, Lithgow Jobs Summit 22 July 2008, prepared for Lithgow City Council, NSW Department of State
and Regional Development and Regional Development Australia – Central NSW
14 Lithgow City Council, 2010, Economic Development Strategy 2010 – 2014, Lithgow City Council
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Population stabilisation and sustainable growth.
Infrastructure and Land Availability.
Business and Industry development.
Business support services.
Employment and Skills Development.

The priorities and action plans relating to these drivers (relevant to tourism) are summarised in
Appendix 2.
The EDS notes that these economic drivers must be considered in the context of a range of other
fundamentals such as the local community and environment, rather than reviewed in isolation.
This is particularly important for Lithgow Local Government Area because of the social and
economic indicators identified, including the relatively narrow economic base, contraction of
employment opportunities in the key economic sectors, the out‐migration of young people and
the ageing of the population.
The EDS draws the link between maximising economic development, improving quality of life
and protecting the surrounding environment of the LGA. This means that economic development
decision‐making cannot occur in isolation from matters relating to the social and environmental
well‐being of Lithgow LGA and the surrounding region, and vice‐versa.
The EDS identified the need for a Tourism Strategy, and also noted that many of the economic
drivers and priority action areas identified in the Plan will also relate to and support the tourism
sector.

3.2.4 Land Use Strategy
The Land Use Strategy15 was adopted by Council in October 2011 and endorsed by the NSW
Department of Planning and Infrastructure in May 2012. The Land Use Strategy provides the
framework and basis for the Local Environmental Plan.
The Land Use Strategy recommends that land use provisions remain as flexible as possible to
encourage and facilitate appropriate forms of tourism‐related development. Any development
must however be consistent with the Growth, Management and Sustainability Principles and
tourism land use planning principles outlined in the Land Use Strategy.
Actions (12.17 to 12.20) of the Plan relating to tourism land use include:


Prepare a Tourism Strategy for the Lithgow LGA.



Limit the development of intensive tourism accommodation such as hotel and motel
accommodation and serviced apartments to urban areas in the Lithgow LGA 2011 LEP
where these developments are not directly related to eco‐tourism.



Identify areas of agglomeration of tourist related development or potential for such
development and consider introducing a tourist zone over these areas in the Lithgow LGA
2011 LEP.

15

Lithgow City Council, 2011, Land Use Strategy, Lithgow City Council
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Ensure that rural villages provide for a range of tourism support land uses such as
restaurants, cafes, service stations etc.

3.2.5 Heritage Development Control Plan Study
The Heritage Development Control Plan Study16 identified opportunities for the introduction of
significant conservation areas across the LGA. Each of the areas nominated has the potential to
attract visitors and provide product for heritage based tourism. The significant areas include:




The predominantly residential precincts in Lithgow of Cook Street, Eskbank Street, Hassans
Walls Road, Inch Street, Silcock Street, Whitton and Mort Streets, as well as the Main Street
shopping precinct.
Wallerawang and Portland Town Centres
The villages of Rydal, Capertee, Little Hartley, and Hartley Vale.

Each of these areas, in their own right, already attract visitors despite not being specifically
promoted for their heritage values.

3.2.6 Cultural Precinct Study
The Lithgow Cultural Precinct Study17 was undertaken to explore the potential for a number of
Council owned facilities to support the development of cultural industries in the town of
Lithgow. The facilities included: the Union Theatre, Eskbank Station (not owned by Council),
Eskbank House, Blast Furnace Park and Lake Pillans.
The recommendations that emerged from the study identified ways to capitalise on the
strengths within the Lithgow community in order to establish a Cultural Precinct as an
identifiable and thriving cultural cluster. Core to the recommendations delivered in the study is
the concept that visible and supported cultural industries can contribute flow‐on benefits across
the LGA by attracting tourists, skilled workers and business investment; diversifying the
economy; and improving the quality of life of residents. Investing in the cultural industries could
have a multiplier effect for Lithgow.
Key recommendations relevant to tourism include:









Develop and implement a way‐finding and signage scheme.
Design and implement public space improvements.
Revitalise and support cultural infrastructure on Bridge Street.
Revitalise the top end of Main Street.
Develop and support temporary programs and events north of the railway.
Improve accessibility and circulation.
Encourage a whole of community approach to supporting the growth of the cultural
industries.
Plan for future expansion of the cultural precinct.

3.2.7 Open Space and Recreational Needs Study

16
17

Lithgow City Council Draft Heritage Development Control Plan
Artscape, 2010, Lithgow Cultural Precinct Study, Lithgow City Council
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The Open Space and Recreational Needs Study18 evaluates the open space, recreational and
sporting facilities throughout the LGA, assesses likely future demand for access to open space
and facilities and provides recommendations for the improvement of existing areas and facilities
and development of additional facilities.
The Study identifies many parcels of lands used for both local and tourism related purposes. This
includes sporting fields, parks, nature reserves and other recreational areas. Many of the areas
are used for tourism purposes with activities including:








Festivals and events
Sporting events
Bushwalking and picnicking
Scenic Lookouts
Walking and cycle trails
Water sports
General recreation

The Study concluded that there were a number of disadvantages with the current management
structure for allocating use of sporting facilities, including potentially biased decision‐making and
the focus only on sport, with recreational and other associated activities not considered. The
Study found that the current arrangement was resulting in inefficient management of Council
facilities and recommended changes to the system, including Council taking responsibility for
managing both supply and demand, improvements to facilities to increase capacity for use and
to replace ‘exclusive use’ arrangements to allow for multiple use. Changing the management
structure would increase the opportunities for the LGA to utilise sporting venues to attract a
range of entertainment, sporting and other events.

3.2.8 Business and Retail Strategy
This Strategy was prepared to provide input into the development of the Economic Development
Strategy. The Economic Objectives arising from the Business and Retail Strategy19 relevant to
tourism include:








Encourage residents to shop locally.
Encourage local businesses to strive for excellence.
Develop a tourism industry.
Consolidate Lithgow’s Centres.
Promote Lithgow to new residents.
Support growth in centres as part of a broader economic development objective.
Monitor and evaluate the supply and demand for retail and business floorspace.

The Strategy identified the potential for the Portland town centre to develop as a heritage –
tourism centre.
As part of this study, a survey of business operators was undertaken. The top three actions
identified by respondents that could be done to improve business prospects were:


18

19

Council to be more in proactive in assisting businesses and in attracting new businesses to
the area.
Ross Planning, 2010, Lithgow City Council Open Space and Recreational Needs Study, Lithgow City Council
SGS Economics & Planning, 2010, Business and Retail Strategy, Final Report, Lithgow City Council
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Promotion of the City.
Beautification of Main Street, Lithgow.

3.2.9 Lithgow Visitors Guide: Lithgow ‐ Surprisingly Diverse
Lithgow Surprisingly Diverse20 is the first Visitors Guide to be produced for the Lithgow LGA in
over 10 years. It provides a comprehensive overview of tourism opportunities in the LGA for
both locals and visitors. The LGA is promoted under six key themes:







Surprisingly close – how to get to Lithgow LGA, welcoming
Surprisingly festive – calendar of events and cultural tourism
Surprisingly interesting – industrial heritage tourism
Surprisingly spectacular – nature‐based tourism, drives
Surprisingly exciting – outdoor adventure and sport
Surprisingly accommodating – accommodation, weddings and conferences

The Guide provides an overview of tourism attractions and activities in the LGA for both locals
and visitors. The Guide is very well designed and presented, and effectively reflects the diversity
and depth of product available within the City.

3.2.10 Festivals and Events Strategy 2009 – 2012
The Festival and Events Strategy21 recognises the potential for events to generate significant
economic and social benefits for the LGA. The Strategy provides a framework for the
development and coordination of events in the Lithgow LGA. Events are becoming an
increasingly significant generator of visitation to the LGA.
The Strategy contains the following objectives:









20
21

Identify and support the delivery of a diverse
range of quality festivals and events.
Ensure that Council procedures are reviewed
and streamlined to assist with the smooth
running of festivals and events ensuring quality
and safety.
Encourage participation from the community
essential to the success and sustainability of
events.
Develop essential infrastructure to improve the
region’s capacity to harness, retain and deliver
high quality festivals and events.
Capture the social, cultural, environmental and
economic benefits provided by events.
Ensure effective marketing of events within the
municipality and the effective communication of
event related issues to relevant stakeholders.
Evaluate and monitor festivals and events.

Lithgow City Council, 2010, Lithgow – Surprisingly Diverse, Lithgow City Council
Lithgow City Council, 2009, Festivals and Events Strategy 2009‐2012, Lithgow City Council
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4. Stakeholders
4.1

Structure of the Tourism Sector

Tourism is a global industry with Lithgow LGA competing regionally, nationally and
internationally for a share of the tourist dollar. There are a multitude of organisations,
businesses and individuals that are involved in the management and delivery of tourism
products, activities, services and infrastructure. This is summarised in Figure 4.1. The industry
itself is complex and fragmented, with the product development, sales and distribution process
being quite convoluted and involved.


At the local level, the sector is dependent on a range of Government Agencies, Council,
operators, community groups and individuals to provide and deliver the products,
experiences and infrastructure that form the basis of the tourism industry.



These products and services need to be coordinated, packaged and positioned to appeal to
consumers (product development). Depending on the products, this is generally
undertaken by operators and by the local tourism organisation / Tourism Manager.



These products then need to be put into the sales and distribution systems – domestically
and, where relevant, internationally. Again, depending on the product, this is generally
undertaken by the local tourism organisation / Tourism Manager and/or individual
operators. It can involve direct sales, or use of other distribution networks, such as travel
wholesalers, retail agents, airlines etc.



Demand for the destination and its products then needs to be created. Potential consumers
need to be made aware of the destination and the products, and motivated to inquire. The
inquiry then needs to be converted to a ‘sale’.



Once a sale is made, the services and infrastructure need to be in place to deliver the
‘product’ – placing the responsibility back onto the local area and local operators.

The number of players involved at each stage of the process, the different scales of operation
(from individuals through to multi‐national organisations) and skills and resources available,
complicates the process.
Within Lithgow LGA, Council is involved in the tourism sector in a variety of ways including:


Regulatory ‐ responsibility for the planning and development process, as well as licensing
and compliance.



Provision of natural and cultural attractions (eg Hassan’s Walls, Blast Furnace Park, Eskbank
House), recreation facilities, event venues, visitor facilities and services.



Provision and maintenance of infrastructure – roads, signage, picnic areas, public toilets etc.



Provision of accommodation (Lake Lyell Recreation Reserve).



Provision of information services – Council owns and operates the Lithgow Visitor
Information Centre.
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Coordination of events.



Marketing and promotion of the LGA, including membership of the Blue Mountains,
Lithgow, Oberon Regional Tourism Organisation and the Lithgow – Bathurst ‐ Oberon
Tourism Alliance.



Provision of funding and/or assistance to a range of community and not‐for‐profit
organisation that operate attractions and/or organise events.

Many of the natural attractions in the LGA are provided by NPWS, FCNSW and Delta Electricity as
adjuncts to their core business. In addition, a number of the major cultural and heritage
attractions within the LGA are run by volunteer committees. Local precinct and community
groups also play a role in the delivery of tourism products, as well as in the marketing and
promotion of their locality. Tourism and business operators are largely responsible for the
provision of the product and services. A few operators in the LGA have the skills and resources
to manage their own distribution, marketing, promotion and sales. These operators do this,
wholly or partly, in conjunction with the Tourism Unit or in alliances with other operators. At the
other end of the scale, there are a multitude of smaller operators who rely almost entirely on the
activities of the Council’s Tourism Unit to generate business.
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Figure 4.1 Organisations Involved in the Management and Delivery of Tourism Products, Activities, Services and Infrastructure within Lithgow City.
EVENTS

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS &
ACTIVITIES
Council

Council

Government Agencies
Parks & Wildlife
FCNSW
Crown Lands
Delta Electricity
RailCorp
Waterways Authority
Fisheries

Business & Community Groups
Town & Village Associations
Sporting Clubs & Associations
Service Clubs
Showground Trusts

Operators
Tours
Attractions
Pubs & Clubs
Restaurants & Cafes
Retail businesses
Community Groups
Zig Zag Railway Coop
State Mine – Mining Museum Inc
State Heritage Railway
Small Arms Museum
Sporting Clubs & Associations
Town & Village Associations

Touring Route Committees

Operators
Licensed Clubs
Hotels
Commercial Promoters

ACCOMMODATION

Council
Lake Recreation Area,
Showgrounds
Government Agencies
Parks & Wildlife
FCNSW
Showground Trusts
Commercial Operators
Motels, Hotels, Caravan Parks,
Serviced Apartments, B&Bs, Retreats,
Cabins, Farm Stays
Individuals
Property owners - holiday rentals

CONFERENCE & MEETING
VENUES
Council

ACCESS /
INFRASTRUCTURE
Council
Government Agencies
Roads & Maritime Services
Parks & Wildlife
FCNSW
Crown Lands
RailCorp
Transport Operators
CityRail / Countrylink
Coach Companies
Tour Operators
Courtesy Coaches
Taxis

INFORMATION SERVICES

Council – Lithgow
Information Service

Visitor

Government Agencies
Destination NSW
Parks & Wildlife
FCNSW
Crown Lands
Tourism Organisations
Blue Mountains RTO
VIC Network
Route Committees

Level 3 Information Outlets
Industry / Operators
Operators
Local media
Commercial Agents
Town & Village Associations

Operators
Accommodation Operators
Attraction Operators
Licensed Clubs
Conference / Function Centres
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4.2 Key Players
4.2.1 Tourism Australia – (Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism)
Tourism Australia is Australia’s peak tourism marketing authority. The Agency is responsible
for marketing and promoting Australia internationally and encouraging Australians to holiday
in their own country. Tourism Australia organises ATE (Australian Tourism Exchange), which is
the major event for the international travel trade. The Agency also provides assistance with
gaining access to the international travel trade and to the international media for public
relations style marketing.
Tourism Australia’s objectives are:22






To influence people to travel to Australia, including for events;
To influence people travelling to Australia to also travel throughout Australia;
To influence Australians to travel throughout Australia, including for events;
To help foster a sustainable tourism industry in Australia; and
To help increase the economic benefits to Australia from tourism.

Tourism Australia’s Outcome Statement for 2009/10 is to:
‘Increase demand for Australia as a destination, strengthen the travel distribution system
and contribute to the development of a sustainable tourism industry through consumer
marketing, trade development and research activities.’
Target markets include:
Leisure Tourism
 International ‐ First Time Experience Seekers is the primary target market with the repeat
experience seekers as a secondary target market.
 Domestic ‐ Experience Seekers
Business Events Tourism
 International ‐ Corporate meetings, incentives and association meetings.
Tourism Australia delivers via three main programs:




22

Increase demand – ‘increase demand for Australia as a destination’
Strengthen the travel distribution system
Industry development – ‘contribute to the development of a sustainable tourism industry’
‐ through stakeholder engagement and the provision of insights to assist industry decision
making, particularly consumer marketing and trade development activities. These insights
are provided by dedicated research activities.

Tourism Australia ‐ Mission Statement ‐ http://www.tourism.australia.com
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4.2.2 NSW Government
There are a number of NSW Government Departments and Agencies that play a role in the
development and delivery of tourism product and infrastructure and the marketing and
promotion of NSW. A number of the major tourism assets in Lithgow LGA (National Parks,
State Forests, Historic Sites, waterways, walking trails etc) are managed by State Government
Agencies. While Lithgow’s tourism industry is highly dependent on these assets, tourism is not
a core function or priority of these Agencies. As such it is important that Council has a good
working relationship with each of these Agencies to ensure that the assets are protected and
well managed, and that access for visitors and the local community is maintained. Council is
also in a position to assist these Agencies by lobbying relevant Ministers to provide the funds
and resources for the improvement of the assets and the provision and/or up grading of
visitors facilities.

NSW Trade and Investment
NSW Trade & Investment is responsible for driving sustainable economic growth in New South
Wales, with its objectives being to assist in building a diversified State economy that creates
and supports jobs The Department aims to attract investment to NSW and to strength and
grow businesses and industries across NSW.
Key Result Areas from the Department’s Corporate Strategic Plan23 include:









Increased jobs and investment across NSW
Competitive and productive industries
Sydney and NSW highly valued for tourism and investment.
Secure, efficient and affordable energy supplies
Sustainable management and use of natural resources
Safe, healthy and bio‐secure industries
Positive business environment
Service delivery excellence.

These Key Result Areas have been developed with reference to the NSW State Plan24.

Destination New South Wales (an agency within NSW Trade and Investment)
Destination NSW (DNSW) is the State Government’s tourism industry development and
marketing authority. DNSW promotes and supports the development of sustainable tourist
destinations and experiences by:25





Marketing NSW destinations and holiday experiences to domestic and international
markets.
Working with, and providing advice to, industry, other government agencies and key
stakeholders about the development of sustainable destinations.
Sharing knowledge and expertise with industry to stimulate investment.
Developing private and public sector partnerships to grow and manage tourism.

23

NSW Trade & Investment Corporate Strategic Plan,
Premiers Department, 2006, A new direction for NSW STATE PLAN, NSW Government
25 Role and Structure of Destination NSW ‐ http://corporate.tourism.nsw.gov.au/Role_and_Structure_p77.aspx
24
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DNSW is responsible for implementing the State Tourism Plan. As part of this, it is committed
to building regional tourism. In 2009 DNSW introduced the Regional Partnerships Program
which provides funding for product and market development and marketing and promotion to
the Regional Tourism Organisations.
DNSW also maintains the State Tourism Data Warehouse (STDW) and the ‘visitnsw’ website
and mobile telephone and table ‘Apps’. The STDW is a data base for NSW tourism localities
and products. This data base underpins the ‘visitnsw’ website and feeds into Tourism
Australia’s data base.
The Draft Tourism Towards 2020 (The NSW Tourism Industry Plan) 26 identifies the following
Strategic Directions for tourism in NSW:
1. Growth in visitor numbers and nights
 Improving promotion of Sydney as Australia’s only global LGA
 Prioritising activity in key international markets
 Improving promotion of regional NSW, particularly in the region’s diversity and
accessibility
 Creating more tourism benefits from major leisure and business events
 Increasing tourism industry uptake and innovation in the use of digital technologies.
2. Improved and sustainable tourism products, services and infrastructure
 Encouraging new and innovative tourism products and experiences
 Positioning NSW as one of the world’s best nature tourism destinations
 Improving tourism assets and infrastructure such as convention space and cruise
terminals
 Improving and planning and management of tourism destinations in NSW
 Delivering world class visitor information services.
3. Enhanced tourism industry skills, knowledge and professionalism
 Introducing training and work force development programs in partnership with
industry
 Working with industry can across government to improve environmentally sustainable
best practice
 Developing a research agenda relevant to industry and government needs.
The State Government has set DNSW the target of doubling tourism expenditure in NSW by
2021. Strategies to achieve this are being developed by the Visitor Economy Taskforce.
DNSW divides the State into 13 Tourism Regions. For marketing and promotion, these Regions
are grouped into eight ‘holiday’ zones:







Short Breaks from Sydney
North Coast NSW
South Coast NSW
Outback NSW
Country NSW
Snowy Mountains NSW

26

Destination NSW, December 2010, Draft Tourism Towards 2020, the NSW Tourism Industry Plan, Draft for Consultation, NSW
Government
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Lord Howe Island

DNSW has also adopted 5 ‘key experiences’ which underpins the marketing of the holiday
zones:






Nature and National Parks
Beaches and Surf
Food and Wine
Arts, Heritage and Culture
Regional Events and Festivals

Lithgow LGA is part of the Blue Mountain, Lithgow, and Oberon Tourism Region and is
marketed under the Short Breaks from Sydney holiday zone. Oberon LGA is also part of the
Blue Mountain, Lithgow, and Oberon Tourism Region, while Bathurst and Mudgee are part of
the Central NSW Tourism Region and Country NSW holiday zone. In terms of experiences,
Lithgow LGA is very strong in Nature and National Park product, and has the potential to be
strong in Arts, Heritage and Culture as well as Regional Events and Festivals.

National Parks & Wildlife Service (NPWS) ‐ (Agency within the Office of Environment
and Heritage)
The NPWS manage seven National Parks, two Nature Reserve, a State Conservation Area and a
Historic Site within Lithgow LGA:












Blue Mountains National Park
Wollemi National Park
Gardens of Stone National Park
Kanagara National Park
Turon National Park
Marangaroo National Park
Capertee National Park
Evans Crown Nature Reserve
Winburndale Nature Reserve
Mugii Murum‐ban State Conservation Area (Mount Airly and Genowlan Mountain)
Hartley Historic Site

The Blue Mountains, Gardens of Stone, Kanangra Boyd and Wollemi National Parks also form
part of the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area listed in 2000, with large areas of the
Wollemi National Park being designated wilderness.
The role of the NPWS in tourism includes27:





Provision of interpretation and information
Provision of on‐park accommodation and facilities
Development and maintenance of walking trails and associated infrastructure
Leasing and licensing for public/private partnerships, eg accommodation, caravan parks,
tea rooms, kiosks, etc

27

Adapted from: Taskforce on Tourism and National Parks, Final Report November 2008, New South Wales Taskforce on Tourism
and National Parks, State of NSW and Department of Environment and Climate Change NSW.
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Licensing commercial tour operators
Providing guided wilderness experiences
Delivering visitor educational / discovery programs
Identification and presentation of sites relevant to tourists
Marketing and promotion
Coordination and development of Aboriginal tourism
Working with local land‐owners, community organisations and other levels of government
Conservation volunteer opportunities.

Forestry Corporation of NSW (Office of Primary Industry within NSW Trade and
Investment)
The State Forests are a significant part of the product base of Lithgow LGA, with 11 State
Forests (Sunny Corner, Airly, Kandos, Lidsdale, Falnash, Ben Bullen, Wolgan, Newnes,
Hampton, Jenolan and Coricudgy), whole or partly in the LGA. These Forests are used for
tourism and recreation.
FCNSW ‘Recreation & Tourism (R&T) Policy 2010‐2014’ and ‘Tourism Strategy 2012 – 2015’ are
the guiding documents for recreation and tourism management in State Forests.
FCNSW’s aim is to offer a wide variety of desirable and sustainably managed naturebased and
eco‐tourism destinations and experiences, where visitors can appreciate and enjoy the forest
environment. To develop this vision, FCNSW pursues the following goals:









State forest R&T destinations are popular nature‐based tourism destinations with
sustainable visitation
State forest R&T destinations are clearly managed within the sustainable forest
management framework which governs core business objectives
State forest R&T destinations provide for a diverse range of natural and cultural heritage
experiences
State forest R&T destinations are promoted via a recognized and marketable brand
FCNSW works with government and industry in supporting and increasing a market share
of tourism for NSW
Commercial R&T operators pursue opportunities for establishment on State forest, and in
doing so receive consistent, clear and helpful advice and information
FCNSW practices good stakeholder engagement in its ongoing management and
promotion of its R&T destinations
FCNSW educates visitors on forest management and the forest environment

Department of Planning and Infrastructure
The Department outlines its priorities in New South Wales28 as follows

Sustainable growth in the right locations


28

The right balance between jobs and the environment through comprehensive assessment
of major economic developments and infrastructure projects
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/SettingtheDirection/OurprioritiesinNSW/tabid/93/language/en-US/Default.aspx. Downloaded 9
March 2011 5.28pm
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Adequate land reserved and available for industry, commerce and services



Renewal and revitalisation in strategic locations like the Greater Homebush precinct,
South Sydney and the Newcastle waterfront



Improved investor and community confidence



Reforms that ensure the planning system is responsive and relevant. The plans of the
future will be more comprehensive and fewer in number



Effective and credible development assessment process

 More community involvement in the way that plans are developed, implemented and

reviewed. Local communities will be able to determine their own futures within regional
plans which set out broad principles
 Better public access to information about planning. Our web site will play an important

role in this
 Effective management of natural, environmental and cultural resources and values
 Protection for the New South Wales coastline from inappropriate development through

the NSW Government's Coastal Policy, State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71 ‐ Coastal
Protection, the Comprehensive Coastal Assessment and the Coastal Lands Protection
Scheme. Coastal wetlands, littoral rainforests and areas with acid‐sulfate soils also need
special attention if development is being considered.
 Protection for other areas of high environmental value. For example, the drinking water

catchment plan will protect the drinking water for Sydney and nearby regional centres
 Diverse, equitable and pleasant neighbourhoods which reflect community needs and

aspirations
 An adequate supply of housing ‐ in areas where people want to live and with good access to

services
 Choice in housing ‐ we plan for the needs of our changing population. Households are

getting smaller, people live longer
 Affordable housing ‐ through protection of existing low‐cost rental housing, demonstration

projects and inclusion of affordable housing in major renewal developments
 Good quality urban design ‐ design quality for residential flat buildings is an specific priority.

As well we provide guidelines which help Councils and developers achieve well‐designed
neighbourhoods and attractive, usable public spaces
 Livable neighbourhoods ‐ our area improvement programs revitalise town centres and

transport interchanges, fund improvements to parks and public open space, regenerate
bushland, and green the urban environment
 Integrated delivery of regional infrastructure and government activities
 Comprehensive regional planning strategies driven by active partnerships between state

and Local Government, communities and business
 Plans for renewal areas and new‐release areas that ensure integrated delivery of

infrastructure and public services such as roads, schools, water and sewerage systems,
power and gas, hospitals, police and other government activities
 Coordination between transport improvements and new development. Accessible public

transport will feature strongly in the communities of the future. We aim for the right
businesses and services in the right locations
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The Department is currently playing a role in overseeing the development of a new
comprehensive Local Environmental Plan for the Lithgow LGA which will set directions and
policy for settlement and land use management for the next 20 years.
Lithgow LGA falls within the Western Region of the State. There is no Regional Planning
Strategy in place for Western NSW. The Department however states that it is seeking ‘a
sustainable future for the Western Region by:




Creating investor confidence and promoting economic development in the right locations
Protecting valuable natural and built resources
Helping to build stronger rural and regional communities.

Crown Lands Division (Office of Primary Industry within Trade & Investment NSW)
The Crown Lands Division manages a number of Crown Reserves in the Lithgow LGA that
contain walking tracks and forest areas and is also responsible for overseeing the Trusts (eg
Council and Community Trusts) that manage Crown Land.
Tourism assets that are managed directly by the Crown Lands Division include the Pearson’s
Lookout Area on the Castlereagh Highway. The Showgrounds in the LGA, Hassan’s Walls
Reserve, Blackfellows Hands Reserve and some of the smaller reserves are Crown Land assets
managed by Council (Corporate Trustee) and Community Trusts. Blue Mountains City Council
has recently been appointed Corporate Trustee for the parcels of Crown Land between Mt
Victoria and Mt York that lead down into the Hartley Valley and contain the historic walking
tracks of Berghofers Pass, Coxs Road and Lawson’s Long Alley ‐ Lockyers Track.
Crown Lands is in the process of rationalizing its property holdings and is disposing of ‘surplus’
lands. These ‘surplus’ lands include travelling stock routes, road reserves and smaller
recreation reserves. These areas are often important in providing access for bird watchers and
anglers to waterways. Crown Lands is also progressively removing, rather than replacing aging
visitor facilities on Crown Reserves.

Roads & Maritime Services
Roads & Maritime Services (formerly the Roads & Traffic Authority) is responsible for the
construction and maintenance of the Highways and major arterial roads through the LGA. The
upgrading of the Great Western Highway is having an impact on visitation to the west of the
Blue Mountains, with the completion of the upgrade expected to result in a significant increase
in visitors coming across the Mountains. RMS has also commenced preparation of a long term
strategy for upgrading the Bells Line of Road.

Delta Electricity
Delta Electricity is a State Government Trading Enterprise, responsible for power generation.
Within Lithgow LGA, Delta Electricity operates the Wallerawang and Mount Piper Power
Stations. As part of the power station operations, Delta Electricity has a number of water
storage dams, of which Lake Lyell, Lake Wallace and Thompson’s Creek Dam are open to the
public for recreation and fishing. In addition, Delta Electricity runs the Energy Expo Centre at
Mount Piper Power Station, public tours of the Mt Piper Power Station, as well as education
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and training programs for school, TAFE and University students. It also hosts a range of visiting
international delegations and study groups.

4.2.3 Regional Tourism
Blue Mountains Lithgow and Oberon Regional Tourism Organisation (BMLOT)
Lithgow City Council is a member of BMLOT. The Organisation’s Vision and Mission Statements
and Goals are:

Vision Statement
The Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Region will become Australia’s premier nature‐based
recreation destination, and an internationally recognised leader in sustainable tourism practice.
Mission Statement
Blue Mountains Lithgow and Oberon Tourism Limited is a member‐based destination marketing
organisation for the region including Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon. We commit to
promoting sustainable tourism experiences and growing tourism by encouraging the industry to
undertake ongoing enhancement of products and services. We develop and implement
strategic destination marketing programs for the greater benefits of consumers, the tourism
industry and the community.
Goals
Goals 1: Maximise the value of tourism for the benefit of operators
- Increased visitation and profitability of tourism in the Blue Mountains
- Maximised effectiveness of marketing program through establishment of new
partnerships
Goal 2: Maximise the value of tourism for the benefit of visitors and the community
- Improve the standard of customer service and product quality through the
implementation of member programs
- Respectfully promote the aspirations and needs of indigenous people in a tourism
context.
- Promote the conservation of the natural and cultural values of the region.
Goal 3: Best practice corporate governance
- Ensure that the organisation is legally compliant and operates to maximum
effectiveness
BMLOT promotes the Region both nationally and internationally, using a mix of television
advertising, cooperative tactical campaigns, visit blue mountains website, use of social and
travel networking sites, exhibiting at trade and consumer shows, PR marketing and famils. The
Greater Blue Mountains Drive is one of the core products promoted.
Markets being targeted include:




International and domestic experience seekers
International packages
Backpackers
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Business Events (conferences and meetings)
Weddings
Camping and Caravans

Lithgow, Oberon, Bathurst Tourism Alliance
The Tourism Managers from the Lithgow, Oberon and Bathurst VICs, have formed an alliance
to jointly:



Develop, package and promote Lithgow, Oberon and Bathurst products and experiences.
Undertake market development – focusing initially on the drive and motorcycle touring
markets.

Touring Route Committees
Committees were originally established to develop and promote the Botanist Way and
Tablelands Way touring routes, with membership including the LGAs along the routes. The
Botanist Way also had representatives from the NPWS. Now that the routes have been
established, these committees have become largely inactive.

4.2.4 Lithgow City Council
Lithgow City Council is committed to supporting tourism by:
 Managing and resourcing the Lithgow Visitor Information Centre (VIC).
 Providing tourism information services which are coordinated through the Lithgow VIC.
 Maintaining a range of attractions, including Hassan’s Walls Reserve, Lake Lyell Recreation
Area, Lake Wallace Recreation Area, Eskbank House and Blast Furnace Park – Lake Pillans.
 Providing a wide range of supporting infrastructure including local roads, parks and
gardens, picnic areas and playgrounds, public toilets, sporting facilities, venues, signage and
visitor directories etc.
 Providing accommodation – Lake Lyell Reserve.
 Convening a Tourism Advisory Committee appointed under Section 355 of the Local
Government Act to provide advice to Council on matters relating to or likely to impact on
tourism.
 Participating in the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regional Tourism Organisation
(BMLOT). Council has an two appointed representative in BMLOT on the Committee.
 Market development and marketing and promoting Lithgow as a tourism destination.
 Employing an events co‐ordinator and
facilitating the development and
coordination of events and festivals
throughout the LGA.
 Funding support and sponsorship for
various events, activities etc in the LGA.

Lithgow Visitor Information Centre
Situated on the Great Western Highway,
the Lithgow Visitor Information Centre is
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an attraction in itself. It was built in the shape of a Miners Lamp promoting the heritage of
Lithgow as a mining, manufacturing and industrial town.
The Lithgow Visitor Information Centre aims to provide a high quality service to all members
and visitors in order to:






Increase visitor appeal of the Lithgow LGA
Increase revenue to and profitability of Lithgow Tourism Member businesses
Increase Lithgow’s tourism market share
Create employment growth for the
Above: Lithgow Visitor Information Centre
Lithgow community
Generate greater community
participation in and benefits from tourism.

Staff at the Centre:





Develop and distribute information through point of sale, printed publications and the
www.tourism.lithgow.com website
Develop and participate in cooperative marketing programs with local operators and
through the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regional Tourism Organisation
Participate in trade and travel shows such as the Newcastle, South Coast, Penrith and
Rosehill Caravanning and Camping Shows, Canberra Home, Leisure, Caravan, 4WD and
Camping show.
Assist with and coordinate events and festivals for the LGA.

Tourism Lithgow Membership
The Council supports a membership based Tourism Lithgow. A minimal annual membership
fee is applied which entitles members to services that include29:







Brochure distribution
Accommodation and tour bookings (10% commission fee applies)
Collaborative marketing activities
Inclusion on website (fee applies)
Generic marketing of the area
Inclusion on appropriate in‐house marketing collateral

Should a member choose to belong to the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regional
Tourism Organisation, they automatically belong to Tourism Lithgow.

4.2.5 Community & Village Associations
A number of not‐for profit business and community groups within Lithgow LGA recognise the
contribution that tourism can make to the local economy and are actively involved in building
visitation to their local area.
Association
Lithgow Business Association
Portland Development Association

29

Tourism Related Activities
Promotion of Lithgow CBD
Production of Portland Tourism Brochure, organise Portland
Spring Fair

Lithgow Tourism, 2010, Membership Prospectus, Lithgow City Council
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Wallerawang‐Lidsdale Progress
Assoc.
Capertee Valley Alliance

Capertee Progress Association
Rydal

Promotion of Wallerawang area, Tourist information board
Promotion of the Capertee Valley Way, Capertee Valley website,
Billboard promotion of the Valley, production of the Bird Routes
brochure
Exploring options for signage and developing a tourist information
bay
Organise Daffodils at Rydal event and coordinate daffodil plantings
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4.2.6 Not‐for‐Profit Groups
The following groups are involved in the provision of tourism attractions, experiences and/or
venues within the LGA and/or the delivery of events:
Organisation
Zig Zag Railway
State Mine
State Heritage
Railway
Small Arms Factory
Museum
Rydal Showground
Trust
Iron Fest Committee
Lithgow Show Society
Lithgow Workmens
Club

Other Licensed Clubs

4.3

Tourism Related Activities
Operation of the Railway – significant tourist attraction
Operation of the Mine as an attraction, guided tours, areas available to hire for
functions and events
Restoration of historic trains, proposal to operate a heritage railway
Tourist attraction, including guided tours
Manages Rydal Showground – used for camping and events
Organises the Iron Fest event
Organises the Annual Lithgow Show
Meeting and function venues
Food & beverage services
Sporting facilities (eg bowls, golf)
Entertainment
Accommodation (proposed)
Meeting and function venues
Food & beverage services
Sporting facilities (eg bowls, golf)
Entertainment

Tourism and the Lithgow Business Community

In August 2009, Lithgow Council undertook a survey of:



Businesses directly involved in tourism and/or members of Lithgow Tourism
Businesses, particularly in the retail sector, who may be involved to some extent in
tourism.

The objectives of the Survey were to:





Explore the level of involvement in tourism (directly, indirectly and not at all) of tourism
and retail related businesses.
Identify reasons why businesses may be engaging, or not engaging, in the tourism industry
and with the Lithgow Visitor Information Centre.
Identify usage patterns by tourism and retail businesses of the Lithgow Visitor Information
Centre (VIC).
Explore the level of awareness in the retail sector regarding tourism and the Visitor
Information Centre.

150 surveys were completed, 29 via email and 121 as part of the retail survey. Of these 29
respondents were members of Tourism Lithgow, representing 35% of members.
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of the Survey Respondents
All Respondents
Lithgow Tourism Members
Involvement in the Tourism Industry
69% of all respondents said that they were 41.4% of respondents said that they were
100% involved in tourism.
involved in tourism to some extent.
- 20.9% of all respondents said that their
business was 50% or more involved in
tourism.
- 9.5% of all respondents said their
business was 100% involved in tourism.

- 72.4% of respondents said that their
business was 50% or more involved in
tourism.
- 27.6% of respondents said that their
business was involved in tourism less
than 50%.

31% of all respondents said their business was
not involved in tourism at all.
Involvement by Sector – the businesses that received benefits from tourism belonged to the
following sectors
- Accommodation 33.3%
- Retail 29.8%
- Attraction 12.5%
- Food and beverage 19.0%
- Food and beverage 12.5%
- Accommodation 15.7%
- Adventure / recreation 10.4%
- Event / conference 10%

Main Findings
The main findings from the Survey are summarised below.
Membership of Lithgow Business Association and Lithgow Tourism


56 respondents were a member of at least one of the two main business membership
groups within Lithgow, Lithgow Tourism and Lithgow Business Association. Only four
respondents were a member of both.



This indicates that there is very little cross‐over of memberships and thus potentially little
cross‐fertilisation of ideas between the tourism and retail industries. (Note: further
research between the groups would need to be undertaken to establish to what extent
this may be so).



Of the 119 surveys undertaken as part of the Retail Strategy study, only 6 respondents
indicated that they were members of Lithgow Tourism. This is in spite of the fact that 73
(of 119) of these respondents said that their business was involved in tourism to some
degree.
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Utilisation of the Visitor Information Centre
There was a high level of utilisation of the VIC by members of Lithgow Tourism, however use by
the broader business community was relatively low.
Total Respondents
Of all respondents 33.3% of respondents said
that they utilized the Visitors Centre to
support their business, with the main reasons
for using the Centre being:
- Distribution of information – 37%
- To obtain information – 33.4%
- To book accommodation – 16.7%

Lithgow Tourism Members
96.5% of Lithgow Tourism Members utilized
the Visitor Information Centre to support
their business, with the main reasons for
using the Centre being:
- Distribution of information – 39.7%
- Book accommodation ‐ 19.0%
- To book tours ‐ 15.5%
- To obtain information – 15.5%

Perceived value of belonging to Tourism Lithgow
Business were asked whether they considered that membership of Lithgow Tourism, (which
provides access to the VIC, tourism resources and marketing initiatives) provides value for
money. There were a total of 146 responses to this question.
Total Respondents
21.2% of all respondents said that they
thought the Visitor Information Centre
offered value for money.

Lithgow Tourism Members
72.4% of Lithgow Tourism Members who
responded said that they thought Lithgow
Tourism offered value for money.

28.8% of all respondents said that they 27.8% said that they did not think Lithgow
thought the Visitor Information Centre didn’t Tourism offered value for money.
offer value for money. This figure, however,
needs to be read with caution. See below.
61% of those surveyed as part of the retail
strategy (50% overall) either did not respond
or said that they did not know or were not
sure if membership to Lithgow Tourism
provided value for money. Officers who
undertook the retail survey report that many
of these businesses were not aware of what
Lithgow Tourism did, or had limited
knowledge. Many also thought that
membership of Lithgow Tourism was not
relevant for their business. This was also
reflected in the 34 respondents who directly
said ‘No’ to the question.
Since the Survey was undertaken, there have been significant improvements in the
management of tourism in the LGA, with the restructuring of information services and the
introduction of a Visitors Guide and an official tourism website. Lithgow Tourism won the
‘Visitor Information Service’ award in the 2011 Regional Tourism Awards.
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Visitor Characteristics
Sydney was the main source of visitors for Lithgow businesses.
Total Respondents
Lithgow Tourism Members
The top three geographic source areas of The top geographic area for Lithgow Tourism
Members who responded was Sydney
visitors:
Metropolitan. All other areas were evenly
represented.
- Sydney Metropolitan – 26%
- Blue Mountains – 22%
- Bathurst, Mudgee, Oberon – 12.1%

Families accounted for a relatively small percent of visitors to local businesses.
Total Respondents
Lithgow Tourism Members
Overall the top three client groups/visitors For Lithgow Tourism Members who
responded the top four client groups/visitors
belonged to:
belonged to:
- Adults (18‐44) – 22.8%
- Mature Adults (45‐60) – 17%
- Mature Adults (45‐60) – 22.7%
- Couples – 16%
- Families – 17%
- Families – 15%
- Adults (18‐44) – 13%
Tourism Development
Survey respondents were asked to identify the infrastructure and services that need to be
improved or developed to support tourism within the LGA.
The major areas that all respondents would like to see developed or improved are:








More cafes and restaurants
More promotions
Improved signage
Improved awareness and promotion of such areas as Hassans Walls, Lake Lyell, Lake
Wallace, Wolgan and Capertee Valleys
Cultural activities such as improvements to museum and more arts activities
Improvements to roads infrastructure.
Greater variety of shopping.
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PART 2 ‐ Visitation & Visitor Markets
5. The State of the Tourism Industry ‐ Overview
Tourism is a significant industry for Australia. Tourism contributes in the order of 2.7% ($34.6
billion) to Australia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and directly employs just over half a million
people or 4.5% of the labour force. Tourism is also Australia’s largest services export industry,
generating around $24 billion in exports. Tourism is also important to regional Australia, with 46
cents in every dollar of tourism expenditure being spent in regional Australia1.
In 2010/11, Australians made 68.9 million domestic overnight trips, generating 260 million visitor
nights as well as 151.9 million same day trips. Combined, domestic travellers spent $58 billion on
tourism in 2010‐11. In 2010‐11 the Total Domestic Economic Value of the domestic tourism sector
was $70 billion. 2
In 2010‐11, there were a total of 5.5 million international visitor arrivals in Australia, 3% higher than
in 2009‐10. International Visitors spent 190 million nights in Australian and spent an estimated $18
million.3
The following information on the current state of Australia’s tourism industry is taken from Tourism
Research Australia’s State of the Industry Report (October 2011)4 and summarised in Figure 5.1.
Since 2008 the environment for tourism has been extremely challenging, with a fragile international
economic backdrop, a strong Australian dollar and a number of natural disasters both in Australia
and overseas (eg Japanese tsunami). The impacts of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) are still being
felt, with consumer confidence being weak and discretionary spending being low. Declining wealth
and high unemployment in the United States and Europe has resulted in a decrease in long haul
outbound travel from these markets. The fall in consumption in both the USA and Europe is just
starting to impact on the Asian economies, in particular China and India, which is expected to have
an impact on outbound travel from these markets over the next 2 years.
The strong Australian dollar has resulted in a significant increase in Australians travelling overseas, at
the expense of domestic holidays. It has also eroded Australia’s competitiveness as a destination for
international visitors, with the visitors who are coming having far less to spend and travelling on
relative tight budgets. The Japanese Tsunami has resulted in a significant decline in the number of
Japanese travelling overseas.
Despite these factors, Tourism Research Australia describes the performance of the international
market over the past 2‐3 year as solid, with modest growth. To date this growth has been driven
primarily by the education and business related travel. Over the past decade, education related
travel has accounted for 45% of the growth in international visitors arrivals.

Tourism Research Australia, Tourism Satellite Account 2010-2011,
Tourism Research Australia Travel by Australians June 2011
3 Tourism Research Australian International Visitors in Australia June 2011
4 Tourism Research Australia, 2011, State of the Industry Report,
1
2
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The domestic tourism sector is continuing to soften. Due to the high value of the Australian dollar,
record numbers of Australians are travelling off‐shore. Growth in the domestic market is being
driven by the business and work related travel sectors. This is concentrated in the capital cities and
regional areas with strong mining sectors. In regional areas that do not have strong business or
mining sectors, the tourism industry is struggling.
In 2010‐11 the combined expenditure by international and domestic visitors was down 3% on 2009‐
10. Over this period, only expenditure from business travel increased (up 6%), with the value of
education‐base travel remaining constant while holiday expenditure decreased by 9%.
Long term, the performance and prospects of the tourism industry will be influenced by a number of
internal and external factors. These factors include prevailing economic conditions, competition
across the tourism market and across industry sectors for expenditure and resources, investment
flows, changing consumer preferences and perceptions, the ease of travel and a range of mega‐
trends that will have a long‐term impact on the industry and the Australian economy.
As with any industry, the tourism industry will need to adapt to changing economic conditions and
business cycles. While the Australian industry can do little to influence the external factors it will
confront, there are measures it can take to manage risks and capture emerging opportunities.
Productivity growth to drive increased competitiveness and investment in Australia’s tourism
offering will be a key factor in responding to the current and future challenges facing the Australian
tourism industry.
In addition to the underlying economic factors that will affect the tourism industry, there are also
likely to be a number of long‐term trends, or mega‐trends, which will not only impact on the tourism
industry but the economy more broadly. Some of these mega‐trends could include:









Increased world wealth (especially Asia)
Increased integration of the world economy
Increased role of the entrepreneur/greater innovation
Demographic changes ‐ ageing populations
Increased urbanization
Increased female participation in the workplace
Climate change and changes in consumer behaviour
Increased technology and sophistication (including information and technology transfers).
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Figure 5.1

Summary ‐ State of the Tourism Industry, 2010‐2011
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6. Visitation
6.1

Visitation to the Blue Mountains, Lithgow, Oberon Tourism Region

Tourism Research Australia (TRA)5 and Destination New South Wales (DNSW)6 both provide
profiles of visitation to Tourism Regions in NSW. Blue Mountains City, Lithgow LGA and Oberon
Shire form the Blue Mountains Tourism Region (known locally as Blue Mountains, Lithgow,
Oberon Tourism – BMLOT). While both profiles draw from the National and International Visitor
Surveys, there is variation in the type of information provided. Information provided in the
following sections is drawn from both profiles. All year references refer to the financial year,
that is, the year ending (YE) June.
In YE June 2011, the Blue Mountains Region attracted 691,000 domestic overnight visitors,
around 79,000 overnight international visitors and 2.255 million domestic day trippers (Table
6.1). Information on the number of international day trippers is not published. Domestic
overnight visitors stayed 1.799 million nights in the Region.
Table 6.1 Visitation to the Blue Region YE June 2004‐2011
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

%
change
2004-11

638,000
13.5%
1,488,000
8.2%

683,000
7.1%
1,580,000
6.2%

653,000
-4.4%
1,537,000
-2.7%

605,000
-7.4%
1,386,000
-9.8%

612,000
1.2%
1,485,000
7.1%

691,000
12.9%
1,799,000
21.1%

9.9%

69,100
9.5%

63,500
-8.1%

58,000
-8.7%

72,000
24.1%

76,000
5.6%f

73,000
-3.9%

79,000
8.2%

25.2%

1,484,000
12.8%

1,575,000
6.1%

1,869,000
18.7%

1,893,000
1.3%

1,892,000
-0.1%

2,058,000
8.8%

2,255,000
9.6%

71.4%

Domestic Overnight Visitation
Visits
change pa
Nights
Change pa

629,000
1,407,00

562,000
-10.7%
1,375,000
-2.3%

27.0%

International Overnight Visitation
Visits
change pa

63,100

Domestic Day Trips
Visits
change pa

1,316,00
0

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

6.1.1 Domestic Overnight Visitors
Visitation data is available for the period 2004 to 2011. The number of domestic overnight
visitors to the Blue Mountains declined from 2004 to 2005, recovered in 2006, peaked in 2007,
and then declined to 2009 with recovery in 2010 and 2011, to reach the highest level of visitation
in 8 years (Figure 6.1).
Visitor nights showed a similar pattern, with very strong growth (21.2% increase) in the 12
months to June 2011. Over the 8 year period, the number of domestic visitors to the Region

5
6

Tourism Research Australia Regional Tourism Profile – Blue Mountains Region YE June 2011
Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profile – Blue Mountains Region YE June 2011
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increased by 9.9%, while the nights spent in the area increased by 27%, indicating growth in the
length of stay in the area.
Within the Region, the Blue Mountains LGA is the primary destination, attracting 71.4% of
visitors and 69.9% of nights. Lithgow ranks second with 18.9% of visitors and 20% of nights, with
Oberon attracting 9.6% of visits and 10.1% of nights. TRA estimates that Lithgow LGA attracted
133,000 domestic overnight visitors, with these visitors staying 359,000 nights in the LGA.
Figure 6.1 Domestic Overnight Visits to the Blue Mountains Tourism Region 2004‐2011

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Origin of Visitors
Sydney is the main source market of domestic overnight visitors to the Blue Mountains,
accounting for 50.4% of visits (348,264 visits) and 41.1% of nights (739,389 nights) spent in the
Region in 2011. (Figure 6.2). Visitors from Sydney stayed on average 2.12 nights. From 2006 to
2008, the number of visitors from Sydney increased by 31.5%, then declined over the next two
years before recovering in 2011. The number of visitors from Sydney in 2011 was 13.6% lower
than in 2008 (peak year).
In 2011, Regional NSW accounted for 33.1% of visitors and 33.5% of nights, with visitors staying
on average 2.67 nights. Visitors from Regional NSW declined from 2006 to 2009, with strong
recovery in 2010 (up 31.3%) and 2011 (up a further 11.6%). Overall, the number of visitors from
Regional NSW has increased by 2.4% since 2006.
In 2011 travellers from interstate accounted for 16.5% of visits and 25.5% of nights spent in the
Blue Mountains Region. Queensland and Victoria are the main source of interstate visitors. The
interstate market stays longer in the Region than NSW visitors, with an average length of stay of
4.02 nights in 2011. The length of stay of interstate visitors has increased by 35.8% since 2006
(2.96 nights).
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Figure 6.2 Origin of Domestic Overnight Visitors to the BMLOT Region 2006‐2011 (visits)

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Table 6.2 Origin of Domestic Overnight Visitors to the BMLOT Region 2006‐11
2006

Visits
Sydney
306,240
Regional NSW
223,300
Interstate
108,460
Nights
Sydney
607,104
Regional NSW
559,488
Interstate
321,408
Average Length of Stay – Nights
Sydney
1.98
Regional NSW
2.51
Interstate
2.96

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

368,820
206,949
107,231

402,901
173,698
76,401

355,135
156,090
93,775

323,136
205020
83,844

348,264
229,721
114,015

13.7%
2.4%
5.1%

764,720
491,380
323,900

856,109
471,859
209,032

724,878
368,676
292,446

680,130
540,540
265,815

739,389
609,861
458,745

21.8%
9.0%
42.7%

2.12
2.72
2.74

2.04
2.36
3.12

2.10
2.36
3.12

2.07
2.37
3.02

2.12
2.67
4.02

%
change
2006‐11

7.1%
6.4%
35.8%

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Purpose of Visit
The majority of visitors to the Blue Mountains Region are travelling for holiday and leisure
purposes and to visit friends and relatives. In 2011, 55.3% of visitors to the Region were holiday
and leisure travellers, with 30.1% visiting friends and relatives (VFR), 9.8% travelling on business
and 4.3% travelling for other purposes. In 2011, holiday and leisure travellers stayed on average
2.58 nights in the Region, compared to 2.4 nights for VFR travellers, and 3.4 nights for business
travellers.
From 2006 to 2011 the number of holiday and leisure travellers to the Region increased by 4.2%,
while nights spent in the area increased by 26.0%, indicating that the length of stay of holiday
and leisure travellers is increasing (Figure 6.3). There has been minimal growth in the VFR
market, with visits up 1.6% and nights up 5%. The strongest growth has been in the business
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travel market, with visits up 23.45 and nights up by 75.9%. The data does not differentiate
whether the growth in business travel is related to work‐related travel or to growth in the
conference and meeting market.
Figure 6.3

Purpose of Visit – BMLOT Region 2006-2011 (visits)

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Table 6.3

Purpose of Visit – BMLOT Region 2005‐2011
2006

2007

Visits
Holiday Leisure
366,850
353,111
VFR
204,798
236,318
Business
54,868
71,032
Nights
Holiday Leisure
776,736
905,340
VFR
476,160
518,240
Business
130,944
113,760
Average Length of Stay – Nights
Holiday Leisure
2.12
2.56
VFR
2.33
2.19
Business
2.39
1.60

2008

2009

2010

397,677
190,023
54,199

370,865
145,805
64,130

356,184
160,956
77,122

382,123
207,991
67,718

4.2%
1.6%
23.4%

939,107
441,119
115,275

839,916
354,816
149,688

821,205
415,800
210,870

985,852
500,122
230,272

26.9%
5.0%
75.9%

2.36
2.32
2.13

2.26
2.43
2.33

2.31
2.58
2.73

2011

2.58
2.40
3.40

%
change
2006‐
11

21.8%
3.4%
42.5%

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Accommodation Used
The majority of visitors to the Blue Mountains Region stayed with friends or relatives, with
standard motels and hotels (less than 4 star) and self contained rental accommodation being the
next most popular types of accommodation used. In 2011, 34.1% of visitor nights were spent
with family and friends, 17.6% in standard motels and hotels and 12.8% in self contained rental
accommodation. Since 2006 the proportion of nights spent with friends and relatives (48.1%)
has declined, while the proportion of nights spent in standard motels and hotels has increased
from 14.9%.
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Travel to the Region
The majority of visitors travelled to the region by car, with 88.8% of visitors arriving by car in
2011. Around 4.5% of visitors (31,100) arrived in the area by train.
Activities Undertaken
In 2011 the most popular activities undertaken by visitors to the Blue Mountains Region were
dining out (51.4%), visiting friends and relatives (40.0%) and bushwalking (34.5%). Over the past
8 years, dining out has remained the most popular activity, undertaken by around 50% of
visitors. The next most popular activities have been general sight‐seeing, visiting friends and
relatives and bushwalking, with the order of popularity fluctuating between the years. According
to the TRA profile, 52% of visitors participated in a food and/or wine experience, 42% of in a
nature‐based experience and 22% in a cultural‐heritage experience.
Information Sources
The three most popular sources of information on the Region were the internet (used by 42% of
visitors), previous visit (15%) and word‐of‐mouth (11%). (TRA Profile)
Composition of Travel Party
In 2011, 28% of domestic overnight visitors were travelling as family groups, with 20% travelling
with friends and relatives. Adult couples accounted for 26% of visitors, with 20% of visitors
travelling alone. (TRA Profile).
Travel Mindsets
DNSW segments the domestic leisure travel market on the basis of travel mindsets (see Table 7.1
for descriptions). This data is only available from 2008, and for each year is based on a 2 year
average. In 2011, 31% of visitors to the Region were ‘Wanderers’, with 21% being ‘Pampadours’,
20% ‘Peer Group’ travellers, 18% ‘Compatriots’ and 9% being ‘True Travellers’.
The Wanderers share of the market has increased from 27% in 2008 to 31% in 2011. Peer Group
travellers have also shown a marginal increase in market share, while the market share held by
other market segments have remained relatively static.
In terms of total numbers, Wanderers, Peer Groups Travellers and Compatriots increased
between 2008 and 2011, with the number of Pampadours and True Travellers showing a decline.
The Compatriot market showed strong growth in 2009, with growth steadying in 2010, before a
sharp decline in 2011, returning to the 2008 levels.
The Wanderers and Compatriot Markets are an ideal ‘fit’ for much of the product available in
Lithgow LGA.
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Table 6.4

Travel Mindsets – Leisure Travellers YE June 2008‐2011

Mindset
Pampadours
Compatriots
True Travellers
Peer Group Travellers
Wanderers
Other

2008

2009

2010

2011

83,512
67,605
35,791
71,582
107,373
35,791

44,504
85,299
40,795
63,047
96,425
44,504

64,113
85,484
32,057
71,237
78,360
28,495

80,246
68,782
34,391
76,425
118,458
7,642

% change
2008‐2011
‐3.9%
1.7%
‐3.9%
6.8%
10.3%
‐78.6%

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Figure 6.4 Travel Mindsets – Leisure Travellers (visits) YE June 2008‐2011

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Figure 6.5

Change (%) in Market Mix of the Travel Mindsets YE June 2008‐2011

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

Expenditure
In 2011, overnight domestic visitors to the Blue Mountain Region spent $269 milllion, up 24.5%
on 2010. Visitors spent on average $150 per person per night, up 2.7% on 2010. According to
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TRA, domestic overnight visitors spent on average $269 per trip, of which nearly 60% was spent
on accommodation, food and beverage.
Table 6.5 Expenditure Breakdown per trip – Domestic Overnight Visitors
Expenditure Item

Amount ($m)

% of Total

$ 79
$ 79
$ 8
$ 35
$ 28
$ 19
$ 17
$269

29.4%
29.4%
3.0%
13.0%
10.4%
7.1%
6.3%
100.0%

Accommodation
Food & Beverage
Transport
Fuel
Shopping
Entertainment
Other
Total
Source: Tourism Research Australia Regional Tourism Profiles

6.1.2 Domestic Day Trips
In 2011 there were 1.799 million daytrips made to and within the Blue Mountains Region. From
2002 to 2011, the number of domestic day trips to the Region increased by 71.4%, with growth
occurring in all years except 2009 (‐0.1%).
Figure 6.6 Domestic Day Trips to the Blue Mountains Tourism Region 2004‐2011

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

In 2011 over half (55.3%) of daytrips were leisure trips, with 30.1% being to visit friends and
relatives and 9.8% for business. Since 2006 there has been a 37.1% increase in leisure trips,
63.2% increase in trips to visit friends and relatives and an 83.6% increase in business trips.
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Figure 6.7 Domestic Day Trips – Purpose of Trip
Trips

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles

In 2011, the most popular activities undertaken by day trippers were dining out (52.1%), general sight-seeing
(37.1%), visiting friends and relatives (26.8%), bushwalking (23.7%) and shopping for pleasure (17.3%).
From 2007 to 2010, visiting National / State Parks ranked higher than shopping for pleasure.
Figure 6.8 Activities undertaken by Day Trippers to the BMLOT Region

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles
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In 2011, domestic day trippers spent $178 million in the Region. Average daily expenditure per
visitor was $79, down 9.2% on 2010.
According to TRA, day trippers mainly spend on food and beverage, fuel and leisure shopping.

Table 6.6 Expenditure Breakdown – Domestic Day Trippers.
Expenditure Item

Amount ($m)

% of Total

$ 80
$ 6
$ 47
$ 37
$ 7
$ 1
$178

44.9%
3.4%
26.4%
20.8%
3.9%
0.6%
100.0%

Food & Beverage
Transport
Fuel
Shopping
Entertainment
Other
Total

Source: Tourism Research Australia – Regional Profiles – Blue Mountains Region

6.1.3 International Overnight Visitors
International overnight visitors account for 10.3% of total overnight visitors to the Blue
Mountains Region. The Region also attracts a significant number of international day visitors
with the Visitor Information Centre at Echo Point recording between 20 and 40 mini coach and
full size coach tour groups per day. Day trips by international visitors are concentrated in the
Leura‐Katoomba area, with Jenolan Caves also being a popular destination.
In 2011 the Blue Mountains Region attracted 79,000 international overnight visitors, with these
visitors spending 323,000 nights in the area. The Blue Mountains LGA attracted 91% of visitors
and 84% of nights. Lithgow attracted around 6,000 international visitors (8%) with these visitors
spending 54,000 nights in the LGA (14%). (Note: the nights data is unreliable due to small
sample sizes).
Figure 6.9 International Overnight Visitors to the Blue Mountains Tourism Region 2004‐2011

Source: Destination NSW Regional Tourism Profiles
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87% of international visitors were holiday – pleasure travellers, with 8.5% visiting friends and
relatives and 3% travelling on businesses. The number of holiday‐pleasure travellers was up
5.2% on 2010. International overnight visitors had a higher propensity than domestic visitors to
seek out an experience:





Nature based experience
Food and/or wine experience
Culture and heritage experience
Indigenous experience

92%
90%
76%
31%

28.8% of visitors stayed with friends and relatives, with 17.3% staying in standard motels and
hotels and 18% camping.
The main sources of information used by international visitors were the internet (59%), word‐of‐
mouth recommendations (36%) and guidebooks (eg Lonely Planet ‐ 33%).
The main source markets for International visitors were the United Kingdom (21.3% of visitors),
Germany (9%), the USA (8.7%), New Zealand (8.6%) and Canada (5.5%). The propensity for
visitors from Asian countries to stay overnight in the Region is low. 70% of international visitors
were travelling alone, 19% as adult couples, 7% with friends and relatives and 5% as family units.
Information on expenditure by international overnight visitors to the Region in 2011 was not
published, however in 2010, it was estimated that international overnight visitors spent
$22million, with an average spend (excluding package expenditure) being $70 per person per
night.

6.2

Issues impacting on Visitation to the Blue Mountains Region

In 2010, Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regional Tourism Limited commissioned the
University of Western Sydney Consulting Services to undertake a study of the Value of Tourism in
the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon Regions. Through surveys of local businesses and
BMLOT members, the Study explored issues perceived to be impacting on the current
performance of the Region as well as perceptions regarding the future of tourism in the Region.
Information provided in this study relevant to the Lithgow LGA is summarised below.


With the improvements in the arterial road network in the Sydney Metropolitan area and
the upgrading of the Great Western Highway, the Blue Mountains is now well within the day
trip range of Sydney, rendering the area conceptually part of Sydney, rather than a separate
destination in its own right.



In addition to a shift towards day visitation, there has also been a shift towards travellers
moving through the Mountains to explore areas further west, primarily Mudgee, Bathurst
and Orange. For these travellers, the Blue Mountain towns have become a short transit
stop / service break rather than an attraction. This trend is expected to accelerate once the
road works are completed.



There is a strong perception amongst businesses and tourism operators, particularly in the
Blue Mountains LGA, that tourism in the Region has declined significantly in recent years. In
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addition to global economic factors, survey respondents also identified the following local
factors as contributing to the decline:
- The negative impacts of the on‐going road works along the Great Western Highway. The
time taken and the congestion created are considered major deterrents to travellers.
- The closure of the Hydro Majestic Hotel and the decline in the standard of the Fairmont
Resort, under the previous management, are considered to have damaged the
reputation of the area and also reduced the amount of marketing and promotion being
undertaken.


The proposed re‐opening of the Hydro Majestic in 2013, and the refurbishment of the
Fairmont Resort are expected to stimulate interest in the area.



Businesses and tourism operators in Lithgow identified the importance of events in both
Lithgow and Bathurst for generating business for Lithgow.



Tourism was perceived as the first step in the ‘tree change’ process and as such should be
regarded as one of the drivers in attracting investment to the Region.

Implications and Opportunities for Lithgow LGA:


Sydney is the main source of visitors to the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Oberon
Tourism Region.



The Region has a reasonably large VFR market, providing the opportunity to put in place
local and regional promotions to encourage residents to show their visitors around the
area.



The VFR market tends to rely on word of mouth recommendations from their host rather
than seek out VICs. The challenge lies in educating and motivating the host community.



Wanderers (primarily retirees) are a growing market for the Region with Wanderers
primarily travelling outside of school holidays and mid‐week. Lithgow’s product base is a
natural fit for this market.



In 2011, the Pampadour market was the second largest market for the Region. Lithgow
LGA only has limited products (primarily accommodation) that will appeal to this market.



Around 54% of domestic overnight visitors are travelling as families or with friends and
relatives, with 26% travelling as couples. This indicates the need for a mix of
accommodation types with the capacity to accommodate families and small groups.



The international overnight visitor market for Lithgow LGA is small, around 6,000
travellers. As such it should not be a priority for the LGA when allocating marketing
dollars.



Dining out / food and wine experiences is the main activity undertaken by visitors to the
Region, indicating the importance for Lithgow provide a comprehensive and accessible
dining / good food guide.
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Around 92% of international visitors and 42% of domestic overnight visitors are coming to
the area for a nature‐based experience. Bush walking and visiting National Parks are
important activities for both the domestic and international markets. In contrast, 76% of
international visitors, only 22% of domestic overnight visitors and less than 17% of
domestic day trippers (% not published), participated in cultural – heritage experiences.
This indicates that priority in product development and marketing should be given to
development of nature‐based activities and experiences.



In recent years, there has been a shift in travel patterns through Region. The completion
of the Great Western Highway upgrade is expected to ‘deliver’ more visitors to areas to
the west of the Blue Mountains, with Lithgow being a potential beneficiary. The challenge
for Lithgow is to become established as a destination rather than continue to be a transit
stop on the Highway.



The increase in accessibility and the resultant expected increase in visitation also needs to
be taken into consideration in the provision of visitor facilities and infrastructure by
Council, NPWS, FCNSW and Crown Lands.

6.3

Visitation to Lithgow LGA & Surrounding LGAs

Tourism Research Australia (TRA) provides estimates of visitation and Tourism Profiles by LGA.
This information is based on data collected through the National and International Visitor
Surveys.

6.3.1 Domestic Overnight Visitation
Estimates of the number of domestic overnight visitors to Lithgow LGA and adjoining LGAs for
the YE June 2007, 2009, 2010 and 2011 are given in Table 6.7. Data is not available for YE June
2008.
Table 6.7 Estimate of Number of Overnight Domestic Visitors by LGA (year ending June)
LGA
Visits
Blue
Mountains
Lithgow
Oberon
Mid‐Western
Bathurst
Visitor Nights
Blue
Mountains
Lithgow
Oberon
Mid‐Western
Bathurst

2007

2009

2010

2011

% change
2007‐2011

459,000
123,000
52,000
280,000
324,000

464,000
102,000
np
np
244,000

430,000
112,000
74,000
282,000
276,000

501,000
133,000
68,000
261,000
np

9.2%
8.1%
30.8%
‐6.8%
‐14.8%#

1,067,000
294,000
106,000
705,000
906,000

1,065,000
227,000
np
np
532,000

1,007,000
307,000
170,000
644,000
746,000

1,258,000
359,000
182,000
566,000
np

17.9%
22.1%
71.7%
‐19.7%
‐17.7%#
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In 2011, Lithgow LGA attracted an estimated 133,000 domestic overnight visitors, with these
visitors staying 359,000 nights in the LGA. Between 2007 and 2011, visits to the LGA increased
by 8.1%, while nights spent increased by 22.1%. Domestic visitors to Lithgow LGA spent in the
order of $39 million in the LGA in 2007.
Visitation to Lithgow is considerably lower than to the Blue Mountains, Bathurst and Mid
Western (Mudgee) LGAs. Many of the visitors to the Bathurst and Mid‐Western LGAs would
have passed through Lithgow LGA. Both Bathurst and Mid‐Western LGAs have experienced a
decline in visitor numbers and nights spent in the area. In contrast, Oberon has experienced
significant growth, with a 30.8% increase in visits and a 71.7% increase in nights spent in the
Shire.

Visitor Profiles
Tourism Profiles for Lithgow, Blue Mountains, Bathurst and Mid‐Western LGAs are available for
2007. Visitation estimates only, are available for Oberon LGA. The Profiles are derived from the
National Visitor Survey and estimated by averaging visitation data over 3‐4 years. The Profiles
are based on 2006 Local Government boundaries and are summarised in Table 6.8.
Origin of Visitors
Sydney is the main source of domestic overnight to each of the LGAs, with the Blue Mountains,
due to its proximity, having the highest proportion of visitors from Sydney. 54% of visitors to
Lithgow LGA are from Sydney, with 29% from Regional NSW and 17% from interstate. A
significant proportion of Sydney visitors to the Bathurst and Mid‐Western LGAs would have
travelled through Lithgow LGA.
Purpose of Visit
Holiday‐leisure travellers, followed by people visiting friends and relatives (VFR) are the main
reasons for travel to the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Mid‐Western LGAs. Bathurst attracts
more VFR visitors than holiday – leisure travellers. Bathurst and Lithgow have the highest
proportions of business travellers.
Accommodation Used
Staying with friends and relatives is the most popular form of accommodation in Lithgow, Blue
Mountains and Bathurst LGAs, while Mid‐Western LGA has a marginally higher proportion of
visitors staying in standard motels. Lithgow has the highest proportion of caravanners and
campers (21%), while the Blue Mountains has the lowest proportion (3%). The high proportion of
visitors staying with or visiting friends and relatives is an opportunity for marketing and
promoting locally.
Transport
The majority of visitors travel to each of the LGAs by car. Lithgow and the Blue Mountains, which
are on the CityRail network, have a higher proportion of rail travellers than Bathurst and Mid‐
Western LGAs.
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Type of Visit
The Blue Mountains and Lithgow have the highest proportion of destination‐based visitors (86%
and 83%, respectively). Only 14% of visitor to Lithgow are visiting the area as part of a touring
holiday. In contrast, 22% of visitors to the Bathurst and 21% to Mid‐Western LGAs are touring.
Table 6.8 Visitor and Trip Profiles – Lithgow & Surrounding LGAs – 2007
Characteristics

Lithgow

Blue Mts

Domestic Overnight
Visits
123,000
459,000
Nights
294,000
1,067,000
Av Stay ‐ nights
3.4
3.9
Av Spend / Night
$125
$127
Total Expenditure
$27m
$161m
Domestic Day Trips
Trips
181,000
1,391,000
Av Spend / Trip
$94
$80
Total Expenditure
$12m
$111m
International
Overnight
not published
60,000
Visits
244,000
Nights
$25m
Total Expenditure
Characteristics of Domestic Overnight Travellers
Origin
Interstate
17%
15%
Intrastate
83%
85%
Sydney
Regional NSW
Purpose
Holiday / Leisure
VFR
Business
Other
Accommodation
Motel, Hotel
VFR
Caravan / Camping
Other
Travel by Car
Duration of Visit
1‐2 nights
3‐4 nights
5+ nights
Destination only
Multiple stopovers
Age
15‐24 years
25‐44 years

)
)

)
)

Oberon

Bathurst

Mid‐
Western

52,000
106,000
2.0
$108
$11m

324,000
906,000
2.8
$96
$87m

280,000
705,000
3.5
$124
$91m

not
published

482,000
$137
$66m

183,000
$97
$14m

not
published

8,000
59,000
$6m

not
published

not
published

22%
78%

20%
80%

54%
29%

64%
21%

45%
33%

54%
27%

43%
34%
24%

59%
31%
8%
2%

36%
49%
16%
8%

50%
34%
13%
3%

29%
37%
21%
13%
86%

33%
36%
3%
28%
83%

36%
43%
10%
11%
91%

35%
34%
15%
16%
93%

68%
23%
9%
83%
17%

72%
20%
7%
86%
14%

70%
18%
12%
78%
22%

67%
23%
10%
79%
21%

53%

13%
38%

17%
39%

10%
35%
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Characteristics
45‐64 years
65+ years
Lifecycle
Younger / Midlife
Parents + Children
Older Working
Older Retired
Travel Party
Alone
Adult Couple
Family
Friends / Relatives
Other

)
)

Lithgow

Blue Mts

32%
15%

34%
15%

31%
13%

Mid‐
Western
41%
14%

32%
36%
15%
16%

34%
32%
13%
21%

38%
31%
14%
16%

24%
34%
18%
24%

29%
25%

15%
38%
21%
22%
5%

21%
26%
22%
20%
11%

18%
30%
21%
28%
3%

41%
6%

Oberon

Bathurst

Source: Tourism Research Australia Local Area Profiles 2007

Duration of Stay
The average length of stay in Lithgow LGA was 3.4 nights, which is marginally lower than the
average in both the Blue Mountains (3.9 nights) and Mid‐Western (3.5 nights) but higher than
Bathurst (2.8 nights) and Oberon (2.0 nights). 68% of visitors to Lithgow stay 1‐2 nights, with
23% staying 3‐4 nights and 9% for 5 or more nights.
Age of Visitors
53% of visitors to Lithgow LGA are aged 15‐44 years, with 32% aged 45‐66 years and 15% being
65+ years. The age profile is similar to the Blue Mountains and Bathurst. Mid Western LGA
attracts a higher proportion of visitors aged 45‐64 years.
Travel Party
Families and young and midlife adult couples are the primary markets for Lithgow LGA, with
Lithgow having a slightly higher proportion of families than the surrounding LGAs. Mid Western
LGA attracts the highest proportion of older working and retired couples.
Lithgow attracts the highest proportion of visitors travelling alone (29%) and the lowest
proportion of adult couples (25%). Adult couples are the primary market for the Blue Mountains
(38% of visitors) and Mid‐Western (30% of visitors). Mid Western has the highest proportion of
visitors travelling to the area with friends and/or relatives (28%).
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Implications and Opportunities for Lithgow LGA:
 It is likely that a significant proportion of visitors to Bathurst and the Mudgee area will have
passed through Lithgow LGA. This provides an opportunity to use signage and other
mediums to raise the profile of Lithgow and stimulate interest in the area.
 Visitors to the Blue Mountain stay on average, 3.9 nights. These visitors potentially have
the time to undertake a day trip to the Lithgow area.
 There is a relatively strong VFR market to the Blue Mountains, Lithgow and Bathurst LGAs.
There is potential to target this market through incentive and/or ambassador style
promotions to local and regional residents.
 The breakdown of accommodation used, confirms the importance of the caravan and
camping markets for Lithgow LGA.

6.3.2 Markets Attracted to Lithgow LGA
Lithgow LGA attracts a very diverse range of markets, with the market mix varying in the
different localities throughout the LGA. The primary markets are:






Highway and passing traffic – concentrated along the Great Western Highway.
Business and work‐related travellers – primarily from the mining and power generation
sectors and rail and infrastructure providers.
Regional residents coming into Lithgow for a range of activities, with sport appearing to be a
significant generator of visitors.
People visiting friends and relatives (VFR) and attending social functions in the area.
Competitors, spectators and officials coming into the LGA to participate in sporting and
other events.

The following information on the market segments attracted to Lithgow LGA is based on the
markets identified during the consultation for this Study. The information is qualitative and
should be regarded as indicative only.

Table 6.9 Market Segments by Locality
Locality

Primary Markets

Secondary Markets

Minor

Special Interest /
activity based

Central Precinct
Lithgow

Highway traffic
Business
/
related VFR
Day trippers

work

Sporting groups
Coach tour groups
Seniors groups
Car Clubs
Event attendees

International
University excursions
Conference/meetings

Bird watchers
Mountain‐bikers
Rock Climbers
Photographers
Orienteering
Off road – 4WD
Gardening Clubs
Mushroomers
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Locality

Primary Markets

Portland
Wallerawang

&

Draws primarily from
the local and regional
area.
Campers – families
Day trippers
Anglers
Boating enthusiasts

Lake Lyell

Lake
surrounds
(resorts
retreats)

Business
/
work
related
(mining,
power, railways)
VFR
Day trippers

Lyell

Short breaks couples
Groups of couples

Secondary Markets

Minor

Special Interest /
activity based
Rail Enthusiasts
Family History
Historical groups
Firearms enthusiasts
Golf
Off road – 4WD
Trail bikes
Mountain‐bikes
Sailing
Fishing
Orienteering
Bird Watchers
Hunters
Golf
Anglers
Boating Enthusiasts
4WD
Caravan groups

Touring by car
Touring caravans and
motorhomes
Sporting groups

4WD clubs
Touring caravans &
motorhomes
Clubs & groups
‐ Anglers
‐ Boating enthusiasts
Social groups
Groups of friends

/

Rural North
Wolgan Valley

Clarence
–
Dargan
(Zig Zag Railway
market)
Newnes Plateau

Campers – families
Touring vans

Passing Traffic
Day trippers
Families
Coach & mini coach
tour groups
Off‐road enthusiasts
Families

Short
breaks
–
domestic
&
international
(Wolgan
Resort
Guests)

Corporate retreats
(Resort)

4WD
Bushwalkers
Mountain bikers
Bird watchers
Historians
Rail enthusiasts

School excursions
Social groups
Childrens’ Parties
International visitors
4WD Clubs

International visitors

Overflow
from
Lithgow & Bathurst
during major events
International tourists

Cullen Bullen

Highway traffic
Work‐related / Mines

Motorcycle groups
4WD groups

Capertee Valley

Touring traffic
Day trippers
Bird tours

Capertee Village

Highway traffic
Touring by car

Touring Vans
Touring motorcycles
Short
breaks
–
couples & groups of
couples
Families
Coach tour groups
School excursions
Motorcycle groups
4WD groups

Resort – Spa

4WD
Trail bikes
Mountain bikes
Bush walkers
Bird Watchers
Rock
sports
/
canyonners
Speedway enthusiasts

Bird watchers
4WD
Trail bikes
Bushwalkers
Mountain bikers
Historians
Horse riders
Road cyclists
4WD /Trail bikes
Mountain bikers
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Locality

Primary Markets

Secondary Markets

Work‐related / Mines
Off‐road
Campers – families &
groups of families

Event attendees
Touring traffic
Short breaks

Rydal – Tarana

4WD clubs & groups
Trail bike riders
Mountain bikers
Touring motorbikes
Touring – car based

Hartley Valley

Passing traffic
Day trippers

Short
breaks
–
couples
Day trippers
Events attendees
Car Clubs
Coach tour groups
Gardening clubs
Functions
Short breaks
Coach tour groups
School excursions
Motorcycle groups
Car clubs

Hampton

Passing
traffic
–
Jenolan Caves
Families
Couples & groups of
couples (short breaks
market)

The Turon

Minor

Special Interest /
activity based
4WD
Trail bikes
Canoeists
Horse riders
Anglers

Rural South

Kanimbla Valley

Motorcycle groups
Car clubs

Family researchers
International visitors
Historic societies &
enthusiasts

4WD clubs & groups
Trail bike riders
Mountain bikers
Bushwalkers
Birdwatchers
Horse riders
Garden clubs
Bush walkers
Gardening
enthusiasts
Arts & craft
Fishing
Paintball participants
Mushroomers
4WD Clubs
Bushwalkers
Fishing
4WD
Campers

6.3.3 Potential of Market Segments
Lithgow Tourism does not have the staff resources or the funds to develop each of the different
markets identified in Table 6.9. Each of the markets has different growth potential. The
propensity to spend in the LGA (yield) on accommodation, food and beverage, petrol and other
goods and services also varies.
Table 6.10 assesses the growth and yield potential of the mainstream, volume and special
interest – activity based markets as well as the priority in terms of allocating marketing resources
and funds. There are some markets, eg business and work‐related travellers, that are very high
yielding for the LGA. Their priority, is however ranked as ‘low’, in terms of Lithgow Tourism
allocating marketing resources, as visitation is driven by factors (eg work) that cannot be readily
be influenced by Lithgow Tourism.
Implications for Lithgow LGA:
Based on the segmentation and potential assessments provided in Tables 6.9 and 6.10,
Lithgow City Council, through Lithgow Tourism, needs to proceed with preparing a Tourism
Marketing Strategy to coordinate and facilitate market development and growth, and set the
priorities for marketing and promotional activities.
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Table 6.10 Assessment of the Growth and Yield Potential of Market Segments
Market Segment

Description and Growth Potential

Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

Transit stop to access toilets & food
Lithgow has reputation for fast‐food on the Highway. This is being strengthened by more businesses
establishing in the highway corridor – very high level of repeat visitation
Trip likely to have been largely pre‐planned – minimal time allowed for Lithgow
No iconic / must see attraction that has widespread market‐place awareness to encourage an extended
stop
Volume will increase when improvements to Great Western Highway are completed.

Per person low, but in total
high due to volume

Low – will continue to
come regardless

Mainstream / Primary Markets
Highway traffic

Actions
1.

Increase awareness & educate travellers about Lithgow / attract attention for visit in the future
 Potential for television screens in eateries showing DVD of Lithgow
 Develop smart phone app, and post on Google Marketplace and Itunes App store and advertise
address in eateries – download & look at it while eating
 Information directory near entrance
 Large photo images of main attractions in area

Focus on using digital
technology
and
applications in the
Highway fast food
outlets
to
build
awareness about the
attraction base of the
LGA.

2. Develop and position Hassans Walls Lookout and Blast Furnace Park – Lake Pillans as iconic ‘must
see’ attractions to draw travellers into and through Lithgow.
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Market Segment
Touring markets‐
by car & motorcycles

Description and Growth Potential
See comments above, plus need to develop drive‐based product:


Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

Medium‐ high

High & ongoing – in
conjunction
with
adjoining LGAs

Low‐medium

Medium

High

Low

Scenic through routes:
‐
Bathurst via Lake Lyell, Rydal, Tarana
‐
Bathurst via Wallerawang & Portland
‐
Mudgee via Wallerawang & Portland
‐
Mudgee via Capertee Valley
(and vis versa for traffic coming into Lithgow)

 Lithgow as a hub – develop scenic loops & drives – itinerary planning for 3‐7 day stay in the area
Actions
 Continued involvement in regional route committees – Tablelands Way, GBM Drive etc
 Develop trails for special interest – activity based markets.
 Develop trails to accompany events – eg garden trail
 Work with RMS, Bathurst & Oberon in developing motorcycle touring routes
Touring caravans and
motorhomes

As above
Need for camping / caravan area in Portland and possibly Capertee
Actions
 For Sydney‐bound travellers, position Lithgow as the place to stop, leave their van and commute to
Sydney – promote train trip as a ‘must do experience
 Prepare itineraries – mix of free and commercial sites

Business & Work‐
related travellers

Will come regardless of marketing undertaken by Lithgow Tourism
Most bookings will be web‐based, email or phone
Actions




Provide information in motels and accommodation – re dining out – restaurant and eatery trading
hours etc
Ensure Lithgow tourism website and App/s are advertised in accommodation properties
Packages / deals – for long term visitors (eg miners) who go home on weekends – deals to stay in
town for the weekend by bring wife / family into town
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Market Segment

Description and Growth Potential

Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

VFR

Investigate opportunities for ambassador / host style programs with incentives for local and regional
residents to showcase the LGA to visitors

Low ‐ medium

Medium

Families

Lithgow LGA is an ideal location for ‘reconnecting’ and ‘back to basics’
Range of iconic attractions in hinterland – Zig Zag Railway, Jenolan caves
Low cost destination if camping
Activity based – water sports, fishing, bushwalking, mountain‐biking – suit upper primary and junior
teen markets
Seasonal – concentrated in school holidays

Medium – high if stay in
towns, villages or Lake Lyell
and forests / national parks
close to towns and villages

Medium ‐ High

Relaxing and pampering product available
Lay‐back exploring
Accommodation capacity limits volume business
Operators are very effective in promoting

Medium ‐ high

Short‐breaks couples

Low if camp in remote area
Medium

Group – Volume Markets ‐ Group markets provide volume business and can be targeted to build occupancy outside of peak times. Groups are cost effective for
businesses as bookings are generally made in advance, providing the opportunity for the business to ‘gear‐up’. Groups are generally a mid‐range market, which suits
the product available in the Area. Groups also ‘make their own fun’ and tend to be less critical of older and/or tired infrastructure and mediocre service.
Coach Tour Groups

Ideal fit with the product available in Lithgow LGA, in particular – Hartley Valley, Lithgow, Portland and
Glen Davis. Sufficient product in the area for 2‐3 day itineraries. Lithgow and Wallerawang are the
only localities that have suitable accommodation for coach tour groups. Primarily a mid‐week market –
competing with business / work‐related travellers for accommodation.

Medium – mid range
market, however the dollar
is spent across a range of
sectors

High

Potential market for events in Lithgow and Oberon LGAs, with opportunity to build on either side of the
event.
Social
groups
–
Probus, retirement
home
excursions,
walking clubs etc

As above + potential day and overnight market for the LGA – similar in needs to coach tour groups –
will often charter coaches. Also a potential rail tour market – opportunities for packaging.

Medium – mid range
market, however the dollar
is spent across a range of
sectors

High

School excursions

Potential fit with curriculum themes. Highly competitive market. Bathurst has invested significantly in
this market –with the potential to ‘top and tail’ Bathurst product. Highly price competitive and risk
adverse.

Low

Low
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Market Segment

Description and Growth Potential

Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

Lithgow LGA is a potential location for outdoor activities, Duke of Ed, personal development programs
etc.
Long term investment – raises awareness of Lithgow LGA and encourages repeat visitation either with
parents, or in the future. Visiting students can be given ‘sample’ packs promoting attractions etc
which they can take home.
Business Events –
Conferences,
Meetings, Functions,
Exhibitions

Civic Ballroom – potential to grow the medium – larger regional function markets + exhibitions
LGA well supplied with venues for small meetings (<30 delegates) and for corporate retreats.
Limited venues suitable for medium‐sized conference & meetings market – Workers Club & Zig Zag
Motel. Association conferences provide the opportunity to show‐case the area – niche market
opportunities are available
Highest expenditure per head of all market segments.

High

High

Events & Exhibitions

The Lithgow Showground is an ideal location for large entertainment style events (eg concerts) and also
for exhibitions. Large events have the potential to book‐out most of the accommodation in the LGA
and in surrounding LGAs. Rail access facilitates the movement of large numbers of people.

High – accommodation and
meals
Potentially high – for local
businesses if they are open
before and after the event.

High

High – accommodation +
meals, shopping
Low – for attractions

High – for weekend
activities
Medium – mid week

Strong competitive advantage for events needing access to forests (eg motor sports, horse riding,
orienteering, mountain biking) – a range of forest environments very close to towns and villages, in
particular Portland and Rydal in which the showgrounds are ideal for staging events.

Sporting teams (field
sports)

Lithgow has quality sporting facilities suitable for regional and State sporting school and association
based events. School events are generally held over 2‐3 days mid‐week which compete with business‐
work related travellers for accommodation. Most association events are 2‐3 days over a weekend.

Special Interest and Activity Based Markets ‐ Lithgow LGA attracts a diverse range of special interest and activity based markets. While there is potential to grow
each of these markets, market development is resource and funding intensive. Lithgow LGA needs to maximise its return on investment. As such the priority needs to be
given to larger, potentially higher yielding markets, for which the product is available and suitable with minimal or no investment required. In addition, priority should
be given to activities that draw participants through the towns and villages rather than being located in remote areas (eg Kanimbla Valley). For a number of activities,
investment in product development is occurring. For these activities, the completion of this development may change the potential yield / returns to the area. For most
activities groups and events are generally more cost effective to target and yield higher returns.
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Market Segment

Description and Growth Potential

Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

4WD

Existing large market for the LGA – but low yield, needs to be re‐structured and coordinated to increase
yield and reduce environmental impact and increase sustainability
Portland Motorsports Complex – potential to grow Club / training markets

Low
under
current
arrangements – potentially
medium – high

Events – High
Clubs / Training – High
FIT ‐ medium

Trail Bikes / Off Road

Existing large market for the LGA – but low yield, needs to be re‐structured and coordinated to increase
yield and reduce environmental impact and increase sustainability

Events – high
FIT ‐ Low

Events – high
FIT ‐ Low

Venue based – Motorkhana, KhanaCross, Hill Climb, Go Carts, Speedway
Event driven – infrastructure in place – potential to work with Clubs / Associations to grow the market

High

Off‐road rallies – ideal location with forest and showground infrastructure

High

High – minimal / no
product development
needed
High

Mountain Bikes

Lithgow LGA was initially a leader in this field – has lost considerable competitive advantage.
Dependent on completion of tracks
Significant potential to attract events and building commercial Mountain Bike tour sector

High

High – but product
development needed

Road Cycling

Cycling groups – local roads – rural south area (Hampton, Rydal, Tarana + Capertee Valley)
Narrow rides – blind corners – compete with motorcycle and car‐based touring.
Potential for events on the local road network in the Tablelands

Medium

Low – Medium
As
adjunct
to
developing motor cycle
touring routes

Bushwalking

Product largely in place for experienced walkers – better coordination and marketing needed
Trail development and infrastructure needed for inexperienced walkers

Medium

Medium – no major
investment required

Fishing

Product largely in place – better coordination and marketing needed
Potential to position Wallerawang as centre of inland fishing – capitalising on Thompsons Creek Dam

Individuals – low
Clubs ‐ medium

Medium ‐ – no major
investment required

Bird‐watching

Product largely in place – need to take to next level – building commercial tour basis. Capitalise on
international reputation of Capertee Valley. Best fit with accommodation available in Capertee Valley

High – but small market

Medium ‐ High

Orienteering

Event market ‐ volume business

High

High

Area ideal for large enduro style events – focus on positioning Portland / Sunny Corner & Rydal /
Lidsdale as event venues
Motorsports
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Market Segment

Description and Growth Potential

Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

Other forms of orienteering emerging – eg Mountain Bike orienteering
Rock climbers /
abseiling / canyoning

Spectacular climbs but no operators based in Lithgow – competition from Blue Mountains. Very small
market – additional cost to come to Lithgow. Serious enthusiasts only. More likely to be a day trip
market from the Blue Mountains

Low

Low

Gardening

Daffodils at Rydal – signature event + gardening events in Oberon Shire
Garden & Nursery product available in the LGA – seasonal market

Medium

High – seasonal

Photographers /
Photography clubs

Ideal location for photographers – landscape, birds & wildlife, heritage & wildflowers / flora
Tutorial based product

Medium

Medium

Rail enthusiasts

Event / train driven for volume market. Low flow market at other times

Medium

Event driven

Historians / historical
groups

Strong industrial, rail and mining heritage – product not well coordinated or packaged

Medium

Low

Family History

Small but constant market

Medium

Low – will come anyway

Firearms enthusiasts
– gun clubs

Small market – national and international. Possible to boost if firing range is marketed to gun clubs

High

Low ‐ medium

Hunting

Small market ‐ potential conflict with other forest users
Potential to damage nature‐based reputation of area

High

Low

Sailing / Dragon
Boats

Trailable boats only – need to target State events

High

High

Rowing

Lake Wallace not long enough for competitive rowing events, however is good for training, particularly
for schools

Medium

Low

Boating / water
sports

Lake Lyell very popular – but limited capacity of lake and camping area is a constraint – operating at
capacity at peak times. Highly variable water levels

Medium

Low

Horse riding

Small market, primarily camp / stay with horses

Low

Low
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Market Segment

Description and Growth Potential

Potential Yield

Priority for
Lithgow Tourism

Arts & Craft

City does not have a concentration of arts & craft galleries or workshop / tutorial based product

Medium ‐ High

Low

Canoeing

Very small market, limited areas

Low ‐ medium

Low

Golf

Quality of the courses not competitive with Bathurst, Orange and Mudgee ‐ some opportunity for
growth in social club visitation

Medium ‐ High

Low ‐ Medium
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7.

The Changing Market Place

In defining the directions for product and market development, production and distribution of
information and marketing and promotion, Lithgow LGA needs to take into consideration the
structural and generational changes that are occurring in the marketplace. The key changes are
outlined below.

7.1

Structural Changes

As discussed in Section 5.1, there have been, over the past decade, major structural shifts in the
domestic market. This has arisen from a combination of factors including:
Economic
 Global Financial Crisis – still generating uncertainty and fear, with people reducing non‐
essential expenditure, coupled with a marked shift to a ‘savings’ mentality.
 Declining discretionary income due to rising cost of living, with expectations that costs will
continue to increase substantially due to rising energy costs and the flow‐on impacts of the
proposed Carbon Tax.
 Low cost domestic and international airfares ‐ The impact has been primarily on the long haul
travel market.
 High Australian dollar – encourages overseas travel at the expense of domestic travel.
 Rising petrol prices – spikes in prices result in a reduction in drive‐based leisure travel.
 Competition from outbound destinations, fuelled by a stronger Australian dollar and low
airfares.
 Competition from other areas of expenditure for discretionary income (eg home theatres).
 Higher debt levels with people having less discretionary income. The new generations (Y&Z)
in particular have high debt levels (eg HECS and credit card debts). As a result of the GFC,
people are endeavouring to reduce debt by reducing spending.
Social







Changes in work practices with people taking less leave and tending to ‘stockpile’ their leave
and using leave for a range of non‐holiday activities.
Changes in holiday and leisure patterns with a trend towards short breaks and shorter
holidays.
A 'holiday habit' has not been created amongst the younger generations.
Changing household composition ‐ more single parent households with lower discretionary
income.
Shift in mind‐set to instant gratification ‐ particularly amongst younger generations.
Changing ethnic mix of the capital LGA population base with people from ethnic
backgrounds having a low propensity to visit regional areas. The ethnic market has a
preference to travel internationally, often 'back home'.
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Changing needs and expectations, with the market being more sophisticated and
demanding. Through the internet and lifestyle / travel television shows people are aware of
the quality products and experiences that are available nationally and globally.

Generational change is also contributing significantly to structural changes, with the attitudes
towards travel and travel behaviour varying significantly between the different generations.
Generational change is discussed below.

7.2

Market Outlook & Forecasts

The Global Financial Crisis had a significant impact on the tourism sector, with Tourism Research
Australia (TRA) estimating that the industry contracted by 3.5% in 2009. International visitors to
Australia fell by 1.4%, while the number of domestic visitor nights fell by 5.4%.
The international visitor market recovered in 2010, with visitor arrivals up by 5.5% over 2009.
Forecasts prepared by Tourism Australia’s Tourism Forecasting Committee expect growth in the
international market to average 4.5% per annum to 2014, declining to 3.3% per annum to 2019.
Mainland China is the strongest growing international market.
In contrast, Tourism Australia’s market outlook for domestic tourism is not positive. The poor
performance of the domestic market (which is attributed to a reduction in the price
competitiveness of domestic travel in comparison to international travel, as a result of discount
international airfares, the high value of the Australian dollar and rising petrol prices) is expected
to continue. The number of Australian’s travelling overseas increased by 4% in 2010, with
outbound travel forecast to continue to increase by 5.7% per annum (pa) to 2014 and then by
2.4% pa. From 2010 to 2014, the domestic tourism market is expected to grow by only 0.7% pa,
with growth declining to 0.5% pa from 2014 to 2019.

7.3

Generations & Mindsets

Attitudes to travel and travel behaviour are determined in part by generational attitudes and
behaviours and travel mindsets. Destination NSW breaks the market down into Tourism
Mindsets – Wanderers, Compatriots, True Travellers, Peer Group Travellers and Pampadours,
with product development and marketing aligned to these mindsets.
To achieve optimal results, any product and market development undertaken by Lithgow LGA
needs to be based on an understanding of both Generational aspirations and change, and the
Travel Mindsets.

7.3.1 Travel Mindsets
The Travel Mindsets adopted by Destination NSW in their product and market development and
marketing and promotional activities are summarised in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Destination NSW Travel Mindsets
Segment

Characteristics

Pampadours ‐
Luxury Travellers

Up‐market, Done for You (DFU), indulgent, female skew, white collar and professional
skew. Use and overseas travel frame of reference, fashion‐conscious, travelling in adult
couples. 5‐star product preference, avoids young children and family destinations. Ideal
product ‐ luxury resort
Quintessentially the middle market with a female skew, wanting ‘Do It for You’ but forced
to compromise. Family focused, role‐driven, good shoulder market, activities focused and
budget conscious. Like 'resorts' and don't like camping, favour 3‐star but aspire to 5‐star,
self‐contained an advantage. Ideal product ‐ holiday cottage.
A marked older‐skew, adult couples, empty nesters, frequent tourists, ‘Do it Yourself’.
Great off‐peak market, keen observers, widest range of preferences in transport mode,
favour distance. Continue their 'Darby & Joan' lifestyle when travelling, like to potter. Ideal
product ‐ road touring ‐ off peak.

Compatriots ‐
Family Travellers

Wanderers ‐
Touring Travellers

True Travellers –
Adventure Travellers

Peer Group Travellers

Experimental, adventurous, trail‐blazing, immersion travellers who want to experience a
single destination in depth. Active, physical, overseas orientation, seeking difference and
challenge. Opinion leaders, white collar skew, take longer holidays, will spend more time
getting there than being there, definitely DIY. Ideal product ‐ Cape York experience
Younger male skew, student skew, DIY except for cooking. Travel in peer groups, travel in
peak periods, strong repeat visitation, fairly physical, want party time, strong on shared
activities and reunions. Limited budgets, share accommodation, share transport, want
bright lights, clubs, pubs etc. Ideal products ‐ camping or fishing trip with mates.

The Visitor Profiles for the Blue Mountains Region (see Section 6.1) identify Wanderers as the
primary market for the Region, followed by Pampadours and Compatriots. The product and
experiences offered by Lithgow LGA best fit the Wanderer and Compatriot markets.

7.3.2 Generational Change
The population is often described in terms of generations, with generational analysis providing
an insight into the attitudes and behaviours of different age groups within society. Each
generation has its own identity, attitudes and core values, with attitudes relating very strongly to
the social, economic and technological conditions and events that occurred during the formative
years. Research indicates that attitudes and core values do not change over time as the
generations age.
Generational change underlies the structural changes that are occurring in the market place. As
such it is important to understand the aspirations and desires of the different generations as
these drive attitudes to travel and travel behaviour. As such product and market development
undertaken by Lithgow LGA, needs to take into consideration the generational needs and
expectations.
There are currently six generational groupings:






Seniors ‐ born pre 1925 and are now aged 87+ years.
Traditionalists or Builders – born between 1925 and 1945, and now aged between 68 and
87.
Baby Boomers – born between 1946 and 1965 and aged between 48 and 67.
Generation X – born between 1965 and 1979 and now aged between 34 and 47.
Generation Y – born between 1980 and 1991 and now aged between 21 and 32.
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Generation Z – born after 1991 – aged under 21 years.

2009 has been identified (primarily due to the Global Financial Crisis) as the beginning of the
next generation – Generation Alpha.
The year of birth and age ranges are approximate with slight variations between these ranges
used by different demographers. While it is important to understand the differences between
generations, it is also important to be aware that the generations are not homogeneous with
significant variations in attitudes and behaviours within one generation. It is also important to
recognise that while core values are likely to endure, the characteristics of each generation will
change as they progress through different life cycle stages.
Throughout regional NSW, the ‘Senior’s and Traditionalist’ generations have been the dominant
market segments for the past 2‐3 decades. Travel by these segments is declining and being
increasingly replaced by the Baby Boomers and Generation X. Generation Y is also beginning to
enter the domestic travel market, with travel by this generation dominated by special interest
and activity‐based travel.
Information on the Baby Boomer and Generation X markets is provided to assist Lithgow Tourism
and operators understand the attitudinal changes that are occurring in the market place and the
needs and expectations of these emerging market segments.
Baby Boomers
Regional NSW is seeing an increasing number of Baby Boomers, with Boomers likely to become a
primary market for regional areas over the next 20 years. As such it is important to understand
the attitude and behaviour of this generation and adjust the product and marketing accordingly.
'Baby Boomers' were born and raised post WWII (1946 – 1965) in a period of relative stability
and prosperity. Baby Boomers, now aged between 46 and 65 years, account for around 24% of
the population.
The Boomers are better educated than the Traditionalists. They are a cross‐over generation,
being the last link with the values of 'old Australia' forged prior to WWII. Boomers were part of
the significant shift in society’s attitudes in the 1960’s and 70’s. They also grew‐up with the
emergence and widespread application of technology. As a whole, the generation is individualist
and optimistic.
Mid‐life for the Baby Boomers has largely been a period of evaluation and re‐direction. In their
40's the Boomers became more focused on consumerism and self‐indulgence, on personal and
social improvement and the accumulation of wealth. They are a 'spending' generation, using
both cash and credit to acquire what they want. They are the parents of Generation Y, and their
attitude to child rearing has largely been lenient and indulgent.
The Baby Boomers are now approaching retirement age, with many of the older Boomers
already semi‐retired. Again, this is a time of re‐evaluation, with lifestyle being the focus. The
Boomers are leading the 'sea‐change' and 'tree‐change' movements, selling‐up in the capital
cities and downsizing and relocating to lifestyle locations.
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As retirees, the Boomers will be healthier and more active than the Traditionalists at the same
age. They are being described as ‘recycled back‐packers’. Boomers are more likely to be actively
involved in sport and recreation ‐ cycling, jogging, swimming, golfing and visiting the gym.
Rather than becoming grey nomads focused on domestic travel, this generation is more likely to
become soft‐adventure and eco‐travellers, seeking out new places, both domestically and
internationally.
Boomers have a strong interest in food and wine and patronise restaurants and contemporary
eateries more so than the traditional pubs and clubs. They do not have the loyalty of the
Traditionalists, seeking out new destinations rather than returning year after year to the same
location.
Travel by the Over 55’s
In 2008, Destination NSW undertook a study into the Over 55’s Travel Market (Baby Boomers).
The Research explored attitudes to travel and travel patterns of the Baby Boomer Generation, as
they moved into semi‐retirement and retirement. The market is moving from employment and
family responsibilities into semi retirement and retirement, with minimal family responsibilities –
there is a strong sense of freedom and a desire to travel.
The Research found that the attitudes to travel and travel expectations of the Baby Boomer
generation were markedly different to the older Traditionalist generation, with Baby Boomers
being:


Fitter and more active than the traditional generation was at the same age ‐ Boomers do
not consider themselves as ‘old’ or ‘aging’ and are far more health conscious.



More affluent and prepared to spend to achieve what they want. They are more interested
in value for money than in the lowest price and have no hesitation in paying ‘top dollar’ for
something that they really desire.



Better travelled – generally having experienced overseas and interstate travel.



More knowledgeable.



Technologically capable – can and do use the internet to research and book travel.



More sophisticated and demanding.

While the Research found different attitudes amongst different mindsets, there were overall
trends in expectations (Table 7.2).
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Table 7.2

Expectations of the Over 55 Market

Expect

Seek / Appreciate

To choose their own way.
Higher standards, with less willingness to compromise.
Higher standard of accommodation and are sensitive to
and dissatisfied with dated or tired accommodation.
Aware of current decor trends and expect to see them
Better food options – healthier options, contemporary,
cosmopolitan cuisine

Tailored, personalised options – not a group or ‘follower’
mentality
Personalised service and ‘special touches’
More experiential and active elements in their travel.
Stimulation
Value for money

The Research found that the Travel Mindsets existed in the Baby Boomer Market, with the
breakdown being:
Wanderers
Pampadours
Groupies
True Travellers
Compatriots

41%
17%
16%
13%
13%

Once the children leave home, compatriots will often switch to another mindset. The key
features of the Boomer market in each of the Mindsets are summarised in Table 7.3.
The Baby Boomer market is an avid reader of travel sections in newspapers and magazines, with
these generating ideas for travel. Word‐of‐mouth, past experiences and the internet are the
main sources of information, with the internet used to research destinations, products and
routes. Wanderers and True Travellers are more likely to use the VICs and travel and motoring
guides. In contrast, Pampadours, groupies and compatriots use fewer sources of information
and rely more heavily on the internet, word of mouth and past experience. The Research found
that ‘deals’ and ‘discounts’ often act as triggers for travel and do influence destination choice.
The activities chosen from the NSW Holiday Planners by each of the Boomer Mindsets are
summarised in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.3 Characteristics and Motivators for Travel Mindsets in the Baby Boomer Market
Characteristics / Attitudes
Wanderers – 41% of Boomers

Motivators

Accommodation Preferences

Activities & Experiences

Independent / carefree
Control own choice
Explore and discover
Contain risk

See or do something different
Creativity
Adventure
Reconnection with self and/or partner
Freedom
Nostalgia – revisit places from the past

Nice accommodation – attractive and well
presented
Quality B&Bs
Self contained apartments – preferably with
a view
Cabins in caravan parks
Tired / out of date accommodation not
tolerated

Opportunities to explore & discover
Active options – bushwalking, cycling
Trails
Soft adventure
Local culture / stories
National Parks, markets, galleries
Quality, casual dining

Reward oneself for achievements
Luxury / indulgence
Escape, relax, rejuvenate
Bragging rights
To mix with other achievers

Up market / luxury
Themed
Quality setting / environment
Quality appointments, furniture, fittings,
linen etc
Indoor / outdoor integration

Preference for overseas destinations
Generally only consider LGA or coastal
destinations when travelling domestically
Dine out ‐ best restaurants
Active experiences – skiing, diving, safaris
Spas ‐ Wellness and pampering

Stimulation
Fun – better to socialise
Easier to do it together – someone else
takes responsibility
Physically easier

Able to handle groups
Want their own bathroom
Areas to socialise
4 star accommodation

Organised group travel, cruises
Soft adventure
Fun
Active options
Opportunities for socialising

Immersion & adventure
Experiences
Adventure
Learning
Doing

Will ‘rough it’
Authentic
Avoid motels

Interest and adventure driven
Active options
Authentic
Immerse in local culture
Tours & trails

Quality time with the family while having
some time and freedom to pursue own
activities.

Self contained
Resort

Activities for the whole family
Children focussed

Pampadours – 17% of Boomers
Travel is a reward for life’s achievements
Self recognition of status
Have luxuries at home and want them when
they travel
Affluent

Groupies – 16% of Boomers
Going on holidays with friends
Often singles – safe way to travel

True Travellers – 13% of Boomers
Fitter and more active
Higher risk travellers
Adventurous
Go further

Compatriots – 13% of Boomers
Still have children or involved in care of
grandchildren
Travelling with family
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Table7.4 Activities chosen from NSW Holiday Planners
Wanderers / True Travellers

Pampadours

Groupies

Nature tours / wildlife
Museums
Exploring sites of interest
Taking photographs
Driving scenic routes
Casual dining
Local produce / fresh food
Markets
Wine & cheese
Gardens
Festivals
Cycling, walking, gold
Low key shopping
Cruises & rides

Food & wine / dining out
Local produce
Cellar doors
Trips to sites of interest
Shopping
Art galleries
Enjoying the fresh air
River cruises / whale watching /
boating
Botanical gardens
Massages
Swimming / snorkelling
Cycling / walking
Night skiing / Snow‐ shoe walk

Social activities / companionship
Casual dining
Shopping / local markets
Visiting sites of interest
Gardens
Festivals
Walking
Sports
Nightlife
Cruises & rides

Generation X
Generation X refers to people born between 1965 and 1979. This generation has grown up in a
period of relative prosperity, with technology and access to information. Generation X is
better educated than previous generations, more internationally aware in their knowledge and
outlook, and more critically attuned in their thinking.
Generation X is now the main generation in the workforce, and will be for the next the twenty
years. As the Boomers retire, this generation will move into senior management. Workers will
be reaching the height of their careers and moving into the wealth accumulation stage. This
generation differs considerably from the Baby Boomers in that they are highly mobile. They
regularly change jobs and where they live. They are more likely to have done, or will work
overseas at some stage. Their loyalty in the workplace is primarily to themselves with the
driving force being the work‐life balance.
X’ers have embraced inner city and higher density living, tending to prefer lifestyle locations
within the city, the areas with the restaurant precincts and trendy shops. They are also a
market for 'sea change' and 'tree change' lifestyle locations relatively close to the city, where
they can work from home and commute to the office when needed. Generation X is far more
health conscious than previous generations. Going to the gym, team sports or individual
physical activity (jogging, cycling, swimming) is generally part of the weekly routine.
Socially, Xers tend to have a large circle of acquaintances. They enjoy getting together and
dining out. It is a generation that goes away together as informal social groups, for short
breaks and long weekends. ‘Activity‐based’, ‘pampering / luxury’ and ‘stress release / escape’
breaks are popular with this generation. Having grown up with air travel and low cost airfares,
holidays are more likely to be spent overseas or in resort and retreat locations, rather than
self‐drive holidays in Australia. Most travel is researched and purchased on the internet.
This generation is now in the ‘family’ lifestyle stage. The focus appears to be on taking short
holidays (eg a weekly holiday twice a year) and weekend escapes with the family. Trips are no
longer defined by the preferences of the children (as was generally the case with previous
generations) with the emphasis now being on destinations that offer a range of activities that
are enjoyable for every member of the family.
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This is a generation that will patronise resorts (with kids clubs), health spas and boutique
accommodation. Upmarket cabins in resort style caravan parks, and quality apartments are
also very popular with this market. Since the Global Financial Crisis, there has been a
significant increase in Gen X family camping trips, however the camping is generally 4‐5 star
with quality tents and equipment (‘glam’ camping).
Implications and Opportunities for Lithgow LGA:


Baby Boomers and Generation X are likely to be the primary markets for Lithgow LGA
over the next 20 years.



Baby Boomers and Generation X are more sophisticated and demanding than their
predecessors, and far less tolerant of low standard accommodation and poor customer
service.



The Compatriot and Wanderer mindsets are the ‘best fit’ markets for the LGA. The LGA
also has some products that will appeal to Pampadours as well as a range of activities
that are potentially suitable for the segment of the Peer Group and True Traveller
markets looking for outdoor, adventure‐based activities.



The internet is the main source of travel information for Baby Boomers and Generation X
with Generation X tending to book most travel on‐line.

7.4

Impact of Technology

Over the past decade, the internet, GPSs and digital technology has significantly changed the
way that consumers source information, select destinations and products, and book travel.
This has significant implications for Lithgow LGA in terms of information delivery and
marketing and promotion. Social networking, the popularity of 'smart phones' and the recent
introduction of ‘Tablets’ is further changing these dynamics, particularly amongst the younger
generations (primarily Generations X and Y). The changes that are occurring are discussed
below.

7.4.1 Internet
The internet is now the primary tool used to source travel information. World‐wide, on‐line
travel bookings have outpaced all other types of internet retail sales. Australians have
embraced the internet with 89% of people now accessing the internet at least once a week. Of
these, 55% use the internet on average more than once a day. People access the internet from
a range of sources – home, educational institution, workforce, internet cafes, mobile phones
etc.
Ways of using the internet and technology to access and disseminate tourist information are
continually evolving. More recent additions include:
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Google Maps and Google Earth – maps, satellite images, photographic images, routes,
directions, distances and travelling times.



Trip Itinerary planning programs.



Pod casts and applications ‐ which can be down‐loaded onto smart phones, tablets and
other hand‐held digital devices



User generated content (blogs) both on websites and through the travel and social
networking sites.



Social networking sites such as Facebook, Myspace, Bebo, Twitter etc. Combined, the two
most popular sites, Facebook and Myspace, have over 170 million active users world‐
wide. It is estimated that one in two Australians use social networking sites and hold, on
average, membership of 2‐3 different sites.



Travel specific networking sites – such as Trip Wotif, Virtual Tourist, Lonely Planet Thorn
Tree and Trip Advisor. These sites not only advertise destinations, accommodation,
attractions, tours, events etc, they also provide forums where travellers can discuss their
experiences – providing a digital word‐of‐mouth referral system.



Travel directories and booking systems.

The research is also indicating that both consumers and operators are becoming more ‘savvy’
in the use of the internet to source and book travel products. Consumers are comparing prices
on a range of websites before contacting properties direct to try and negotiate better deals.
Operators are also inflating prices on some sites to negate the commission that they have to
pay and/or are limiting the number of rooms listed. Research undertaken has also found that
consumers are using the official tourism sites to access information and identify products that
they are interested in, and then searching these independently.

7.4.2 Smart Phones
The majority of Australians, aged 14+ years now own mobile phones, with mobile phones
increasingly being used to access information
'Smart Phones' (eg the Apple 'I' phone, Samsung Galaxy, 3G and Next G enabled phones) and
Blackberries are the new generation of mobile telephones. These devices have operating
systems that provide the ability to add applications. These applications include internet access
‐ web browsing, email, diary ‐ organiser, navigation (GPS), media (music, photos, video) and
access to documents (eg word, pdf, excel files).
As of August 2011, Smart Phones accounted for 49% of handset sales in Australia, with Smart
Phones accounting for around 66% of all new phone sales. Within 5 years the majority of
mobile phones in Australia will be application based.
From a tourism perspective, Smart Phones are being used in a number of ways including:


Access the internet to search for information, maps etc and to make bookings.
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Navigation ‐ with phones being GPS enabled (satellite positioning) or having GPS assist
(triangulates position from communication towers).



Map applications (eg Google Maps).



To read QR codes which provide access to information.



Internet access ‐ to source information and book travel, while travelling.



Social networking – asking for recommendations and advice and posting comments.



Audio information and tours ‐ information and tours can be down‐loaded from the
internet. The information is GPS coded so that when the traveller passes a specific point,
information is provided in audio form. Destination NSW is currently working with Blue
Mountains Tourism to develop an application based drive tour. This software will be
available for use by other areas of the State.



Listening Posts ‐ locations (eg bus stops) which broadcast to mobile telephones (similar to
the audio tour concept).



Transfer of information and images between phones.

Destination NSW (DNSW) has recently launched a dedicated mobile telephone information app
(m.visitnsw.com) which enables mobile phones to access the State Tourism Data Warehouse
(STDW) data base. The DNSW system is being expanded to include the capacity for direct
bookings. Councils, tourist associations and operators are also beginning to produce
applications as another way of disseminating information. Consumers are also starting to look
for application based information.
For example, a recent survey (2011) of visitors to the Glenbrook Visitor Information Centre in
the Blue Mountains found that 40% of domestic and 29% of international visitors where
travelling with Smart Phones and that of these travellers, 53% were interested in purchasing an
application providing information on the Blue Mountains. Demand is expected to increase in
line with increased phone ownership and increased ‘familiarity’ with the use of applications.
A recent survey undertaken by Telstra of their Smart Phone users found that 86% of owners
have used their phone to access the internet, with 62% of users doing it on a regular basis (one
or more times per week). Accessing social networking sites and maps and directions are also
popular uses of the phone.
The trend in the market is to move from ‘e.commerce’ to ‘m.commerce’ with the development
of sales and product based applications.
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 summarise the findings of the Telstra Smart Phone Index (2010).
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Figure 7.1 Mobile Internet – Sites Used and Frequency of Use

Source: Telstra Smart Phone Index Fact Sheet (2010)

Figure 7.2 Transition from Computer to Smart Phone Internet Use

Source: Telstra Smart Phone Index Fact Sheet (2010)
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7.4.3 Tablets
Tablets are the latest digital device to have entered the market, with sales world‐wide
exceeding 25 million devices in 2011. In 2011 there were 1.4 million Tablets sold in Australia, a
330% increase on 2010 sales. Industry forecasts expect that by 2016, 50% of Australians will
be using Tablets. Tablets incorporate both lap top computer functions and smart phone
applications, with access via a touch screen. Applications rather than programs, are the
‘driving’ force.
Tablets are also being used in Information Centres to display information digitally and are
being adopted in cafes and restaurants, replacing the traditional menus. Customers can access
the menu via the tablet, place their order direct to the kitchen, monitor its progress and review
and pay their bill on‐line.

7.4.4 GPS Systems
Since 2004 when portable GPSs were released, sales of devices have grown exponentially. GPS
systems are now becoming a standard feature in new cars. Most new mobile phones, digital
cameras, laptops and PDAs are also GPS enabled.
The introduction of GPS devices is resulting in a decline in the number of requests for simple
directions at VICs, however these enquiries are being replaced by travellers looking for
assistance with itinerary planning.

7.4.5 Quick Response (QR) Codes
QR codes are essentially two dimensional bar codes that can hold thousands of alpha numeric
characters of information. The codes can provide a link to a website, or contain contact details,
directions or other information. QR codes can be scanned by any camera enabled smart phone
or tablet, and then read using QR code reader applications. Scanning the code can provide a
link to digital content on the web and connect the mobile device to the web browser. QR
codes can be used in a variety of ways including disseminating information, providing direct
access to a website, building digital communities and enabling suppliers to track purchasers
etc. For example, QR codes could be provided on interpretative signs, with the code providing
a link to more comprehensive information on the web. By using different QR codes for
different promotions, the effectiveness of different marketing and promotional activities can
also be monitored.
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Implications and Opportunities for Lithgow LGA:


The information function of the Tourism Lithgow website will continue to be
important in communicating with the market. Consumers are increasingly using
official tourism websites as the first port of call for information on a destination, but
then move onto other sites, including accommodation directories (eg wotif) and/or
direct to the operator’s site.



There is a need for all tourism operators in the LGA to have a web‐based presence. As
discussed in Section 11.4, there appears to be a need for ongoing education and
training for operators in relation to digital marketing, including the use of social and
travel networks.



Consideration needs to be given to developing a smart phone and table app (or apps)
for the LGA that are available from the internet, app stores and from the VIC and
operators throughout the LGA.



‘m.commerce’ will become the next purchase medium – with Lithgow LGA needing to
monitor trends and embrace the technology where relevant.



Tourism Lithgow needs to consider using QR codes as part of its information
dissemination and marketing and promotional activities. As the technology gains
acceptance in the marketplace, there will be opportunities to incorporate QR codes
into interpretative signage, information directories etc.



Consideration should be given to having QR codes and/or downloadable applications
advertised and available in the fast food outlets (eg McDonalds) within the LGA, which
visitors can down‐load to their phones and tablets and browse / ‘play with’ while they
are waiting / eating.
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PART 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis
Issues and Opportunities
Overview
Part 3 of the Tourism Strategy/Destination Management Plan audits and assesses the:






Localities with the LGA – towns, villages and rural areas
Attraction and activity base of the LGA
Events sector
Accommodation sector
Services and Infrastructure available to support the Tourism Industry.

The Analysis identifies and examines the key issues and opportunities and provides directions
for moving forward. The Analysis recognises that:


Tourism is largely driven by the effort put into maintaining and growing the sector by
businesses and local communities, both directly and indirectly.



The quality of the visitor experience reflects the range and quality of attractions and
activities available, the scenic and aesthetic value of the area and the quality of the
customer service provided.



The quality and quantity of local and regional infrastructure supports tourism initiatives
and enhances the quality of the visitor experience.



The ability of the tourism sector to expand and develop will be strengthened by the
availability of quality business‐support services.



Infrastructure development and destination management and marketing, support and
build on the success of local businesses.

As demonstrated in the following sections, Lithgow LGA covers an extensive area, with an
abundance of very scenically attractive areas. The LGA also attracts a diversity of markets, with
the natural areas (National Parks, Forests, SCA, Crown Reserves, rivers and lakes) being in high
demand for outdoor nature and adventure‐based activities. Lithgow LGA is fast becoming the
outdoor ‘playground’ for Sydney. It is one of the closest areas to Sydney for off‐road 4WD and
motorbikes, mountain biking, camping, fresh water fishing, power boating and jet skiing.
Boating and powered water‐sports are focused on Lake Lyell, while other activities are
dispersed throughout the LGA.
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8.

Locality Assessment

8.1

Introduction

The towns, villages and rural environments play a very significant role in the tourism industry.
The towns and villages provide the services and infrastructure sought by visitors, and can
become attractions in their own right. The quality and diversity of the rural and built
environment also influences how a visitor reacts to and ‘bonds’ with the area. As such,
significant view‐sheds need to be identified and protected through planning controls.
Presentation and first impressions play a major role in the decision to stop in or visit a locality.
While holiday destinations, overnight stops and visits to major attractions are generally planned
in advance, the transit stop is often an impulse decision. If an area presents well and looks
interesting, travellers will often decide to stop and have a quick look around. If the experience
gained is positive, there is a likelihood of repeat visitation and/or travellers recommending the
area to other travellers (word of mouth, blogs etc). Regular travellers along a route will often
develop ‘favourite’ places to stop. In addition, interest stimulated while passing through an
area can often lead to a future visit, with a traveller returning to explore the area.
Presentation is also important for the local community, building pride and confidence in the
area. Good presentation is also an attribute for people who are looking to relocate to and/or
invest in the area, with tourism being an important driver of the ‘tree change’ process.
From a visitor perspective, the key areas that make an impression are the gateway entry points,
routes through the area, appearance and presentation of the town centres, villages and the
parks and gardens. The presentation of businesses, particularly in the smaller centres, is also
critical to encouraging travellers to stop, with businesses that present as clean and vibrant more
likely to attract patronage than those that appear dated, tired and/or run down.
The following Locality Assessment explores:






The role and function of the towns and villages within Lithgow LGA, in relation to tourism.
Capacity to accommodate growth
Presentation and first impressions
Strengths and weaknesses
Potential – opportunities for strengthening and diversifying the tourism product and
infrastructure base. Many of the actions listed are designed to be implemented at the
grass roots level by local community groups working in conjunction with Council.

Information provided by the community workshops has been incorporated into the locality
assessment.
The areas assessed are:
Towns
Villages
Localities

Lithgow, Wallerawang, Portland
Capertee, Glen Davis, Cullen Bullen, Ben Bullen, Rydal, Tarana, Hartley, Hartley Vale,
Hampton, Clarence‐Dargan, Sunny Corner
Lake Lyell & Surrounds, Newnes Plateau, Wolgan Valley, Capertee Valley, The Turon,
Hartley Valley, Kanimbla Valley, The Tablelands, the Castlereagh Highway corridor.
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8.2

Strategic Directions

One of the key objectives in encouraging the growth of the tourism sector is to generate
economic benefits for the local community, (ie. employment and tourist dollars coming into the
area). The more ‘contact’ that visitors have with local businesses, the greater the opportunity
there is for expenditure. For example, a visitor staying in town is likely to spend more money in
the area than visitors staying in remote areas. Within the rural parts of the LGA, visitors staying
in the Wolgan and Capertee Valleys are more likely to spend money in the LGA, as opposed to
visitors on the Newnes Plateau or in the Kanimbla Valley, where visitation is aligned to the Blue
Mountains with the majority of these visitors not passing through Lithgow or other towns and
villages within the LGA, thus having minimal opportunity to spend money in the LGA.
To maximise benefits, the focus needs to be on:


Concentrating tourist accommodation and facilities in areas (eg existing towns and villages)
where there is likely to be a direct economic benefit for local businesses.



Permitting appropriate tourism development in areas where there are already significant
concentrations of visitors (eg Newnes Plateau and Lake Lyell) to tap into potential
expenditure.

In addition, consideration needs to be given to:


Sustainability – some of the outdoor activities undertaken within the LGA (eg 4WD, trail
bikes) are causing environmental damage. Managing and ‘channelling’ these activities and
endeavouring to attract segments within these activity markets that are more ‘responsible’
will help to change the balance and ultimately reduce impacts.



Creating / positioning ‘destinations’ within the LGA – places that visitors identify with
specific activities, and places that become ‘must do’ trips for people staying in the LGA –
Each locality / valley becomes a destination offering different product, experiences and
activities.



Protecting significant views / view sheds from encroachment by development.



Better utilisation of assets – in particular the showgrounds, parks and reserves.



Creating ‘signature’ attractions – for example – 3 ‘must do’ – walks, mountainbike rides,
4WD trails etc – and then ‘hanging’ other activities off these.



Where possible, channelling visitors into towns and villages – through one‐way trails in the
National Parks and Forests, signage etc. For example in Lithgow, Blast Furnace Park and
the State Mine are strategically located, in that (if they were high profile, ‘must see’
attractions) they would draw people off the Great Western Highway, through the town
centre.



Focusing on markets that come ‘naturally’ to the LGA – these markets are generally easier
and more cost effective to grow.
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Understanding the capacity of communities and businesses to accommodate growth.



Targeting established specialty ‘footloose’ tour operators (eg bird photography, mountain
bike, rock sports) to encourage them to include products in Lithgow LGA into their tour
programs and itineraries.



Enhancing the capacity of Council and other land management agencies to provide, service
and manage assets throughout the LGA.

The above factors are taken into consideration in assessing the product, infrastructure and
service base of the LGA.

8.3

The Towns

8.3.1 Lithgow
Lithgow, with a population of around 12,000 residents, is a sub‐regional centre and the
administrative, retail and commercial centre of the Lithgow LGA. The town is the eastern
gateway to Central NSW and the western gateway to the Blue Mountains and Sydney Region.
The importance of this gateway function was recognised in the State Government providing
funding assistance for the development of Lithgow Visitor Information Centre.
Lithgow is also an important highway service centre, servicing travellers arriving in the area via
the Great Western Highway, Bells Line of Road and the Castlereagh Highway. Given travel times
between Sydney and Lithgow and the limited provision of fast food outlets along both the Bells
Line of Road and the Great Western Highway through the Blue Mountains, Lithgow is a ‘natural’
stop for west‐bound travellers. It is also a popular stop for east bound travellers – the last easily
accessible fast food, petrol and toilet stop before the congestion of the Blue Mountains and the
motorways into Sydney.
Lithgow has a rich rail, mining and industrial heritage. The area was first settled in the 1820’s,
with strong growth occurring as a result of the gold rushes of the 1850’s. During this period coal
was extracted and used locally. The opening of the Zig Zag Railway in 1869 resulted in the rapid
expansion of the coal industry and the beginnings of a manufacturing base. A blast furnace, for
smelting copper and then iron, was established in 1874, followed by the Lithgow Pottery Works
in 1878. By 1901 there were 7 coal mines operating in the area. In 1912 the Small Arms Factory
was established, with the factory substantially expanded in 1939 which, at its peak during World
War 2, employed around 6,000 people. The factory is still operating today. The Wallerawang
Power Station was established in the 1950’s followed by the Mt Piper Station in 1992. Coal
mining and power generation are still major economic activities within the LGA.
Lithgow’s rail, mining and industrial heritage provides the town with a significant point of
difference to other localities in the Blue Mountains and Central NSW regions. This heritage has
been ‘captured’ in part through a number of the town’s main attractions:




Zig Zag Railway
Eskbank House Museum
Blast Furnace Park
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State Mine Heritage Park & Railway
Small Arms Factory Museum

These attractions are discussed in Section 9.6. In addition, there are a range of intact heritage
precincts, which provide an insight into the different phases in the development of both the
town and the industries. These precincts are not ‘packaged’ or marketed as part of the
attraction base of the area. Other attractions in the town include the Hassans Walls Reserve,
Lake Pillans and the Lithgow Main Street.
Sport has always been a strong part of community life in Lithgow. The town has a range of
quality sporting venues some of which have the capacity to accommodate regional, State
and/or National events. The Lithgow Showground – Tony Luchetti Sports Ground is potentially
one of the premier venues in the outer Sydney Region and Central NSW, with the Showground
being able to accommodate a range of large indoor and outdoor events. The ability to access
Lithgow via the CityRail network, is a significant advantage and increases the capability of the
town to host major events and festivals.
One of the main challenges facing the town is its ‘identity’ and ‘positioning’ in the marketplace.
The Cultural Precinct Study1 community survey found that there is a sense that ‘the Lithgow
area lacks identity from a tourism perspective; falling somewhere between the Blue Mountains
and the Central West’. The lack of a strong, positive identity was also raised during the industry
consultation for this Tourism Plan.
There is a divergence of views within both the community and amongst tourism operators
about how the town should be branded and positioned and the key images and messages that
should be conveyed. The views range from focusing on the rail, mining and industrial heritage
of the town through to concentrating on the natural beauty, the National Parks and State
Forests, and the opportunities for outdoor and adventure based tourism. A previous branding
for the LGA, ‘steeped in history, surrounded by nature’ attempts to reconcile and capitalise on
both assets. The current branding ‘Surprisingly Diverse’ more effectively captures the product
base of the area.
Lithgow City Council has invested significantly in beautifying the town. The corridor tree
planting along the Great Western Highway is very effective, with the corridor being a mass of
colour in autumn and green in spring and summer. The Showground precinct is also well
presented, as is Queen Elizabeth Park. The main strengths and weaknesses of the town from a
tourism perspective are summarised in the Table 8.1.

1

Lithgow City Council (2010) Lithgow Cultural Precinct Study
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Table 8.1 Strengths & Weaknesses – Lithgow
Strengths / Attributes

Weaknesses / Challenges

 Highly accessible – road traffic between Sydney
and Central NSW is channelled through Lithgow
with thousands of vehicles moving through the
town each day. The town is also a direct
beneficiary of the changing travel patterns as a
result of the upgrading of the Great Western
Highway.

 Narrow perception / awareness of Lithgow in the
market place – a convenient place to stop, Mc
Donalds on the Highway, cold in winter. Many
older travellers also remember the town when
coal was used for home heating – the smell and
smog. The challenge is to get travellers to think
past the transit stop.

 Within driving range for short‐breaks and
weekends out of Sydney.

 Lack of a strong visual link between the Great
Western Highway and the Main Street.

 Position ‐ eastern gateway to Central NSW and
western gateway to Sydney.

 No strong brand ‐ divergence of attitudes about
what should be promoted.

 ‘Natural’ transit stop – this positioning has been
consolidated with the establishment of fast food
outlets along the Great Western Highway corridor.

 Most of the attractions in town are partly
‘finished’ with all of them being under‐resourced
and under‐funded. (see Section 9.6).

 Rail access – part of the CityRail network ‐
provides opportunities for targeting a range of
market segments and for hosting large events.

 Attractions are dispersed not clustered, with no
strong physical or visual links between them.
Limited and variable opening hours are also
issues.

 Rich railway, mining and industrial heritage:
– Strong point of difference to other localities
- Depth and diversity of potential stories
 Relatively unique heritage attractions – strong
market appeal to males, particularly the
‘Wanderer’ market.
 Intact heritage precincts – raw assets to work
with.
 Hassans Walls lookout – highest lookout in the
Blue Mountains. Concentration of wild flowers in
summer.
 Quality sporting facilities and proven track record
in hosting major sporting events.
 Lithgow Showground – potentially one of the
premier event venues in the Outer Sydney Region
/ regional NSW.

 Difficult to access attractions without a car.
 Difficult to find attractions – directional signage
is limited.
 Very long Main Street, with businesses that
appeal to visitors being dispersed rather than
clustered. Limited weekend and public holiday
trading hours of many of the businesses is also
an issue.
 Weak (but improving) dining sector.
 Accommodation capacity constraints, combined
with the lack of a quality town centre motel /
hotel. This is being addressed. (see Section 11.1).
 Issues with access to the Showground for events
(see Section 10.5).

 Natural ‘hub’ or ‘node’ position – Lithgow as the
base for exploring the surrounding area. More cost
effective than staying in the Blue Mountains or
Mudgee.
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Directions Forward
Lithgow is a town that is in transition. The expansion of the education sector, with UWS College
and Notre Dame University bringing new residents to town, with different skill sets, socio‐
economic characteristics, attitudes and expectations to the long term resident population. The
adoption by Council of an integrated planning system, combined with the breadth and depth of
the studies undertaken to provide the basis for the strategic planning, provides a firm platform
for moving forward. Implementing the recommendations of the Cultural Plan in relation to
place‐making, improvements to the cultural attractions, and preservation and promotion of the
heritage streetscapes will improve the overall presentation and appeal of Lithgow.
From a tourism perspective, the priorities for Lithgow township are:


Concentrate on building the events sector (see Chapter 10) – capitalising on:
-

The opportunities provided by the combination of the Lithgow Showground and
accessibility (road and rail) to Sydney.
The quality of the town’s sporting facilities and the town’s track record in delivering
quality events
The proximity and access to a number of State Forests for motor sports, mountain‐
biking, horse riding, orienteering, adventure racing etc.



To encourage the development of 4‐4.5 star accommodation in the town centre.



To fully realise the potential of the attraction base – focusing on accessing the funds and
resources to ‘complete’ the attractions to a standard that is marketable and providing the
signage and support infrastructure needed to link the attraction base together (see Section
9.6). For Council, improving the presentation and facilities of Hassans Walls Reserve and
Blast Furnace Park – Lake Pillans area are priorities



Positioning Lithgow as a ‘hub’ for exploring the surrounding region – an accessible, cost‐
competitive alternative to the Blue Mountains.



To bring the pub hotels into the tourism sector (boutique pub accommodation, gastro pub
dining, entertainment etc) to increase the stock of higher standard accommodation
available in the town centre, provide more eateries open at night and weekends, and to
develop a ‘pub’ culture for the area).



To continue to improve the presentation of the town, concentrating on:
‐
‐
‐

Main Street businesses – this needs to be driven by the business sector.
The Great Western Highway corridor approach from the west, from just west of
Lockyer Street through to the intersection with Main Street.
Gateway arrival points – eye‐catching gateway entry signage and public art.
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Left: Cook Street Plaza – one of the few
attractive and more vibrant nodes along the
Lithgow Main Street.
Below: Most of the Main Street presents as
austere – lacking colour and ‘movement’
There are no strong visual cues to attract
attention, generate interest or motivate
passing motorists to stop and look around.

The footpaths at the northern end of the main street have a ‘corridor’ feel. There is very little in the corridor that attracts attention
or encourages pedestrians to move along the main street and ‘explore’.
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Lithgow Attractions – Blast Furnace Park, Lake Pillans, State Mine Poppet Head, State Mine Workshop, Hassan’s Walls
Lookout, Eskbank House, Historic Railway Viaducts, Small Arms Factory Museum.
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8.3.2 Wallerawang
The township of Wallerawang is located approximately 15km north west of Lithgow. It is
nestled between the Great Western Highway, approximately 1.6km to the south, and the
Castlereagh Highway, approximately 1km to the north. The town is not visible from either
Highway. The town is signposted from both highways using the standard RMS directional signs.
Internationally recognised service icon signs have been erected at the southern end of Main
Street and at the intersection of Main Street and the Castlereagh Highway. These signs do not
include the bed icon for accommodation. RMS approved icon signs need to be erected on the
approach to the turnoff to the town on both the Great Western and Castlereagh Highways.
Wallerawang dates from 1870 when the western rail‐line terminated at Wallerawang and
passengers transferred to Cobb and Co Coaches to travel onto Bathurst and Mudgee. The
development of the Wallerawang Power Station in the 1950s stimulated growth, with the town
having become a desirable place to live since the construction of Lake Wallace in the late 1970s.
Today, Wallerawang has a population of just over 2,100 people, many of whom work in the
power and mining sectors.
The main attractions of the town are:






Lake Wallace and Charles Darwin Monument – The Lake has the potential to become a
regional recreational area and a popular stop on the Great Western Highway (see Section
9.5.4).
Old Wallerawang Station
Wallerawang Butcher – well known locally and regionally for the quality of its meat,
particularly its Speckled Park Beef, organic meats and range of game products.
St John the Evangelist Historic Church. Located at the northern end of Main Street, St
John’s has an interesting history and story. The church is also potentially a venue for
weddings and possibly other small events, such as choral music.

The Barton Park Giant Trees Arboretum will become an attraction for the town when it opens in
2013/14. The Arboretum is located on the eastern side of Lake Wallace. It covers an area of
approximately 20 hectares and includes three collections ‐ Endemic Species, Australian Species
and Giant Trees of the World2. A walking track will connect the Arboretum to the Lake Wallace
Public Reserve. It will take years before the Arboretum achieves its full potential.
The town has quality motel and cabin accommodation (Black Gold complex) and two historic
hotels. The Black Gold complex is a quality adaptive re‐use of the historic primary school. It
provides a mix of motel and self contained cabins, restaurant and conference centre. The
former school oval and playground have been retained and are popular with groups staying at
the property. As discussed in Section 11.1, Wallerawang needs more accommodation to meet
the demand from the mining and power sectors. Lake Wallace is popular with the touring
caravan and motorhome markets, with these visitors often over‐nighting at the Lake.
Consideration needs to be given to providing a small free or low cost camping area, preferably
near the Lake, and seeking RV Friendly accreditation for the town.

2

www.bartonparkgianttrees.com
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The town’s sporting facilities include a two court indoor stadium, lawn bowls and the
Wallerawang Oval (playing field and grandstand), plus a sailing club, boat club and baseball
diamond at Lake Wallace.
Wallerawang has a small town centre, with a single strip of shops along Main Street opposite
the railway line. The centre is anchored by a small supermarket, with other businesses and
facilities including a bakery, butcher, community centre, Chinese restaurant, antique shop,
service station, takeaway and post‐office. The Old Wallerawang Railway Station has been ‘re‐
used’ as a quality cafe3, gallery and florist. The antique shop is a potential attraction. Public
toilets are available in the community centre. There is small business park – light industrial area
located off Main Street just north of the town centre.
Federation Park runs along the railway‐line from the Station through to the southern end of
Main Street. The park is a narrow strip of land, with a few picnic tables and a small playground.
The Park has basic landscaping in place. There is an old railway shed and other infrastructure
located at the southern end of the shopping centre precinct. Although the building is in poor
condition and needs painting, it adds character to the centre. There is a 12 panel information
directory in the Park, with three of the panels providing information on the history of the town,
and three with information provided by Delta Electricity on power generation, the Energy Expo
and Lake Wallace. The remaining 6 panels are blank and provide the opportunity to deliver
additional information about the area. The Delta Electricity display is looking tired and needs to
be up‐dated, with the directory structure and the Federation Park sign also needing to be
painted.
Council has landscaped the shopping centre, with the footpath paved and a number of small
garden beds established. This has significantly improved the presentation of the Centre. The
Butcher’s shop and the Station Gallery present well. The Centre has character and would
benefit substantially from all property owners / business operators refurbishing their premises.
A number of the properties along the street are set‐back from the footpath. Themed plantings /
landscaping the small front gardens of these properties would significantly strengthen the visual
impact and appeal of the Centre.
There has also been some corridor tree planting along Main Street between the shopping centre
and the Castlereagh Highway. This planting needs to be completed along the length of the
street. The town would also benefit for improved gateway entry signage.
The main strengths and weaknesses of the town from a tourism perspective are summarised in
the Table 8.2.

3

Currently closed as of March 2013
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Table 8.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of Wallerawang
Strengths / Attributes
 Proximity to two highways.
 Lake Wallace and the adjoining recreation
reserve – potential to become a major regional
recreational asset. (see Section 9.5.4)
 A few quality businesses that present well ‐ Old
Wallerawang Station Café and Gallery,
Wallerawang Butchers, Black Gold Country
Cabins and the hotels as the nucleus for growing
the tourism sector.
 Streetscaping in place to support the
revitalisation of the Centre. The park and the
potential to create pocket gardens are raw
assets that can be capitalised upon to create a
distinct character for the town – similar in
concept to Rydal with its daffodils.
 Good sporting facilities with the ability to host
events.
 Availability of a range of accommodation,
including accommodation for groups.

Weaknesses / Challenges
 Lack of visibility from the Great Western and
Castlereagh Highways.
 Ineffective signage – lack of icon service signs on
the Highways; no signage to the town centre
from Lake Wallace (and vis versa) or from the
Castlereagh Highway to the Lake; gateway entry
signs are not effective.
 Poor to average presentation of most of the main
street retail buildings, detracting from, rather
than enhancing the visual impact and appeal of
the area.
 Lack of linkage between the Lake and the
shopping centre.
 Shortage of accommodation, including a lack of
temporary camping accommodation to support
events held at Lake Wallace.
 No approved camping area to attract and
accommodate the touring caravan and
motorhome market.

 Complement’s Portland, providing the
opportunity for the towns to work together.
 Three declared trout fishing areas close to town
– Cox’s River, Lake Wallace and Thompson’s
Creek Dam, with the Dam being a ‘Trophy’ Dam
– potential to develop the freshwater fishing
market, establishing Wallerawang as the centre
for freshwater fishing / preferred fishing
destination in the Central Tablelands region.
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Work with Portland – developing a Wallerawang‐Portland scenic drive and product for
the drive market (see Section 9.4), with one of the goals being to have this included as
a Discovery Trail in the Greater Blue Mountains Drive and possibly as a scenic ‘loop’
from the Tablelands Way.



Develop Lake Wallace into a regional recreation area and as a venue for a range of
water and shore‐based events (see Section 9.5.4).



Continue to improve the presentation of the town, concentrating on:
- The shopping centre properties
- Further landscaping / themed planting of the park and shopping centre (possibly
extending the themed plantings to Lake Wallace and the gateway entry points) –
adopt the Rydal concept, with the themed plantings to develop as an attraction
over time.
- Painting tired infrastructure
- Completing the corridor tree planting along Main Street
- Gateway entry points.



Improve signage to and within the town, in particular:
- Service icon signs on both highways
- Scenic drive signage (when the route is established)
- Gateway entry signage
- Directional signage between the Lake and the town centre and to the Lake from the
Castlereagh Highway.



Update the information directory in Federation Park and utilise the 6 empty panels to
promote attractions and activities in the surrounding area – fishing, State Forests,
Portland, Wolgan Valley etc.



Explore the opportunity for positioning Wallerawang as a destination for freshwater
fishing / the centre for freshwater fishing on the Central Tablelands (see example of
Adaminaby in the Snowy Mountains).



Explore the possibility of promoting St John Church and Lake Wallace as wedding
venues, in conjunction with the reception at Black Gold, and using the Church
(depending on acoustics) for small music events.



Explore the possibility of providing a small camping area to attract and service the
touring caravan and motorhome market. Allied with this, seek to have Wallerawang
accredited as an RV Friendly town.
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Wallerawang shopping centre has a number of eye-catching buildings which, if refurbished to the standard of the Old
Station Café-Gallery (top left) would significantly enhance the character and appeal of the centre.

Above: When established, Federation Park will improve the presentation and amenity of the Wallerawang shopping centre.
Below: Front yards of shopping centre properties could be planted out as ‘pocket’ gardens, with a unifying ‘theme’ adopted
for these gardens as well as for Federation Park (eg Daffodils at Rydal)
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Examples of themed plantings – Top Row: ‘Cottage Garden’ theme adopted by properties in Millthorpe shopping
centre, using roses, lavender and other cottage garden plants. Below: Boorowa Town Centre – hedges used to
unify the shopping and provide greenery year-round, complemented by roses (red) and daisies which provide colour
from Spring through to Autumn.

Below: Information directory in Federation Park – Delta information needs to be updated. The six blank panels
provide the opportunity to feature local attractions (eg Lake Wallace) and activities (eg fishing).

Sculptures & street art could be used at Lake Wallace, on the gateways into Wallerawang and in the town centre to
position the town as a focal point for fishing and/or sailing. Examples of fish sculptures are shown below.

Group of 8 metal fish sculptures, each
approximately 1‐1.5m in length, on poles 3m
high – rotate in the wind. Arno Bay SA
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8.3.3 Portland
Portland (population 2130) is located 27 kilometres northwest of Lithgow. Like Wallerawang,
Portland is located between the Great Western and Castlereagh Highways and is not visible
from either route. There are a number of roads that feed into Portland, with the town
accessible from the Great Western Highway (3 roads leading in), Castlereagh Highway via either
Cullen Bullen (10km) or Mt Piper (6.5km) and from Wallerawang (11km). Portland is located
within close proximity to three State Forests – Sunny Corner – 2km to the south to the closest
access point, Ben Bullen, 6.5km to the north east and Falnash 8km to the south west. There is a
network of local and forest roads extending west and north‐west from Portland, into the Turon
Valley.
Portland developed initially as a lime producing area with the first lime kilns established in 1863.
The railway line came to Portland in 1883, with this resulting in the expansion of the lime
industry. Cement production began in 1889, with the Portland Cement Works established in
1902. The town developed around the Cement Works, with the owner of the works providing a
range of services and infrastructure for the growing town. The Cement Works continued to
operate until 1991, and earned Portland the reputation of being the ‘Town that Built Sydney’.
The buildings and quarry lakes of the Cement Works are an icon for the town and an intrinsic
part of the heritage and fabric of the area. The Cement Works are listed on the NSW Heritage
Register as an item of State Significance4. A Masterplan and Development Application for the
redevelopment of the Cement Works Site have been lodged with Council. The Plan provides for
a mixed use development that retains and reuses a number of the historic buildings in
conjunction with the development of other parts of the site for residential and light industrial
uses. Some buildings would also be demolished. The development application has been
approved however there is no guarantee the Masterplan will proceed as it is understood the
company that controls the site would be looking at it’s disposal.
Today Portland is a strong, vibrant community. It is one of the few settlements in Lithgow LGA
experiencing growth, with growth being driven by both the influx of workers associated with the
mines and power stations, and also ‘tree changers’ attracted to the town for its character and
community. The shopping centre is a small compact centre anchored by an independent
supermarket, and supported by a range of neighbourhood (eg newsagent, chemist) and lifestyle
(eg aromatherapy) shops. The majority of buildings in the shopping centre are Art Deco in style.
In recent years there has been investment in refurbishment, with most of the buildings in the
Centre presenting well. Council has also implemented a streetscape program involving paving
and landscaping. The Portland Branch of the Lithgow City Library has recently moved into one
of the refurbished buildings. One of the features and talking points of the town is the ‘Signs of
Yester Year’ which are being reproduced on the town buildings.
The town has two historic hotels, the Coronation and the Imperial, with the Coronation Hotel
being a landmark building within the shopping centre. Both hotels provide basic pub‐style
accommodation. There are also three licensed clubs, the RSL Club in the shopping centre, the
Bowling Club and the Golf Club. The art deco Crystal Theatre in the town centre is used as a
community cinema. Other venues include the Masonic Hall, School of Arts and the Showground
(Kremer Park).

4

Heritage Branch NSW Office of Environment & Heritage State Heritage Register
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Recreation facilities in the town include Kremer Park (Showground), golf course (18 holes),
Olympic Pool (art deco), skate‐board park, tennis courts, playing fields and recreation reserves.
The Olympic Pool building has the potential to become one of the iconic, photographed
buildings in the town. The availability of the diving board also provides a point of difference to
other swimming pools in the region and should be promoted. Saville Park is located adjacent to
the shopping centre, providing opportunities for markets and other events. The Portland
Common (300ha), along the western edge of the town, is popular for bushwalking. It provides
an off‐road link between the town and Sunny Corner State Forest.
The main attractions in and around Portland are:







Signs of Yester Year
Cement works – not accessible but visitors can view the heritage buildings, quarry lakes
and historic bottle kilns
Town centre – art deco buildings, lifestyle shops and eateries
Delta Energy Expo at Mt Piper
State Forests – Sunny Corner, Ben Bullen and Falnash – with a mix of pine plantations and
native hardwood forests.
Thompsons Creek Dam

Potential additions to the attraction base include:


Yvonne Martyn Memorial Motorsports Park– the Park is being developed by the Lithgow
District Car Club on the old quarry site on Boulder Road. The Park will include a
motorkhana track, khana‐X track, 4WD training area and a hill climb. The tracks and 4WD
area are expected to be on‐line by 2013, with the Hill Climb a number of years away. The
Complex will be used for a range of club and open events, with the Car Club also looking to
run junior programs as well as State and National Titles. The tracks will also be available for
hire by external clubs and users.



Access to the parts of the Cement Works site.

Activities undertaken in the area include bushwalking, geocaching, 4WD, motor‐cycling (road
and off‐road), bird watching, orienteering, fishing and wild food harvesting. Portland has
successfully hosted a range of events including the 2009 Australian 4 day Enduro which
attracted around 3,000 people and the NSW Sand Greens Golf Tournament. The availability of
the Showground facilities and proximity to the Sunny Corner State Forest provides the
opportunity to host a range of events and activities that need access to State Forests. It is one
of three locations on the Central Tablelands that can offer this relationship, the other locations
being the small villages of Rydal and Neville (Blayney Shire). Portland also provides
accommodation for events held at the Cullen Bullen Speedway. The strengths and weaknesses
of the town are summarised in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3 Strengths and Weaknesses ‐ Portland
Strengths / Attributes
 Combination of physical and built attributes that
provide the basis for the town to become an
attraction in its own right.
 Very attractive setting – hilly topography and
quarry lakes add to the appeal and interest of
the area. Street trees – mass of colour in
Autumn.
 Attractive Art Deco shopping centre that
presents as vibrant and interesting – growing
number of lifestyle and specialty shops that
appeal to visitors. Most other towns and villages
in the Central Tablelands pre‐date Portland, with
Portland being one of the few ‘intact’ Art Deco
centres (strong point of difference).
 Signs of Yester Year – also a point of difference
to other centres and a significant attraction for
the town, with the potential to further develop
this theme.
 Proximity of the shopping centre, Cement Works
site and Saville Park ‐ central focal point for
activities.
 Portland Cement Works ‐ iconic – heritage
buildings + quarry lakes add to the fabric and
appeal of the area.

Weaknesses / Challenges


Off –highway location – does not attract
highway traffic.

 Accommodation constraints – the town needs
motel and self contained accommodation plus
a small caravan park / camping area to attract
and accommodate the touring caravan and
motorhome markets.
 Very poor directional signage to and within the
town.
 Assets (eg bottle kilns, Olympic Pool building,
Cement Works ) are deteriorating.
 Threat of possible loss of character through un‐
sympathetic and/or inappropriate
development of the Cement Works site.


Relatively weak dining sector – no gastro pub
or lifestyle eateries.

 No strong sense of arrival – lacking gateway
impact, particularly when arriving from the
north via Boulder / Frankfort Roads, with the
park and railway crossing in Railway Street
being in poor condition and not providing a
good first impression of the town.

 Local land‐mark buildings (Cement Works +
Coronation Hotel, Crystal Theatre, Masonic Hall
and Olympic Pool) and interesting clusters of
heritage houses (eg Lime Street)
 Bottle Kilns – industrial heritage – icon for the
town.
 Proximity to three State Forests and the
infrastructure and capacity to stage events in
these Forests.
 Infrastructure to host a range of events – indoor
venues, showground, parks etc.
 Growing focus for motorsports, motorcycles and
4WD training.
 Active business community that is working
together and has a desire to ‘drive’ the
development of the tourism sector.
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Weaknesses / Challenges

 Good sporting facilities + 18 hole golf course.
 Growing community – new investment and new
ideas.


Swimming pool – potential icon, with the diving
board being an attraction.

Cement Works Site
The Portland Cement Works Site has the potential to become one of the main attractions for
the LGA and possibly for the surrounding region. It has both the scale and the level of market
place awareness to draw visitors into the area, including the coach tour market. Potentially
parts of the site and/or heritage buildings could be used as a venue for events and activities and
possibly for much needed visitor accommodation (adaptive re‐use). In addition the quarry lakes
are scenically valuable, with the area around the Lakes having the potential for walking and
cycling trails connecting the town centre to the Bottle Kilns and linking through (via the creek
corridor ‐ wetland to the north of the Kilns) to the Common.
In addition to assessing the environmental and heritage implications of any proposed
development, Council and the State Government regulatory authorities also need to take into
consideration the tourism and recreation potential of the site and the proposed development.
The use of the Crown Land areas of the site for tourism and recreation activities is in‐line with
Government policy to address tourism product supply issues through realizing the potential of
Crown Land assets (see Section 3.3.2).
Factors that should be taken into consideration in refining the Site Masterplan and assessing
any re‐zoning or development application include:



Site for tourist accommodation – eg boutique motel, cabin complex, small resort, combined
with design principles that deliver a quality development. Potential sites include the area
along Williwa Street between the existing cottages and the Church or the area behind the
cottages shown as 5 lots on the Masterplan. Alternatively, it may be possible to convert
one of the existing buildings and/or use the Williwa Street cottages for boutique style
accommodation. To maximise economic returns from a new building, the accommodation
should be located within easy walking distance of the town centre and have views of and /
or frontage to the quarry lakes.



Provisions in the planning instrument to allow the heritage cottages in Williwa Street to be
used for retail and related activities (eg galleries, cafes, lifestyle shops) and for self
contained tourist accommodation. This will provide the opportunity for new tourism /
lifestyle related businesses to establish in the town. One of the main issues for smaller
towns that become tourist destinations (eg Millthorpe, Morpeth, Tilba) is that there is
minimal opportunity for new businesses to establish).



Providing a network of cycling and walking tracks through the site, to connect the town
centre and bottle kilns and to take advantage of the views afforded by the quarry lakes.
Ideally, the trails should extend into the remnant pine forests onsite and also link through
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to the Common. Viewing platforms, bird hides and interpretation would also enhance the
visitor experience.


Providing road access to and car parking in close proximity to the Bottle Kilns.



Ensure that the activities permitted in the industrial – commercial zone do not exclude
tourism related retail activities (eg the industrial areas in Byron Bay and Alstonville have a
strong lifestyle – creative industries mix of uses).

In the short‐term consideration should be given to providing access to the Crown Land section
of the site. However, it is understood that this can not occur until a “mine closure” process has
been completed. There are a number of vehicle tracks in this area that could be used for
walking and mountain biking. Opening up this area may require erecting a fence around the
Lake foreshore to prevent access to the water‐body. Alternatively consideration should be
given to building a Lake viewing platform / lookout area in Kiln Street.

The Cement Works buildings and chimney are an
important part of the character and fabric of Portland
and need to be retained and reused / Bottle Kilns /
Williwa Street cottages – possible reuse for shops,
cafes and/or boutique accommodation / Quarry lakes
have significant scenic value / Existing tracks around
the lakes could be used for walking and cycling.
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Directions Forward


Work with Wallerawang to develop a Wallerawang‐Portland scenic drive and product for the drive
market (see Section 9.4) with one of the goals being to have this included as a Discovery Trail in
the Greater Blue Mountains Drive and as a scenic loop off the Tablelands Way.

 Continue to build on the Signs of Yester Year. Consideration should be given to:
-

Developing and adopting a signage strategy / policy for Portland so that all future signs conform
to an agreed theme and contribute to and strengthen the character and appeal of the area.
Exploring whether it is possible to replicate the designs of the Portland cement bags on the
garbage tins in the town centre.
Refurbishing older signs (eg the Welcome to Portland sign in the Rotary Rest Area at the
Wallerawang Road entrance to Portland) and adopting this style for future signs in public
places.

 Continue to improve the presentation of the town, including:
-

-

-

Encourage all property owners / businesses in the main street to upgrade their building
facades.
Improve the presentation of the Gateway arrival points – need for quality gateway entry
signage and landscaping.
Improve the presentation of the gateway corridors and main routes through town – in
particular the Rotary Park area on the Wallerawang Road and the Warwick Gardener Memorial
Park ‐ Railway Crossing area on the road in from Mt Piper.
Continue with the street tree planting program.
Provide attractive gardens along the Wallerawang Road frontage of Saville Park and at the front
of the Olympic Pool complex, to the same standard as the small gardens on the corner of Lime
and Laurie Streets.
Advocate for quality landscaping on the Cement Works site.

 Ensure that tourism and recreational opportunities are taken into consideration in the master
planning and subsequent rezoning and development applications for the Portland Cement Works
site and adjoining Crown Land.
 Position Portland as an event venue, in particular for forest‐related events eg rallies, motor cycle
endures and trials, endurance horse events, orienteering and rogaining, cross‐country mountain
bike events and endurance racing, 4WD Club driver training and for motorsports (motorkhana,
khana‐cross, hill climb)
 Address directional signage issues to and within Portland – this is a priority.
 Develop and progressively implement a trail development plan for the Common, including
provisions for facilitating access between the town and Sunny Corner State Forest for events.
 Explore options for establishing a wild food harvest trail in the Portland area, as well as an event to
mark the start of the ‘harvest’ season.
 Explore options for a walking / cycling / self drive tour around town, incorporating the historic
buildings, sites and precincts. With mobile phone technology, this could be undertaken as an audio
tour using a downloadable App.
 Work with the Portland community to improve the town website, develop quality promotional
material and to prepare and implement a PR based marketing strategy.
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Above: The majority of buildings in the shopping centre are well presented with the town centre having strong art deco
character and creating a very positive and welcoming first impressions with visitors.
Below: If painted and well landscaped, the Olympic Pool building would provide another iconic building for the town.
There is opportunity to use both ends of the building for ‘Signs of Yester Year’ relating to bathing in the 1920’s and 30’s.
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Signs of Yester Year are an attraction and point of difference for Portland.
The signs are an ideal product for attracting the Wanderers and
Compatriot markets as well as coach tour groups.
(Photos above taken from the www.portland‐nsw.com website).
Right: the historic ‘Welcome to Portland’ sign
in Rotary Park is in‐keeping with the Signs of
Yester Year and should be re‐furbished and
retained, with a similar style adopted for the
other gateway arrival points.
Below: Many of the signs around town are in
poor condition and should be progressively
updated in a style in‐keeping with the art
deco era of the town

Above: Some of the infrastructure is in poor condition and needs to be refurbished. The small picnic area on the
corner of Williwa and Cullen Streets (Above Left) should be landscaped as a gateway entry statement for the shopping
centre.
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8.4

Localities & Villages

For tourism, there are 10 discrete localities that attract visitors ‐ Lake Lyell & Surrounds, Newnes
Plateau, Wolgan Valley, Capertee Valley, The Turon, the Sunny Corner area, Hartley Valley,
Kanimbla Valley, The Tablelands, the Castlereagh Highway corridor.
These localities are defined primarily by topographic units. The villages and hamlets within
these localities form part of the product base and attraction of the area. The localities and
villages are discussed below.
Table 8.4

The Localities and Villages in Lithgow LGA.

Locality
Rural North

Villages

Hamlets / Settlements

Newnes Plateau
Wolgan Valley
Capertee Valley

Clarence

Dargan
Newnes
Bogee

The Turon
West of Portland
Castlereagh Highway corridor

Glen Davis
Glen Alice

Cullen Bullen
Capertee

Turon Gates
Dark Corner
Palmers Oakey
Ben Bullen
Blackmans Flat

Hartley‐Little Hartley

Hartley Vale

Sunny Corner

Central Precinct
Lake Lyell & Surrounds

Rural South
Hartley Valley
Kanimbla Valley
Tablelands

Hampton
Rydal
Tarana

8.4.1 Rural North
Newnes Plateau – Clarence & Dargan
The Newnes Plateau is the northern extension of the Blue Mountains Range. It extends north
from Lithgow and the Bells Line of Road and sits at an elevation of around 1100 metres above
sea level (approximately 300m above Lithgow). The Plateau covers an area of approximately
22,000 hectares. The area is characterised by the flat to gently undulating sandstone plateau
surface dissected by steep narrow valleys. The Newnes State Forest occupies the south western
area of the Plateau and adjoins the Wollemi National Park to the east and north and the Garden
of Stone National Park to the north‐west. Access to the Plateau is via the Old Bells Line of Road
off the Bells Line of Road at Clarence and State Mine Gully Road from Lithgow. The majority of
visitors enter and exit the area via Clarence.
The Newnes Plateau (Glow Worm Tunnel drive) is one of the Discovery Trails included in the
Greater Blue Mountains Drive.
The small hamlets of Clarence and Dargan are located off the Bells Line of Road on the southern
edge of the Plateau. Clarence and Dargan are small acre subdivisions, with no facilities or
services. The Hatters Hideout is located to the east of Dargan and provides the only
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accommodation on the Newnes Plateau. The top points and main infrastructure for the Zig Zag
Railway is located at Clarence adjacent to the Old Bells Line of Road access point. Toilets and a
kiosk are available to Zig Zag patrons when the Railway is operating.
The Lower Blue Mountains Motorcycle Club (LBMMC) has a moto‐cross complex (Happy Valley
Springs) on the Plateau, with the complex accessed via Old Bells Line of Road. The complex has
senior and junior tracks, toilets, showers and a canteen. The Club has around 350 members that
are drawn from the surrounding region as well as the Sydney and Central Coast areas. The
tracks are open to Club members on official riding days (generally 1‐2 weekends per month).
The complex can also be hired by NSW affiliated Motorcycle clubs. The Club generally hosts at
least one open event each year – a round of the inter‐club High Country Series. In the past the
Club has hosted NSW championships and the Australian Thumper Nats which was held at a
grass track in Hartley.
The main attractions, activities and facilities are summarised in Table 8.5.
Table 8.5 Attractions, Activities and Facilities – Newnes Plateau
Attractions
Zig Zag Railway
Glow Worm Tunnel
The scenery and environments
The network of 4WD trails
Natural landforms including –
Bungleboori Creek, Carne Creek
Swamp, Lurlene Jack Lookout,
Bird Rock, Wolgan Falls and the
Lost City.

Activities undertaken
Zig Zag Railway –train rides,
birthday parties, train spotting
and photography
Plateau
 4WD / 4WD tours and tag‐
along tours.
 Trail bike riding
 Mountain biking
 Bushwalking
 Bird watching
 Abseiling
 Canyoning
 Rock climbing

Facilities
Hatters Hideout – Rent a Cave
(Lodge sleeps 8, Lyres Loft sleeps
4, and rent and camp in cave –
maximum of 16 guests on site).
Zig Zag Railway – toilet and kiosk
for railway patrons.
Bush camping
Happy Valley Springs Moto‐Cross
complex
Monkey Creek Cafe

Happy Valley Springs
 Motocross complex

The Zig Zag Railway attracted in the order of 83,000 visitors per year when the steam train was
operational, including international visitors, school and coach tour groups. The Zig Zag Railway
is discussed in Section 9.6.
The Newnes Plateau is very popular with off‐road enthusiasts and nature and adventure‐based
travellers. The area attracts a diversity of users including individuals, social groups, clubs and
associations and commercial tour groups. The area does become congested on weekends and
on public holidays and there is conflict between user groups.
Issues that need to be addressed from a tourism perspective are:
 Ensuring that the use of the area is sustainable. At present, there is no co‐ordinated
approach to the management, maintenance and supervision of the area. This is resulting in
indiscriminate use, conflict between user groups, vandalism and environmental damage. As
a result of anti‐social behaviour, FCNSW have already closed the Bungleboori Camping Area.
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Current practices are not sustainable, with the possibility that other areas could be closed in
the future to minimise damage.
 Delivering a quality product and experience. Both the Zig Zag Railway and the Newnes
Plateau – Glow Worm Tunnel are promoted both nationally and internationally as part of the
Greater Blue Mountains Drive and also as part of the National Landscape (Tourism Australia).
In addition, the Plateau is promoted as part of both Sydney’s and NSW’s commercial sight‐
seeing, 4WD, nature and adventure tour product. As such the area needs to deliver a quality
experience. Issues such as information boards, signage, interpretation and maintaining the
Glow Worm Tunnel Road to 2WD standard need to be addressed.
 Generating economic benefits from visitors to the area. At present, most visitors enter and
leave the area via Bells Line of Road, rather than venture down the hill into Lithgow. As such,
use of the area is generating minimal economic benefit for the LGA. This could be partially
addressed by:
-

Providing an information directory at the entrance to the Plateau, in particular at the
Bells Line of Road entrance, with the directory providing information on the services
available in Lithgow.

-

Ensuring that information on services available in Lithgow is included in trail notes and
other downloadable information and applications relating to the Plateau.

-

Negotiating with commercial tour operators using the Plateau to include a stop in
Lithgow as part of their itineraries.

-

Endeavouring to ensure that Lithgow is listed as the nearest accommodation and
service centre in promotional material, information, maps etc relating to the area.

- Potentially licensing one or more mobile food vendors (eg a coffee cart) to operate at
the entry to the Newnes Plateau at weekends and public holidays and at other times of
high visitation. If this proves viable, consideration should be given to encouraging the
development of accommodation and food and beverage outlets in the Clarence area.
These issues and the improvements required are discussed in more detail in Sections 9.5.1 and
9.5.2.

Directions Forward:
 Advocate for the adoption of a coordinated approach to the management of the Plateau including the
formulation and implementation of an integrated recreational use and management plan for the area.
 Work with National Parks, FCNSW, Crown Lands, the Zig Zag Railway and other stakeholders to
improve the presentation of the area.
 Explore options for ‘driving’ visitors and business into Lithgow and for generating economic returns from
visitors to the area.
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Wolgan Valley – Newnes
The Wolgan Valley is the next valley north of Lithgow. Access is via Wolgan Road which comes
off the Castlereagh Highway at Lidsdale. The first 10km of the road is sealed, with the
remaining 25km being unsealed. The road is maintained to 2WD standard. The Valley is a
popular Discovery Trail on the Greater Blue Mountains Drive and is also a feature of the
Tablelands Way touring route.
Wolgan Valley is a deeply incised valley cut into the Newnes Plateau by the Wolgan River. The
Valley itself is around 30km long and is relatively narrow, being less than 2km wide over most of
its length, reaching up to around 5km at the widest point. Entry to the Valley is via the Wolgan
Gap, with a steep, winding road that drops around 300 metres to valley floor. There is an
unformed viewing area at the top of the Gap which provides spectacular views along the Valley.
The Valley is surrounded by dramatic sandstone cliffs, towering 200‐300 metres above the
Valley floor. These escarpment areas are part of the Gardens of Stone and Wollemi National
Parks. The sheer beauty of the Valley is a significant attraction.
The Valley is home to two high profile tourist destinations, the Wolgan Valley Resort and Spa
and the historic Newnes area. The ‘six star’ Wolgan Valley Resort is one of Australia’s top luxury
resorts and the first resort in the world to achieve carboNZeroTM accreditation. The Resort has
an area of around 1,800 hectares, all of which is maintained as a private Conservation Reserve.
This Reserve extends along approximately two thirds of the Valley on the eastern side of the
Wolgan Road. The Resort is exclusive and only open to pre‐booked guests. It is not accessible
to day visitors to the Valley.
Most of the northern third of the Valley lies within the Wollemi National Park, with a few small
areas of freehold land along the river corridor.
The historic site of Newnes is located on the Wolgan River at the end of Wolgan Road. The
Newnes area was first settled in the 1820s5. Oil‐shale was discovered in the Valley in the 1860’s
but not mined commercially until the Commonwealth Oil Corporation (established 1905)
acquired leases for most of the shale deposit and established the mines and refinery. The
Corporation also built a rail line from Newnes Junction to Newnes, a coal mine and brickworks.
The Glow Worm Tunnel was part of the rail line. The Works operated from 1911 to 1923 when
it closed due to financial difficulties. The works were officially abandoned in 1934 and much of
the infrastructure dismantled and removed to Glen Davis or sold. In the 1950’s, the area
became popular for camping and recreation. In 1978 the Wollemi National Park was gazetted,
with the Park incorporating most of the Newnes area. Today, the ruins are under the control of
the NPWS and are accessible via a walking track.
Attractions and facilities available in Newnes include:
Freehold
 Newnes Hotel – historic hotel building that is operated as a kiosk (no liquor license) and
trades primarily on weekends. The Hotel displays information, photographs etc on the
history of the Valley.
 Three self contained cabins + caravan – total 18 beds
 Small camping area along the River.
5

Information in this paragraph was provided by Alan Watson from the Newnes Hotel
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Toilets and showers for campers staying on this property.
BBQ area + wood fire pizza oven – the pizza oven can be booked by campers

National Park
 Camping area– around 80 sites. Wood fired BBQ (wood not provided) and drop toilets
 Riverside camping – drop toilets, no other facilities
 NPWS promoted walks:
- Ruins walking track – interpretative walk – main attraction
- Glow Worm Tunnel Walk – starts from either Newnes (16km return) or from a track
head 7km south of Newnes (8km return) and follows the old railway corridor and coach
route. The track is popular with both walkers and mountain bikers.
- Pipeline Pass Walk – to Glen Davis (6hrs)
 Directory with information on the Park – this needs to be updated.


Other walks promoted by the Newnes Hotel6:
- School Chimney Round Walk (private property)
- The Philosphers Walk (1.5hrs)
- The Manager’s House Round Walk (2.5 hours)
- Mystery Mountain Climb (4 hrs)
- Echo Lookout Walk (4.5hrs)
- Petries Gully (4hrs)

Markets attracted to Newnes7 include:










Campers – main market – seeking to ‘escape, relax, spend quality time’ – includes families,
couple, social groups
Touring caravans and motorhome market (mainly campervans and 4WD trailers)
4WD enthusiasts
Bushwalkers
Mountain bikers
Nature based – bird watchers, photographers, wildlife viewing, wildflowers
School groups
Rail and industrial heritage enthusiasts
Day trippers – generally to see the ruins

Visitation is seasonal (spring and autumn peaks) and concentrated on weekends and public
holidays. The camping areas are generally at capacity on long weekends and at Easter, with
‘regulars’ coming in earlier in the week to secure a site.
Issues that need to be addressed from a tourism perspective are:


6
7

Route development – strengthen the Wolgan Valley as a ‘Discovery Trail’ by improving
access to the attractions along Wolgan Road:
- Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu (formerly known as Blackfellows Hands Reserve)
- Viewing area at Wolgan Gap
- A walking track and viewing area for Wolgan Falls (if feasible)

Information on walks taken from the Newnes Hotel Website www.lisp.com.au
Information provided by Allan Watson, Newnes Hotel
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Viewing areas / photography points along the road – road area widened with advanced
warning icon ‐ camera / 50m
Signpost access track to Donkey Mountain
Improve the condition of the road between the Resort and Newnes.

Improvements to the experience and facilities provided at Newnes by the NPWS, including:
- Undertake regular maintenance of access road into the camping area.
- Provide additional toilets to service the camping areas and at the parking area adjacent
to the ruins walk.
- Establish a walking track from the camping area across the creek to join up with the
access to the ruins walk.
- Stabilise the river crossing – to minimise erosion.



Expansion of the facilities at the Glow Worm Tunnel track head, including providing a small
car parking area and an information directory.



On‐going development of walking and mountain‐biking trails, including upgrading the Glow
Worm tunnel walk.



Work with the Hotel owner to explore heritage and business grants programs to continue
to restore the hotel and increase the range of goods and services available.



Protecting significant views from inappropriate development.

Historic Newnes Hotel
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Directions Forward:
 Advocate for improvements to the NPWS facilities and infrastructure at Newnes,
including improvements to the camping area, walking trails, Glow Worm Tunnel walk and
track head and information and interpretation.
 Formulate and implement a route development strategy to increase access to attractions
and assets along the Newnes Discovery Trail.
 Assist the Hotel owner to identify and access grants to continue to restore the hotel and
increase the range of goods and services available.

Top Left: Wolgan Valley
Top Right: Camping – NPWS camping area, Newnes
Centre panel: Ruins of the former Shale Oil plant
Left: Vehicle and pedestrian creek crossing providing access
between the camping area and the ruins.
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Capertee Valley
The Capertee Valley is located to the north of the Wolgan Valley, approximately 45km north of
Lithgow and 80km south of Mudgee. From the south, access to the Valley is via the Glen Davis
Road which links to the Castlereagh Highway at Capertee, with the Glen Alice Road providing
access from the north via Rylstone or Kandos (Mid Western LGA). Both roads are sealed over
most of their length with unsealed sections on the Valley floor. The unsealed section of the
road is maintained to 2WD standard. There are a number of unsealed local roads that provide
access to the smaller valleys within the Valley.
The Capertee Valley Way, also known as Tourist Drive 2, is one of the Discovery Trails on the
Greater Blue Mountains Drive and is part of the Tablelands Way and Bylong Valley Way touring
routes.
The Capertee Valley has the status of being the ‘widest enclosed valley’ in the world and rivals
the Grand Canyon in the USA in size. The Valley is also known both nationally and
internationally as a bird hot spot and is included on lists of the Top 50 bird sites in the world and
Top 10 bird sites in Australia. The scenery is superb with features of the Valley including the
sheer cliffs and sandstone escarpments, mesas and buttes resulting from volcanic intrusions and
the rich fertile river plains which is used for a range of agricultural activities. The Valley is
surrounded by three National Parks (Wollemi, Gardens of Stone, Capertee) and the Mugii
Murum‐ban State Conservation Area.
The main attractions, activities and facilities within the Valley and the markets attracted are
summarised in Table 8.6.
Table 8.6

Attractions, Activities & Facilities – Capertee Valley

Attractions

Activities undertaken

Facilities

The Valley
Size & scale
Stunning scenery
Internationally recognised bird
hot spot – bird trails
Rare flora
Interesting geology
Agricultural diversity
Bicentennial Trail
Alpaca Farms – part of the
Mudgee ‘Alpacas Over the
Ranges’ trail
Dunville Loop – scenic drive

Sight‐seeing
Camping
Bird watching
‘Relax, rejuvenate, escape’
Bushwalking (mainly experienced
walkers)
Ruin tours
4WD
4WD & tag along tours
Mountain biking
Rock climbing / abseiling

Accommodation
Glen Davis Boutique Hotel
Lansallos
Capertee/Glen Davis Works
(Kurrajongs / Poplars)
Oskas Cottage
Annabilla Farm Stay
Grove Cottage
Horseshoe Bend Farm
Binnalong
Brymair at Bogee

Annual events
Live Life Fun Walk
Capertee Challenge – Mountain
Bike event
Bogee RFS bushwalk in Capertee
National Park

Glen Davis Camp Ground
(Council) – amenities (showers &
toilets)

Natural Areas & Features
Gardens of Stone National Park
- Pantoney’s Crown
Wollemi National Park
Capertee National Park
Mugii Murum‐ban SCA
Capertee River corridor
Kandos State Forest (part)
Coricudgy State Forest (part)

Coorongooba Camp Ground
(NPWS) – picnic facilities, wood
BBQ,
Capertee National Park
Homestead (self contained)
Cottage (self contained)
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Activities undertaken

Pipeline Pass Walk – to Newnes
Capertee River Walk – from
Coorongooba camping area

Camping areas – car based and
walk‐in
Glen Davis Community Centre
Kiosk
Visitor information

Glen Davis:
Glen Davis Oil Shale Ruins + Tour
Wollemi National Park
Pipleline Pass track
‘Ghost town’ atmosphere
Simmo’s Museum
Glen Alice:
Pressed metal church
Historic cemetery
Regent Honey‐Eater habitat
restoration project
Airly
Airly Village and New Hartley Oil
Shale ruins
Saddle Lookout
Tours
Capertee Valley Helicopters –
scenic flights
Wheely Good 4WD tours
Bird Watching tours
(0ther tour operators see Section
9.5)

Part 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis
Facilities

Markets Attracted
Mainstream
Touring traffic
Day trippers
Touring Vans & Motorhomes
Touring motorcycles
Short breaks – couples & groups
of couples
Families
Coach tour groups
School excursions
International tourists
Special Interest / Activity based
Bird watchers
4WD
Trail bikes
Bushwalkers
Mountain bikers
Rock Climbers, Canyoning
Historians
Horse riders
Capertee Valley Safron

There are three settlements in the Valley – the villages of Glen Davis and Glen Alice and the
hamlet of Bogee.
Glen Davis is the main destination with the Oil Shale ruins being one of the main attractions in
the Valley. Glen Davis is located at the eastern end of the Capertee Valley, approximately 80km
by road from Lithgow and 110km from Mudgee. The town was established in the late 1930’s to
provide accommodation for the Glen Davis Oil Shale Works which involved the mining and
refining of oil from shale. At the height of the operation the town had a population of around
2,500. The Works was closed in 1952 and assets stripped and removed. Today only a small
cluster of dwellings remain and the Oil Shale Works are in ruins. The ruins are in private
ownership and only accessible by guided tour. Tours are held Saturday afternoons at 2pm and
for groups by appointment.
The Glen Davis Hotel has been converted to boutique accommodation specialising in groups
(pre‐booked). The Hotel is not open for walk‐in business. The Glen Davis community operates a
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small kiosk out of the Community Centre located at the camping ground. The kiosk is generally
open on weekends. This is the only food and beverage outlet in the Valley, with the nearest
service centres being Capertee Village (35km), Kandos (53km) and Rylstone (54km). The Glen
Davis camping area is operated by Council, with the nearby Coorongooba camping area
provided by NPWS.

Issues that need to be addressed from a tourism perspective are:
 Capitalising on the scale of the Valley – how to compare it to the Grand Canyon and
providing a ‘photo opportunity’ for travellers who seek‐out ‘biggest / best’ type experiences.
 Improved / updated directional, distance and tourist route RMS signage from Capertee,
Kandos and Rylstone.
 Improve access to attractions and activities, including improved signage and information,
particularly to and at track heads for walking and 4WD trails.
 Increased investment in National Park infrastructure including expanded facilities at
Coorongooba, opening the Capertee National Park and Mugii Murum‐ban SCA, and improved
signage and interpretation.
 Positioning Capertee Village as the service centre for the Valley – encouraging travellers to
purchase supplies etc in the village.
 Building a stronger relationship with Mudgee Tourism – with Mudgee including the Valley as
part of the attraction and product base of the Rylstone – Kandos area.
 Protecting significant views from inappropriate development.

Directions Forward:
 Advocate for improvements to NPWS facilities and infrastructure within National Parks and
SCA in the Valley.
 Lobby the RMS to improve and update directional, distance and tourist route signage to the
Valley and for Council / RMS to improve signage throughout the Valley, including the use of
international symbols for camping and other accommodation, bushwalking, picnic facilities,
toilets etc.
 Through signposting and information, improve access to trails in the Valley (4WD, walking,
mountain biking, bird trails etc).
 Work with the Valley community and bird watching tour operators to build the profile of
the Valley as a bird watching destination and to have the Valley included in the tour
programs of national and international bird tour and bird photography tour companies.
 Encourage Mudgee Tourism to include the Capertee Valley as part of the product base of
Mid‐Western LGA.
 Build the education and coach tour markets to the Valley. These markets book in advance
providing the Ruins tour operator and the Museum with pre‐booked business.
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Top row: Glen Davis Ruins
Middle Left: Pantoneys Crown
Lower Left: Gravel road in Valley
Right: Escarpment in Valley
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The ‘Capertee Valley’ is not listed on the RMS signage at Capertee (above left and left), Kandos Road (above) or
Rylstone (above right) with travellers not necessarily aware that Glen Davis and Glen Alice are in the Valley. (ie the
official signage does not support the billboard signage shown on page 115). The National Parks in the Valley are not
included in the signage at Capertee, with only the Wollemi National Park included on the signage at Rylstone. The
length of the unsealed section on the sign to the left needs to be updated or removed.
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The Turon
The Turon Valley is located to the west of the village of Capertee, approximately 40km
northwest of Lithgow. The Valley follows the Turon River, with the area being very rugged. In
the 1800’s the Valley was one of the largest goldfields in NSW, with relicts from this era still
evident along the River. Within the Valley there are two ‘destinations’ – the Turon National
Park and the Turon Gates Country Retreat.
Turon National Park is accessed via the Lochaber Road from Capertee Village, with the road
being 2WD to the edge of the Park and then 4WD within the Park. There is also a 4WD track
from Capertee to the Park. From the south, the Park can be accessed via fire trails through the
Sunny Corner State Forest, with these trails linking back to Sunny Corner and the Portland area.
Directional signage to the Park is not provided on Lochaber Road nor on the Sunny Corner
Forest roads and 4WD trails. Facilities within the Park are basic and include two small camping
areas that have picnic, wood BBQ and pit toilets, and a number of small picnic areas. Many of
the trails through the area now have locked gates with the maps and information available for
the Park not being up‐to‐date. There are a number of commercial tour operators licensed to
operate in the Park.
Turon Gates Country Retreat is located further west, and can be accessed from the Upper Turon
Road via Capertee or from the Palmers Oakey Road via Sunny Corner (and then Portland or
Meadows Flat on the Great Western Highway). Both roads are 2WD accessible in dry weather
however 4WD is needed to ford the creek crossings following rain when the river levels are
higher. The Retreat is located along the Turon River with the property covering around 2,700
hectares. Camping and cabin accommodation is available. The Retreat offers a range of
recreational activities.
Table 8.7 Attractions, Activities & Facilities – Turon Valley
Attractions

Activities undertaken

Facilities

Turon National Park
Turon River
Historic gold digging ruins
4WD trails
Turon Gates Country Retreat
Turon Valley Wines
Commercial tours

Camping
4WD
Trail bikes
Canoeing – water level
dependent
Fishing (Trout season – October
to June)
Bird watching
Fossicking
Bushwalking (no trails)
Swimming

National Park
2 camping areas
Picnic areas
Turon Gates
7 cabins
6 cottages
2 camping areas
Canoe hire

Turon Gates Country Retreat
As above plus:
Horse riding
Canoeing & Canoe Hire
Massage
Wine Tasting / Wine Sale

The Turon Valley is gaining popularity with the 4WD market, with more clubs organizing trips
into the area.
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Directions Forward:
Issues that need to be addressed from a tourism perspective are:


Improving signage and information on the area, including:
- Information directory in Capertee
- Directional signage from Capertee and Sunny Corner, including track markers on the
National Park trails
- Updating / improving the quality of print and web‐based information on the area



Positioning Capertee Village as the service centre for and gateway to the Turon.



Promoting the Turon National Park in conjunction with the Sunny Corner and Turon State
Forests as 4WD destinations. Explore the feasibility of developing a 4WD touring route
from the Newnes Plateau to Capertee, overnighting at the Capertee Hotel, returning
through the Turon National Park, and Sunny Corner State Forest through to Portland
(Coolamigal Road – Dark Corner Mountain Trail to the Pinnacle Fire Trail or Wattlemount
Road to the Pinnacle Fire Trail.

Sunny Corner, Dark Corner and Palmers Oaky
Sunny Corner, Dark Corner and Palmers Oaky are small hamlets located on Dark Corner Road
along the western edge of the LGA. The Sunny Corner ‐ Dark Corner – Palmers Oaky Road
provides access to the Sunny Corner and Turon State Forests and continues through to Turon
Gates. The southern section of the road is sealed to mid‐way between Sunny Corner and Dark
Corner, and then becomes unsealed pavement, that is accessible by 2WD vehicles unless the
creek crossings are flooded.
The State Forests are the main attraction in this area, with the Forests including a mix of pine
plantations and native hardwood. The Forests are criss‐crossed by a network of forest roads,
fire trails. These trails are popular with 4WD enthusiasts and clubs and trail bike riders. Sunny
Corner State Forest has been used for a range of events, including motor cycle enduros. The
Forest is also used by motorcycle clubs for trail rides and enduros. The Central Tablelands
Motor Cycle Club seek permission to hold an annual event in the Sunny Corner State Forest
(September).
Directions Forward:
 This area needs to packaged as part of the Portland area, and promoted for 4WD, trail
bike riding and other forest activities and events. Portland needs to be positioned as the
access point and service centre, and as the staging area for events.
 4WD touring route development – Newnes Plateau – Capertee – Turon National Park –
Sunny Corner State Forest – Portland (see Section 9.3).
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Castlereagh Highway Corridor
The Castlereagh Highway extends from the Great Western Highway at Lithgow north to Mudgee
(127km) and then northwest through the Central and North‐Western regions of NSW crossing
into Queensland at Hebel. Through Lithgow LGA, the Highway follows the drainage divide
between the eastern flowing river systems of the Wolgan and Capertee Valleys and the west
flowing streams of the Turon Valley. The Castlereagh Highway forms part of both the Greater
Blue Mountains Drive and the Tablelands Way.
Attractions and points of interest along the Highway corridor include










Wallerawang and Mt Piper Power Stations and the Delta Energy Expo at Mt Piper
Collieries
Farm gate outlets / local produce – seasonal
Jannei Goat Dairy & Fromagerie
Ben Bullen State Forest and the Ben Bullen 4WD Track
Gardens of Stone National Park
Historic cemeteries
Pearson Lookout
Highway settlements ‐ within Lithgow LGA there are 5 highway settlements, Lidsdale (14km
north of Lithgow), Blackmans Flat (20km), Cullen Bullen (27km), Ben Bullen (36km) and
Capertee (62km). The hamlet of Running Stream is located 62km north, just over the LGA
boundary in Mid‐Western Regional Council. The facilities available in each of these
settlements are summarised in Table 8.8.

Table 8.8 Attractions and Facilities in the Castlereagh Highway Villages
Village
Lidsdale

Blackmans
Flat

Cullen Bullen

Role / Function
 Located at the intersection of the
Castlereagh Highway and Wolgan Road,
and the Highway and Main Street into
Wallerawang.
 Residential area and convenience good
service area for the Wallerawang Power
Station and mines in the surrounding
area.
 Residential hamlet

Attractions & Facilities
Service Station – convenience goods
Mine‐related service companies
Coal mines and power stations – of
interest to travellers.
Historic Lidsdale Uniting Church

 Historic village – former staging post for
coach services to Mudgee. Today the
village is mainly a service centre for the
surrounding coal mines and Mt Piper
Power Station.

No services
Small, historic cemetery
Tractor and old cart on display outside of
a private residence.
Royal Hotel – 11 rooms + meals and small
General Store
Cullen Bullen Raceway
Heritage Cemetery
Ben Bullen State Forest

 Mid‐week the main markets are mine‐
related workers. Trail bike riders and
people attending functions / social events
in the area are the main markets.

Proposed – Yvonne Martyn Memorial
Motor Sports Park being developed
between Portland and Cullen Bullen,
accessed via the Back Cullen Road
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Ben Bullen

Role / Function
Cullen Bullen is 5km from Portland via the
Cullen Bullen Road.
Small hamlet.
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Attractions & Facilities

No facilities or services.
Track head for the Ben Bullen 4WD Trail
through the Gardens of Stone National
Park and Wolgan State Forest to link with
the Long Swamp / Baan Bone Gap Road
near Baal Bone Gap. No signage or
information in place.
To the west there are 4WD trails linking
across to the Sunny Corner State Forest.

Capertee

Located at the entrance to the Capertee
Valley to the east and the Turon Valley to
the west. Capertee is the gateway to 4
national parks, the Mugii Murum‐ban State
Conservation Area and the Airly State
Forest. It is the local service centre for the
Airly Mine.
Capertee is also a ‘rest area’ on the
Tablelands Way and the Greater Blue
Mountain Drive with an information
directory on the Tablelands Way located in
Clarence Pirie Memorial Park

Running
Stream

Small hamlet just north of Lithgow LGA

Historic railway station – not used and
falling into disrepair.
Accommodation
Royal Hotel – accommodation, meals,
coffee
Capertee Valley Retreat
Stationmasters Cottage
Other
Craft shop (part of hotel)
General Store & Café – petrol, store, café
Clarence Pirie Park – picnic facilities,
playground, toilet, Tablelands Way
directory.
Village Hall
Police Station
Accommodation
The Cubby House

Opportunities
Capertee and Cullen Bullen have the most tourism potential of the five settlements along the
Highway. Potential opportunities are summarised below.

Capertee
Capertee Village is the northern gateway to Lithgow LGA. It is also the gateway to both the
Capertee and Turon Valleys and four national parks (Wollemi, Gardens of Stone, Capertee,
Turon) and the Mugii Murum‐ban State Conservation Area. Capertee is also a rest stop on the
Greater Blue Mountains Drive and the Tablelands Way. For north‐bound travellers, Capertee is
a decision point – whether they stay on the Castlereagh Highway or detour via the Capertee
Valley.
Capertee has a historic hotel, the Royal, a general store‐café‐petrol station, craft outlet (located
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in the Hotel building), a highway rest area – park, with the park having picnic facilities,
playground and toilets. In addition there are a number of vacant shops plus residences. The
Hotel is being refurbished, and while the Hotel, school and police station present well, there are
a number of properties that are very poorly maintained and presented. These properties
detract significantly from the appeal and amenity of the village. In the short‐term this situation
is not likely to change, and the Village community will need to work around these properties.
The Village has the right ‘ingredients’ to become a popular transit stop for highway travellers, as
well as an accommodation base and service centre for visitors to the Capertee and Turon
Valleys. There is also potential to position Capertee as an overnight stop on a 4WD touring
route that takes in the Newnes Plateau, Ben Bullen and Wolgan State Forests and Gardens of
Stone to the east, and the Turon National Park through to Sunny Corner State Forest to the
west.
Positioning the Village as a gateway and a service centre for travellers requires:
 Improved gateway entry signs with landscaping around the signs. If possible, incorporate the
old chimney and adjoining pine tree at the northern end of the Village into the entry
statement as this will catch the traveller’s attention and reduce the focus on the extremely
run‐down property across the road.
 Rationalisation and improvement to the directional signage, including providing signage to
the Turon National Park. The signage on the corner of the Highway and Glen Davis Road
needs to be improved with signage to the Capertee Valley (not just Glen Davis) provided.
The signage at this intersection also needs to include the Wollemi, Gardens of Stone and
Capertee National Parks (brown tourist signage).
 Continue to improve and enhance Clarence Pirie Park and the adjoining Rest Area. This will
require resolving access issues as Council does not own the land. Improvements to this area
should include:
-

Additional information and interpretative displays relating to the National Parks and
State Forests in the area, 4WD trails and access points, bird watching and bushwalking.
More landscaping, possibly including stone work (to link with the Gardens of Stone
National Park.)
Public art – some form of ‘eye‐catching, memorable work that will generate a strong
impression and become a ‘photo’ opportunity.
Some form of visual comparison depicting the scale of the Grand Canyon and the
Capertee Valley – another photo opportunity.
Additional toilet – one toilet is not sufficient to meet demand.
Addressing issues with the rubbish bins and litter. The bins are often at capacity,
particularly after weekends.
Blue on yellow ‘i’’ sign, with advanced warning signs.

 Themed plantings to ‘unify’ the village and provide colour. (Similar to the Rydal concept)
 Landscaping / public art on the corner of the Highway and Glen Davis Road.
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 Updating the Council sign for the Capertee Valley on the Glen Davis Road (the length of
unsealed section needs to be updated and international symbols for activities and
infrastructure included).
 Explore options for providing free or low cost camping sites for the touring caravan and
motorhome market and seek RV Friendly accreditation for the village. Camping is currently
occurring adjacent to the Park.

Cullen Bullen
The Cullen Bullen Raceway brings visitors into Lithgow LGA. The Raceway is operated by the
Portland District Motor Sports Club, with the Club generally holding 8 open events per year.
These events attract 40‐50 competitors plus spectators, with these competitors coming from
throughout NSW and the ACT. The Raceway also hosts one or more State title events each year.
As events are held on Saturday nights, competitors and spectators often stay overnight in the
area. There is potential to work with the Club to build attendance and attract more events and
activities (eg junior programs).

Lidsdale
Improved signage to both the Wolgan Valley and Wallerawang is needed at Lidsdale. The
availability of fuel at Lidsdale should be included in promotional material for the 4WD and
motorcycle markets as Lidsdale is the closest fuel to the western end of the Newnes Plateau and
the Ben Bullen and Wolgan State Forests.

Ben Bullen
Ben Bullen is an access point for the Gardens of Stone National Park and Wolgan State Forest.
There is a need for directional signage to the Ben Bullen Trail, as well as information on the trail
at the track head.
The historic Ben Bullen Railway Station is a local landmark along the Highway. The Station is no
longer operational and has been allowed to deteriorate. Ideally the station needs to be
retained and renovated, however this is unlikely to happen unless the local community takes on
the project and/or a viable use for the building can be identified. There may be potential to
convert the station to a small, self contained cottage targeted to users of the Ben Bullen Forest
and Gardens of Stone National Park.

Collieries
Travellers often ask at the Lithgow VIC about the coal mining in the area and access to a mine.
While access is not possible due to safety issues, it may be possible to produce an information
sheet that explains some of the features of coal mining that can be seen from the Castlereagh
Highway.
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Directions Forward:
 Work with the Capertee Village community to improve presentation and signage, and
position Capertee as a gateway to the LGA and to the Capertee and Turon Valleys and a
‘must stop’ location on the Castlereagh Highway.
 Explore opportunities for working with the Portland District Motor Sports Club to build
patronage to the Cullen Bullen Raceway and to bring speedway events into the LGA.
 Improve signage along the Highway, particularly directional signage at Lidsdale, Ben
Bullen and Capertee.
 Explore whether it is likely to be feasible to preserve the Ben Bullen Railway Station
building and adapt it for other uses.

8.4.2 Central Precinct – Lake Lyell & Surrounds
Lake Lyell is located on the Cox’s River approximately 10 kilometres south west of Lithgow. The
Lake Lyell Precinct incorporates the visual catchment of the Lake, as defined by the ridgelines
that surround the valley, and the view‐shed as seen from the Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Tarana and Sir
Thomas Mitchell Roads. The view‐shed extends south along the Cox’s River below the Dam
wall. The Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Road is the main access road to the Lake and one of the most
scenically attractive drives in the LGA. It is also a very popular touring route for car and motor‐
cycle touring.
Lake Lyell is owned by Delta Electricity, with Council leasing and operating the area along the
western shore as a Recreation Reserve. The Reserve has a small caravan park – camping area
plus day‐use picnic facilities, boat ramps and a small jetty. Further information on the Lake and
Reserve is provided in Section 9.5.4. The remainder of the land around the Lake is privately
owned.
Three upmarket retreats (Eagle View, Seclusions and SpaRadise) have been established on the
ridge lines overlooking the Lake. These properties are ‘selling’ the scenic beauty and seclusion
of the area. There are also a number of self contained cottages available for short‐term lettings
that are also capitalizing on the views and the environment.
The markets attracted to the Lake and surrounding area include:









Short breaks couples and groups of couples (Eagle View, Seclusions, SpaRadise)
Spa visitors (SpaRadise) – couples, individuals, groups of friends, wedding parties
Campers and caravanners – families, grey nomad, social groups
Anglers – clubs, social/family groups & individuals
Boating, waterskiing and jet skiing enthusiasts ‐ clubs, social/ family groups & individuals
Groups and individuals camping at the Lake to access Lidsdale State Forest and
Marrangaroo National Park – 4WD, trail bikers, mountain bikers
Day visitors – picnickers + people bringing boats into the area
Touring market – cars & motorcycles – driving through the area
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Families and small groups staying in farm stay and cabin accommodation along Thomas
Mitchell Road

The market is ‘consuming’ three different products:


Activity based product directly associated with the use of the waterbody (eg fishing,
boating) – this requires access to the foreshore and waterbody, which is only available at
the Reserve.



‘Environmental’ product based on the attractiveness and ambience of the area – selling the
views, tranquillity, bush and rural environment.



Accommodation (camping) product ‐ Users of the Lidsdale State Forest and Marrangaroo
National Park (Mountain bikers, 4WD, trail bikes etc) use Lake Lyell for camping. This
market is also a market for the self contained accommodation.

Visitation to the Lake Lyell Reserve is highly seasonal, with the area at or close to capacity on
weekends and during school holidays in the warmer months, with minimal visitation mid‐week
and in winter. Visitation is both weather and water‐level dependent. The capacity of the
services and infrastructure at the Reserve are exceeded during peak times.
Although only a small area, the Lake Lyell precinct is extremely challenging from a planning
perspective. The scenic attributes of the precinct that are part of its attraction to visitors, are
also highly sought after for residential development. The area is under pressure for rural‐
residential style development, with the construction of an estate currently underway. This
development has already impacted significantly on the views to the south east.
Challenges faced include:


Operational and capacity issues at the Lake – both on‐water and in the Reserve (see Section
9.4.4).



Strong seasonality in use of the Reserve, with use also being weather and water‐level
dependent. This impacts significantly on the viability of the caravan park operation. This
could be addressed by providing cabins at the Lake.



Balancing the scale of development within the precinct – with strong demand for additional
accommodation (self contained, budget to mid‐range), needing to be balanced against the
carrying capacity of the Lake and the need to protect the visual amenity of the area.
Protecting significant views from inappropriate development is a priority for the Lake Lyell
area.



Pressure for rural‐residential development in areas of very high scenic value.

The types of tourism development that are considered suitable for the precinct (subject to
satisfactory environmental, visual and design considerations) include:
 Additional camping (possibly an over flow area for peak times)
 Self contained cabins, on the Reserve and/or as a cabin complex on private property
 Bunk house or lodge accommodation for groups
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Eco lodge / retreat
Restaurant / café – either on the Lake or elevated to capitalise on the views
Additional day visitor area with boat ramp
Lookout / viewing areas along the Rydal‐Sodwalls‐ Tarana Road
Walking and mountain bike trails around the Lake and along the river corridor.

In terms of land‐use planning and the preparation of the new Local Environmental Plan, the
Lake Lyell Precinct is the only area in the LGA that could be a considered for a ‘SP3 Tourist’ zone.
Alternatively a masterplan and Development Control Plan (DCP) should be prepared to provide
the framework for development in the Precinct.
Directions Forward:


Council to formally recognise the tourism and scenic value of the area and incorporate
provisions into the planning instruments (eg a SP3 Tourist Zone) to protect the area and
prevent inappropriate development. It is recommended that a Masterplan and DCP be
prepared specifically for the Precinct.



Council to address capacity issues at Lake Lyell Reserve, through the re‐design of the
Reserve. As part of this process explore the feasibility of providing cabins and possibly
bunk house accommodation at the Reserve.



Explore the feasibility of providing:
- Viewing areas along the Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Tarana Road
- Walking and/or mountain biking trails in the catchment and/or along the river corridor

8.4.3 Rural South
Hartley Valley
The Hartley Valley lies between Hassans Walls and the Mount Victoria area, and is the northern‐
most valley within the larger Kanimbla Valley. There are three settlements in the Valley –
Hartley, Little Hartley and Hartley Vale. Hartley and Little Hartley are located on the Great
Western Highway and are popular with Highway travellers. Hartley Vale is located
approximately 4 kilometres north of the Highway and can be accessed from the Great Western
Highway, from Lithgow via local roads, or from the Darling Causeway (runs between Mt Victoria
and Bell) via the Hartley Vale Road (unsealed).
The Valley was the first area west of the Blue Mountains discovered by the European explorers.
Settlement in the area dates back to early colonial times, with the area opened up by the
development of Cox’s Road in 1814. In 1832 the opening of a road down Victoria Pass, replaced
Cox’s Road as the main route west. Hartley and Little Hartley were established along the new
road to service the growing number of travellers moving through the area. Most of the
development in the area occurred between 1832 and the 1850’s. The development of the Zig
Zag Railway to Lithgow in the 1860’s significantly changed travel patterns, resulting in the
demise of the Hartley area.
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In the 1860’s the Hartley Kerosene Oil and Paraffin Company established a Kerosene works at
Hartley Vale and developed a private town to support the works. At the height of operations,
Hartley Vale had twelve hotels and as well as shops and a school. The coming of electricity and
gas resulted in a decline in the demand for kerosene, resulting in the closure of the Kerosene
Works in 1913. Orchards were established in the Valley, and by the 1950’s, the Hartley Valley
was one of the main apple producing areas in NSW.
Today the Hartley Valley is a dominated by small, lifestyle properties supporting a range of
activities including goats, alpacas, cattle and plant nurseries. The remaining buildings in the
Hartley Village have been incorporated into the Hartley Historic Site, with the area managed by
the NPWS. The site is open from 10am to 4.30pm daily, with 5 tours per day (minimum of 4
people needed for the tour to proceed). The NPWS estimate that between 30,000 to 100,000
travellers look around the site each year with around 15,000 visitors per year looking through
the exhibits. The site is popular with coach tour groups and school excursions (around 6,000
students per year). The site is being upgraded with the new facilities to include picnic area,
toilets and family history‐archives‐research room. The NPWS are also exploring options for
accommodation and an eatery.
Two kilometres to the east, Little Hartley has become a lifestyle‐tourist centre, with a mix of
colonial and more contemporary buildings. The area has a mix of eateries, galleries and plant
nurseries and is popular with passing Highway travellers. The area also attracts ‘destination‐
based’ visitors coming into the area to dine, shop and/or visit the alpaca farms, with the
eateries being popular with residents of the Upper Blue Mountains. The attractions, activities
and facilities within the Valley are summarised in Table 8.9.

Above: Hartley Historic Site
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Attractions, Activities and Facilities – Hartley Valley

Attractions

Activities undertaken

Facilities

Scenery – Blue Mountains
escarpments fringing the rural
valley
History & heritage of the area.
River Lett, Cox’s River & riverside
reserves, including Hyde and
Londonderry Reserves

Dining
Shopping / browsing
Fishing
Bushwalking
Swimming
Paintball
Horse riding (Kanimbla Valley)
Family History research
Artistic workshops – felting and
dyeing – (potential to grow these
types of events)

Accommodation
Comet Inn
Venice Caravan Park
Hartley Valley Farm – Time Share
Glenroy Cottages & camping area
Blue Hills Farm Retreat
Booderoo Cottage
Timberdell Cottage
Warrigal Cottages
Lockyer’s track head – primitive
camping

Historic Sites
Hartley Historic Site
Cox’s Road
Kerosene Works
Venicular Railway Ruins
McKanes Falls Bridge
Cemetery
Mt Blaxland
Galleries & Specialty Retail
Talisman
Dawes Offord
Aldgate
Harp Of Erin
Meads Farm
Farmhouse Lolly Shop
Adam’s Shed
Walks
Lawsons Long Alley
Lockyers Rd Loop Berghofers
Pass
Mt Victoria to Hartley

Eateries / Produce / Wine
Ambermere Rose
Talisman
Comet Inn
Farmhouse
Full Throttle
Adam’s Shed / Meet the Maker
Venues
Comet Inn
Ambermere Rose
School Hall (85)
Old Royal Hotel – Bar area (20‐
30) and community meeting
room
Public Toilets
Hartley Historic Site

Plant Nurseries
Maple Springs Nursery
Great Western Nursery (JC Road
Good Forest)
Alpacas
Ngullaminya, Bonny Belle, Peak
Belgrave

Opportunities


Creation of a Village Centre ‐ As part of the Great Western Highway upgrade program,
sections of the Highway within the Valley will be re‐aligned, with the main change being
the deviation of Highway to the southern side of the properties that currently have
frontage to the Great Western Highway in the vicinity of the Highway – Ambermere Rose –
Cox’s River Road intersection. This will provide the opportunity for Little Hartley to develop
a ‘village centre’. This will help to address one of the main issues with the area – lack of
cohesion and a focal point, with businesses dispersed along the Highway corridor.
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To provide information on Lithgow LGA in the ‘new’ village centre – information
directories.



For the Hartley Valley / Little Hartley Village to become a ‘creative hub’ and lifestyle
destination for the LGA.



To develop the garden / nursery product in the Valley to link in with the showcase gardens
and garden event product emerging in the Tablelands area (Oberon LGA, Rydal, Giant Trees
Arboretum at Portland).



Potential to link the Alpaca product in the Hartley and Capertee Valleys to generate a ‘flow’
of visitors through the LGA during ‘Alpaca’ week and capitalise on the Mudgee Alpaca trail.

Directions Forward:
 Position the Hartley Valley as a ‘creative hub’ and ‘lifestyle’ destination – creating a
vibrant and interesting eastern gateway for the LGA. As part of this, encourage the
development of workshops and activity based creative programs in the Valley.
 Foster the development of a Village Centre at Little Hartley. Once the new Highway route
is confirmed, prepare a streetscape / landscape plan for the Centre. If possible
commence corridor tree planting.
 Explore the possibility of adopting themed plantings for the Little Hartley area (similar to
the Rydal concept) to visually link and unify the businesses within the area and raise the
profile and awareness of the area.
 Build the nursery – garden and alpaca products – to take advantage of ‘garden’ and
‘alpaca’ initiatives in adjoining LGA’s and foster the flow of visitors through the LGA.

Kanimbla Valley
The Kanimbla Valley lies along the lower reaches of the Coxs River and forms the south‐eastern
corner of Lithgow LGA. The Valley can be accessed through the Hartley Valley via Coxs Road
then Blackheath Creek Road or from Blackheath via Shipley Road. The Kanimbla Valley is more
aligned with the Blue Mountains than with Lithgow, with Blackheath (12kms by road) being the
main service centre for visitors to the area.
The Valley is a mix of rural holdings and native bushland with visitor infrastructure being
minimal. There are six accommodation properties spread throughout the Valley with these
properties providing 14 self contained cabins and cottages. The Valley mainly attracts guests
who are looking for peace and relaxation. Activities undertaken in the area include
bushwalking, bird‐watching, horse‐riding, 4WD, camping and fishing in the Cox’s River. The Six
Foot Track is located along the southern end of the Valley.
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Directions Forward:
 Retain the status quo, with the Valley to remain a low key tourist area.
 Protect and maintain access to riverside fishing and camping spots (see Section 9.4.4).

The Tablelands
The Tablelands area forms the south‐western corner of the Lithgow LGA, with the area sharing
boundaries with Oberon Council to the south and west. Most of the Tablelands area has been
cleared and used for grazing. The Tablelands scenery is very different to that of the Valleys
within the LGA. The two main corridors on the Tablelands are the Hampton‐Jenolan Caves
corridor and the Rydal‐Tarana corridor. These two corridors are linked by a network of local and
regional roads which also pass through Oberon Council LGA.
The Tablelands area is very popular for drive and motor‐cycle based touring, with the low traffic,
scenic local roads being ideal. The touring market is a significant market for the village hotels.
The quality of the scenery and views are a significant part of the attraction base and need to be
protected from inappropriate development. The main attractions, activities and facilities in the
Tablelands area are summarised in Table 8.10. The product base of the adjoining north‐eastern
corner of Oberon Council is also included as it forms part of the product base of the Tablelands
area.

Hampton Corridor
To the south, Jenolan Caves (Oberon Council) is the primary destination, with the Caves
attracting in the order of 200,000 – 250,000 visitors per annum. The majority of visitors access
the caves via Jenolan Caves Road, which intersects with the Great Western Highway at Hartley.
McKanes Falls Road, which links Jenolan Caves Road to the Great Western Highway at Old
Bowenfels, also attracts use. The small village of Hampton is located on the Jenolan Caves Road
approximately half‐way between Hartley and Jenolan Caves. The Rydal – Hampton Road and
the Duckmaloi Road (main access road to Oberon) intersect with Jenolan Caves Road in the
Hampton area. Jenolan Caves Road and Duckmaloi Road form part of the Tablelands Way and
area also part of the Greater Blue Mountains Drive Jenolan‐Kanangra Discovery Trail.
Along most of its length, the Jenolan Caves Road follows an elevated ridge‐line, affording
travellers extensive views over the Tablelands area and east to the Kanimbla Valley and the
escarpment along the western edge of the Blue Mountains. There are no viewing areas along
the road for travellers to stop and enjoy the views.
McKanes Falls Road, to the north, crosses the Cox’s River near Mt Blaxland. Approximately 1.5 –
2km north of the crossing, the road passes a sheer rock wall. This geological feature is a ‘point
of interest’ however it is not possible for travellers to stop to view it. A small viewing area is
required. The feasibility of developing a walking trail along the Cox’s River from Lake Lyell to
this feature should also be assessed.
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Hampton is a very small village, known for its Half‐Way Hotel. Although the location has
changed, there has been a Half‐Way Hotel in Hampton since 1863. The motel rooms of the
current Hotel are very dated.
Table 8.10 Attractions, Activities and Facilities – The Tablelands & north‐east area of Oberon
Attractions
The Tablelands
Hampton Corridor
Tableland scenery and views
Touring route – Jenolan Caves
Road
Hampton State Forest + Mt Bindo
Lookout
Millionth Acre Picnic Area
Jenolan State Forest
Mount Blaxland Memorial
Cox’s River

Rydal – Tarana Corridor
Touring route ‐ Rydal, Sodwalls,
Tarana Road + network of local
rural roads
Rural scenery and views
Rydal
Marrangaroo National Park
Lidsdale State Forest + mountain
bike trails
Bicentennial Trail
Lake Lyell
Historic buildings, including
historic churches
Rydal Sculpture Park
Daffodils at Rydal
Greg Featherstone Park
Pioneer Park

Tarana
Evans Crown Nature Reserve
Sunny Corner State Forest
Fish River
Mutton Falls
Tarana Oils (Olive Oil)
Longwood Studio & Art Gallery

Activities undertaken

Facilities

Sight‐seeing – car and motor
cycle touring
Fishing

Hampton Half Way Hotel / Motel
(17 rooms + 14 bed bunkhouse)

State Forests
4WD
Trail bikes
Mushrooming
Picnics
Camping
Mountain biking

Millionth Acre Picnic area –
interpretation

Scenic driving – car and
motorcycle based touring
Road cycling

4WD
Trail Bikes
Motor cycle touring
Mountain biking
Fishing & boating (Lake Lyell)
Conferences / meetings
Bushwalkers
Bird watchers
Anglers

Accommodation:
Alexander Hotel – meals &
accommodation
Rydal Mount Conference Centre
Rydal Railway Station
Kookawood House
Wattle Cottage
Rose Cottage
Old Police Station
Rydal Cottage
Chapel House – Owl Pen

Daffodil Festival
Coach tour groups
Garden Clubs
Day trippers – Sydney & Central
NSW

Rydal Showground
Mountain Bike Trails
Picnic areas

Motor cycle touring
Fishing
Bushwalking
Bird‐watching
Rock climbing & Abseiling (permit
required)

Tarana Railway Station
Tarana Hotel

Oberon Council (Oberon + rural area to the east of Edith and Lowes Mount Road)
Jenolan Caves
Sight seeing / exploring
Range of accommodation in
Duckmaloi Reserve
Cave tours / adventure caving
Oberon & rural areas
Blenheim State Forest
4WD
Lowes Mountain State Forests
Trail Bikes
Oberon
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Activities undertaken

Oberon – Hazelgrove Rail Trail
Oberon Dam
Oberon Golf Course
Oberon Fossicking Area
Specialty retail – Oberon
Daffodil Farm
Oberon Museum
Cycle & Mountain‐bike trails
Mayfield Garden
Casey’s Vineyard
Winooka Park Winery
Lowes Mountain Truffiere
Ross Conifer Nursery

Mountain bikes
Road cycling
Mushrooming
Fossicking
Wine Tasting
Open Gardens
Golf
Fishing (Lake & Stream)
Picnicking
Bushwalking

Part 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis
Facilities
Restaurants & Cafes in Oberon
Retail + service – Oberon
Parks, gardens, picnic areas

Rydal – Tarana Corridor
The Rydal‐Tarana Corridor is located to the south of the Great Western Highway. The Rydal‐
Sodwalls‐Tarana Road it part of an east‐west touring route, from the Great Western Highway at
Old Bowenfels, past Lake Lyell, through Tarana and O’Connell and onto Bathurst. The route is
part of both the Tablelands Way and a Greater Blue Mountains Drive Discovery Trail. Rydal is
located about 5km north of this route on the Rydal‐Hampton Road. Both Rydal and Tarana are
located on the Main Western Railway line and have access to the XPT service between Sydney
and Dubbo.

Rydal
Rydal is a small historic village. It was proclaimed in 1843 and named after the home town of
the Poet William Wordsworth, famous for his poem, the Daffodils. The town boomed in the
1870’s when it was the last stop on the Main Western Railway line, with passengers having to
transfer to Cobb & Co coach to travel further west. Today the village has around 40 dwellings, a
few of which were built pre‐1900. Facilities and services are limited to the Alexander Hotel
(accommodation, bar, cafe, dining room), Rydal Showground, Rydal Mount Conference Centre
and the Greg Featherstone and Pioneer Parks. Rydal is known for its annual ‘Daffodils at Rydal’
event.
Due to its proximity to the Lidsdale State Forest, Marrangaroo National Park and Lake Lyell, the
ambience and character of the village, and the Hotel and Showground, Rydal is very popular
with the outdoor market. The area is favoured by 4WD clubs and social groups for training and
social outings, with the Showground being used for the occasional 4WD event. The hotel is
popular with trail bike riders, touring motor cyclists and mountain bikers. Rydal Mount attracts
small conferences, functions and social clubs, while the self contained accommodation is
popular with the short‐breaks market.
The Showground at Rydal is a significant asset for the LGA with the venue used for small
exhibitions, swap meets, event staging, rallies and camping for groups. The Showground is also
a designated camp‐site on the Bicentennial Trail. The main issue with the venue is the low
standard of the amenities, which need to be replaced.
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The Central Tableland Mountain Bike Club is developing a network of trails in the Lidsdale State
Forest, with facilities at Rydal considered ideal for hosting a range of mountain bike events.
Mountain biking and mountain bike events are a potential growth market for Lithgow LGA.
The area around Rydal is already popular with the 4WD clubs for driver training. The
establishment of the 4WD training facility at the Motor Sports Complex in Portland has the
potential to be marketed to Clubs, with the Clubs camping at Rydal Showground and
incorporating a session at the Motor Sports Complex as part of their training program.
Improvements needed in the Village include:





New amenities (public toilets and showers) at the Showground.
Public toilets ‐ could be provided at the Showground but would need to be effectively
signposted from Bathurst Street.
Information directory, possibly at the Showground showing the trails and facilities in the
area and providing information on responsible use of the Forest and National Park areas.
Continued upgrading of the entry corridors and route through town with the priority being
the area between the Railway crossing and the Hotel.

In addition there is a need for an inter‐agency approach to the management of the Lidsdale
State Forest – Marrangaroo National Park area.

Tarana
Tarana is a very small village on the western edge of the LGA, approximately 30km west of
Lithgow, 40km (by road) east of Bathurst and 25km north of Oberon. Tarana is known for its
Hotel, with the hotel being popular with the drive and motorcycle touring markets. Evans
Crown Nature Reserve also attracts bushwalkers and birdwatchers, with the Reserve being a
bird ‘hot spot’ and known for its wedge tail eagles.
Tarana is located at the junction of the Main Western Railway line and the Oberon Branch line.
The Oberon Branch line was closed in 1979 and has been leased to the Oberon Tarana Heritage
Railway Inc group who is restoring the line and proposing to operate a ‘tourist’ train between
Oberon and Tarana. A rail trail is also being developed within the rail corridor with the first
5.5km from Oberon to Hazelgrove completed. When completed, these projects will increase
visitation to Tarana.
There may also be potential to utilise the nearby Sunny Corner (southern section) and Lowes
Mount State Forests to strengthen the bush‐walking and bird watching product in the area.
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Directions Forward:
The product development opportunities within the Tablelands area are:


Enhance the touring experience – provide viewing areas along Jenolan Caves Road, on
the Lithgow Road near the rock formation and on the Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Tarana Road
(particularly in the area between Lithgow and Lake Lyell). Ensure that significant views /
view sheds are identified and protected by the new LEP.



Develop and promote the Rydal Showground as a venue for a range of small exhibitions
and events. As part of this, a new toilet block needs to be provided.



Support the development of mountain bike infrastructure in the Lidsdale State Forest
and work with the CTMB Club to attract mountain‐bike events to the area.



Continue to work with the Lithgow Oberon Bathurst (LOB) Tourism Alliance to develop
drive and motorcycle touring product and markets for the Tablelands area.



Work with Oberon Council to complete the Oberon – Tarana Rail Trail



Explore opportunities for using the Sunny Corner and/or Lowes Mount State Forest to
expand the bushwalking and bird‐watching product in the Tarana area.
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9.

Attraction & Activity Base

The attraction base of Lithgow LGA and surrounding region forms the backbone of the tourism
industry. Attractions have a major influence on trip behaviour, providing a reason for visiting
the area and/or in encouraging people to stay longer. Attractions can be broadly classified as:


Iconic Attractions ‐ High profile attractions that draw visitors into the area, including
attractions the tourist makes the purpose of their trip (anchors) and attractions that
tourists perceive that they 'must see' when in the area



Local Attractions ‐ These are the 'filler' attractions that people may visit while they are in
the area. They play no or a minimal role in the decision to visit the area.

An important measure of the 'success' of an attraction is the impression left on the individual,
and the extent to which they remember the experience, discuss it with others and consider
returning.
The propensity to visit attractions depends on the type and purpose of the trip. Through traffic
(transit market), particularly transit repeat visitors, have a considerably lower propensity to visit
attractions than the touring and destination markets. The transit market generally has a limited
time‐frame and tends to 'program' visits to attractions into their trip itinerary. They are more
likely to visit the higher profile attractions or attractions that they have a specific interest in.
These travellers are less likely to deviate from their route.
Touring travellers generally allow more time to explore an area and are interested in the range
of attractions and activities on offer. This market has a stronger likelihood of setting up a 'base'
to explore the surrounding area and a greater propensity to visit neighbouring towns and
villages.
The coach tour and school excursion markets have a very high propensity to visit attractions.
The attractions are however incorporated into the trip itinerary at the trip planning stage, with
the itinerary being relatively inflexible. There is no 'impulse' visitation to local attractions.
The propensity of destination‐based visitors to visit attractions depends primarily on their
reason for visiting the area and the amount of 'free' time that they have while in the area.
Business travellers, for example, are less likely to visit attractions than people visiting friends
and relatives (VFR).
Activities also play a significant role in generating visitation. In this sense, the area becomes the
‘venue’, the place people go to pursue a particular interest or participate in a specific activity. It
is the access to and quality of, the experience being sought that is the driver.

9.1

Regional Attractions – An Overview

The attractions available in Lithgow LGA need to be considered in the context of the attraction
base of the surrounding region. In particular, how the products, activities and experiences
offered in Lithgow LGA:
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Complement and strengthen other attractions in the region.
Compare to other parts of the region ‐ are they competitive.
Differentiate the LGA from other parts of the region.

Consideration also needs to be given to the opportunities to work with other localities that have
similar or complementary attractions and activities to build product awareness and visitation.
The higher profile attractions within the LGAs surrounding Lithgow, and the activities and
images strongly associated with the area are summarised below:
The iconic / high profile attractions in the surrounding area are:


Blue Mountains – The Blue Mountains is one of the three most visited locations in NSW,
with the Three Sisters / Echo Point being the iconic attraction. Visitation is concentrated in
the Upper Mountains around the higher profile lookouts and cliff top walking tracks, and in
the town centres of Katoomba, Leura and Blackheath. The Blue Mountains National Park is
part of a Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area. As such, there are restrictions on
the activities that can be undertaken, with very limited vehicle access to remote areas. The
Blue Mountains area is more about viewing, picnicking and bushwalking – with most
visitors primarily staying on the escarpment and plateau and ‘looking down’ into the
Valleys. In contrast, a broader range of activities are permissible in the National Parks in
Lithgow LGA, with 4WD vehicle access to remote locations. Lithgow is also a LGA of valleys,
surrounded by forested escarpments – looking up not down.



Blue Mountains Botanic Gardens is located approximately 38 kilometres south‐east of
Lithgow on the Bells Line of Road. Mt Tomah specialises in cool climate plants, and
provides a mix of formal and themed gardens, native bushland, walking trails, board walks
and viewing platforms. The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Centre is located in
the Gardens with this Centre providing information on the natural environment and the
aboriginal and early European history of the area. Guided and self‐guided tours of the
Gardens are available. The Gardens also has a restaurant and is popular for weddings and
functions. The Gardens is one of the focal points on the Botanist Way touring route, and
also one of the iconic gardens attractions within the Region. Over the past decade,
visitation to the Gardens has fluctuated between 65,000 and 90,000 visitors per annum.



Jenolan Caves – Jenolan Caves is located in Oberon Council LGA, approximately 55
kilometres south of Lithgow. Jenolan Caves attracts around 200,000 to 250,000 visitors a
year, with the majority of these visitors accessing the area via the Hartley Valley and
southern part of Lithgow LGA. Jenolan Caves are the highest profile cave system in
Australia, with the Caves recognised as one of the ‘icons’ of the Blue Mountains.



Mudgee Wine Area – Mudgee is located approximately 125km north‐west of Lithgow.
Mudgee is an established, high profile food and wine destination, and is the second most
visited Wine Region in NSW8 It is also known for its heritage, in particular the historic town
of Gulgong, and its boutique shopping and lifestyle. Since the merger with Rylstone and

8

Destination NSW Snapshot of Food and Wine Tourism, 2009
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Kandos to form Mid‐Western LGA, the focus has been on developing and promoting the
National Parks and reserves in the Rylstone area as part of the attraction base of the area.
The NPWS has invested significantly in quality visitor infrastructure and interpretation at
Dunns Swamp in the Wollemi National Park. Dunns Swamp provides formalised camping
areas, day visitors areas, walking tracks, 4WD trails and boat ramps for access to the lake.
There is also a licensed tour operator providing boat tours on the Lake.


Mt Panorama at Bathurst – car racing circuit.

The main attractions, activities and events held in the LGAs surrounding Lithgow LGA are
summarised in Table 9.1.
The proximity of Lithgow to such a diverse range of attractions is a significant selling point for
the LGA, with the LGA being an ideal base for exploring the surrounding area. The key challenge
lies in building a profile that differentiates Lithgow LGA from the Blue Mountains. Jenolan
Caves, the Zig Zag Railway and the Wollemi Pine are positioned and perceived as iconic
attractions of the Blue Mountains. Oberon has started to forge a ‘separate’ identity through its
mushrooming and fossicking. While areas of Lithgow LGA are increasingly being used as a
‘playground’ for Sydney‐siders (a place to ‘do’ rather than ‘look’), this attribute is yet to be
recognised in the marketplace.

Table 9.1

Main Attractions, Activities and Events in the LGA’s Surrounding Lithgow LGA

LGA / Town
Positioning /
Branding

Blue Mountains
World Heritage

Oberon
‘Simple Pleasures’

Main Themes

World Heritage
Outdoor – adventure
Lifestyle – galleries &
dining
Three Sisters
Cliff Top Walks
Scenic World
Katoomba & Leura
Three Sisters – Echo Point
Scenic World
Six foot Track
Historic towns and
villages
Blue Mountains Botanic
Gardens
Edge Cinema
Galleries & fine arts
National Park attractions
– lookouts, walking trails,
picnic areas, waterfalls
Euroka Clearing –
kangaroos
Showcase Gardens
Trolley & Explorer Buses
Specialty retailing
Cafes & restaurants

Outdoor
Nature‐based
Adventure

Main
Attractions/
Destinations
Attractions

Jenolan Caves
Oberon Township
Mushroom forests
Jenolan Caves
Kanangra Boyd
National Park
State Forests
Lake Oberon
Mayfield Garden
Truffiere
Casey’s Vineyard
Binacrombie Bike Park
Historic villages &
pubs

Bathurst
Close enough to
Sydney... But just far
enough away
Vibrant LGA
4 Distinct Seasons
History & Heritage
Motor Racing
Bathurst
Mt Panorama
Sofala‐Hill End
Mt Panorama
National Motor
Racing Museum
Abercrombie Caves
Fossil & Mineral
Museum
Turon Technology
Museum
Goldfields Centre
Chifley Dam
Regional Art Gallery
Historic Homes
Sheep & Cattledrome
Historic Villages &
Sites – including
Sofala & Hill End
Stone Pine Distillery
Farmers Markets
Wineries
Specialty & Boutique

Mudgee
In every sense
perfection
Awaken / indulge the
senses‐ see, hear,
smell, taste and touch
Wineries
Mudgee
Gulgong
Rylstone
Wineries
Wine Tours
Mudgee Brewery
Meadery
Café & fine dining
Gulgong / Gulgong
Museum
Shopping & markets
Local produce
Historic towns and
villages
Dunns Swamp
Munghorn Gap
Nature Reserve
Wollemi, Goulburn
River and Coolah Tops
National Park
Lake Windermere
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LGA / Town
Activities

Featured
Festivals &
Events

Blue Mountains

Oberon

Bushwalking
Picnicking
Scenic drives / sight
seeing
Mountain biking
Horse riding
Dining
Boutique shopping /
markets / antiques
Pampering ‐ spas
Golf
Abseiling / Rock Climbing
/ Canyoning
Wildlife viewing

Cave tours
Adventure Caving
Horse riding
Mountain biking
Motor bikes
4WD & Tag along
Tours
Mushrooming
Truffle Hunts
Bushwalking
Camping
Watersports
Fishing
Abseiling / Canyoning
Fossicking
Golf
Bird Watching
Scenic Drives

Guided Tours – scenic,
4WD, garden, historical,
aboriginal, walking /
hiking, mountain biking,
kayaking
Roaring 20’s Festival
Markets
Arts & Craft Exhibitions
Music & performance
events
Ukulele Festival
Winter Magic

Jenolan Caves
Concerts in the Caves
& Carols in the Caves
Simple Pleasures
Festival
Summer Festival
Spring Gardens
Festival
Farmers Markets
Highland Steam &
Vintage Fair

Bathurst
Retail
Wine Tasting
Fine & Casual Dining
Golf
Off road tours
4WD
Camping
Fishing
Boating & Water
Sports (Chifley Dam)
Cave Tours
Scenic Drives
Soaring
Shopping
Dining

Bathurst 1000
Bathurst 12 hour race
Custom Motorcycle
Show

Mudgee
Wine Tasting
Winery Tours
Fine & Casual Dining
Golf
Cycling
Scenic drives
Heritage walks
Bushwalking
Camping

Food & Wine Festival
Day on the Green
Gulgong Folk Festival

There is overlap between the product offered in Lithgow LGA and that of Oberon and Bathurst
LGA, with the three areas starting to work together (the LOB Tourism Alliance) to promote
outdoor and adventure based products, the historic rural villages and car, motorcycle and cycle
based touring. The Rural South Precinct in Lithgow is a ‘natural’ fit with Oberon.
At the northern end of the LGA, there is synergy between the Capertee Valley and Mid‐Western
LGA. The Capertee Valley is effectively an extension of the Rylstone – Dunns Swamp
‘experience’ with Rylstone being the northern gateway to the Valley. The Valley is also
accessible as a day trip for visitors staying in Mudgee. Mudgee does not include the Capertee
Valley or the oil shale ruins at Glen Davis in any of its promotional material. Inclusion of the
Valley would strengthen Mudgee’s nature‐based product, particularly its bird‐watching product,
and would ‘drive’ more visitors through the Rylstone – Kandos area.
Lithgow LGA should seek to enter into an alliance with Mudgee Tourism (similar to the LOB
Tourism Alliance in the south), to market and promote the Capertee Valley. As a bare minimum,
the Valley needs to be effectively signposted from both Rylstone and Kandos. It would also be
highly desirable for information on the Valley to be included in the interpretative material at
Dunn’s Swamp.
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Directions Forward:
 Strongly position and promote Lithgow LGA as a ‘base’ or ‘hub’ for exploring the
surrounding area. For cost‐conscious markets (eg touring caravans, wanderers, families),
Lithgow is a low cost alternative to staying in the Blue Mountains.
 To continue to work with Oberon and Bathurst LGAs in the marketing and promotion of
the central and southern precincts of the LGA, particularly in relation to drive, motorcycle
and cycle based touring.
 Position and promote Lithgow as an ‘activity‐based play‐ground’– a place to ‘do’ rather
than just look.
 Work with Mudgee Tourism to incorporate the Capertee Valley into the product base for
Mid‐Western LGA – for the mutual benefit of both areas.
 Explore strategies for tapping into the visitor markets going to Jenolan Caves, the Zig Zag
Railway and the Blue Mountains Botanical Gardens to raise awareness of the attractions
available in the LGA and to ‘driving’ business into the LGA.

9.2

Lithgow LGA – Overview

The attractions and activities available in Lithgow LGA are summarised in Tables 9.2 and 9.3.
The strength of the LGA lies in:


An abundance of very scenically attractive areas and the diversity of landscapes, with each
valley / area offering different scenery, products and experiences. This provides the basis
for a ‘multi‐day’ stay and strengthens the ‘hub and spoke’ positioning of the LGA.



Diversity and scale of the National Park and State Forest areas within the LGA, combined
with the range of activities that can be undertaken in these areas. Lithgow is one of the
closest areas to Sydney that has four wheel drive (4WD) access to National Parks. Visitors
can ‘do more’ in the National Parks in Lithgow than they can in the Blue Mountains
National Park.



Unique / spectacular landforms – Pagoda Rocks, the Capertee Valley, the three ‘little
sisters’ in the Wolgan Valley, the sandstone escarpments – and their colour change on
sunset.



Iconic attraction – the Zig Zag Railway – with the challenge being to use the railway to drive
business into the LGA.



Having the highest lookout in the Blue Mountains, and the widest enclosed valley in
Australia and possibly in the world, attributes that are not effectively capitalised upon.
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Capertee Valley – bird hot spot ‐ ranked in the top ten bird sites in Australia and the top 50
sites internationally.



The Lithgow area is renowned for mountain biking and attracts cycle tourists from around
the world



Small Arms Factory Museum – recognised internationally by fire‐arm enthusiasts.



Industrial and mining heritage, dating from the early colonial days to the present.



Early colonial history, with the Crossing of the Blue Mountains.

With the raw assets available, the LGA has the potential to become a significant tourist
destination. At present however, most of the attractions and assets within the LGA are under‐
developed, under‐capitalised and under‐resourced. The key issues and challenges are:


Most of the outdoor assets and attractions in the LGA (National Parks, State Forests, Crown
Reserves, water bodies) are controlled by Government Agencies. Tourism is not a core
business for these organisations, with the Agencies not resourced to provide and maintain
quality visitor facilities and infrastructure.



Most of the heritage attractions are managed by Council or not‐for profit / volunteer
groups. Neither Council nor these groups, have the funds or resources required to develop
and manage these attractions to their full potential.



Achieving long term sustainability – some of the outdoor activities undertaken in the LGA
(eg 4WD, trail bikes) are causing environmental damage. If the damage cannot be
controlled, the LGA faces the ‘threat’ of the Land Management Agencies reducing or
prohibiting access to areas. Managing and ‘channelling’ these activities and endeavouring
to attract segments within these activity markets that are more ‘responsible’ will help to
change the balance and ultimately reduce impacts.



Creating a number of different ‘destinations’ within the LGA – places that visitors identify
with specific activities, and places that become ‘must do’ trips for people staying in the
LGA. Allied to this is the creation of ‘signature’ attractions – for example – 3 ‘must do’ –
walks, mountain bike rides, 4WD trails etc – and then hanging other activities off these.



Leveraging off the attractions ‐ Where possible, channelling visitors into towns and villages
where there is the possibility for economic gain.

For Council:


Ensuring that the infrastructure is in place to accommodate growth and to service visitors
to the area.



The need to make changes in how assets are managed to increase utilisation and generate
economic returns. Difficult political decisions may need to be made, to take the LGA
forward.



Risk management.
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Opportunities to improve and strengthen the attraction base of the LGA are discussed in the
following sections.
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Table 9.2 Attraction Base of Lithgow LGA by Locality – Summary
Nature / Outdoors

Waterways –
Rivers & Dams

Heritage, History &
Museums

Galleries, Arts & Craft,
Antiques

Food & Wine

Other

Community Craft Centre
Lithgow Pottery (not open to
the public)

Secret
Creek
Café
&
Restaurant
Country Organic Coffee
Lithgow Valley Springs
Zig Zag Brewery
Lithgow Wholesale Meats –
Shogun Wagyu

Union Theatre
Queen Elizabeth Park
Lithgow Golf Course
Thales Rifle Range
Lithgow Ponds – bird hotspot

Wang Bakery
Wallerawang Butcher –
Speckle Park Beef
Road‐side
harvesting
(seasonal)
Mushrooming

Mt Piper Delta Energy Expo
Crystal Theatre
Aromatherapy – Portland

Japanese Tea Shack

Sparadise – Japanese bath
house
Lookout – Dam Wall

Farm Gate outlets – seasonal
Jannei Goat Dairy
Foxwood Farm Fine Food
Cafe

Mt Piper Delta Energy Expo

Central Precincts
Lithgow
Hassans Walls Reserve –
Hassans Walls and Braceys
Lookouts,
walking and
mountain bike trails

Lake Pillans Wetlands
Cox’s River

Blast Furnace Park
Eskbank House Museum
Small Arms Factory Museum
State Mine Heritage Park
Heritage Railway (not operating)
Power Station ruins
Lithgow Pottery
Historic precincts & streetscapes
Historic Railway viaducts
Fire, Forge Trail

Lake Wallace
Thompsons Creek Dam
Cox’s River

Signs of Yesteryear
Portland Cement Works
Bottle Kilns
Portland historic precincts
streetscapes
Charles Darwin memorial
Historic churches

Portland – Wallerawang
Falnash State Forest
Sunny Corner State Forest
Turon State Forest
Ben Bullen State Forest
Lidsdale State Forest
Portland Common

&

Lake Lyell & surrounds
Marrangaroo National Park
Lidsdale State Forest

Lake Lyell
Cox’s River

Rural North
Newnes Plateau – Clarence & Dargan Areas
Castlereagh Highway Corridor
Gardens of Stone National
Park
Wollemi National Park
Ben Bullen State Forest
Baal Bone Gap

Historic hotels –
Bullen, Capertee
Ben Bullen Station

Cullen

Craft outlet – Capertee
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Waterways –
Rivers & Dams

Heritage, History &
Museums

Galleries, Arts & Craft,
Antiques
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Food & Wine
Other

Pearson’s Lookout

Wolgan Valley
Wollemi National Park
Wolgan State Forest
Wolgan Gap Lookout
Pipeline Pass & other walks

Wolgan River

Black Fellows Hand Reserve
Newnes Oil Shale ruins
Newnes Hotel
Historic rail corridor +
connection to Glow Worm
tunnel

Newnes Hotel – Wood Fired
Pizza

Wolgan Valley Spa & Resort

Capertee Valley
Size of the Canyon
Wollemi National Park
Gardens of Stone National
Park
Capertee National Park
Mugii Murum‐ban SCA
Airly State Forest
Pipeline Pass Track
Bicentennial Trail
Pantoney’s Crown

Glen Davis Oil Shale Works
ruins – tour
Simmo’s Museum
Torbane Shale Oil ruins
Airly Village ruins

Internationally
recognised
bird hotspot
Bird Guide
Helicopter tours
4WD tours
Alpacas

Turon River

Historic Gold Fields

Horse riding
Canoe Hire

Fish River
Mutton Falls

Rydal – historic buildings,
including historic churches
Tarana – historic buildings

Rydal Sculpture Park
Longwood Studio &
Gallery
(Sandra Laroche)

Cox’s River

Hartley Historic Site
Historic buildings & sites
including – cemetery, Comet

Harp of Erin
Aldgate Gallery (HV Tea
Rooms)

Capertee
Cooringooba
Walk

River
–
Campground

The Turon Valley
Turon National Park
Turon State Forest
Turon Gate

Rural South
Rydal – Tarana
Evans Crown Nature Reserve
Marrangaroo National Park
Lidsdale State Forest +
mountain bike trails
Bicentennial Trail

Art

Tarana Hotel
Tarana Oils (Olive Oil)

Daffodils at Rydal
Network of local rural roads
Greg Featherstone Park
Pioneer Park
Ross Conifer Nursery

Adam’s Shed
Full Throttle Diner
The Farmhouse – Lolly Shop

Maple
Springs
Nursery
Great Western Nursery
Alpacas

Hartley Valley
Hyde Park Reserve
Londonderry Reserve
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Waterways –
Rivers & Dams

Walks
Lawsons Long Alley
Lockyers Rd Loop
Berghofers Pass
Mt Victoria to Hartley

Heritage, History &
Museums

Galleries, Arts & Craft,
Antiques

Inn, Collitts Inn, Ambermere
Rose,
Site of the old kerosene
works
Venicular Railway ruins
Cox’s Road

Talismen Gallery
Dawes Offord
Meads Farm

Part 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis
Food & Wine
Other
Talisman Gallery – wood
fired pizza

-

Ngullaminya
Bonny Belle
Peak
Belgrave

Kanimbla Valley
Blue Mountains
Park
Six Foot Track

National

Cox’s River

Network of Local Roads

Hampton – Tablelands
Hampton State Forest
Millionth Acre picnic area
Mt Bindo Lookout
Jenolan State Forest

Mushrooming

Hartley Wind Farm
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Table 9.3 Special Interests and Activities that can be undertaken in Lithgow LGA – by Precinct
Special Interest / Activity

Central Precincts

4WD driving
Tag‐along tours (permit required)
4WD club training, rallys and
events (permit required)

Sunny Corner State Forest
Ben Bullen State Forest
Lidsdale State Forest
Motor Sports Complex (from late 2012)

Trail bikes (registered)
Trail Bike Tours

Falnash State Forest
Sunny Corner State Forest
Turon State Forest
Ben Bullen State Forest
Lidsdale State Forest
Enduro Events – Sunny Corner / Lidsdale Forests
(permit required)
Hassans Walls Reserves
Lidsdale State Forest
Marrangaroo National Park
Bicentennial Trail
Permits required to be undertaken in State
Forests

Mountain biking

Cycling
Bush Walking

Portland ‐ Wallerawang
Hassans Walls Reserve
Portland Common
Bicentennial Trail

Abseiling, Rock Climbing,
Canyoning
Horse Riding
(opportunities for both trail rides
and bring your own horses) permits
required
Fishing (including fly fishing)

Bicentennial Trail
State Forests

Lake Lyell

Rural North

Rural South

Newnes State Forest
Wollemi National Park
Gardens of Stone National Park
Capertee National Park
Mugii Murum‐ban SCA
Airly State Forest
Newnes State Forest
Wollemi National Park
Gardens of Stone National Park
Capertee National Park
Mugii Murum‐ban SCA
Airly State Forest

Marrangaroo National Park
Lidsdale State Forest
Hampton State Forest
Jenolan State Forest
Kanimbla Valley

Newnes Plateau
Newnes Junction – Newnes Rail corridor
Capertee Challenge
Bicentennial Trail
National Parks
Permits required to be undertaken in State
Forests
Capertee Valley Roads – Dunville Loop
Pipeline Pass
National Parks & State Forests
Bicentennial Trail
Glow Worm Tunnel

Rydal – Lidsdale State Forest
Bicentennial Trail

Newnes State Forest
Wollemi National Park
Gardens of Stone National Park
Turon Gates (trail rides)
Bicentennial Trail
State Forests
Capertee National Park (proposed)
Turon River

Marrangaroo National Park
Lidsdale State Forest
Hampton State Forest
Jenolan State Forest
Kanimbla Valley

Tableland roads – scenic rides
Evans Crown
Bicentennial Trail
Lawsons Long Alley
Lockyers Rd Loop
Berghofers Pass
Mt Victoria to Hartley walk
Kanimbla Valley
Evans Crown (permit required)
Bicentennial Trail
State Forests
Rydal Showground – staging area for horse
events
Cox’s River
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Special Interest / Activity

Canoeing / kayaking – white water
(water level dependent)
Canoeing – flat water
Power boating, water sports
Non Powered boating / sailing /
dragon boats
Bird Watching

Orienteering

Firearms Enthusiasts / Shooting /
Hunting
Gardening / Plant enthusiasts
Arts & Crafts – workshops
Golf
Motor Sports

Train spotting / rail heritage
enthusiasts
Photography

Fossicking
Alpacas

Central Precincts
Lake Wallace
Thompson’s Creek Dam
Cox’s River
Cox’s River – below Lake Lyell dam wall
Lake Lyell
Lake Wallace
Lake Lyell
Lake Lyell
Lake Wallace
Lithgow Ponds
Lake Pillans
Lake Wallace
Main areas
Lidsdale State Forest
Sunny Corner State Forest
Other State Forests
Small Arms Factory Museum
Thales Lithgow Rifle Range
State Forests
Wild flowers – Hassans Walls
Lake Wallace Arboretum (when opened)
Blacksmithing demonstrations – State Mine
Lithgow Golf Course
Portland Golf Course
Go Karts
Rallies and events – State Forests
Yvonne Martyn Memorial Motor Sports Complex
State Mine Railway Limited Museum
Heritage railway viaducts & other historic
infrastructure
Natural environment / landscapes
Industrial heritage
Wildflowers & birds

Rural North
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Rural South
River Lett
Fish River

Turon River
Turon River

Capertee Valley – internationally recognised, bird
guide available
Turon Valley
State Forests

Evans Crown

Lidsdale State Forest
Hampton State Forest

State Forests

State Forests

Wildflowers in National Parks & SCA

Daffodils at Rydal / open gardens
Plant Nurseries at Hartley
Talismen Gallery (occasional)

Speedway – Cullen Bullen

Rallies & events – State Forests

Zig Zag Railway
Heritage Rail infrastructure / Glow Worm tunnel
Ben Bullen Station
Natural environment / landscapes
Industrial heritage
Wildflowers & birds
Turon State Forest
Alpaca Trail (Mudgee)

Remains of the Venicular Railway
Tarana‐Oberon Tourist Railway (being
developed)
Natural environment / landscapes
Heritage buildings
Wildflowers & birds
Hampton & Jenolan State Forests
Alpaca Open Days
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9.3

Planning Framework

The key regulatory documents that will control development of tourist attractions and activities
in Lithgow LGA are the new Local Environmental Plan (LEP) and Plans of Management prepared
for National Parks and Crown Reserves.

9.3.1 Local Environmental Plan
Tourism is a difficult industry to plan for as tourism activities extend across a range of landuse
zones and are often part of other landuse activities (eg a cellar door attached to a winery, a tour
operating on an industrial site). The Standard Instrument for the preparation of LEPs provides
definitions of a diverse range of activities that could potentially be used by tourists. The LEP
Practice Note for ‘Providing for Tourism in Standard Instrument Local Environmental Plans’
identifies a range of activities and transport facilities associated with Tourism. It also provides a
list of the Standard Land Use Zones and lists the most likely tourist activities and facilities that
could be included as permissible landuses / activities within these zones. The Practice Note
advises that other zones and uses may also be appropriate depending on the circumstances.
In preparing the Draft LEP, Council needs to give consideration to the very diverse range of
activities that are currently, or have the potential to be, undertaken in the LGA as well as the
localities where these activities could occur, and ensure that they are permissible, with consent,
in the land‐use zones adopted for each area. Consideration also needs to be given to providing
facilities for highway and touring travellers. A number of the highways / touring routes within
the LGA traverse areas likely to be zoned Rural or Environmental Protection. Specific provisions
may need to be included to enable activities along the routes that may not necessarily be
desirable in other rural areas.

9.3.2 Plans of Management
Plans of Management for lands controlled by National Parks, FCNSW and for Crown Land, set
the framework for the use of areas and facilities. The Plans of Management typically specify the
types of uses/activities that will be permissible and where these uses/activities can occur as well
as factors such as access and the visitor facilities and services to be provided.
With limited funds and resources, the Land Management Agencies often use Plans of
Management as a means of limiting their financial and resource commitments by restricting
development. As such the tourism potential of areas are not being realised, and visitors are not
necessarily being adequately catered for. This has flow‐on impacts for funding, with budgets
for Parks and Reserves generally taking into account what needs to be done to meet the
requirements of the Plan of Management. If the Plan of Management makes no or minimal
provision for visitor facilities, then there is minimal / no funding allocated.
It is important that Council seeks to input into the preparation of Draft Plans of Management
from a tourism perspective and also makes strong submissions (either in support of proposed
facilities or to request the provision of additional facilities) to Draft Plans of Management when
on exhibition.
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9.4 Tourist Drives & Trails
The majority of visitors travel to Lithgow by car, with drive‐based touring being part of the travel
experience. In addition, the LGA is very popular for 4WD and motorcycle touring, both road and
off‐road and for cycle and mountain bike touring.
There are three State / regional tourism drives that feed into the LGA:




Greater Blue Mountains Drive
Tablelands Way
Botanist Way

In addition, there are:




A number of scenic drives within the Lithgow LGA that are promoted by Tourism Lithgow
Off‐road touring routes and 4WD trails through National Parks and State Forests
Themed trails – bird trails and alpaca

9.4.1 Touring Routes
Greater Blue Mountains Drive
The Greater Blue Mountains Drive is a network of touring routes through the Blue Mountains
World Heritage area. The Drive has three primary loops and eighteen Discovery Trails. Each of
these loops pass through Lithgow.




Northern loop
Central loop
Southern loop

Blue Mountains – Lithgow – Mudgee ‐ Hunter Valley
Penrith – Lithgow ‐ Hawkesbury
Blue Mountains – Lithgow – Oberon – Goulburn – Southern Highlands

In addition, there are five Discovery Trails that are within or pass through Lithgow LGA:






Newnes Plateau – Glow Worm Tunnel
Wolgan Valley
O’Connell – Tarana
Jenolan – Kanangra
Dunn’s Swamp ‐ Capertee

The Discovery Trails are designated as suitable for 2WD vehicles (and need to be maintained as
such).
The Drive is well signposted and also well resourced in terms of print material, maps and a
website. The Drive is promoted both nationally and internationally and as such provides good
exposure for Lithgow LGA.
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As the product in Portland and Wallerawang develops, Council should seek to have the
Wallerawang‐Portland‐Cullen Bullen loop included as a Discovery Trail, with the attractions on
this Trail including the Great Tree Arboretum, Lake Wallace, Old Wallerawang Station,
Wallerawang Butcher, Portland Town Centre, Signs of Yester Year, Portland Cement Works and
the Bottle Kilns, plus the State Forests around Portland.

Tablelands Way
The Tablelands Way extends from Muswellbrook in the Hunter Valley, south to Canberra via
Mudgee, Lithgow, Oberon and Goulburn. Within Lithgow LGA, the Tablelands Way follows the
Castlereagh Highway from Capertee to Lithgow, the Great Western Highway to Hartley and then
the Jenolan Caves Road south to Hampton. The Tablelands Way is supported by quality display
material, an A4 glossy brochure and a website. There are Tablelands Way information
directories at Capertee (Charles Pirie Park) and the Lithgow Visitor Information Centre.

Botanist Way
The Botanist Way is a section of the Greater Blue Mountains Drive. The route links the
Hawkesbury Valley and Lithgow along the Bell Line of Road and traverses the country that was
travelled by the botanist, George Caley in 1804. The touring route was conceived in 2005 and a
website and brochure developed. The core attractions along the route were identified as the
spectacular scenery of the Blue Mountains World Heritage area and the Blue Mountains Botanic
Gardens. At the next level down were the changing vegetation communities in responses to
changes in soil type along the route, and the access to lookouts, trails and picnic areas along the
route.
From a marketing perspective, the route has lost impetus. While it is marketed as part of the
Greater Blue Mountains Drive and is included on the Tourism Lithgow website, it is not
marketed by Tourism Hawkesbury, with the Hawkesbury Drives section of the Hawkesbury
website featuring the Bells Line of Road with no reference to the Botanist Way.
The concept of the Drive is sound, however the ‘botanist’ experience has not been fully
developed. There are a range of ‘plant‐related’ experiences along the route, that need to be
brought together to form the focus for the drive. These include:








Blue Mountains Botanic Garden
Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Centre at Mt Tomah
The cool climate gardens of Mt Wilson, Mt Tomah and Mt Irvine
Waratah Native Gardens – as well as the waratahs in the Clarence area in spring.
Cathedral of Ferns at Mt Wilson
Blue Gum Forests of the Grose Valley
The Bilpin Orchards

The product base also needs to be strengthened at the Lithgow end of the route. There is
potential to do this through product development in Lithgow LGA, including:



Wild flower walks on Hassan’s Walls Reserve
The Giant Tree Arboretum at Wallerawang
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Extending the native gardens at Lake Pillans
Promoting the Daffodils at Rydal festival as one of the ‘garden’ events held along the
Route.
Establishing a garden theme in Wallerawang.
Directions Forward:
Greater Blue Mountain Drive:
 Continue to support and be involved in the Greater Blue Mountains Drive.
 Ensure that unsealed sections of the Discovery Trail roads within Lithgow LGA are
maintained to 2WD standard.
 Explore options for including a Wallerawang – Portland loop as a Discovery Trail.
 Continue to develop ‘experiences’ within the route corridors.
Tablelands Way:
 Explore options for improving on the presentation and content of information on the
section of the route through Lithgow LGA, in both the brochure (next print‐run)
 Work with the Tablelands Way committee to continue to develop and promote the route,
including development of additional touring loops.
Botanist Way:
 Encourage / facilitate product development at the Lithgow end of the route to provide a
focal point and reason for travelling the route.
 Re‐activate the route committee and further develop the product, focusing on the
‘botanical’ experiences along the routes (eg opportunities to see waratahs) rather than
the more historical and scientific aspects.

9.4.2 Regional and Scenic Drives
Tourism Lithgow promotes a number of regional and scenic drives in both the ‘Lithgow
Surprisingly Diverse’ brochure and on the Tourism Lithgow website. The drives promoted are:

Table 9.4 Regional & Scenic Drives Promoted by Tourism Lithgow
Regional Drives
Tablelands Way
Greater Blue Mountains Drive
Botanist Way
Jenolan Caves – Kanangra Walls – Oberon
Mt York – Mt Victoria – Blackheath –
Megalong Valley
Katoomba ‐ Leura – Wentworth Falls
Bathurst
Mudgee

Scenic Drives
Lithgow town – lookouts, Blast Furnace Park
Town & Country – Museums, Wallerawang &
Portland, Lake Lyell, Lake Wallace
Wolgan Valley
Zig Zag Railway, Newnes Plateau and Glow
Worm Tunnel
Capertee, Capertee Valley, Rylstone
Furnace, Fire and Forge
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The depth of the drive product radiating from Lithgow supports the positioning of the LGA as a
‘hub’ or ‘base’ for exploring the Blue Mountains and Central Tablelands. The next stage in the
development of these routes is to prepare a set of information sheets for the Drives, with these
sheets incorporating a map plus detailed route notes. Another option is a ‘Drives App’ for
mobile phones and tablets.
From a tourism perspective, the most significant roads in the LGA are listed in Table 9.5, along
with the improvements required to enhance the drive experience;
Table 9.5 Significant Tourism Roads – Lithgow LGA
Road

Improvements Required to Enhance the Drive Experience

Wolgan Road







Glen Davis / Glen Alice
Roads




Jenolan Caves Road
Wallerawang
Portland Road

–

Hassans Walls Road
Glow Worm Tunnel
Road – State Mine
Gully Road / Old Bells
Line of Road
Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Tarana
Road









Improved access to Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu and Wolgan Falls
Viewing area / platform at Wolgan Gap
Viewing areas along the route (sign posted with camera icons)
Maintenance of the road to 2WD standard along its entire length
Directional signage to the 4WD track heads in the Gardens of Stone National
Park, the Airly Ruins and to Coorongooba camping area and walking track.
Updating and improving the LCC signs relating to kilometres of unsealed
road.
Viewing areas along the route where travellers can pull off the road safely
to enjoy the scenery.
Improved directional signage along the route, and within Portland
Establishment of touring loops from the Great Western Highway and the
Castlereagh Highway
Use of icon service signs on the Highways.
Continue to maintain to 2WD standard
Information directories at the Lithgow and Clarence entrances to the
Newnes Plateau.
Maintaining the road to 2WD standard
Viewing area/s along the Lithgow‐Lake Lyell section + protection of rural
views from residential development.

Directions Forward:
 Position Lithgow as a ‘base’ to explore the Upper Blue Mountains and Central Tablelands
area. As part of this further develop the regional and scenic drive product
- Formulate suggested itineraries for multi‐day stays in the LGA.
- Produce maps / information to support the drives.
- Extend the drive product to include Portland and Wallerawang – with a loop drive from
Lithgow and scenic route alternatives off the Great Western Highway and Castlereagh
Highway
 Ensure that the significance of the roads listed in Table 9.5 in supporting tourism, are
recognised and taken into consideration in determining priorities in Council’s works
programs.
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9.4.3 Motorcycle Touring
The road network on the Central Tablelands is very popular for road‐bike touring, with the
bikers favouring the historic village hotels for both meals and accommodation. The LOB
Tourism Alliance is working with Roads & Maritime Services to produce a motor‐cycle touring
guide for the area. Rydal Showground is an ideal venue for large motor cycle groups looking for
a camping area or ‘rally point’ and is also ideal for ‘show and shine’ type events.
Lithgow LGA is also popular with trail bikes, and there is potential to identify and promote a
number of ‘signature’ trail rides through the area, including potentially the Enduro trail in the
Sunny Corner State Forest used for the National Enduro Championships.

Directions Forward:


Continue to work with the LOB Tourism Alliance and RMS to develop, package and
promote motorcycle touring routes and product in the Central Tablelands Region. Ensure
that Rydal Showground is featured as a venue for large group camping, rallies, show &
shines etc.



Utilise this product and exposure to target motorcycle events for the LGA.



Identify, develop and promote 2‐3 signature off‐road rides through the City, utilizing local
accommodation for overnight stays.



Promote these off‐road touring routes to motorbike clubs and associations.

9.4.4 4WD Touring
As discussed in Section 9.5, the National Parks and State Forests in Lithgow LGA are very popular
with 4WD clubs and enthusiasts. There is no 4WD guide to the area, nor are the tracks within
the LGA ‘graded’ in terms of difficulty or experience needed (similar to the ski runs and walking
trails). Some of the contributing factors to damage in the area are the methods used to
‘recover’ vehicles that are stuck and making unauthorised tracks to by‐pass challenging sections.
Many of the 4WDers coming into the area remain in the bush and do not venture into the towns
and villages within the LGA.
Potentially there is opportunity to ‘shape’ the market by
structuring and coordinating the 4WD product in the area. For example:




Grading the trails with assistance of relevant land managers– with a 4WD page on the
Tourism Lithgow Website – with this linked to 4WD club and association web‐pages. The
page should also feature tag‐along‐tour options and the 4WD training facility that is
currently being established as part of the Motor Sports complex at Portland.
Identifying a number of ‘signature’ or ‘must do’ drives, that bring 4WD’ers into contact
with local businesses.
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Track‐head signage that also includes information on petrol, vehicle recovery / towing and
other services available in Lithgow LGA.

One of the potential signature 4WD drive routes is from the Newnes Plateau to Capertee via
Blackfellows Hands Road and Baal Bone Gap, through to the Turon National Park and the Sunny
Corner State Forest, finishing in Portland (preferred) or Meadow Flats (or vice versa). This route
would direct traffic into Capertee and also through Lithgow, increasing opportunities for
expenditure.
Directions Forward:


Explore options for shaping the 4WD market, through improved structure and
coordination, to enhance sustainability and increase yield to the City.



Identify, develop and promote 2‐3 ‘signature’ 4WD routes through the LGA, with one of
the routes incorporating Newnes Plateau – Capertee –Turon‐ Portland.

9.4.5 Cycle & Mountain Bike Touring
Cycle tourism is a fledgling market for Lithgow LGA. The network of local roads and heritage
villages in the Central Tablelands area (extending through Lithgow, Oberon and Bathurst LGAs)
is ideal for cycle touring as well as for training and social rides for cycle clubs and groups.
Both nationally and internationally, cycling is gaining increasing recognition as a market with
very strong growth potential. The sector is attracting considerable interest from tourism
organisations and governments, with a resultant increase in investment in cycling infrastructure,
research, marketing and promotion.
The market includes:


Cycle club / social group organised rides – generally half – full day loop rides.



Independent touring (FIT Travel). This can include ultra light and lightweight touring,
where cyclists travel with minimal supplies, stay in commercial accommodation and
purchase food etc, through to fully loaded touring, where the cyclist is primarily self
sufficient, carrying a tent, cooking equipment, food, supplies etc.



Supported tours – in which cyclists are supported by a motor vehicle, with the vehicle used
to transport most of the luggage. Supported tours can be organised independently, by
cycling clubs or informal groups or by commercial touring companies.
The touring
companies tend to sell a planned itinerary / program which generally includes
accommodation, meals and attractions.



Escorted tours – tour guide rides with the group. The group may also be supported by a
vehicle. Food and wine style tours and mountain bike tours are generally escorted.
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At present, the Tablelands area is mainly attracting the cycle club / social group organised rides,
with an increasing number of independent travellers. There is potential for this market to
develop into supported tours for road‐cycling. The completion of the Oberon ‐Tarana rail trail,
would raise the profile of the area as a cycling destination.
A number of adventure companies (eg Life’s an Adventure, Mountain High – River Deep) offer
(permits required) escorted rides on the Newnes Plateau with the Newnes Junction – Newnes
ride being the most popular. There is a proposal to further develop this trail as a rail trail.
Building this market involves identifying and ‘packaging’ road and mountain‐bike touring routes.
The promotional material being developed by the LOB Tourism Alliance for motor‐cycle touring
could be adapted for road cycle touring. Two mountain‐bike touring routes that are attracting
increasing use within the LGA are the Newnes Junction – Newnes ride (Glow Worm tunnel) with
riders staying overnight in the cabins at Newnes and riding out of the area the next day, and the
Bungleboori to Capertee ride, over‐nighting in the Capertee Hotel.
Directions Forward:
 Work with the LOB Tourism Alliance to adapt the motorcycle touring routes to road cycle
touring routes and direct market to cycling clubs and organisations.
 Use these routes to attract / develop cycling events.
 Work with Oberon to complete the Tarana to Oberon Rail Trail.
 Identify, develop and promote 2‐3 ‘signature’ mountain biking routes through the LGA.
 Explore with the Central Tableland Mountain Bike Club / local mountain bike enthusiasts,
opportunities for expanding the supported / escorted ride tour product in the LGA.

9.4.6 Themed Trails
There are a few themed trails in the LGA:




Bird trails
Alpaca trail
Furnace, Fire, Forge trail

Bird Trails
Lithgow is included in the Blue Mountains – Lithgow – Oberon Bird Trail which was developed
by Blue Mountains Lithgow Oberon Tourism (BMLOT) with support of Destination NSW. The trail
promotes bird watching in Lithgow, with the nominated sites being Hassans Walls, Lake
Wallace, Lithgow Ponds and the Capertee Valley. Evans Crown (eagles) is not included. The
‘Bird Watching Experience’ highlights do not include the Capertee Valley, which is arguably the
iconic bird watching ‘hot spot’ in the BMLOT region. The text relating to the Capertee Valley is
also ‘off‐putting’ rather than actively ‘selling’ the location. This needs to be rectified on the
‘visitbluemountains’ website and in the next print run of the brochure.
The Capertee Valley Alliance has produced a bird trail guide to the Capertee Valley.
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Alpaca Trails
There are two alpaca trails in the area. The alpaca farmers in the Hartley Valley, produce a trail
brochure for the annual ‘open day’ weekend. At other times, the properties are only open by
appointment. To the north, a number of the Alpaca farmers in the Capertee Valley are
members of the ‘Alpacas over the Ranges’ group which is promoted as part of the tourism
product of the Mudgee Region. Access to the properties on this trail is by appointment.

Furnace, Fire and Forge
The Furnace, Fire and Forge Trail links the main heritage attractions in Lithgow and immediate
surrounds. This trail is discussed in Section 9.6.2.

Potential Trails
Based on the research undertaken for this study, there is potential to link some of the products
and experiences in the LGA through trails. These include:


Wild flower trails – with the focus point being development of wild flower trails in Hassans
Walls Reserve, with these linked to other wild flower view opportunities / walks, in other
parts of the LGA.



Fishing trail – centred on Wallerawang and featuring the lakes and rivers in the City.



Industrial heritage trail – shale / oil over three valleys, the Lithgow attractions and the
Cement Works at Portland – this could be an extension of the Furnace, Fire and Forge Trail.



Food & Beer trail – linking the food producers and outlets in the area, plus the
opportunities for wild food harvesting and mushrooming.

Directions Forward:
 Continue to develop and enhance existing trails within the Lithgow LGA and explore
opportunities for developing and promoting additional themed trails and activities.
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9.5

Outdoor & Nature‐based Attractions

The outdoor and nature‐based attractions in Lithgow LGA include:





National Parks, Nature Reserves and State Conservation Areas
State Forests
Crown and Council Reserves
Waterways – lakes and rivers

State Government policy (see Section 3.1) contains provisions for maximising the tourism
potential of National Parks, State Forests and Crown Land, in an ecologically and
environmentally sustainable manner.
There are a range of National Park, State Forest and Crown Land assets in Lithgow LGA that have
the potential to become iconic attractions for the Blue Mountains Region and for NSW.
Investment is needed to realise this potential.
Consideration also needs to be given to the changes in demand that are occurring in the area.
The upgrading of the Great Western Highway is already resulting in increased visitors to the
western side of the Blue Mountains, with the completion of the works likely to result in
significant growth in visitation. Coupled with this, is the growth in the resident population base
of the surrounding region, in particular the mining‐induced growth in the Lithgow, Bathurst,
Blayney, Orange and Mid‐Western LGA’s. These markets will be increasing looking towards the
Parks and Forests along the western side of the Divide for recreational activities. Funding and
resources need to be allocated to put in place the management practices and infrastructure
needed to support the existing and likely future growth in demand.

9.5.1 National Parks
Around 40% of the land within Lithgow LGA is under the control of the NPWS, with the LGA
having seven National Parks, two Nature Reserves and a State Conservation Area.











Blue Mountains National Park
Wollemi National Park
Gardens of Stone National Park
Turon National Park
Marrangaroo National Park
Capertee National Park
Kanangra‐Boyd National Park
Evans Crown Nature Reserve
Winburndale Nature Reserve
Mugii Murum‐ban State Conservation Area (Mount Airly and Genowlan Mountain)

The Blue Mountains, Gardens of Stone, Kanangra‐Boyd and Wollemi National Parks are part of
the Greater Blue Mountains (GBM) World Heritage Area listed in 2000. The GBM World
Heritage area covers an area of approximately 1.03 million hectares and includes vast expanses
of wilderness. Brief descriptions of each of the Parks, the activities permitted and their main
attractions and points of difference are summarised in Table 9.6.
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Table 9.6 National Parks, Nature Reserves and State Conservation Areas within Lithgow LGA
Park & Location

Main Features / Attractions

Access

Blue Mountains
National Park
Located along the
south eastern and
eastern edge of
Lithgow LGA
Wollemi National
Park

The high profile attractions (eg Three Sisters) of the
Park are located in Blue Mountains LGA.

2WD
4WD
From Bells Line of
Road & Newnes
Junction

North‐eastern edge
of the LGA – forms
the upper reaches
of the Wolgan and
Capertee Valleys

The area of the Park within Lithgow LGA is used by
Adventure Tour Operators for abseiling, rock climbing
and canyoning.
Wollemi National Park is the largest wilderness area in
NSW and forms part of the Greater Blue Mountains
World Heritage Area. The Park is a maze of canyons,
cliffs and undisturbed forest.
 Home of the Wollemi Pine
 Glow Worm Tunnel
 Pagoda Rocks
 Newnes ‐ Oil Shale mining remains
 Rail corridor – Newnes & Newnes Junction –
popular walking and mountain biking trail
 Dunns Swamp (located just north of the LGA)
 Pipeline Pass Track – Newnes to Glen Davis
 Coorongooba picnic area

2WD
4WD
From
 Bells Line of
Road at
Newnes
Junction
 State Mine
Gully in
Lithgow
 Newnes
 Capertee Valley

Visitor Facilities

Newnes Plateau
Walking track – Deane’s
Lookout
Walking track – Mt Cameron
Glow Worm Tunnel
Tunnel Walking Track
Interpretation
Carpark
Picnic area
Railway corridor to Newnes
Newnes
Car‐based camping area – 80
sites
Toilets in camping area
Limited
information
at
entrance to camping area
Oil Shale Ruins interpretative
walk
Track head for Pipeline Pass
Walk
Accredited
NPWS
Guide
working at the Hotel
Glen Davis
Nil in the Park.
Facilities in the village –
community hall, camping,
toilets, showers, information

Improvements Needed

 Upgrading the access road – site hardening of
‘soft’ sections
 Improve directional signage along the access road
 Improving the picnic facilities
 Provide additional interpretation
 Improve access conditions within the Tunnel
 Regular maintenance of access road into the
camping area.
 Additional toilets to service the camping areas + at
the parking area adjacent to the ruins walk.
 Walking track from the camping area across the
creek to join up with the access to the ruins walk.
 Stabilise the river crossing – to minimise erosion
 Small car parking area at the start of the Glow
Worm tunnel walk
 Upgrading of the tunnel walk – possibly as a rail
trail
Pipeline Pass Track
 Signage from the camping area to the start of the
track
 Information at the track head
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Improvements Needed
 Track markers along the track
Short, easy grade walks radiating from the village.

Gardens of Stone
National Park

The Gardens of Stone National Park forms part of the
Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area.

Two sections:
Northern edge of
the Newnes Plateau

 'Pagoda' rock formations cluster near sandstone
escarpments, where erosion has sculpted beehive‐
shaped domes.
 Baal Bone Gap
 Pantoney’s Crown
 Bicentennial Trail through the Park

East of the
Castlereagh
Highway between
Ben Bullen &
Capertee

2WD
4WD to the
northern area
Newnes Plateau
through Newnes
State Forest
4WD trails via Ben
Bullen & Wolgan
State Forests

Coorongooba
Camping area with toilets
Picnic area
Walking tracks – along river and
to Glen Davis Lookout
Information board – Baal Bone
Gap

 Improved direction signage on the Glen Davis
Road
 Improved track signage
Improved directional signage from Glen Davis Road

7 commercial tour operators
licensed to operate in the Park
– 4WD & Tag‐along tours,
hiking, mountain biking,
abseiling, climbing and
canyoning

Capertee area –
off Glen Davis
Road
Capertee
Park

National

This park was created in July 2010 and covers an area
of 2,839 hectares
 Capertee River
 Historic homestead, cottage and shearing shed

Access
via
padlocked gate,
code
obtained
from
NPWS
Mudgee
Bookings
for
groups of up to 12
people can be
made
through
NPWS Mudgee

Proposed facilities:
Picnic areas
Camping area – Hay Shed Flat +
amenities block
Shearing Shed – interpretation
+ park information
Accommodation – in
homestead and cottage
Licensed tour operators

Immediate implementation of proposed facilities
and interpretation.
Directional signage to the Park from Glen Davis,
Rylstone and Kandos and from within the Capertee
Valley.

Will be 2WD and
4WD via Port
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Improvements Needed

Macquarie Road
from
the
Capertee Valley
Mugii Murum‐ban
State Conservation
Area (Mount Airly
and
Genowlan
Mountain)
Northern side of
Glen Davis Road
linking Gardens of
Stone and Capertee
National Parks
Turon National Park
To the south west
of Capertee Village,
north of Sunny
Corner State Forest

Marrangaroo
National Park
Immediately west
of Lithgow –
extends along the
Cox’s River Valley
from Lake Wallace
to Lake Lyell
Evans Crown Nature
Reserve

4WD – Airly Gap
Road

No facilities provided

Improved access to Airly village + oil shale remains
Interpretation
Directional signage from Glen Davis Road

The open eucalypt forest and river oaks of the historic
Turon Valley were once the site of one of the state's
major goldfields. The area is also rich in colonial and
Aboriginal heritage.

4WD

Two small riverside camping
areas – each with 20 sites
Pit toilets
Picnic tables
Wood barbeques

Directional signage
Castlereagh Highway





4WD trails
through Sunny
Corner State
Forest – not
signposted
4WD

Mt Airly ‐ contains a number of ruins from oil shale
mining activity.
 Pagoda Rocks
 Wilderness
 Mining heritage sites ‐ oil shale, gold and diamonds.

Turon River
4WD trails
Canoeing (water level dependent)

The park follows Cox's River between Lake Wallace
and Lake Lyell, with deep waterholes and shady trees.
The peaks in the park reach almost 1200m above sea
level where snow gums may be seen.
 Cox’s River
 Mt Walker
 Home of the rare Purple Copperwing Butterfly
Evans Crown features a distinctive granite rock
formation / granite tors. Crown Rock was an initiation
and corroboree site for the Wiradjuri people.

From Capertee
Village

from

Capertee

Village

/

Marking and signposting of 4WD trails

5 commercial tour operators
licensed to operate in the Park

No visitor infrastructure

Through Lidsdale
State Forest and
via Rydal

Informal camping areas

2WD to the track
head

Information sign at track head
Walking track to the ridge crest

Plan of Management to be prepared and
implemented
Rationalisation of trails
Delineation between the National Park & State
Forest
Directional signage
Designated mountain bike tracks
Information at Rydal and Lake Lyell
Marking of the walking track along the ridge.
Improved interpretation

2km south east of
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Improvements Needed

Granite landscape
Views
Aboriginal significance
Wedgetail eagles & other birds – bird hot spot
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The activities permitted within the National Parks and SCA within the LGA include:











4WD and registered trail bikes – on designated trails only
Bush walking
Mountain biking
Camping – car based and walk‐in
Abseiling
Rock climbing – restrictions apply
Canyoning
Canoeing
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting

Activities in the Evans Crown Nature Reserve are limited to very low impact activities such as
bushwalking and bird and wildlife watching.
There are a number of commercial tour operators licensed to operate in the National Parks,
with the registered operators being:
Table 9.7 Tour Operators Licensed to operate in Lithgow LGA
Wollemi National Park

Gardens of Stone National
Park

Turon National Park

4WD & Tag a long Tours
Getabout Adventures
Australian 4x4 Travel
Getabout Tours
Goshu Pacific
Getabout Adventures
Great Divide Tours
Misty Mountains 4WD Tours
Great Divide Tours
Misty Mountains 4WD
Simmo’s Off Road
Simmo’s Off Road
Touch the Earth Lightly
Wheelie Good 4WD Tours
Touch the Earth Lightly Tours
Wheelie Good 4WD Tours
Wild at Heart Safaris
Wheelie Good 4WD Tours
Other Tours – hiking, abseiling, rock climbing, canyoning, mountain biking, bird watching, photography
etc
Australian School of
Life’s an Adventure
Mountaineering
River Deep Mountain High
Blue Mountains Adventure
Company
High & Wild
Higher Ground group
Life’s an Adventure
Nature‐bound Australia
River Deep Mountain High
The Education Group

Most of the tour companies operate out of Sydney or from Katoomba in the Blue Mountains.
Activities in the Wollemi National Park are concentrated along the eastern edge of the Park,
with the Glow Worm Tunnel and Newnes Plateau being popular destinations. A few companies
offer mountain bike tours from near the Glow Worm tunnel through to Newnes.
Adventure‐based activities (hiking, rock climbing etc) are very popular with the international
back‐packer markets, with many of the participants being ‘beginners’. As such most of the
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activities are located close to Katoomba to minimise travel times. The operators also offer more
challenging locations, on an ‘as request’ basis for experienced climbers and clubs.
Capertee Valley Helicopters is licensed to operate scenic flights over parts of the National Parks
in the Capertee Valley. The operator also provides transfers for the Wolgan Valley Resort and
Spa.
Issues with the National Parks


The National Parks in the LGA are under resourced and under‐funded.



Visitor facilities are very limited, with only a few basic picnic and camping areas provided.
The area does not have areas ‘set‐up’ for more intensive use – similar, for example, to
Dunn’ Swamp.



There is a lack of ‘easy’ walking trails suitable for family groups and inexperienced walkers.
These trails are needed in the Newnes and Glen Davis areas.



Ineffective signage – both directional signage to the Parks from the main highway corridors
and within the Parks.



Deterioration of high use areas due to lack of supervision and/or management controls.
This is particularly an issue on the Newnes Plateau and in the Marrangaroo National Park.



Promotional material to support the Parks in the LGA is limited and out of date.



Very limited education facilities and programs offered in the Lithgow area.

Directions Forward
Strategic Approach


Identify, develop and package 3‐5 signature experiences (iconic – ‘must do’s) for each of
the activity groups – eg inexperienced bush walkers, experienced bushwalkers, mountain‐
bikers, rock climbers, abseillers, canyonners, bird watchers etc. (note: could include State
Forests and Crown Reserves)



Advocate strongly for more funds and resources to be applied to the development and
management of the Parks in the Lithgow LGA, and for education, interpretation and other
programs. The ongoing improvements to the Great Western Highway will ‘deliver’
substantially more visitors into the Lithgow area. Likewise the increase in mining is
resulting in an influx of new residents into both Lithgow and Mudgee. The National Park
infrastructure in the LGA needs to be upgraded and expanded to accommodate increasing
demand.



Build the commercial adventure and nature‐based tour sectors.



Work with the NPWS (and State Forests) to endeavour to change the ‘mix’ of users to more
responsible user types (eg commercial operators, 4WD clubs, mountain bikers, bushwalkers
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etc). As part of this, explore with NPWS, options for allowing commercial operators and
accredited clubs, access to areas not available to the general public and/or limiting access
to higher risk or more fragile areas to commercial operators and accredited clubs, thereby
creating demand for an ‘exclusive’ product / experience while at the same time ensuring
minimal impact.
Priority Projects
From a tourism perspective, the priority areas for the provision of higher quality visitor facilities
are:


Newnes Plateau – a coordinated recreation management plan is needed for the Plateau
area. This will require an inter‐agency approach involving NPWS, FCNSW and Lithgow City
Council. The Plan needs to address access, signage and interpretation, management of
trails etc.



Newnes – improving the day use, camping facilities and interpretation at Newnes and
providing track head facilities at the beginning of the Glow Worm Tunnel Walk.



Improvements to the Newnes Junction to Newnes trail, with the trail positioned and
promoted as a signature walk and mountain‐bike trail. Further consideration should be
given to the ‘Rail Trail’ concept9. Rail trails are very popular interstate and rail trail ‘status’
would be an attraction in its own right.



Evans Crown – improved track delineation along the ridge line combined with improved
interpretation.



Capertee Village – erection of quality information and interpretation relating to the
National Parks and SCA in the Capertee and Turon Valleys coupled with directional sign
posting to the Parks from the Castlereagh Highway through to track heads and visitor
facilities.



To improve interpretation and access in the Glen Davis area, including improved signage
and track head facilities for the Pipeline Pass Track and the development of a number of
easy grade walks in the area suitable for families and inexperienced walkers.



To provide quality visitor facilities in Capertee National Park and open the Park to the
public.

9

Conservation Volunteers Australia Wolgan Rail Trail
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Directions forward:


Work with the NPWS (and FCNSW) to identify the signature products and experiences to
be developed, packaged and promoted.



Advocate for:
-

-

-



Explore options for:
-






Substantial increase in funds and resources allocated for the development and
management of Parks in Lithgow LGA, including establishing a NPWS presence in
Lithgow and/or Capertee.
Development and implementation of an integrated recreational use and management
plan for the Newnes Plateau and the Lidsdale State Forest – Marrangaroo National
Park area.
Improved access – vehicular, pedestrian, mountain bikes – to National Parks in the
Lithgow LGA.
Improved visitor facilities, picnic areas, walking tracks, bike tracks, toilets, camping
areas, observation towers, etc
Introduction of NPWS visitor programs, eg holiday programs, tours, events
Improved interpretation – signage and information, including an ‘information node’ at
Capertee village.

Building the commercial adventure and nature‐based commercial tour sector.
Providing visitor accommodation (for both individuals and groups) within, or in close
proximity to National Parks.
Developing the former railway corridor between Newnes Junction and Newnes as a
rail trail.

Establish a working group with National Parks, Forestry Corporation NSW and possibly
Crown Lands to develop and implement an integrated approach to managing recreation
and facilitating tourism development within the Parks, Forests and Reserves in the LGA.
Support the Wolgan Valley Rail Trail proposal.
Provide input into NPWS Plans of Management to ensure that sustainable recreation and
tourism opportunities are recognised in the Plans.
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9.5.2 State Forests
There are 11 State Forests, either wholly or partly, in Lithgow LGA:












Airly
Ben Bullen
Coricudgy
Falnash
Hampton
Jenolan
Kandos
Lidsdale
Newnes Plateau
Sunny Corner
Wolgan

These Forests account for around 20% of the land area of the LGA. The Forests include a mix of
native hardwood and pine plantations.
Permits are required in order to undertake some activities in NSW state forests. This
includes all organised events and activities (subject to a range of conditions) including:
 Motor sports events – eg. Car rallies
 Motor cycle events – eg. Enduros and Trails
 Mountain biking events
 Orienteering, rogaining, canyoning and other mountaineering activities
 Horse riding / endurance events
 Endurance / adventure racing
 Group camping and activities
 Fossicking
 Commercial tours and programs
Activities in State Forests that require additional permits include hunting and fishing. In these
instances permission must be obtained from the Game Council and local fishing office.
Other recreational activities participated in State Forests include:
 Four wheel driving
 Registered trail bike riding
 Mountain biking
 Bushwalking
 Camping
 Mushrooming
Events that have been held in the State Forests in Lithgow LGA include:





Rally of Lithgow
Australian 4 day Motorcycle Enduro
World Masters Games Orienteering and other State & Club Championships
Series round of both NSW & National Mountain biking Championships
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All of the Forests in the LGA have 2WD access to the Forest boundaries, with a mix of 2WD and
4WD tracks within the Forests. Hampton is the only State Forest in the Lithgow LGA that has
visitor facilities. The ‘Millionth Acre’ picnic area is located on the corner of Jenolan Caves Road
and Duckmaloi Road (Oberon Road). The picnic area has potable toilets, picnic facilities and
interpretative material.

Table 9.8 State Forests in Lithgow LGA
Forest
Main Features & Attractions
Rural North Precinct
Capertee Valley Area
Airly
Native
hardwood

Issues / Opportunities

Airly State Forest is located north east of Capertee
and covers an area of around 700 hectares

Coricudgy

Coricudgy State Forest covers an area of
approximately 8,000 hectares. It is located on the
Native
north eastern edge of the Lithgow LGA and abuts
Hardwood
the Wollemi National Park. Access is via Rylstone
Kandos
Small forest located at the northern end of the
Native
Capertee Valley approximately 5km south of
Hardwood
Kandos.
Newnes Plateau – Wolgan Valley
Ben Bullen
Extends from Blackmans Flat in the south to the
borders of the Wolgan State Forest and Gardens of
Native
Stone National Park in the North. There is also a
hardwood
small pocket of forest to the north west of
Wallerawang, with this primarily functioning as a
buffer between the town and the Mt Piper Power
Station.

Limited opportunity. Include as part of the
product base of the Capertee Valley – Dunns
Swamp area
Limited opportunity. Include as part of the
product base of the Capertee Valley – Dunns
Swamp area
Potential for increased use due to proximity
to Lithgow, Wallerawang and Portland.
Part of the 4WD trail network from Newnes
Plateau through to Capertee area

Gardeners Gap Trail – which links with a 4WD trail
from the Newnes Plateau through to the Baal Bone
Gap trail in the Gardens of Stone National Park
Wolgan
Native
Hardwood

Wolgan State Forest is located on the western side
of the Wolgan Valley extends along the Cox’s River
through to the Gardens of Stone National Park at
Baal Bone Gap. The Forest covers an area of
around 1,200 hectares.

 Poor signage – no track head or directional
signage from Wolgan Road.

 Bone Baal Gap Road & Long Swamp Road – part
of the 4WD trail from Newnes Plateau to
Capertee
 Wolgan Valley Lookout
 Cape Horn Lookout
 Mount McLean
 Cox’s River
 Bicentennial Trail traverse the length of the
Forest
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Forest

Main Features & Attractions

Issues / Opportunities

Newnes

Newnes State Forest occupies most of the Newnes
Plateau, with the forest having an area of around
22,000 hectares. The Forest is a very popular
recreation area for 4WD, trail bikes, mountain
biking, bushwalking and bird watching as well for
adventure‐based activities including abseiling, rock
climbing and canyoning. It is also used by
commercial tour operators. There is conflict
between user groups.

Issues
 Conflict between user groups + risks from
logging trucks
 Maintenance of the Glow Worm Tunnel
road (three land management agencies) –
issues during wet weather
 Vandalism
 Poor / limited signage
 No signage at the entrance to the Plateau
showing routes, attractions etc and
advising of ‘tread lightly’ practices
 Narrow trails – conflict when passing
 High use area with no facilities
 Only 6‐7 years of life remaining in the pine
plantations – as such Forestry will not
invest in infrastructure on the Plateau.

Native
Hardwood +
Pine
Plantations

The Forest has a number of popular unsealed
roads and trails including:
 Glow Worm Tunnel Road
 Blackfellows Hand Road – links through to the
Ben Bullen and Wolgan State Forests and then
onto Baan Bone Gap and the Gardens of Stone
National Park
 Sunnyside Ridge Road
 State Mine Gully Road – link between the
Plateau & Lithgow
 Old Bells Line of Road – links to the Bells Line of
Road adjacent to the Zig Zag Railway
 Dunbano Road
 Waratah Ridge Road

The main attractions / destinations within the
Forest are:
 Bald Trig
 Lost City
 Bungleboori Creek
 Lurlene Jack Lookout
 Birds Rock
 Wolgan Falls / Temple of Doom
 Carne Creek Swamp
 Bungleboori (former picnic area and
campground)

Opportunities
 Development of a multi‐agency joint
recreational use and management plan for
the Plateau area.
 Promotion of the area for mountain biking
– the Bungleboorie to Capertee and the
Newnes Junction to Newnes tracks are
well known
amongst serious mountain‐bikers and are
promoted as some of the best rides in the
Central West by the Central Tablelands
Mountain Bike Club.
 To grow the commercial tour sector for
4WD, nature and adventure based
activities (see Section 9.5.1)

FCNSW (through their Central West Forest Map)
promotes abseiling, rock climbing and canyoning in
the Forest and recommends that participants
contact licensed tour operators.

Central Precincts
Wallerawang, Portland & Lake Lyell
Sunny
Corner
Native
Hardwood +
Pine
Plantation
(4 areas,
including a
small pine
plantation
adjacent to
Thompsons
Creek Dam +
native forest
near Tarana

Falnash

The main part of Sunny Corner State Forest is
located to the west of Portland and covers an area
of around 13,000 hectares. The Forest has been
used to host a number of major events.

Size, road and trial network and proximity to
Portland combine to make the Forest an
ideal location for large events, with the
Portland Showground being the potential
staging area.

Network of roads and trails + diversity of
landscapes
There is a small section of Sunny Corner State
Forest near Tarana. The Forest runs along Eusdale
Creek and provides access to Mt Tarana. While
there are 4WD management trails through the
area, vehicle access is not permitted (locked
gates).

Could potentially provide additional walking
product for the Tarana area to complement
Evans Crown and the Tarana – Oberon Rail
trail (partly constructed). Further
investigation is required.

Falnash State Forest is a small hardwood forest

Conflict between Hunters, other forest users
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Forest
Native
Hardwood

Main Features & Attractions
(410 hectares) located adjacent to Thompsons
Creek Dam, midway between Wallerawang and
Portland. The forest is popular for hunting.
Thompsons Creek Dam & Thompsons Creek

Lidsdale
Native
Hardwood +
Pine
Plantation

Lidsdale State Forest extends from Wallerawang to
Rydal (intersected by the Great Western Highway).
Most of the northern half of the forest is under
pines, with the southern area being native
hardwood. There is a network of forest roads
within the pine plantation, with a number of fire
trails in the hardwood section. These trails link
through to Rydal to the south west and the
Marrangaroo National Park and Cox’s River to the
south east.
The Bicentennial Trail is located along the western
edge of the Forest.
The Forest is very popular with 4WD clubs and is
used by a number of clubs as a training area. It is
also popular for trail bikes and mountain biking.
The Central Tableland Mountain Bike Club is
developing a network of trails in the southern area
of the Forest.

Issues / Opportunities
and anglers walking into Thompsons Creek
Dam.
Very attractive bushland and, if hunting was
prohibited, has the potential to become an
attraction for the Portland‐Wallerawang area
Issues
 Conflict between user groups
 Environmental damage caused by a small
anti‐social minority
 Lack of delineation between Marrangaroo
National Park and Lidsdale State Forest –
negative impact on the Park
Opportunities
 Joint recreation use and management plan
between National Parks and State Forests
 Build 4WD club and training activities and
rallies and events, utlising the Rydal
Showground as the staging area. This will
displace or deter anti‐social behaviour.
Clubs are also a potential off‐season
camping market for Lake Lyell Recreation
Reserve.
 Encourage the use of the area for
mountain‐biking, supporting the
development of trails and encourage the
CTMBC to develop further trails and
facilities in the area.
 Explore opportunities to package and
promote the section of the Bicentennial
Trail between Wallerawang and Rydal
through the Forest as a day walk or
mountain bike ride – targeted to the
family market.

Rural South Precinct
Hampton – Tablelands
The Hampton State Forest is located to the west of
Hampton
State Forest Hampton, with access via Cut Hill Road to the
+ Millionth north, and the Jenolan Caves and Duckmaloi Road
Acre Picnic in the south. The Forest has pine plantations along
the northern and southern ends, with native
Area
hardwood in the middle section. There are a
Native
network of roads and trails through pine
Hardwood +
plantation areas, with limited access through the
Pine
hardwood section. Locked gates restrict access to
Plantation
the hardwood forest, although there appears to be
a trail into the western side into the Wicketty
Creek area.

Issues
 Walking and 4WD trails radiating from
Millionth Acres are closed periodically due
to logging of the pine forests.

The Millionth Acre picnic area is located in the
south eastern corner of the Forest, on the corner
of Jenolan Caves and Duckmaloi Roads. The picnic
area was established in 1970 to commemorate the
millionth acre of radiata pine (Pinus radiata) to be
planted in Australia. The Bicentennial Trail passes
through the southern area of the forests.
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Forest

Jenolan
Native
Hardwood +
Pine
Plantation

Main Features & Attractions
 Millionth Acre picnic area
 Bindo Fire Tower
 Mushrooming
Located on the southern edge of Lithgow LGA, and
accessible from both Jenolan Caves Road and
Duckmaloi Road. There is a network of trails
through the pine plantation area and a few fire
trails in the native forest. To the east, the trails
link through to the Kanimbla Valley and the Blue
Mountains National Park.

Issues / Opportunities

 Promote in conjunction with Hampton
State Forest and Jenolan Caves.
 Capitalise on the mushrooming.

There are two camping areas – Jenolan and Black
Range, located in the central area of the forest in
Oberon LGA, accessible from Jenolan Caves Road.
The Bicentennial Trail traverses the western
section of the Forest, while the Six Foot Track is
located along the southern boundary of the
eastern section of the Forest.
The Forest is popular for mushrooming.

Issues with the State Forests
 FCNSW receives no funds or resources to invest in the development and management of
visitor facilities. State Forests are in the process of consolidating visitor facilities in a few key
locations within the Central West Region.
 High level of use and user conflicts in both the Newnes and Lidsdale State Forest. There is a
need for the development and implement of a multi‐agency integrated recreation
management plan for each of these areas.
 No visitor facilities within the high‐use areas.
 Directional signage in most of the Forests is very poor.
 Very limited information and promotional material available on the Forests. The Central
West Forest Map does not provide the level of detail that ‘serious’ Forest users are seeking.
 Limited communication between FCNSW and the Lithgow VIC regarding closure of areas for
logging.

Directions Forward
From a tourism perspective the State Forests with the most potential are:


Newnes + Long Swamp / Baal Bone trail corridors (Ben Bullen and Wolgan State Forests)
linking through to Capertee.



Sunny Corner – to be positioned and promoted in conjunction with Portland as a venue for
events. The establishment of a motorsports complex (including 4WD training) near
Portland, provides the opportunity to position Sunny Corner as a destination for 4WD and
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trail bike users, with the objective of taking the pressure off the Newnes Plateau and
Lidsdale Forests.


Lidsdale – to be positioned and promoted in conjunction with Rydal and Lake Lyell as a
venue for 4WD club activities and for mountain biking.

Strategic


Include an assessment of the State Forest product in the identification of 3‐5 signature
experiences (iconic – ‘must do’s) for each of the activity groups (see Section 9.2).



Multi‐agency approach to managing recreational use of the Newnes Plateau and Lidsdale‐
Marrangaroo areas.



Include the FCNSW product in building the commercial adventure and nature‐based tour
sectors.



Advocate strongly for more funds and resources to be applied to the development and
management of the key Forests in the area, and for recreation, events, education,
interpretation and other programs.



Work with the NPWS and FCNSW to change the ‘mix’ of users to more responsible user
types.
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Actions


Work with FCNSW and NPWS to identify the signature products and experiences to be
developed, packaged and promoted.



Establish a working group with National Parks, FCNSW and Crown Lands to develop and
implement an integrated approach to managing recreation and facilitating tourism
development within the Parks, Forests and Reserves in the LGA.



Advocate for:
-

-



Development and implementation of an integrated recreational use and management
plan for the Newnes Plateau area and the Lidsdale State Forest – Marrangaroo
National Park areas.
More funds and resources to be provided to improve signage, access, visitor facilities
and interpretation in State Forests.

Explore options for:
-

-

-

Building the commercial adventure and nature‐based commercial tour sector.
Building the events sector, promoting the State Forests as potential venues for a
range of outdoor events and motor sport activities, with the Portland and Rydal
Showgrounds used for event staging.
Developing the Falnash State Forest as an attraction for Portland and Wallerawang.
This will require banning hunting in the Forest and improving access, signage and
information.
Use of the section of the Sunny Corner State Forest near Tarana to provide additional
walking and/or mountain biking experiences, to diversify and strengthen the walking
and cycling product available on the Tablelands.

9.5.3 Crown Reserves
There are significant tracts of both vacant and reserved Crown Land within Lithgow LGA. From a
tourism perspective, the key reserves / areas are:







Hassans Walls Reserve
Portland Common and Crown Lands associated with the former Cement Works site
Wolgan Gap & Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu
Blackman’s Crown – Pearsons Lookout Reserve
Newnes Plateau – around the Zig Zag Railway area and the Glow Worm Tunnel
Reserves in the Hartley Valley incorporating the Lawsons Long Alley, Lockyers Rd Loop,
Berghofers Pass and Mt Victoria to Hartley walking trails (Note: these walks are managed by
Blue Mountains City Council)
 Rydal Showground
 Glen Davis area including the camping ground.
 The small recreation, road reserves and travelling stock reserves that provide access to the
river and creek systems for fishing and bird watching.
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Crown Lands is also involved in the management of the Bicentennial Trail in conjunction with
the Bicentennial Trail committee.
Lithgow Council is the Corporate Trustee for Hassans Walls Reserve, Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu
Reserve, Londonderry Reserve and the Glen Davis camping ground, as well as for the Lithgow
and Portland Showground. A Community Trust has been appointed to manage the Rydal
Showground.
Locally, the Hyde Park Reserve is a popular area for the Hartley Valley community, however due
to land ownership and access issues is not considered a priority for upgrading for tourist use.
Crown Lands are currently in the process of reviewing their land holdings with the objectives
being to dispose of non‐core assets such as road reserves (to generate revenue), to improve
facilities and to generate revenue where possible from Crown Land assets. Crown Lands is
placing pressure on Council and Community Trusts to improve the presentation and
performance of Crown Land assets under their control.
The Crown Reserves in the LGA that have significant tourism potential are summarised in Table
9.9.
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Table 9.9 Crown Reserves with Significant Tourism Potential – Lithgow LGA.
Reserve
Central Precincts
Lithgow
Hassans Walls
Reserve
Council
Corporate
Trustee

is

Main Features & Attractions

Hassans Walls Reserve is located on the
southern edge of Lithgow Township, with access
via the town centre and also from Brown’s Gap
Road. The access road is steep and unsealed and
not suitable for coaches.
The Reserve is very popular locally for walking,
bird watching, wildfower and wildlife viewing
and mountain biking.

Issues / Opportunities

Issues
 Very limited facilities – the quality of the
facilities do not ‘match’ the quality of the
views.
 Conflict between users – walkers, cyclists
and cars using the same narrow access road.
 Ineffective directional signage to and within
the Reserve.

Visitor facilities are limited to:
 Hassans Walls Lookout – which is the highest
lookout in the Blue Mountains. There are two
small picnic shelters at the Lookout. The
lookout provides extensive views over the
Hartley and Kanimbla Valleys and west
towards Bathurst.
 Bracey’s Lookout – provides views over
Lithgow LGA. Council has recently upgraded
the facilities at this lookout, including the
provision of picnic facilities.

Crown Lands
management

 Limited ‘experience’ (5‐10 minutes) – look at
the view and then move on. There are no
defined walking tracks or interpretation to
encourage visitors to spend time in the area.
 Potential risk issues with the lookout areas
not fenced.

 Informal walking tracks. The tracks are not
marked.

 There is no shared use trail around the base
of the reserve to get back to Hassan’s Walls
Road.

The Central Tablelands Mountain Bike Club has
developed two all mountain trails through the
Reserve. The trails are used for training and
competitions.

Opportunities
 Progressive improvement of facilities and
information at the lookouts.

The Reserve is known for its wildflowers
(including many rare native orchids) and there
may be potential to develop wildflower walks
and promote wildflower tours.

Portland
Common

 Difficult to access without a car – not
suitable for coach tour groups or for visitors
arriving by train

Around 300 hectares of native bushland on the
western edge of town. The Common borders
Willawa Creek. The common is used by the local
community for bushwalking, picnicking and
mountain‐biking.
The Common provides an off‐road link between
the Town and Sunny Corner State Forest, which
helps facilitate the use of Portland Showground
as the staging area for events in the Sunny
Corner State Forest. It also appears that the
Common (or other Crown Reserves) may abut
the western side of the former Portland Cement
Works area.

 Develop a signature walk around the
escarpment linking points of interest.
 Bushwalks / Wild flower Walks (self guided
and escorted)

Opportunities
To explore options for:
 Progressively developing / improving the
Common as part of the attraction base and
event infrastructure for Portland.
 Integration of Crown Reserves into the
Portland Cement Works re‐development to
provide additional recreation areas, walking
trails etc.
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Reserve
Cement
Works site

Main Features & Attractions

Issues / Opportunities

The western part of the Cement Works site
including some of the quarry lakes is Crown
Land.

Issues
 Risks posed by the depth of the quarry lakes.
Opportunities
 Open up the area for passive recreation,
utilising the existing trails for walking and
cycling – providing a link between the town
centre and the bottle kilns.
 Develop a lookout / viewing platform in Kiln
Street to provide views of the lakes.

Rural North
Newnes Plateau & Wolgan Valley
Zig
Zag
Railway area
Zig Zag
op
(some
+
and/or
Land

Rail Co‐
Limited
parcels)
Council
Crown

There are a number of Crown Reserves in the
Clarence area in and around the Zig Zag Railway
complex and the Newnes Junction area. The Old
Bells Line of Road, which is the main access
route for the Newnes Plateau, appears to
traverse one or more parcels of Crown Land.

Issues
 Poor presentation of the area around the
intersection of Old Bell Line of Road and the
Bells Line of Road and the Zig Zag Railway
entry.
 No directional signage or information on the
Newnes Plateau, nor ‘educational’ messages
about ‘tread lightly’.
Opportunities
 Involvement of Crown Lands in the
development and implementation of a
recreational management plan for the
Newnes Plateau.

Blackfellows
Hand Reserve
(Mayiny‐
gumarra‐gu)
Lithgow
City
Council
is
Corporate
Trustee

The Reserve abuts the Newnes, Ben Bullen and
Wolgan State Forests, and has frontage to
Wolgan Road. The entrances to the Blackfellows
Hand 4WDTrack on the eastern side of Wolgan
Road, and the Long Swamp and Baal Bone Gap
4WD Tracks are located in the Reserve.
The Cave was a meeting place for the Aboriginal
tribes of the area. The rock overhang features a
number of hands and weapons painted onto the
cave. In 2008 the Cave and surrounding area
was gazetted as a Declared Aboriginal Place
under the National NPWS Service Act.
A viewing platform at Wolgan Gap is being
considered. This would provide extensive views
over the Wolgan Valley.

 Signage & information directory in the entry
area – providing information and map on the
Newnes Plateau, with Lithgow shown as a
service centre. Map to be drawn to
encourage visitors to exit the area via
Lithgow. Explore possibility of a QR Code on
the sign for downloading information on the
area and Lithgow via smart phone.
Issues
 No directional signage or information at the
track heads.
 Blackfellows Hand Aboriginal Place is poorly
interpreted.
Opportunities
 Track head signage, with the signage to
include information on the services available
in Lithgow and Capertee.
 Viewing area at the top of the Wolgan Gap
overlooking the Wolgan Valley.

Capertee
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Reserve

Main Features & Attractions

Pearsons
Lookout

Pearson Lookout is located on the Castlereagh
Highway approximately 2km south of Capertee

Crown Lands

The Lookout provides extensive views over the
Capertee Valley and ‘Pantoney’s Crown’ rock
formation. At sunset, the west facing rock
escarpments in the Valley change colour,
reflecting the colours of the sunset. This can be
quite spectacular.

Issues / Opportunities
Issues
 Lookout is no longer signposted due to
safety issues arising from access and egress
to the Castlereagh Highway.
 Name of the Lookout does not raise
awareness of Capertee Valley or promote
the scale of the Valley. Needs to be ‘tagged’.
 No information or interpretation of the
Capertee Valley.
Opportunities
Council is working with Crown Land and Roads
& Maritime Services to resolve issues and
provide access and signage to the Lookout
area.
In relation to access, it is important that the
lookout is accessible to north‐bound traffic.
Capertee village is the decision point for north‐
bound travellers to deviate off the Highway
and travel north via the Capertee Valley.
South‐bound travellers have already past the
decision point and are unlikely to ‘back track’.

Capertee Valley
Glen Davis
The Glen Davis camp ground is part of a Crown
Reserve. The camping ground is managed by
Council.

 Continued improvement of the camping
area, possibly including ‘levelling’ some of
the sites.
 Explore the possibility of providing easy
grade walking tracks from the camping
ground into the National Park

Rural South
Hartley Valley
Lawsons Long
Alley,
Lockyers Rd
Loop,
Berghofers
Pass
Mt Victoria to
Hartley
shared trails
Rydal
Showground
& surrounds
Rydal
Showground
Community
Trust

4 shared trails that extend from the Mt York and
Mt Victoria in the Blue Mountains to the Hartley
Valley. Responsibility for the management of
these tracks has recently been transferred to the
Blue Mountains City Council

Issues:
 Track head infrastructure needs to be
upgraded.

A basic picnic area is located at the Lockyers
Loop track head.

Rydal Showground is located on the ridgeline
above Rydal village. It appears to be part of a
Crown Reserve which also includes the cemetery
and water tower. The Showground is managed
by a Community Trust. Facilities include the
show ring, three pavilions, canteen, bar and
toilets.
The Showground is a designated
camping ground on the Bicentennial Trail.

Opportunity
 To promote the Showground as a venue for
events both at the Showground and in the
adjoining Lidsdale State Forest.
To achieve its potential, new shower and
toilet amenities need to be provided.

The Showground is a popular camping area for
4WD clubs and social groups. It is used for the
annual Rydal Show as well as a staging area for
events. Events held at the Showground have
included, mountain bike events, NSW
Orienteering championships, Motorcycle rally
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Reserve

Main Features & Attractions

Issues / Opportunities

and swap meets, 4WD clubs rallies and
jamborees and horse events.
The Showground has direct access to the
Lidsdale State Forests. The area surrounding the
Showground is also very attractive, particularly
in spring when the wattles and wildflowers are
blooming.

Directions Forward:
 Continue to upgrade and improve facilities and infrastructure at Hassans Walls. Seek
funding under the TQual and Regional Partnerships program to provide walking tracks,
interpretation etc and to develop wildflower product and tours,
 Assist the Portland Community to assess the potential to develop / utilise the Common as
part of the attraction base of the town. Also assess the potential to use Crown Land
adjoining the former Portland Cement Works for recreation / tourism activities.
 Include Crown Lands in the development of the recreation management plan for the
Newnes Plateau. The Plan needs to address track head signage and information at the
Clarence and Wolgan Road trail access points. These areas are Crown Reserves.


Endeavour to re‐open Pearson’s Lookout, recognising the importance of providing access
for north‐bound traffic. Information needs to be available at the Lookout, with this
information featuring the ‘size’ of the Valley. Consideration also needs to be given to
adding a ‘tag line’ relating to the Valley to the Lookout name. The ‘change of colour’ at
sunset should also be promoted to encourage visitors to stay overnight in the area to
over
experience the sunset.
 Continue to upgrade the Glen Davis camping area and explore with the NPWS
opportunities for developing easy grade walking tracks in the area, and improving track
head facilities and signage for the Pipeline Pass Track.
 Liaise with Blue Mountains City Council regarding the upgrading of signage and facilities at
the Hartley Valley walk track heads.
 Assist the Rydal Showground Trust to access funding to provide new amenities at the
Showground and to market and promote the Showground as an event venue.
 Review proposals by Crown Lands to dispose of Crown assets in the LGA and make
submissions to protect river access points and other lands that form part of the attraction
and infrastructure base of the LGA.

9.5.4 Lakes and Rivers
The lakes and rivers within Lithgow LGA form part of the attraction and activity base of the LGA.
There are three water storage dams that are open to the public – Lake Lyell, Lake Wallace and
Thompson’s Creek Dam. These dams are owned and operated by Delta Electricity in
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conjunction with the operation of the Wallerawang and Mt Piper Power Stations. The water
levels in the dams, particularly at Lake Lyell, fluctuate significantly in line with the power station
needs.
Council manages recreation reserves at Lake Lyell and Lake Wallace, with camping and day
picnic facilities at Lake Lyell and day picnic facilities at Lake Wallace. Power boating and water
sports are permissible at Lake Lyell (water levels dependent), with non‐powered boating at Lake
Wallace. Thompsons Creek Dam is managed by Delta Electricity. Access is restricted to one
hour before sunrise to 3 hours after sunset, with users having to walk into the area to access the
Dam. Fishing is permitted in the Dam.
There are large bodies of water in the old quarries at the Portland Cement Works. These lakes
are very deep (up to 75m) and not suitable for public access. The lakes however have strong
scenic value for the town, an asset that should be enhanced in the development of the Portland
Cement site. There is also a small dam near Pipers Flat. Although not accessible to the public, it
is used by local residents for fishing. The dam is scenically attractive and contributes to the
‘drive’ experience along the Wallerawang‐Portland Road.
There are a number of river systems in the LGA, with the Cox’s River being the dominant
system. The Cox’s River rises in the Capertee area and flows south through Wallerawang, Lake
Wallace, Lake Lyell, and the Hartley and Kanimbla Valleys. Depending on water levels the river
is popular for fishing. There are a number of informal camping sites along the River, with sites
in the Kanimbla Valley being popular. The Bicentennial Trail follows the Cox’s River from the
Wolgan State Forest south to Lake Wallace.
Other river systems in the LGA include the Capertee, Turon, River Lett and Fish Rivers and their
headwater streams. The Turon River is popular for canoeing and kayaking (water level
dependent).
The Tablelands area is a popular destination for freshwater fishing, with the river systems
stocked with native fish by the Central Acclimatisation Society. Lake Lyell, Lake Wallace
Thompsons Creek Dam and the Cox’s, Fish and Turon Rivers are listed as fishing destinations in
the NSW Freshwater Fishing Guide10. Lake Lyell and Lake Wallace are designated by the NSW
Department of Primary Industries as ‘General Trout Lakes’, with trout fishing available year
round. Thompson’s Creek Dam is a designated ‘Trout Trophy Dam’ with significant restrictions
on fishing including no bait fishing. The Fish, Turon and Cox’s River are designated ‘General
Trout Streams’, with trout fishing permissible from the October Long Weekend through to the
June Long Weekend11.
Anglers access the rivers through both private property (permission sought from the owners)
and public open space. There are numerous small Crown Reserves and easements that are used
for access. Crown Lands are in the process of rationalising its property portfolio and disposing
of surplus lands. This has implications for public access, particularly for fishing and bird‐
watching. Due to potential loss of access, the Access Manager from DPI Fisheries is currently
reviewing stream access issues in the Central Tablelands area, commencing with the Oberon
LGA. Prior to any closure of Crown Reserves in Lithgow LGA, Council should review the sites
proposed for disposal and request DPI Fisheries to assess stream access in the LGA.

10
11

NSW Council of Freshwater Anglers NSW Freshwater Fishing Guide 2012
NSW Department of Primary Industries NSW Recreational Freshwater Fishing Guide 2012
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Table 9.10 Lakes in Lithgow LGA
Waterbody
Lake Lyell
Surface
area
238ha
Maximum depth
37m

Description
Lake Lyell is one of the closest fresh-water
recreational lakes to Sydney. It is located
approximately 10km south west of Lithgow.
Council operates the Lake Lyell Recreation
Reserve which is located on the southern side of
the Lake. The remainder of the foreshore is in a
mix of private ownership and land held by Delta
Electricity.
The Recreation Reserve incorporates two
separate parcels of land, both with their own
access roads. The eastern area incorporates a
small caravan park and day visitor area and boat
ramp. Access is controlled by a boom gate and a
nominal entry fee applies.
The western area has a boat ramp but no other
facilities. The area is popular for primitive
camping. Camping fees apply.

Amenities
Dam Wall:
Small parking area
Viewing area – Cox’s
River below the Dam
wall
Recreation Reserve:
Eastern Area
Powered Sites
Camp Sites
Showers (20c / minute)
Toilets
Beach
Children’s Playground
Barbeques
Boat Ramp
Jetty
Office / Shop
Caretaker’s residence

A caretaker lives on site.
Western Area
Boat Ramp
Access tracks

Activities

Issues

Opportunities

Power boating
Non-powered boating
canoeing and kayaking
Water skiing
Wakeboarding
Jet skiing
Swimming
Fishing – shore and boat
Camping

 Fluctuating water levels.
 2 access points and layout are
difficult to manage.
The hilly
topography is a challenge.
 The area was laid out for an
expected ‘low’ level of patronage as
a local asset. The Lake has become
a regional attraction and is drawing
patronage from the Sydney area as
well as Central NSW
 Conflict between campers and day
visitors
 Limited capacity of the waterbody conflict between anglers / canoeists
and power boat / water sports
activities.
 Noise issues with some power boats
and jet skis
 Water and sewerage infrastructure at
capacity at peak times – have to limit
numbers
 No toilet facilities in the western area
– problem with ‘bush’ toilets and
litter.
 Patronage is highly seasonal weather and water level dependent
with very low visitation in winter and
at capacity with waiting list in
summer.
 Strong un-met demand for cabins
 No walking or cycling trails
accessible from the recreation
reserve
 Resistance from local residents to
pay fees.
Campers using the
western area tend not to pay fees.

 Introduction of cabins and possibly a
bunk house – to increase use and
yield year-round. Cabins could be
located in the western area with
gated access. (Note potential issues
with water and sewerage).
 Encourage private sector
development of accommodation
and/or camping areas on the
northern foreshore.
 Camping area for events staged out
of the Rydal Showground.
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Waterbody
Lake Wallace
Surface area:
125ha
Maximum depth:
9m
Average depth:
3.5m

Description
Lake Wallace is located on the eastern side of the
Wallerawang Township, approximately 14km north
west of Lithgow. The Lake is visible from the
Great Western Highway, with the access off the
Highway via Barton Avenue (1.6km).
Council manages the Recreation Reserve on the
western foreshore of the Lake. The reserve is for
day use only.
The Wallerawang Sailing Club is located at the
northern end of the reserve.
There is no public access to the eastern side of
the Lake. There are two small pine plantations
and an arboretum in this area, with a third small
pine plantation at the northern end of the Lake,
separating the Reserve from the Power Station.

Thompsons
Creek Dam
Surface area:
163ha
Maximum depth:
16.5m
Average depth:
4.3m

The River below the dam wall is popular for
fishing.
Thompson’s Creek Dam is located between
Portland and Wallerawang and accessed via
Pipers Flat Road. The Dam is visible (but not
accessible) from the Great Western Highway at Mt
Lambie.
There is no vehicle access to the dam, with visitors
having to walk-in – a 20 minute walk.

Amenities
Boat ramp & launching
areas
Toilets and Showers
Disabled Toilets
Barbeques
Children’s Playground
Baseball Diamond
Picnic Tables
Dog Leash Free Area
Walking track
Sailing Club
Boating Club (kayaking,
rowing, dragon boats)

Activities
Boating- Non powered
- Sailing
- Dragon boats
- Canoes & Kayaks
Fishing
Swimming
Picnics
Walking
Cycling
Bird Watching
Baseball

Issues
 Town centre is not signposted from
the Lake
 Shallow depth – not suitable for
power boating

Opportunities
 To increase use of the Lake and
recreation reserve for a range of
small – medium events – eg dragon
boat racing, triathlon etc.
 Permit camping during major events
in the area.
 Develop a ‘round the Lake’ trail,
linking the Reserve to the pine
plantations and arboretum.
 Adventure Playground – of regional
significance

Charles Darwin
Memorial

 Barton Park Giant Trees Aboretum –
will develop as an attraction as the
trees mature.

None

Fishing
Times limited to 1 hour
before sunrise to 3
hours after sunset.
Restrictions apply to
trout fishing. No bait
allowed.

 Conflict with hunting in the adjoining
Falnash State Forest – issues with
stray bullets.

 PR marketing to raise the profile of
the Dam and create a ‘must fish’
desire amongst freshwater fishing
enthusiasts – iconic location for
positioning Wallerawang as a ‘fishing
destination’.

The Dam is rated as one of the top trout fishing
destinations in NSW, with the area being
designated by DPI as a ‘Trout Trophy Dam’
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Directions Forward:


Address capacity issues at Lake Lyell Reserve, through the re‐design of the Reserve. As
part of this process explore the feasibility of providing cabins and possibly bunk house
accommodation at the Reserve.



Encourage the private sector to develop well designed and appropriately sited
accommodation around Lake Lyell.



Develop and position Lake Wallace as a regional recreational asset. As part of this:
-

Assess the feasibility of establishing an adventure playground at Lake Wallace, with
the playground designed as a regional facility.

-

Explore the feasibility of providing access, via a shared walking‐cycle track to the
eastern foreshore of Lake Wallace, with the pine forests and arboretum positioned as
attractions.

-

Explore options for commercial concessions (eg coffee cart, canoe hire etc) to operate
at the Reserve.



Through signage, and ideally corridor tree planting, strengthen the link between Lake
Wallace and the Wallerawang town centre.



In conjunction with Delta Electricity, explore with DPI Forestry, the possibility of banning
hunting in the Falnash State Forest, to ensure the safety of other forest users and anglers
and Delta Workers accessing Thompsons Creek Dam.



Ensure that any Masterplan and proposed development of the Portland Cement Works
site, protects and enhances the scenic value of the Quarry Lakes and provides the town
with quality recreation and tourism assets.



Identify and document public access points (for fishing, bird watching, camping etc) to the
river systems within the LGA. Seek input from DPI Fisheries to assess and address river
access issues within the LGA.



Review proposals by Crown Lands to dispose of Crown assets in the LGA and make
submissions to protect river access points and other lands that form part of the attraction
and infrastructure base of the LGA.



Capitalise on the ‘Trout Trophy’ status of Thompson’s Creek Dam to build the profile of
Lithgow LGA and Wallerawang as a freshwater fishing destination.
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9.5.5 Accessing the Great Outdoors ‐ Tour Operators
Lithgow LGA has a fledgling guided tour sector, with a number of 4WD and scenic tour
operators, three horse riding operators providing trail rides, a trail‐bike tour operator,
helicopter scenic flights, a fishing guide and two bird tour operators. These operators and their
products are summarised in Table 9.11.
In addition, there are a number of 4WD, scenic and adventure based tour operators licensed to
operate in the National Parks and State Forests in Lithgow LGA. Most of these companies
operate out of Katoomba or Sydney and primarily operate in the Blue Mountains National Park
and on the Newnes Plateau and rarely venture into the Lithgow Valley. Most of the adventure
tour companies based in the Blue Mountains offer half day and day abseiling, rock climbing and
canyoning experiences targeted primarily to the ‘beginner’ market, with the focus being on
accessing sites close to Katoomba to minimise travel times. A couple of these operators also
run escorted mountain bike tours from Newnes Junction to Newnes.
There are also a number of bird watching companies that operate both within the State and
nationally that bring the occasional bird‐watching tour into the LGA, primarily to the Capertee
Valley.
One of the employees at the Newnes Hotel is also an accredited NPWS volunteer tour guide
who will take groups around the Newnes Ruins and Valley. Guided tours are also available at the
Oil Shale Refinery ruins at Glen Davis and State Mine and Small Arms Factory Museum in
Lithgow.
For coach tour groups, the Lithgow VIC will provide a staff member to conduct a town tour, with
this tour lasting approximately one hour.
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Table 9.11 Tour Operators – active in the Lithgow LGA
Operator
Helicopter Tours
Capertee Valley
Helicopters
General Tours
Madjestic Tours

Product

Capacity

Helicopter Scenic flights include the Capertee Valley,
winery tours, remote picnics pub crawls and charter
flights

2 passengers
Has access to a 4
seater

Tours include the Zig Zag Railway, Mt Tomah Botanical
Gardens, the Three Sisters and the Mudgee wineries
with pickup from accommodation. Private charters also
available.
Lithgow Taxis
Private tours of attractions in and around Lithgow.
4WD & Tag‐along Tours
Getabout
4WD 4wd tours + tag‐along tours 4WD training courses and
Adventures
programs Half, full day and extended trips.
Misty Mountains Misty Mountains 4WD Tours – remote locations in
4WD
National Parks along the western escarpment. + tag‐
along tours and driver training. Half, full day and
extended trips.
Wheely
Good Guided 4WD tours of the Rylstone and Capertee Valley
4WD
area.
Day trips
Fishing
Riverlands Fly & Specialising in fly fishing & tuition. Equipment provided
Sport
Fishing + access to private streams and all lakes.
Adventures
Horse Riding
Turon Gates
Trail riding in the Turon Valley
Bird Watching Tours
Carol Probets
Bird guide – Blue Mountains and Capertee Valley
Follow that Bird
Capertee Valley tour

1 x24 seater
1 21 Seater
1 11 Seater
1 x 6 seater 4WD

2 vehicles
Groups
of
Maximum.

12
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Other companies licensed to operate in the LGA include:
4WD & Tag‐a‐long Tours

Other Tours – hiking, abseiling, rock climbing,
canyoning, mountain biking, bird watching,
photography etc

Goshu Pacific
Simmo’s Off Road
Touch the Earth Lightly Tours
Wild at Heart Safaris
Australian 4x4 Travel
Great Divide Tours

Australian School of Mountaineering
Blue Mountains Adventure Company
High & Wild
Higher Ground group
Life’s an Adventure
Nature‐bound Australia
River Deep Mountain High
The Education Group

Directions Forward:
 In conjunction with local tour operators, explore options for increasing awareness of the
tour opportunities available in Lithgow LGA as well as increasing tour take‐up rates. For
example – promote tours (to the Zig Zag Railway or Jenolan Caves) to the sporting teams
that have rest days as part of their tournament program, or 4WD tours to parents coming
to watch sporting events (teams stay together and parents are often at loose end to fill in ¾
of a day).
 Explore with operators, opportunities to develop rail‐accommodation‐tour packages for
small groups (eg Probus).
 Explore with operators, opportunities to offer multi‐day trips based out of Lithgow (eg 4WD
combined with an introduction to abseiling, canyoning and rockclimbing).
 Endeavour to have the Capertee Valley included in tour programs for specialist Australian
and international bird tour and bird photography tour companies.

9.6

Cultural & Heritage Attractions

9.6.1 Aboriginal
The Lithgow LGA lies almost wholly within the traditional lands of the Wiradjuri Aboriginal
nation. Within the LGA, there are two sites of Aboriginal cultural significance that are accessible
to the public:


Blackfellows Hands Cave (Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu in the Wiradjuri language) – as discussed in
Section 9.4.3, Blackfellows Hands cave is a declared Aboriginal Place under the provisions
of the National Parks and Wildlife Service Act, and is listed on the AHIMS data base. As at
March 2013, the Lithgow LGA has 643 listed sites on the AHIMS data base.



Evans Crown Nature Reserve ‐ Crown Rock was an initiation site for the Wiradjuri people.
The site is protected through its inclusion in the Nature Reserve. There is also a bora
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ground located on private property near the Reserve. This bora site is not accessible to the
public.
The local Aboriginal community would like to see some form of interpretative and training
centre, and possibly accommodation, developed at Mayiny‐gumarra‐gu reserve, with this centre
becoming the base for providing aboriginal tours and programs within the LGA.

9.6.2

Built Heritage

Lithgow LGA has a very rich and diverse industrial heritage, which has evolved over nearly 180
years with Lithgow being the ‘birthplace of Australia’s heavy industry.12 Lithgow is one of four
industrial cities in NSW that developed primarily on the back of mining and smelting in the
1800’s of which the mines are still in operation today. Of these cities:


Newcastle has undergone a significant transformation, moving away from its heavy
industry image. In celebrating its heritage, Newcastle focuses on its colonial and maritime
heritage, rather than the mining and steelworks that dominated the city for decades.



Wollongong does very little to preserve or celebrate its mining and steel heritage. This
heritage is not featured in the promotion of the LGA. The small community at Mt Kembla is
endeavouring to preserve the mining heritage of the Mt Kembla area and has a display,
entitled ‘Thunder in a Cloudless Sky’ that tells the story of the 1902 explosion at the Mt
Kembla Mine where 96 men were killed. The display is only open by appointment for
groups. The Village community has an annual Miners Heritage Festival built around a
traditional miner’s picnic. Long term, the Mt Kembla Mine Heritage Committee is looking
to:
-



Establish a permanent home for the Mining Heritage Display in Mt Kembla.
Open up the old Mt Kembla Mine site with walkways and viewing platforms to
showcase its historic significance.
Link the Mine Site to a Mining Heritage Trail linking all significant mine sites on the
Illawarra escarpment.

Broken Hill – celebrates it mining heritage with the ‘Line of Lode,’ being a significant
attraction for the town. The interpretative material around the town and the guided walks
focus on telling the mining stories. Silver, lead and zinc is mined in Broken Hill (no coal).

With the concentration and diversity of sites and structures available, Lithgow LGA has a unique
opportunity to capitalise on its mining and industrial heritage and tell the story of these
industries in NSW.
The railway, coal and energy sectors in Lithgow and the Hartley, Wolgan and Capertee Valleys;
the railway industry in Wallerawang; and the lime–cement industry in Portland, have been
central to the establishment and growth of Lithgow LGA. The coming of the railway in the
1860’s opened up the Lithgow area, facilitating the development of the coal and lime (cement)

12

Furnace, Fire & Forge Heritage Trail Brochure
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industries initially, followed by kerosene and shale oil, cement, steel, pottery, brickworks,
woollen mills and manufacturing.
Coal mining to support local activities commenced in 1838, with commercial production starting
in 1869 with the coming of the Great Western Railway. By 1875 there were 5 mines operating
in the Lithgow Valley. In 1916 work commenced on the development of the Lithgow State Mine
to supply coal for government enterprises. Work on developing this mine stopped in 1917, but
resumed in 1921, with the first coal produced in 1922. The mine closed in 1964. Today coal
mining remains the dominant economic activity in Lithgow LGA, with the LGA having six
operating mines. Some of these mine sites are visible from public roads (including the
Castlereagh Highway), providing the opportunity to interpret the mining industry today.
Lithgow’s association with the energy sector began with the mining and refining of kerosene
shale in the Hartley Valley and the production of kerosene and paraffin candles, with these
products sold nationally and internationally into Asian and Pacific companies. This was followed
by shale oil extraction and production, dating from the 1860’s through to 1952, first in the
Hartley Valley (1865‐1921), then extending north to Newnes (1906‐1922 ), Airly and Torbane
(1896‐1924), then to Glen Davis (1938‐1952). The first commercial power station opened in
Lithgow in 1927 and continued operating until 1960 when it was decommissioned. The
Wallerawang Power Station was commissioned in 1957, followed by the Mt Piper Power Station
in 1992. Lithgow is the only site in Australia with a concentration of accessible ruins from these
phases of the development of Australia’s energy sector. It also offers the only power expo and
coal‐fired power station tours in NSW.
The availability of coal enabled the establishment of iron and copper smelters, followed by
Australia’s first commercial steelworks in 1906, of which only the pump house building blast
furnace foundations remain standing. The Lithgow Pottery and brick works was established in
1876 to supply bricks, pipes, tiles etc with Lithgow having 4 brickworks by the early 1900’s.
Minor industries, such as the abbatoir, freezing works and brewery developed to support the
growing population base. In 1912 the Small Arms Factory was established by the NSW
government to produce fire arms, which were used by the Australian forces in World War I and
II. Over the years the factory has produced a range of steel goods – sewing machines, shearing
tools, golf clubs, handcuffs, tools etc. Today, the factory is owned by Thales, and is still used for
the production of firearms.
Portland developed initially as a lime producing area with the first lime kilns established in 1863.
The coming of the railway in 1883, resulted in the expansion of the lime industry, followed by
the establishment of the cement industry. Cement production began in 1889, with the Portland
Cement Works established in 1902. The town developed around the Cement Works, with the
owner of the works providing a range of services and infrastructure for the growing town. The
Cement Works continued to operate until 1991, and earned Portland the reputation for being
the ‘Town that Built Sydney’.
Heritage and built attractions and sites in Lithgow LGA are summarised in Table 9.12. In this
Table, the main attractions are those that are accessible to the public and have interpretation.
Supporting attractions are sites that can be viewed but maybe located on private property
and/or have limited or no interpretation.
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Table 9.12 Built Heritage Attractions – Lithgow LGA
Theme

Colonial Settlement

Existing Attractions
Main Attractions
Supporting Attractions

Hartley Historic Site

Gold Mining
Rail

Kerosene / Oil
Shale Production
Coal Mining &
Electricity
Generation
Manufacturing

Settlement of
Lithgow LGA

Family History

Zig Zag Railway
Newnes Junction to Newnes
railway corridor + Glow Worm
Tunnel
Newnes Ruins
Glen Davis
State Mine
Mt Piper Power Station tours
‐ Delta Energy Expo
Small Arms Factory Museum
Blast Furnace Park & Lake
Pillans
Eskbank House

Historic Cemeteries
Lithgow And District Family
History Society

Heritage buildings in Hartley
Valley
Remains of mine sites along
the Turon River
Rail infrastructure – historic
stations, viaducts and bridges

Hartley Valley
Airly Ruins
Lithgow Power Station Ruins
Wallerawang Power Station
Coke ovens – Newnes
Lithgow Pottery (photo
opportunity only)
Bottle Kilns Portland
Esk Roy House (Lithgow Golf
Club)

Historic Cemeteries

Attractions being
developed or have the
potential to be
developed
Cox’s Road

Lithgow Railway Museum
and workshop tours
Oberon – Tarana tourist
railway and rail trail

Coal mining today

Lithgow Brewery
Portland Cement Works
Relatively intact heritage
housing precincts
Heritage town centres –
including the art deco
centre of Portland
Historic Cemeteries
Family History records –
Hartley Historic Site

The current status of the main attractions and potential attractions and the improvements
needed to increase their ‘appeal’ and ‘marketability’ are summarised in Table 9.13. The main
issues with these attractions are summarised below.
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Table 9.13 Assessment of the main Heritage and Built Attractions and Sites in Lithgow LGA
Attraction / Site

Description / Status

Management

Opening
Hours

Issues

Opportunities

Central Precincts
Lithgow
Blast Furnace
Park

Lake Pillans

Blast Furnace Park has been developed
around the ruins of the first blast furnace
established in Australia. The blast furnace
operated until 1928. The ruins are classified
as an item of State Heritage and are
protected by a Permanent Conservation
Order. The ruins are visible from various
vantage points around Lithgow. The Park is
accessed via a ‘driveway’ in from Inch Street.
Facilities on site are limited and include a
parking area, interpretative panels and
informal walking tracks. The ruins are not
fenced and visitors can wander and explore.
This is a significant part of the appeal and
attraction of the area. The ruins are ideal
for photography and have been used in a
range of print and television advertisements
and films.

Council

Lake Pillans is located adjacent to Blast
Furnace Park and linked by a walking track.
The Lake was constructed as a cooling pond,
with the water used in the boiler and as part
of the cooling system for the Blast Furnace.
Today the Lake is a wetland surrounded by

Council in
conjunction
with Land
Care &
community
groups

24 / 7 – free
access

24 / 7 – free
access

 Not signposted from the main entry
points into / routes through Lithgow.
Directional signposting at Inch Street is
poor, with no advanced warning signs.
 No facilities at the ruins – need for toilet
facilities to service visitors, particularly
coach tour groups and, in the future,
people using the walking–cycling trails,
and ‘walking’ the Cultural Precinct.
 Getting the balance right between
minimising Council’s risk from an OH&S
perspective, conserving the ruins and
retaining the ability to explore – the
sense of adventure and discovery which
is an integral part of the experience.
‘Sanitizing’ the experience with a
formed walking trail, viewing areas and
fencing would considerably dilute the
experience.
 Encroachment by urban development.
The urban development that has
occurred has detracted from the visual
amenity and visual impact of the site. It
may also limit potential for small events.
 Lack of a strong link to Lake Pillans
 Lack of visibility – no direct street
frontage, and not visible from either
Blast Furnace Park or Inch Street.
 No onsite parking
 Limited interpretation.

 Strong integration with Lake Pillans – to








create a larger attraction, encouraging
visitors and residents to spend more
time in the area.
Through eye‐catching images ‐ raise the
profile and visibility of the Park –
drawing visitors through Lithgow.
Wedding ceremony and photography
site.
Small events.
Promote to sporting teams as a location
for morning ‘team walks’.
Strong icon for inclusion in marketing
and promotional material.
Destination on the State Mine Heritage
Rail Link (when developed)

 Integration with Blast Furnace Park –
increase the scale of the attractions and
the range of activities that can be
undertaken.
 Continue to develop garden / native
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Attraction / Site

Description / Status

Management

Opening
Hours

 No toilets.
 Playground in Inch Street is very small
and lacks appeal.
 Poorly signposted.

parklands. A network of paths and board
walks have been developed around the
Lake. The boardwalks have deteriorated
with sections now closed. Basic picnic
facilities are available. The site is accessed
via either Blast Furnace Park or from Inch
Street through a small local park. A stand of
wattle trees have been planted along the
western edge of the park with this area
being a mass of yellow when the wattle
blooms. Native plants have been planted
along the trails.

State Mine
Heritage Park

The State Mine (1917‐1964) was established
by the NSW State Government to provide
coal for State Government enterprises, such
as the railways. In 1990 the LGA of Greater
Lithgow Mining Museum Inc was
incorporated to develop a mining museum
on the site. Development has been largely
funded by a series of grants. The State Mine
product includes:
- Cottage – interpretative displays relating
to the geology of the area and the history
of both coal mining in the area and the
State Mine.
- Former Bath‐house building – this has
static displays of equipment. The space is
ideal for functions and small events.
- Theatrette – under development (will be
operational within 2 years) – 30 seat
venue in the Bathhouse – used to tell the
story of ‘Peppers ghost and the 1953 fire’.

Issues

LGA of
Greater
Lithgow
Mining
Museum Inc
– not for
profit
association –
volunteers to
maintain and
operate

Weekends &
school &
public
holidays.
Groups – by
appointment

 Work in progress – needs $600,000+ to
finish

 Static displays with no access to a mine
or mine experience

 Very limited opening hours
 Dependent on volunteer guides
 Operating costs exceed revenue

Opportunities
plant theme – becomes part of a LGA‐
sub‐regional product:
- Gardens / Giant Tree Arboretum
- Wildflower walks and trails
- Bird watching
 Destination on the walking and cycling
trail network being developed in Lithgow
– a place to cycle or walk to. There is
sufficient land around the playground at
Inch Street to develop a small ‘learn to
ride’ cycle track, with this track then
feeding into the Lake Pillans Track and
ultimately, the Lithgow network
 Wedding ceremony / wedding photo
location.
 Small events.
 Build the functions and small event
markets to generate additional revenue
for the site.
 Build coach tour groups.
 Additional black‐smithing workshops

generated – dependent on grants to
remain open and to continue to
develop.
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Attraction / Site

Description / Status

Management

Opening
Hours

Lithgow State
Mine Railway
Limited – a
company
limited by
guarantee

Viewing only
when the
State Mine
Heritage
Park is open.
Train rides
are not
operating

Issues

Opportunities

- Workshop – extensive range of tools and
machinery on display. Includes a
Blacksmith workshop which is still
operating – the Blacksmith provides
demonstrations and also holds the
occasional workshop.
- Poppet Head and shaft (sealed)
- Interpretation, including interpretative
panels on the former Lithgow Power
Station.
- Railway infrastructure and workshops –
now leased to Lithgow State Mine Railway
Limited.
Future Plans:
 Simulated mine experience / sound &
light show
 Improve the Museum & interpretation
including stories about the people

State Mine
Railway Limited

Access is by guided tour, with an entry fee
payable. The Mine attracts around 2,000
visitors per year and is popular with school
groups and coach tour groups
The State Mine Railway Museum is located
at the State Mine. The Railway incorporates
railway lines (including a lease of the State
Mine Branch Line and corridor from the
Eskbank Locomotive Depot to the Eskbank
Goods Shed), rolling stock and a workshop.
The workshop is used for a commercial
business (train and carriage repairs).
The Railway is proposing to operate tourist
trains, with these operating between the
bottom of the Zig Zag Railway, to Eskbank

 Attraction is in the development stage
and dependent on volunteers and grant
funding. The Railway is hoping to
commence train rides in the near future.

 Potentially relatively limited appeal,
particularly if the train only operates
between the Zig Zag, Eskbank and the
State Mine.

 Joint ticketing with the Zig Zag Railway.
 Possibility of running tours to
Wallerawang – would increase visitor
numbers to the town – possibility of this
becoming a coach tour product where
groups are dropped off at State Mine
and picked up at Wallerawang to tour
onto Portland.

 Issues with access to facilities at
Eskbank – still part of an operating train
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Attraction / Site

Lithgow Power
Station

Eskbank House

Small Arms
Factory Museum

Description / Status
Station and the State Mine, and possibly
along the Western Rail Line to Wallerawang.
The Railway is also proposing to run
extended trips to other locations (eg
Mudgee, Orange, Cowra)
The footings of the Lithgow Power Station
are located across the road from the State
Mine. The ruins are overgrown and there is
no signage stating what the ruins are.

Eskbank House was built in 1842 and was
the home of Andrew Brown – an early
industrialist largely responsible for the
development of heavy industries in the
Lithgow area. In 1966 the House was
converted into a Museum, managed initially
by the Lithgow District Historical Society and
since 2003, by Council. The House is set
within large, well maintained gardens which
are popular for small functions. The
Museum has a local history collection and a
collection of Lithgow Pottery (nationally
significant collection). It also has space used
for temporary exhibitions. Entry fees apply.
The Museum attracts around 1,700 visitors
per year, mainly school groups and coach
tour groups.
The Small Arms Factory Museum is located
in a building at the Lithgow Small Arms
Factory. The Factory was established in
1912 to make rifles and bayonets for the
Australian Forces during WWI. During WWII
the range was expanded to include the

Management

Opening
Hours

Issues

Opportunities

line.

Council

Council

24 / 7 –
primarily
viewing
from the
road

 The interpretative panels for the Power

Wednesday
to Sunday
10am‐
12.30pm,
and 1pm –
4pm. Other
times by
appointment









Volunteer
committee

Tuesday to
Thursday
9.30am‐
2pm,
Weekends &
Public

Station are located within the State
Mine precinct and only accessible by
guided tour.
The location of the heritage railway
rolling stock blocks the views between
the interpretative panels and the Power
Station.
Ideal for small functions, however the
venue lacks catering facilities and there
are issues in relation to food and
beverage within the House.
Not well signposted from Main Street –
doesn’t qualify for tourist attraction
signage as the Museum is not open 7
days per week.
Minimal budget for buying in or
developing temporary exhibitions.

 Very limited potential.

 Direct marketing to National Trust,
historical societies and heritage groups,
including the ability to utilise social
networking sites.
 Temporary exhibition program including
a number of higher profile events each
year – this will require an increase in the
exhibitions budget.
 Ability to tell stories through use of
digital technology.
 Marketing to schools and groups as part
of a Lithgow itinerary.

 Dependent on volunteers to provide

 Establish web‐links with other firearms

tours, maintain the collection and
undertake research.
 Museum has outgrown the space and
would benefit from a larger premise.
 No access to the factory – cannot

museums world‐wide, accessing patron
data bases where possible.
 Explore opportunities for Lithgow to
host national and international firearms
conferences.
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Attraction / Site

Description / Status

Management

Opening
Hours
Holidays
10am to
4pm.
Groups by
appointment

 No security of tenure ‐ building leased

Private –
used by local
potters

Not
accessible

 Building not accessible.
 No opportunity to view production or

Private

Currently
not
accessible,
but will be
when the
Brewery re‐
opens.

Vickers Machine Gun and Bren Guns. The
Factory has also produced sewing machines,
shearing equipment, golf clubs. Today part
of the Factory remains operational and is
used by Thales to produce hand guns.

Lithgow Pottery

Zig Zag Brewery

Railway
infrastructure

The Museum is internationally recognised as
having one of the best hand gun collections
in the world. The Museum attracts around
4,000‐5,000 visitors per year, including fire
arms enthusiasts from overseas, coach tours
groups and the occasional school groups.
The Museum provides a guide for groups.
Although a significant industry for the town,
only one building and one chimney remain
from the Lithgow Pottery and Brick works.
This building is still used for pottery
production, however it is in very poor
condition & not accessible to the public.
The Zig Zag Brewery was established in 1893
and produced beer until the late 1950’s.
During its heyday, it was one of the largest
breweries in western NSW. In the 1960’s
and 1970’s the Brewery was used to
produce soft drinks. The Brewery is
currently being refurbished and is expected
to open in 2012/13 as a boutique brewery.
Heritage infrastructure – including Lithgow,
Eskbank & Bowenfels Stations, Eskbank
Goods Shed, railway bridges and viaducts.

Rail Estate

Issues
undertake factory tours.
from Thales. The Factory site is a
potential future development site.

Opportunities

 Explore options to tap into the firearms
groups using the Thales Rifle Range with
the Museum used as a function venue
for these groups (utilising a marquee on
the outdoor space adjacent to the
Museum)

 Need for a showroom outlet for pottery
and other creative industries in Lithgow.

purchase pottery

24 / 7

 Significant new attraction for Lithgow.
 Significant PR opportunities.
 Potential to ‘kick‐start’ the boutique pub
scene.
(see Section 9.6)

 Not accessible to the public – viewing
from surrounding roads only.

 To provide information / flier on historic
infrastructure.

 2019 ‐ 150 year anniversary of the
coming of the railway.

Lithgow also has a range of significant historical churches, halls, commercial buildings and housing precincts that could be incorporated into the product mix for coach tour and specific
interest groups and potentially as part of walking and cycling routes.
Portland & Wallerawang
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Attraction / Site
Delta Energy
Expo, Mt Piper

Portland Cement
Works complex
+ Bottle Kilns

Description / Status

Management

Education centre with a range of models,
exhibits, information panels, touch screens
and videos on how Electricity is produced
and distributed by coal fired power stations
as well as renewable sources.
Picnic and barbeque facilities and a
playground are located adjacent to the Expo.

Delta Energy

Guided tours of the Mt Piper Power Station
are also available.
Site contains a range of heritage industrial
buildings, chimney, cottages and quarry
lakes. This is a landmark site in Portland
with the complex being part of the fabric
and character of the town. A Masterplan has
been prepared for the development of the
site (see Section 8.3)

Private ‐
Boral

Opening
Hours
7 days
9am to 4pm

Not open
Bottle Kilns
can be
viewed from
Quarry Road

The bottle kilns were built in 1888. They are
a potential icon for the Town

Issues

Opportunities

 Expo requires investment in upgrading
displays.

 Subject to development – need for
preservation, restoration and adaptive
re‐use.

 Bottle kilns are deteriorating – need to
be preserved. A small parking / viewing
area close to the kilns is required.

 Bottle kilns are not signposted from the
town.

Potential to become one of the main
attractions for Lithgow LGA and
surrounding region. It has both the scale
and the level of market place awareness to
draw visitors into the area, including the
coach tour market. Potentially parts of the
site and/or heritage buildings could be
used as a venue for events and activities
and possibly for much needed visitor
accommodation (adaptive re‐use).
The quarry lakes are scenically valuable,
with the area around the Lakes having the
potential for walking and cycling trails
connecting the town centre to the Bottle
Kilns and linking through (via the creek
corridor ‐ wetland to the north of the Kilns)
to the Common. (See Section 8.3)

Portland Town
Centre / Signs of
Yester Year

Attractive art deco town centre. Restoration
of historic signs – Signs of Yester Year.
(see Section 8.3)

Private
landholders

24/7

 Retaining character of the area in‐light
of development pressures.

Short‐term: potential for a viewing area
over the lakes from Kiln Street.
Art deco tourist and lifestyle town as a
destination and attraction (see Section 8.3)

 Encouraging property owners to
upgrade building facades.

Rural North
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Attraction / Site
Zig Zag Railway,
Clarence

Description / Status

Management

The Zig Zag Railway was the first rail line into
the Lithgow valley. The railway was
commissioned in 1869 and operated until
1910, when it was replaced by a ten tunnel
deviation. The Railway operates a mix of
steam trains and diesel rail motors.
Commentary is provided.

Zig Zag Rail
Co‐operative
Limited
Not for profit

Opening
Hours
7 days per
week

The Glow Worm Tunnel is a significant
attraction for Lithgow LGA. The Tunnel was
built in 1907 as part of the Newnes Junction
to Newnes Railway to service the Shale Oil
works. It is 600 metres long. Today it is
inhabited by glow worms. The Tunnel is
located within the Wollemi National Park
and is promoted as part of the Newnes
Plateau Discovery Trail for the Greater Blue
Mountain Drive.

Newnes is located at the northern end of
the Wolgan Valley and is the site of a former
oil shale works. The main attractions are the
ruins of the oil shale works and coke ovens
and the historic Newnes Hotel. Newnes is

upper Blue Mountains. Visitors tend to
stay in this precinct and do not venture
into Lithgow.

from the Lithgow town centre with no
way of getting into town.

Opportunities

 State Mine Heritage Railway is proposing
to meet the train at the bottom points
and bring travelers into Lithgow.
Possible opportunity for joint ticketing.

 Offer a cost‐effective option for
mountain‐bikers to ride down the trail
adjacent to the Zig Zag and return by
train to the top.

 Car park at Clarence in poor condition.
 Steam trains do not always operate

NPWS

24 / 7

when scheduled to – creates issues
particularly with international visitors
on tour packages.
 Access road is un‐sealed and not always
maintained to 2WD standard (note: the
road is promoted as being of 2WD
standard). There is a need for ‘site
hardening’ of the ‘soft sections.

 High profile attraction for Lithgow LGA
and the Blue Mountains Tourism Region.

 Interpretation and visitor facilities are
limited.

 Walking conditions within the Tunnel
need to be improved.

The railway corridor is a popular trail for
Mountain‐bikers and bush walkers. There is
a proposal to develop the corridor into a rail
trail, which would encourage increased use.
Newnes

 Entry is located at Clarence via the

 Bottom points are approximately 4.5km

Themed events include ‘Day out with
Thomas’ and the ‘Wizards Express’. There is
a walking / mountain biking track along the
rail corridor. Facilities include picnic area
and kiosks at the top and bottom points.
The Railway attracts around 83,000 visitors
per annum.
Glow Worm
Tunnel, Newnes
Junction to
Newnes Railway
corridor

Issues

 Balancing visitation against the need to
protect the glow worm colony.
Hotel –
private

Ruins open
24/7.

Ruins –
NPWS

Hotel
generally

 Condition of Wolgan Road, particularly
between the Resort and the Caravan
Park.
 Limited visitor facilities (see Sections
8.4.1 and 9.5.1)
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Attraction / Site

Description / Status

Management

Ruins –
private
ownership

Opening
Hours
open on
weekends
and public
holidays.
Saturday
2pm –
guided tour

Council is the
Trustee for
the camping
area

Other times
for groups
by
appointment

discussed in Sections 8.4.1 and 9.5.1.

Glen Davis

Remains the Glen Davis Oil Shale Works and
the surrounding town that was abandoned
in 1952. The ruins are in private ownership
and only accessible by guided tour.
Most of the remaining houses in the village
are in poor condition.

Issues

 Challenge of managing and preserving
the ruins – large site, open to the
weather. The income generated from
the tours is no‐where near sufficient to
preserve or restore to ruins.

Opportunities

 Build the coach tour market.
 Provide additional activities in the
Valley, eg short bush walks.

 Very limited opening hours. Long way
to travel not to be able to access the
ruins.
 Tour time co‐incides with the weekend
check‐in time at the Glen Davis
Boutique Hotel.

Rural South
Hartley Historic
Site

Hartley was one of the first settlements on
the western side of the Blue Mountains. It
developed as a service centre for travelers
coming down Victoria Pass. The village
boomed during the gold rushes. In 1887 the
coming of the railway to Lithgow, resulted in
the village being by‐passed by travelers, with
the village going into decline. There was a
brief revival in the early 1900’s with the
growth in people travelling to Jenolan Caves
by car. In 1914 the village was declared a
Public Recreation Reserve, with the Reserve
becoming a historic site in 1972.
Today some of the buildings are open for
inspection. There is also a collection of
memorabilia and documents, including

NPWS

24/7 for the
site.
Buildings
open from
10am –
4.30pm
seven days
5 tours per
day – need a
minimum of
4 people to
run the tour.

 The site is relatively ‘sterile’ in its
presentation, with not a lot to see or do
unless the tours are operating.
 Exhibitions do not change – nothing to
encourage repeat visitation.

 Good attraction for coach tour groups
and school excursions.
 A contemporary style café in one of the
historic buildings would encourage
travelers to stop and look around.

 Toilets and visitor facilities are very
dated.
 No strong connection / link between the
village and the River Lett.

Groups by
appointment
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Attraction / Site

Description / Status

Management

Opening
Hours

Issues

Opportunities

family history records in the former Farmers
Inn building. A limited range of drinks and
snacks is also available for purchase.
NPWS are exploring options for providing
accommodation on an eatery in the village.
The site attracts between 30,000 to 100,000
visitors per year, with around 15,000 visitors
looking through the exhibition. The site is
popular with school groups (around 6,000
students per year) and coach tour groups.
The toilets provide a service for Highway
travelers.

Above: Historic cottage – Hartley Village
Right: Part of the ruins of the Oil Shale Refinery at Glen Davis
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Issues:
The issues relating to the heritage – built attractions in Lithgow LGA are summarised below:


The heritage attractions and sites within Lithgow LGA exist in ‘isolation’, with the
attractions / sites not put into the overall context of the development of Lithgow nor the
development of the industry sector within NSW, nationally or globally. There are no ‘links’
to encourage visitors to ‘follow the story’ (eg the Kerosene – Shale Oil story ‐ can be linked
across three valleys).
Council is endeavouring to link some of the attractions in Lithgow through the
development of the Cultural Precinct. This precinct extends from the top end (eastern end)
of Main Street, through to Lake Pillans and includes the heritage buildings of Main Street,
the Union Theatre and adjoining Hoskins Building, Eskbank House and Blast Furnace Park –
Lake Pillans. With the topography, dispersed nature of attractions and the ‘holes’ created
by the playing fields and greyhound track and the different ‘themes’, the Precinct is a
difficult one to tie together (not necessarily a ‘logical’ fit) and it may take years before this
is achieved.
The Furnace, Fire and Forge Heritage Trail was established in 2006, with the objective being
to place the main heritage sites in context and outline the story of Lithgow through three
main themes – The Legacy of Coal, The Iron Masters & the Birth of the Nation, and Work,
Home & Dignity. The trail was ‘Highly Commended’ in the Energy Australia National Trust
Heritage Awards. While the concept is sound, the development of the Trail has lost
impetus and the trail brochures currently available are photocopies of the original.
The Furnace, Fire & Forge Trail needs to be revived. Consideration needs to be given to
using digital technology (apps, QR codes, holograms etc) in the delivery of information and
also incorporating contemporary activities that relate to ‘furnace, fire, forge’ (eg the
blacksmithing at State Mine and the Talisman Gallery) into the product. Council is
encouraging the establishment of creative industries within the LGA, with metal forging
being a possible option.



The attractions are under‐developed, under‐capitalised and under‐resourced. Most of
the attractions have been developed by volunteers using grant funding, and as such are not
completed. Development that has occurred has not necessarily been to the highest
standard nor has it realised the full potential of the site / attraction.



Limited and variable opening hours as the operators do not have the resources to open 7
days per week. The hours that the attractions are open are not coordinated.



Individual pricing – separate entry fee to each property.



Poor directional signage – attractions that are not open seven days per week do not qualify
for tourist attraction (brown and white) signage.



Lack of professionalism in the presentation – this reflects in part, the limited funds and
resources available. In addition, a number of the attractions rely on volunteers to provide
guided tours. These tours are necessary to ‘bring the site’ alive and to minimise OH&S
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risks. The experience provided to visitors is dependent on the personality, communication
skills and knowledge of the volunteer, and as such can be highly variable.


Ineffective marketing – the attractions have limited marketing budgets, with the emphasis
being on ‘mail‐outs’ to schools, groups and coach companies. Some of the attractions do
not have web‐sites, while the web‐sites for others need further development.

Directions Forward:
 The priority is to develop the Blast Furnace Park – Lake Pillans area as a major attraction
for Lithgow. This will require establishing a strong visual and physical link between the
two areas, replacing the damaged board walks around Lake Pillans and improving visitor
facilities and interpretation.
 Support the attraction operators in sourcing grant funding to ‘finish’ the development of
the attractions.
 Ensure that the development of the former Cement Works at Portland provides a quality
tourist attraction and recreational asset for Portland.
 Advocate for the NPWS to improve visitor facilities and the experience offered by
heritage attractions (Glow Worm Tunnel, Newnes ruins and the Hartley Historic Site)
under their control.
 Re‐activate and build on the Furnace, Fire and Forge Trail.
 Improve directional signage to the attractions.
 Explore options for using the attractions as event venues and to attract special interest
visitors and potentially interest‐related conferences, workshops, functions and events.
 Work with operators to improve their information delivery, marketing and promotion –
including developing data bases, digital marketing and use of social and travel
networking sites.
 Capitalise on the opportunities associated with the re‐opening of the Zig Zag Brewery.
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9.7

Local Produce, Food and Wine

Lithgow is the gateway to the Central NSW Wine Regions of Mudgee, Orange and Cowra.
Mudgee is the second most visited Wine Region in NSW after the Hunter, with the region
drawing visitors for both its food and wine.13 Mudgee also has a concentration of boutique
food producers. The food and wine tourists coming into Central NSW are interested in quality
local produce and are a potential market for fresh produce and gourmet products produced in
Lithgow LGA.
In the past, the Hartley Valley was well known for its apple orchards, with people travelling to
the area and highway travellers stopping to purchase fresh fruit. Today, the itinerant fruit
traders who park on the roadside in the Hartley are well patronised.
Lithgow LGA has a small number of gourmet and boutique food producers. There are also has a
few farmgate outlets, located primarily along the Castlereagh Highway, that are open on a
seasonal basis. Roadside harvesting of ‘wild’ fruit occurs along local roads in Autumn, with
mushrooming occurring in a number of the pine forests in the area (in particular the Hampton
Forest) from February to April.
Although not publicised, there is a Ferro Roche factory in Lithgow, with the factory producing
Nutella, Tic Tacs and the Kinder Surprise Range.
Table 9.14 Gourmet & Boutique Food & Beverage Producers – Lithgow LGA
Producer
Jannei Goat Farm
&
Fromagerie

Product
Dairy – around 70 goats. Products include raw milk,
yogurt, and numerous varieties of soft and semi‐hard
goat’s milk cheeses. Winner of 2008 Australian Grand
Diary Awards ‐ Champion Goats or Sheep Milk Cheese

Lithgow Valley
Springs & Zig Zag
Brewery

Lithgow Valley Springs bottles and sells natural spring
water.
The company is in the process of re‐opening the Zig Zag
Brewery. The Brewery operated from 1893 until the
1950s’. Work is due to commence on the project, with
the possibility of production in 2013. It is expected that
the Brewery and Springs site will be open to the public.

Tarana Oils

13

On‐site self contained cottage accommodation is
available.
Rokeby Olives produces extra virgin olive oil under the
brand name of ‘Tarana Olive Oil’. The oil is certified (in
conversion) OGA ORGANIC. The Estate has around 4000
mainly Tuscan olive trees grown in 2000 at altitude of
more than 800 metres above sea level. The oil is sold at
most organic farmers markets

Access to the product
Summer
Mon 9am‐5pm, Fri 10am‐
6pm, Sat 10am‐4.30
Winter
Mon 9am‐ 5pm
Other times by
appointment
Spring water available
through retail outlets.
Will have on‐site access
when the Brewery comes
on‐lint

Through Farmers Markets

Destination NSW Snapshot of Food and Wine Tourism, 2009
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Hartley Valley Tea
Rooms
Wallerawang
Butchers – Speckle
Park Beef
Lithgow Wholesale
Meats ‐ Shogun
Wagyu

Japanese Tea
Shack

Capertee Valley
Saffron
Santonio

Sells a range of jams and preserves
Specialty butchers –exclusive outlet for Speckle Park
Beef Supreme in Australia. Also provides a range of
organic and grain fed meats and poultry plus a variety of
game meats and poultry and quality small‐goods.
Natural grass fed beef using Wagyu x Angus breeds.
Produced in the Tarana area and available from Lithgow
Wholesale Meats. Lithgow Wholesale Meats is a direct
wholesale outlet supplying the general public, hotel and
restaurant food industry.
Blue Mountains Tea Shack sells a range of organic herbal
teas.

Award winning locally grown saffron products
Locally grown produce used to make pickles, sauces and
marmalades

Wednesday to Sunday
10am‐5pm
Butchers shops in
Wallerawang and
Lithgow.
Through Lithgow
Wholesale Meats

Internet sales or from the
Tea Shack
Open
Friday 2pm‐9pm
Sat 12pm‐9pm
Sun 11am‐8pm
Online and sell at markets
Markets

With the number of ‘foodies’ moving through the LGA there is potential to capitalise on the
interest in quality gourmet products, by:




Showcasing local products at the Lithgow Visitor Information Centre.
Producing a guide to local products and producers.
Promoting the two butchers as ‘food’ attractions for the area.

Once the Brewery becomes operational, it has the potential to raise the profile of Lithgow.
With the re‐instatement of an ‘icon’, there may be opportunities for public relations marketing
to generate publicity for the town. It also provides opportunities for:


Stimulating one of more of the local hotels to upgrade the product and experience that
they offer – ‘kick start’ the gentrification of the hotels and the positioning of Lithgow as
having a strong, contemporary pub culture.



Focusing attention on other heritage based attractions and industries in Lithgow.



Drawing visitors through the town to access the Brewery. The Brewery combined with
Blast Furnace Park is a relatively strong combination to draw travelers off the Highway.
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Directions Forward:
 Explore opportunities for showcasing local produce (eg product displays and images) in
the VIC.
 Explore opportunities to include Lithgow products in the Blue Mountains and VisitNSW
food and wine promotions and initiatives.
 Consider producing a ‘food and produce’ guide for Lithgow (desk top production), which
includes the seasonal farm gate outlets.
 Discuss with the Zig Zag Brewery operators the potential to generate publicity for both
the property and the town, commencing with the start of the restoration of the brewery
building, with the PR marketing linked to other heritage attractions in the region.
Consider for example, a high profile opening, possibly bringing in journalists etc using the
Zig Zag Railway.

9.8

Spa & Pampering Products

21% of visitors to the Blue Mountains Tourism Region are ‘Pampadours’, with these visitors
looking for luxury, self indulgence style products. The Region also attracts a significant number
of ‘short breaks’ couples who are looking for ‘time‐out’ to rest, relax and rejuvenate. Lithgow
LGA has a number of spa products and wellness services.
Lithgow LGA has one of the top luxury spas in Australia, the Wolgan Valley Resort and Spa, with
the property providing a range of pampering services. The Spa is only accessible to guests and
does not accept day bookings.
Blue Mountains SpaRadise offers a Japanese Bathhouse experience with indoor and outdoor
heated pools, steam rooms and massage services. The property has a tea‐room as well as
onsite accommodation. It is only open Friday to Sunday.
There are two day spas in Lithgow (Empress Beauty Salon and Day Spa and Silhouette Beauty
Salon and Day Spa) that provide a range of spa treatments (eg body scrubs, body wraps), beauty
treatments and massage services. These services are targeted to the local market, with the
product being similar to suburban day spas / beauty salons in Sydney and other centres. There
is no strong point of difference in the ambience, experience offered, treatments or product
range that could be marketed as an attraction for the LGA.
Aromatherapy at Portland provides a range of beauty and wellness products as well as massage
services. The business adds to the diversity of lifestyle retail in Portland. If the business gains a
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reputation for providing a quality ‘wellness’ product and has strong word‐of‐mouth referral,
then it could develop as a ‘destination’ for the regional community.

Direction Forward:
 Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa has the capacity to undertake their own marketing and
promotion, with the property targeting very specific high end visitors that are
destination‐based. While Lithgow LGA can benefit from the awareness created by the
Resort, it is not feasible to link it to the other spa products in the LGA or ‘use’ it to
position the LGA as a ‘spa’ destination.
 The other spa product available in the LGA is limited and should be promoted as a
service to visitors rather than a ‘reason to visit’.

10.

Events

Festivals and events from part of the attraction and activity base of the LGA and contribute to
the cultural diversity of the LGA. Events provide a reason to visit – they are essentially a ‘call to
action’ that generates publicity and focuses attention on the area. Events are also a key driver
in the economic, social and cultural development of the area and play a role in the ‘tree change’
process.
Benefits generated by events include:
 Economic – money coming into the community with event organisers and visitors spending
money in the area (eg venue and equipment hire fees, accommodation, food and beverage,
transport and fuel, local services etc). Through the multiplier effect, this money works its
way through the community.
 Social – opportunity for the local community to interact with other community members and
visitors to the area, participate in activities and be exposed to new ideas and concepts.
Events can strengthen the community spirit and build pride.
 Cultural – adds another dimension to the lifestyle of the area, provides opportunities for
creative and cultural expression as well as the opportunity to show‐case the area, its people
and its skills.
 Environmental – places a value on environmental assets and increases the utilisation of these
assets.
 Publicity – generates increased awareness of the area both directly (ie to the participant) and
more broadly through media coverage (regional, national, international), digital mediums (eg
internet, social networking) and word‐of‐mouth. The dollar value of the publicity generated
is far more than the LGA’s annual marketing and promotional budget.
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Lithgow Council has recognised the wide‐ranging benefits that the events sector can generate
for the LGA. As such Council has formulated and adopted a Festival and Events Strategy and
employed an Event Co‐ordinator to manage and grow the sector. Council’s vision and stated
objectives for the events sector are:
Vision:
By 2015 the Lithgow Government Area will be known as a region that hosts a broad range of
dynamic festivals and events, whilst supporting and developing local creative and cultural
talent for maximum social and economic benefit for the community.
Objectives:
1. Identify and support the delivery of a diverse range of quality festivals and events
2. Ensure that Council procedures are reviewed and streamlined to assist with the
smooth running of festivals and events ensuring quality and safety
3. Encourage participation from the community essential to the success and
sustainability of events
4. Develop essential infrastructure to improve the region’s Capacity to harness, retain
and deliver high quality festivals and events
5. Capture the social, cultural, environmental and economic benefits provided by
events.
6. Ensure effective marketing of events within the LGA and the effective
communication of event related issues to relevant stakeholders
7. Evaluate and monitor festivals and events.

10.1 Structure of the Sector
Lithgow LGA Council, in its Festival and Events Strategy 2009 defines an event as:
‘Any planned activity where any structure (permanent or temporary), open area, road way,
fenced or unfenced will contain a number of person greater than that normally found in
that area or location at one time. This activity may affect the location surrounding the area
prior to, during or after the event’.
Council classifies events into nine categories.
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Table 10.1

Classification of Events

Category
1

Type
Mega Events
eg. World Masters Games

2

Hallmark Events
eg. Ironfest, Lithglo

3

Major Events
eg. Daffodils at Rydal,
Thomas & Friends
Lithgow Flash Gift,

4

Regional Events
eg. Lithgow Show, Waste
to Art

5

Community / Local
Events
eg. Australia Day,
celebrate Lithgow, NAIDOC
week and Sorry Day

6

Fund Raising Events

8

Benefits Generated
Significant social, tourism &
economic benefits. Branding &
media exposure interstate
and
internationally;
international
/
national
recognition; enhance visitor
appeal of the region
Significant social, tourism &
economic benefits. Branding &
media exposure interstate and
internationally; national
recognition; enhance visitor
appeal of the region
Social, tourism & economic
benefits
Possibly media exposure and
branding; national recognition;
enhance visitor appeal of the
region

An event synonymous with a region that
depicts the spirit or ethos of a town and
has gained widespread recognition and
awareness

Events capable of attracting significant
attendance from locals and visitors
(1000+ are often conducted over
multiple days and may receive external
media attention.
Social, tourism & economic benefits
Possibly media exposure and branding;
national recognition; enhance visitor
appeal
An event of regional significance which
attracts regional (Central Western/Blue
Mountains/Western Sydney) visitors and
potentially regional (Central
Western/Blue
Mountains/Western Sydney) media
coverage.
An event which is of significance to the
local community and attracts local
interest and visitors.

eg. Local Government
Conference, Tourism
Awards Function

Privately run or not‐for‐profit events
which
may or may not provide economic and
social benefits to the community.
Gatherings of people for conference,
meeting, exhibition or corporate function
purposes. Characterised by business and
trade focus.

Civic Events

Council or other government events.

eg. Biggest Morning Tea

7

Description
An event of international significance
which attracts international visitors and
potentially international media coverage.
An event of national significance which
attracts NSW and interstate visitors and
potentially national media coverage

Business Events (MICE)

eg. Citizenship Ceremonies

9

Other
eg. Private functions

Weddings, hall bookings, reunions etc

Social, tourism & economic
benefits
Possibly media and branding
exposure in other neighbouring
regions; enhance visitor appeal
of the region
Community Capacity building,
cultural/arts development,
fundraising, participation,
tourism/ economic
Possibly economic, tourism and
community benefits

Economic benefits (particularly
conference/meeting venues);
opportunities through word‐of‐
mouth
publicity
Community participation;
positive image of Council;
increased
Communication between
community
and Council
Visitors coming into the area –
accommodation bookings

Mega, Hallmark, Major, Regional and Business Events plus other types of events such as
weddings and parties that bring VFR visitors into the area, have the most significant impact in
terms of providing a reason to visit, economic benefits and raising awareness of the area,
including (for some events) media coverage.
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Events can be demanding and resource intensive to organise and host. There are four broad
types of management structures, each of which has different implications in terms of the
demands on Council and the Community, and the funds and resources required.


Multi‐faceted events (range of activities) that are organised locally by Council and/or an
Event Committee, generally relying on volunteers – eg the Ironfest. These events are
generally the most resource and funding intensive, requiring coordination of a range of
venues, facilities and activities.



Sporting & sports related events – eg hockey, golf tournament, sailing regatta. While
these events are often organised or hosted by local volunteers, the organisational process
is generally not as complicated (although still demanding), with these events using
purpose‐built venues, having relatively set formats and procedures, and generally not
requiring planning approval. Many of the sporting events held in the LGA fall into this
category.



Events organised by external parties that use the LGA as a venue – eg car rallies,
motorcycle racing, horse sports. These events generally come with their own event
organiser / organising committee. They have minimal impact on local resources with the
main demands being on the venue manager to ensure that the venue is adequately
prepared in accordance with the event specifications.



Commercially promoted events – Promoters can be demanding, often wanting Council to
contribute financially to the event and/or underwrite it, in return for bringing the event to
the area.

Events organised by external parties are usually the most cost and resource effective events for
an area to host.

10.2 Events Held in Lithgow LGA
10.2.1 Annual Events
Events patrons are an important market for the accommodation properties in Lithgow LGA. The
LGA has a calendar of annual events and also attracts a range of footloose events. The larger
and/or high profile annual events are given in Table 10.2
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Table 10.2 Annual Events held in Lithgow LGA
Event

Description

Month

Australia Day

Community Event with activities including Citizen awards, Community awards
and youth activities – Lithgow, Portland, Wallerawang
Run by Lithgow Show Society – 3 arenas of horse events ‐ mix of local only
and open events + novelty events

January – 1 day

Australia
Summer
Show
Lithgow
Carnival

Day
Horse
Flash

Lithgow
Triathlon
Rydal Show

Lithgow
Agricultural
Show
Portland
Show

Art

Ironfest

Lithgow
Women’s
Veteran Hockey
Carnival
Orienteering
KTM
Sunny
Corner Trail Bike
Rally
Capertee
Challenge
Daffodils
Rydal

at

SRAM
Track
Series
Walnuts

Single
Mind

Lithgow Annual
Craft Fair
Celebrate
Lithgow
Mountain
Cruizers Car Club

The Lithgow Flash Carnival is a professional athletics carnival with athletes
invited from all over Australia to compete for a total prize pool of $32,000.
Races are conducted under a handicap system to give an even chance for all
competitors of winning. From 2012 onwards, the Carnival will include a
Sports Expo, markets and coaching clinics.
Organised by Mountain Sports – involves a 400m swim, 20km bike ride, 5km
run. Part of the weekend of sport.
Held on the first weekend of February at the Rydal Showground. Regular
exhibitions and events are cattle, sheep, and wool. Horses, yard dog trials,
wood chopping, show dogs, horticulture, crafts and cooking. Organised by
Rydal & District A H & P Society
Agricultural Show with displays of animals, farm produce and cakes. Ring
activities include rodeo, motorbikes stunts, precision driving and fireworks
display. Rides and Side Show Alley. Feature event – King of the Mountain
running race. Organised by Lithgow Show Society
Exhibition of premier artworks from local and Australian fine artists.
Markets stalls, entertainment with live music and the Portland Long Lunch
featuring local produce. Art Auction and events held throughout the week.
Organised Portland Arts Society
Celebrates all things metal through entertainment, music and art. Ironfest
features the International Jousting Championship, Colonial Re‐enactments
and the opportunity to purchase a wide array of locally produced art works.
Attracts around 12,000 attendees.
Carnival for Over 35 and Over 40 women

Organised by the Hills Orienteering Club using State Forests, the TAFE and
High School grounds.
KTM Sunny Corner Trail Bike Rally is a social, fun trail ride for registered and
licensed riders. Organised by the Central Tableland Motorcycle Club
Private Mountain Bike race that will raise money for the Paraplegic Benefit
Association on private properties with different tracks and lengths.
Ran over two days with some camping on‐site.
An annual event held on the 2nd and 3rd weekends of September to
celebrate the arrival of spring. Public and Private Gardens open with
entertainment and exhibitions throughout Rydal and surrounding area.
Public access on weekends, coach group access mid‐week. Organised by
Rydal Village Association
Mountain bike event run in the Lidsdale State Forests and staged in Rydal.
Hosted by Central Tablelands Mountain Bike Club
Varying theme each year. The event includes the annual Portland pram race.
Organised by Portland Progress Association – community event
Craft fair – exhibitors and stalls – community event
Community event ran by Lithgow Business Association. Week long event with
Seniors day held in Queen Elizabeth Park. Street Fair with Stalls, Rides and
entertainment held in Main Street Lithgow on Sunday.
Vintage cars, hot rods and bikes. Held at Wallerawang Primary School.
Organised by Mountain Cruizer Club.

January – 1 day

February
day

–

1

February
day
February
days

–

1

–

2

March – 2 days

March
days

–

2.5

April – 2 days

June – 1 day

July ‐ 2 days
Sept ‐1 day

Sept – 2 days

Sept – 9 days

October – 1 day

October – 1 day
October –
days
November
7days

2
–

November
– 1 day
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Event

Description

Month

Lithglo

Iconic Lithgow landmarks illuminated for 3 night festival to coincide with
Christmas celebrations. Associated events include night markets, carols,
Main St shopfront activation.

December – 3
days

Regular Events
Zig Zag Railway

Markets
Other Cultural
Activities

Special promotions:
Wizards Express
Day Out with Thomas
Capertee – 3rd Sunday of the Month
Village Markets – last Sunday of the Month
Lithgow Arts Society
Lithgow Theatre
Lithgow Folk Club

Monthly
Monthly

Source: Lithgow Visitor Information Centre

Ironfest is the largest event, attracting around 12,000 participants. Smaller events held in the
area include entertainment and themed events provided by the hotels and licensed clubs.
Oberon Council, Jenolan Caves and the Botanic Gardens at Mt Tomah also host a range of
events, with these events generating demand for accommodation in the Lithgow LGA area.
Most of the annual events held in the LGA are organised by volunteer groups, with the groups
often struggling with manpower and/or funding. The Hartley Big Back Yard was not run in 2011
due to volunteer ‘burnout’.

10.2.2 Business Events
Business Events include meetings, conferences, exhibitions and corporate‐industry‐association
based functions. Lithgow has a strong small meetings sector, with the LGA attracting a hosting a
range of corporate and government meetings, as well as training seminars, workshops, product
briefings and corporate retreats. The Lithgow Workmens Club, the Zig Zag and Bowen Motel
and Black Gold Cabins are the more popular venues for the small meetings market.
In the past, Lithgow has attracted the occasional conference, however the LGA’s ability to host
conference events is constrained by limited accommodation and the venues available (See
Section 10.4)
The upgrading of the Civic Ballroom has provided the LGA with the capacity to target major
functions, with Lithgow successfully hosting the Regional Tourism Awards and the NSW Tidy
Towns Awards in 2011.

10.2.3 Sporting Events
Lithgow LGA is a very strong sporting community. Over the years the LGA has been very
successful in attracting a range of regional, state and national sporting events, as well as an
international event.
Significant sporting events held in the LGA in the past few years have included:


World Masters Games – orienteering events
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Mountain‐biking events, including State Championships
Yamaha Australia Four Day Enduro
State Downhill Mountain Bike Championships
NSW Orienteering State League and State Championships
Range of hockey tournaments including the NSW LGA V Country, State Championships, CHS
and PSSA (School) Hockey Knockout Competitions
State Speedway Titles
Dragon Boat Racing
Junior National Light Go‐Kart Championships
High Country Motorcross Series rounds
NSW Sand Greens Golfing Championship

10.2.4 Future Events
Council’s Events Coordinator is actively working to secure a number of large sporting and
entertainment events for the LGA for 2012 and 2013, with possible events including a Vintage
Motorcycle Festival (late 2012), a large Show and Shine car event. Rydal has secured one, and
possibly two large events for 2012/13 including the Jeep Jamboree which is expected to attract
around 1000 vehicles. The Motorsports complex at Portland is expected to be operating by
mid‐late 2012, with the Motor Sports Club planning to host regional events in 2013 and then
State and National events in the following years.
There are also a number of events being planned to celebrate the anniversary of significant
events in the LGA including the centenary of the Small Arms Factory (2012) and the bicentenary
of the Crossing of the Blue Mountain (2013) and Cox’s Road (2014‐15). In 2012, the Blue
Mountains, Lithgow, Oberon Tourism Region is also staging the Roaring 20’s Festival and
Festival of Walking, which will include some activities in Lithgow LGA.

10.3 Value of the Events Sector
An indication of the significance of the events sector to the LGA (and its future potential) is
provided by estimates prepared by Tourism Lithgow of value of expenditure by attendees to 11
events14 of the 25‐30 events held in Lithgow in 2010/2011. The 11 events assessed generated in
the order of 14,890 visitor nights plus 12,020 day trippers for LGA. Total direct expenditure in
the LGA was estimated to be in the order of $3.411million. In addition, the majority of these
events attracted publicity in both the Blue Mountains and Central NSW regional press, with a
couple of the events also generating publicity in the Sydney media.
According to Tourism Research Australia (2011), Business Event travellers generate the highest
yield of all travellers. In 2010, the average spend by business event travellers was $212 per
person per night, which was 56% higher than the average expenditure of $136 per person per
night for all visitors.15

Events included in the analysis: Mountain Bike Down Hill, Daffodils in Rydal, Ten Tunnels, Motorcycle event, Hartley Big Back Yard, Mountain
Cruizers, Health Expo, Lithgow Flash gift, Portland Art Show, Ironfest and NSW Orienteering Championships
15 Business Events Council of Australia (2011) State of the Business Events Industry 2011
14
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10.4 Venues
Lithgow LGA has a diverse range of indoor venues and outdoor facilities and localities that can
be used to host events. In addition, the LGA has a good local road (sealed and unsealed) and
off‐road trail networks that are suitable for a range of motor sports, horse sports and endurance
sports style events.
The main venues, facilities and assets available in the LGA to host events are summarised in
Table 10.3, Details of the venues specifically suitable for business events are given in Table 10.4
with sporting venues listed in Table 10.6. The management issues associated with gaining access
to recreational and sporting facilities for events is discussed in Section 10.5.
In terms of growing the events sector the key venues and assets are:







State Forests
Lithgow Showground
Rydal Showground
Kremer Park at Portland
Lake Wallace
Mountain bike trails

Blast Furnace Park during Lithglo 2012
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Table 10.3 Event Venues in Lithgow LGA
Venue

Suitable for

Facilities & Capacity

Issues / Challenges

Lithgow Showground

Large outdoor entertainment events – 5000 – 20,000
patrons including music concerts, consumer and trade
shows, agricultural events, horse events, circus’s, field
sports / demonstration matches, car and truck shows,
swap meets,

Management issues – difficult to secure booking dates
as the showground is used year‐round for local sport.
Parking for large events

Civic Ballroom
+ Supper Room

Conferences, medium and large meetings and
functions, exhibitions, art and craft shows, plant
shows, film festivals, entertainment, performances,
religious conventions

Enclosed venue suitable for ticketing. 50,000
sqm main arena, undercover grandstand
seating for 900, pavilions and under‐cover
display space, amenities, catering and bar
facilities, livestock holding yards, floodlights /
night lighting, PA system.
Ballroom
Largest venue in the Blue Mountains Tourism
Region. Recently refurbished. Auditorium
seats 420 banquet / 1000 theatre style.

Lithgow

Supper Room
330 banquet and theatre style
Air conditioned, commercial kitchen, bar

Union Theatre

Performing arts ‐ touring shows, amateur productions,
theatre sports events, school performances and
competitions,

Licensed for 500 but seats 300 in the flat
floor auditorium and 69 in the mezzanine
level

The ballroom is not designed or fitted out for functions
or conferences and has to be ‘made to work’. This can
be a significant cost impost on the hirer and impact on
the feasibility of the event. There space is too large for
most events and there are no divisible walls or
curtains, nor rigging points to hang curtains or a
dividing screen. There are also no rigging bars for
lighting, sound and/or projection equipment. AV and
projection equipment need to be hired in.
Other issues include:
- Not suitable for simultaneous use of the supper
room and auditorium by two different users.
- Supper room does not have direct access to toilets,
with the toilets being part of the ballroom
- Toilets areas are not heated, with cold water taps
only.
- No blackout capability
- No rigging points or ceiling bars for theming the
venue – costly to hire in scaffolding etc
- No break‐out rooms to cater for conference needs.
- Not catered. Need to arrange liquor license
- Issues with acoustics – hard surfaces
- Rectangular tables only – no banquet rounds.
Toilets need to be upgraded
No in‐house catering / not licensed
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Venue

Suitable for
large meetings, religious conventions

Lithgow Workmens
Club

Conferences, meetings, functions, exhibitions

State Mine

Indoor and outdoor functions, exhibitions, small
events, themed events, small meetings

Eskbank House &
Museum
Lithgow Golf Club

In the past has hosted exhibitions, Ironfest, mountain
bike event, music event and functions
Wedding ceremonies & outdoor functions, indoor
functions, exhibitions, small music / drama
performances
Social and golf functions, community meetings

Facilities & Capacity

Part 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis
Issues / Challenges

Stage and backstage facilities
Reasonable sound + AV equipment
Kitchen
Three function rooms – largest
accommodating 200 theatre style / 180
banquet style
The ‘Bathhouse’ building is currently being
refurbished to include toilets. Capacity – 200
cocktail style / 150 banquet style
Theatrette being developed – seat 30
Use of the House limited to 80 people.
40 linear metres of hanging space for
exhibitions
140 banquet style

Catering – no kitchen facilities
Night lighting of the grounds is limited
Site security & OH&S issues

No catering facilities – need to bring everything on site
Risk to exhibitions from food and beverage

Wallerawang
Lake Wallace

Black Gold Cabins &
Motel

Lake:
Sailing regattas, dragon boat racing, open water
swimming, triathlons, iron man, adventure racing,
novelty activities (beer can regatta style fun event),
entertainment (stage on the Lake), fireworks, fishing
clinics
Reserve
Entertainment, cross country running, corporate /
large group picnics, motor home rally, swap meets,
markets, outdoor exhibitions.
In the future – round the Lake fun runs etc
School + indoor stadium across the road – could
potentially be used in conjunction with the Reserve
Medium sized hall suitable for community meetings,
small functions
Meetings, training, small conferences, arts & craft
workshops, indoor & outdoor functions

Wallerawang Bowling

Functions, community meetings

Memorial Hall

Toilets / amenities
Flexibility to open up grass areas for parking

Licensed for 150
Kitchen facilities
Conference Room – 80 theatre style
Restaurant
Large outdoor ground

Residential areas close by – noise and/or traffic could
be an issue
Temporary fencing required for ticketed events
Shallow depth of the water
Need to improve access to power for events.

Capacity of on‐site motel accommodation (17 rooms)
is less than the meeting room Capacity – may limit the
ability of the property to holder larger meetings where
company policy requires 1 person/room

Up to 100 people banquet style
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Suitable for

Club

Facilities & Capacity

Part 3 – Tourism Sector Analysis
Issues / Challenges

Equipment limited to AV & whiteboard

Portland
Kremer Park

Outdoor events and activities, staging area for events
held in the surrounding State Forests

The arena has an area of 19,000sqn with a
additional 26,000sqm of green space. The
arena has floodlighting and a grandstand
with toilets and kiosk
Licensed for 290
Stage & backstage facilities
Kitchen
1 large room with Bar facilities – adjacent to
Chinese restaurant
Functions up to 75 people. Bar, dance floor,
self catering options, recreational facilities
Toilets

Surrounded by residential properties – potential noise
and traffic issues.
Catering and toilet facilities are very limited.
Conflict between event and sporting use of the venue.

Crystal Theatre

Flat floor auditorium, community events, functions,
movies and film festivals

RSL Club

Community meetings, local functions,

Bowling Club

Community meetings, local functions

Saville Park

Outdoor events and activities – markets, swap meets
etc
Ideally located adjacent to the Shopping Centre
High end small function room plus luxury villa
accommodation

Seats 60 banquet style

Distance from Lithgow – with gravel access road.

Agricultural shows and events, camping for large
groups, event staging, outdoor exhibitions,
entertainment events, swap meets

Showground, pavilions, holding yards,
catering and bar facilities, amenities.

The amenities block needs to be replaced. The new
facilities need to include public toilets that are open at
all times, plus larger toilet and shower facilities that
can be opened when needed.

Wolgan Valley
Wolgan Valley Resort
and Spa

Rydal
Showground
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10.4.1 Business Event Venues
Business events generally require higher standard venues that are well equipped and supported
by professional service. The venues suitable for the hosting of business events are listed in
Table 10.4.
Table 10.4 Venues suitable for Business Events
Venue

Rooms & Capacity

Suitable for

Facilities + Services

T‐=Theatre, B=Banquet, CR= Classroom
BR= Board Room style

Lithgow
Civic Ballroom

Ballroom 420B, 1000T
Supper Room 330 B&T
Cannot hire out both rooms to
different users simultaneously. Very
limited fitout

Union Theatre

Auditorium – licensed for 500
Seats 369T

Lithgow
Workmens Club

3 rooms – 1 divisible into 2 rooms
1 x200T / 180B
1x100T / 80B
1x 50B – divisible into 2 small meeting
rms
Tuscany Gardens & Bar – outdoor
partially under cover space – extension
to the function room
Restaurant / dining area – 150B
Meeting room – 30T, 15BR
140T

Club Lithgow
Lithgow Golf
Club

Large functions, award
ceremonies, conference
(provided breakout rooms not
required), large meetings,
exhibitions, travelling sales,
entertainment
Conferences, functions,
entertainment
Functions, conferences,
meetings, presentations, cocktail
parties

Commercial kitchen
Tables & Chairs
Need to bring in caterer
+ equipment
Stage + dressing rooms
Kitchen
AV equipment
Basic AV & data
projection facilities
Club facilities
(will have
accommodation in the
future – 48 rooms, 4*)

Budget – mid market functions
Small meeting
Meetings & functions – function
room overlooks the golf course

Bowen Inn

Restaurant ‐ 80B
Meeting Room 30T, 20CR

Functions, small meetings

Zig Zag Motel

Meeting room – 60T, 30CR
Restaurant – 100B
Restaurant can be divided in 2 to
provide a small conference room

Meetings, training, functions

Lithgow Library
& Learning
Centre
Lithgow
Employment
Service

Small meeting room – 20BR

Small meetings

Small meeting room – 20BR

Small meetings

Conference Room – 80T
Restaurant available for private
functions

Conferences
Meetings
Corporate & Private Functions

Club facilities
Basic equipment – no
AV
Onsite catering,
Licensed
White board,
Microphone
No AV or data
projection
Accommodation
Onsite Catering
Licensed restaurant
AV & data projection
equipment
50 motel rooms
In‐house catering
Licensed Bar
AV & data projection
Video conferencing

Wallerawang
Black Gold
Complex

Internet, full
conferencing AV& data
projection equipment
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Venue

Rooms & Capacity

Suitable for

Facilities + Services

T‐=Theatre, B=Banquet, CR= Classroom
BR= Board Room style

Grounds available

Onsite accommodation
On site catering
Licensed restaurant

Wolgan Valley
Wolgan Valley
Resort & Spa

Board Room
Meeting / function room 60B 90T

Meetings
Executive Retreats
Small functions

Full conferencing
equipment, up‐market
dining, licensed, onsite
accommodation – 40
villas

2 meeting rooms – Capacity 35
Corporate retreats ‐ 17
Marquee in garden

Small functions, corporate
retreats
1920’s theming
Garden weddings

Accommodation – 17
rooms
Onsite catering
Gardens for outdoor
functions

Meeting room – 30T
Smaller lounge and dining rooms – can
be used for breakout groups
Outdoor courtyard

Corporate retreats, small
meetings, training, small
functions
Day hire of meeting room
available

AV equipment in
conference rooms
9 guest rooms – sleeps
20 – shared bathrooms
Cater or self catered
options

Glen Davis
GD Boutique
Hotel

Rydal
Rydal Mount
Conference
Centre

The Civic Ballroom is the largest venue in Lithgow. Size‐wise, the ballroom is ideal for large
functions, such as industry balls and awards presentation. Most events however are smaller
than 420 guests (generally around 200‐300) with the space not having operable walls or a
rigging bar to hang curtains or screens to reduce the size. This lack of flexibility limits potential
use. The Ballroom also lacks rigging points for theming, lighting, sound and projection rigs,
necessitating the need to hire in scaffolding etc. This adds substantially to the cost of using the
venue as well as to the bump in and bump out time and cost. There are also issues with the
bathrooms not being heated, with only cold water taps, and the venue not having table ‘rounds’
for banqueting.
The potential to use the Ballroom for conferences is limited with the main constraints being the
lack of access to breakout (smaller) rooms, inability to divide the space, lack of AV / projection
equipment and inability to ‘blackout’ the space. The only events that could be held are large
conferences or smaller conferences + exhibitions, that do not require break‐out rooms for
workshop sessions. For these conference events, a marquee may need to be erected next to
the Ballroom to provide a dining area. The Union Theatre faces similar constraints with no
breakout or banqueting space.
The Lithgow Workmens Club provides quality facilities that can meet the plenary, banqueting
and break‐out room requirements for conferences up to 200 delegates. The development of
on‐site accommodation will strengthen the capacity of the Club to attract this business.
The small meetings market (<30 delegates) is reasonably well catered for in the LGA. Over 30
delegates, the choice of venues is limited to the Zig Zag Motel (60 delegates), Black Gold Cabins
(80 delegates) or the Workmens Club (3 rooms, 50, 100, 200 delegates) for quality facilities and
professional service. There are meeting rooms available in the Licensed Clubs in Wallerawang
and Portland, however these are basic with limited service support. The rooms at Wolgan
Valley Resort are likely to be too expensive for most users.
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The LGA has three properties that target small corporate retreats – Wolgan Valley Resort,
Rydalmount Conference Centre and the Glen Davis Boutique Hotel.
The gaps in supply of business event venues are:





Function room that can accommodate medium size events – 200‐400 guests
Conference centre able to accommodate 200+ delegates
Meeting rooms that will accommodate 30+ delegates
Conference hotel or resort ‐ 100+ rooms plus conference and function facilities

Growing the business events market is dependent on understanding and meeting the
requirements and expectations of event organisers. The main factors taken into consideration
in selecting locations and venues for business events are summarised in Table 10.5.
In considering regional locations, factors that influence the location and venue decision include:









'Wow' factor ‐ the availability of something different or unique that will encourage
delegates to attend.
The enthusiasm of the local member/s ‐ their ability to 'sell' the location to the organiser /
committee.
Relationship with the theme of the event.
Local support ‐ assistance, sponsorship etc.
Logistics ‐ access / transport, accommodation etc
Suitability of the venue.
Cost.
Political considerations (Association & Government conferences)

The factors that mitigate against meeting in regional areas include:






Logistical issues ‐ considered 'too hard' ‐ too many things to organise as the services and
infrastructure needed are generally not in place.
Difficulties and costs of access.
Lack of a suitable venue.
Accommodation constraints / insufficient 4‐4.5 star accommodation.
Lack of a 'wow' factor with the location not perceived as having a strong appeal, with the
organiser concerned that the location will deter potential attendees.
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Table 10.5 Factors that influence the choice of locations and venues for conferences and meetings
Type

Locational Considerations

Venue Considerations

Associations

Locations are usually selected by a Committee, often following a bid process.
The factors taken into consideration in selecting locations include:

Ability to meet the event requirements – plenary room, banqueting, breakout
rooms, exhibition space, equipment, IT and technology etc. Most conferences
have a plenary and workshop / seminar structure and require larger rooms for the
plenary sessions and banqueting, and a number of smaller rooms for the
workshops.

Professional
Industry / trades
Social
Sporting
Special Interest

 Rotational policies – fixed location, fixed rotational patterns or variable
rotational patterns. Some Associations will only meet in capital cities while
others have a policy of supporting regional locations.
 How the destination fits with the theme or image of the Association /
conference.
 The strength and enthusiasm expressed by the local Association members.
For scientific and sport based associations in particular, the profile of the local
representative (person or organisation) is extremely important.
 Cost/financial implications – for most Associations the conference is a major
revenue earner and the emphasis is on profitability. Factors taken into
consideration include:
-

Cost of holding the conference in different locations.
The likely appeal of the location to delegates – the more delegates
attracted the greater the revenue generated.
Ability to raise additional revenue from exhibitions, sponsorship, etc.
Incentives offered by the host location.

 The meeting facilities available, with the key considerations being ability to
meet the Association’s space and equipment requirements, cost involved and
whether the quality / presentation of the facilities matched the conference
image.
 The facilities, infrastructure and attraction base of the location.
Considerations include:
-

Accommodation – star rating, number of beds and location in relation to
the venue. Most conference organisers seek a minimum number of 4‐4.5

 Space and facilities typically sort by conference organisers include:
- Foyer / pre function area for registration and often small exhibitions.
- Area within or adjacent to the meeting room for morning and afternoon teas
‐ can be the foyer.
- Plenary Room (Auditorium) ‐ accommodate all delegates theatre style
- Area to feed delegates ‐ must equal Capacity of plenary room ‐ lunch and
dinner requirements will vary.
- Break out / meeting rooms ‐ minimum of 4 for larger conferences.
- Speaker's Room/s ‐ space where speakers can prepare.
- Male and female dressing rooms with showers ‐ for speakers, entertainers,
VIPs and organising staff.
- Conference organisers office ‐ preferably 2 work stations, storage and layout
space, telephone, fax and internet connection.
- Black‐out capability.
- High speed internet connections in each meeting room.
- Natural lighting plus conference lighting.
- Air conditioning / heating
- Access to an outdoor space / smoking terrace
- Car parking ‐ including on‐site spaces.
- IT / equipment ‐ with the ability to control lights, sound etc from lectern
- Safe storage area for delegates' luggage.
 Quality and image – including the level and quality of the service provided.
 Location in relation to accommodation, restaurants, etc.
 Cost involved.
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Type

Locational Considerations
-

Government
Agencies
Internal meetings ‐ staff
meetings, training
seminars

Venue Considerations

star rooms to accommodate Speakers and VIPs.
Distance from the airport to the venue and the capability of the local
transport infrastructure to ‘move’ people efficiently.
Restaurants and entertainment available.
Size of the town and it’s ability to cater for an influx of delegates. This
becomes an issue for larger conferences.
Support facilities required by the organiser ‐ equipment, staging, printing
etc



Access – with the requirement being easy, cost effective access for
delegates and speakers. For conventions with high profile ‘busy’ speakers,
there is often a need to be able to fly the speaker in and out within a half
day period.



For some Associations, access to Government Ministers and key decision
makers is an issue and the conference location may be selected to facilitate
access or to raise awareness.



Perception/awareness of the destination and what it has to offer.



For some Associations (eg Service Clubs) ‐ the level of sponsorship and
assistance offered by the 'bidder'.

Government agencies are more budget conscious than the corporate market. For most meetings organisers look to use Government (preferred), Council and
community meeting rooms or budget and mid‐range venues such as licensed clubs. Some meetings and training seminars use accommodation with in‐house
meeting rooms, however in most cases Government employees are travelling on a per diem allowance and the preference is for employees to select their own
accommodation (ie decide how they want to spend their allowance).Government agencies generally have basic equipment (eg projection equipment, whiteboard etc)
that they will take to a venue. Catering requirements for meetings tend to be basic, reflecting the limited budget available.

Inter‐departmental
meetings

Where feasible, Government organised meetings and conferences are usually rotated between locations, in an endeavour to provide 'equity' in terms of travel time
to participants, to spread economic benefits and minimise the perception that an Agency is favouring a particular business or locality. The location for most
Government organised conferences is generally determined by a bidding process. Most Agencies contract a PCO to organise their conference.

Industry and community
meetings ‐ led or
initiated by Government
Agencies and involving

For Conferences:

Same as for Associations – see above.

 Rotational policies.

Government organisers are less demanding than the corporate sector and will hire
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Type
representatives from
local industries,
businesses and/or the
community
.
Training programs ‐
Government agencies
hosting training
programs for local staff
and/or communities.
Product and policy
launches and briefings.
Conferences ‐ eg
Tourism Conference,

Locational Considerations

Venue Considerations
in equipment etc to make a venue 'work'.

 Political considerations ‐ having a presence in the area, 'support' a Local
Member of Parliament, stimulate the local economy etc.
 Availability and suitability of venues.
 Access for delegates and speakers ‐ if a Minister is opening an event it is often
necessary to be able to fly‐in and fly‐out with a half to one day turn‐around.
With delegates, the organiser is generally looking to maximise attendance.
 Availability of sufficient, suitable accommodation. Organisers generally
require a certain number of 4‐4.5 star rooms to accommodate speakers and
VIPs.
 Costs and logistics ‐ transport, catering, equipment hire etc.
 Link between the conference theme / focus and the location ‐ with the
location being able to offer a number of field trips / case studies that relate to
the conference theme.
 Quality of the proposal submitted by the location bidding for the event.
 The level of sponsorship and assistance offered by bidders.
 The 'attractiveness' of the location ‐ organisers are looking to maximise
attendance, so the 'WOW' factor is important.
For Meetings:

Availability of suitable venues at no or minimal cost.

 Rotational policies of the Agency.
 Location of the attendees ‐ often a central location is selected to minimise
travel.
 Costs involved.
 Political / Public Relations ‐ the Government being seen to be interested in a
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Type

Locational Considerations

Venue Considerations

locality and/or the meeting may be in response to local issues.
 Increasing awareness ‐ ensuring that Government representatives are aware
of the different locations under their jurisdiction.
Corporate
AGMs
Staff meetings /
briefings
Planning / strategic
workshops / retreats
Training seminars and
workshops
Sales seminars
Presentations
Product launches and
briefings

The corporate market is extremely demanding. For senior management, the minimum standard accepted for venues and accommodation is generally 4.5 ‐ 5 star,
with 3.5 ‐ 4.5 star standard properties used for lower and middle management. A 3.5 star property is only used if it offers a ‘special’ location, product and/or
experience. The quality of the meeting facilities is important with corporate clients expecting state‐of‐the‐art equipment and a high level of professional service.
Considerable emphasis is placed on the quality of food and beverage. While the corporate segment is not highly price sensitive, it does demand value for money.
 For meetings involving overnight stays, the preference is for the meeting
rooms and accommodation to be within the same venue.

 Cost is a factor, with the emphasis on value for money as opposed to the lowest
price. Companies are generally less price sensitive than the Association and
Government sectors and more concerned with the image, quality and
experience offered to their staff and/or clients.

 Access – for most meetings it is important that the venue is accessible so that
key speakers can come and go as required. Locations within a maximum of 2
hours drive of the office, are usually preferred. For meetings where the
emphasis is on removing the staff from the office environment, more remote
destinations will be considered. The key access consideration is being able to
transport all delegates to the venue in a short time span.

 Venues often need to reflect the company's image and/or be suitable for the
market that it is trying to target. For example Licensed Clubs are often selected
by companies promoting retirement products as the target market is
'comfortable' with visiting clubs.

 Where the focus is on motivating or rewarding delegates (incentive based
meetings), image and prestige are extremely important. The organiser is
looking to provide delegates with a different or unique experience.

 Quality of the venue. For multi‐day events, the preference is for properties
located in an ‘attractive’ environment and offering a range of facilities – fine
dining, pool, sauna, spa, gymnasium, sporting facilities, etc.
 Professional, high quality service.
 Wireless / high speed internet and state‐of‐the‐art equipment for data
projection, audio‐visual and video production and, increasingly, broadcasting
capability
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In bidding for business events, Lithgow LGA needs to:


Ensure that it differentiates itself from other towns in the region that are likely to be
bidding for the same event.



Make it 'easy' for organisers to come to Lithgow. Lithgow will have to make the town and
venues 'work' for the organiser rather than expect the organiser to try and envisage how
they could make the town and venue work.



Work with local organisations to 'champion' the bid.



Ensure that Council strongly supports the bid and will provide assistance where needed.

10.4.2 Sporting Venues
Sports Tourism is a significant market for Lithgow LGA. The LGA has a range of venues that have
the Capacity to host international, national, state and regional events. Sporting activities and
events in Lithgow LGA that bring visitors into the LGA for open events and/or regional, state,
national championships or titles that generate room nights for the LGA are summarised in Table
10.6.
Table 10.6 Sports & Venues that generate visitation to the LGA
Sport
Field / Team Sports
Cricket

Hockey

Rugby League
Soccer

Touch Football
Indoor Sports
Netball
Basketball

Venue

Type of Events Organised or Hosted

Lithgow Showground,
Conran Oval, Glanmire
Park and various other
playing fields
Glanmire Park Hockey
complex

Annual 7‐a‐side open tournament

Lithgow Showground
Majorie Jackson playing
fields and Greyhound
Track
Lithgow Showground
Wallerawang Sports
Stadium
Wallerawang Sports
Stadium

Individual Sports / Racing
Lithgow Flash
Lithgow Showground
King of the Mountain
Lithgow Showground
Little Athletics
Wallerawang
Triathlon
Lithgow
Orienteering
State Forests
Mountain Biking

Hassans Walls
Lidsdale State Forest
Capertee Valley

National and state championships, City Vs Country, NSW
School knockout competitions, NSW School
Championships, selection trials, Lithgow Carnival, high
performance camps WRAS
Group 10 regular season and finals matches
District competition matches

WRAS high performance camps
WRAS high performance camps

Draws competitors from throughout Australia
Open event
Cross Country and Road Walk State Championships
Open event
State League series events, NSW championships, World
Masters Games
Open events, NSW State Championships and series
events,
Commercially promoted events
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Sport

Venue

Type of Events Organised or Hosted

Motor Sports
Speedway

Cullen Bullen Raceway

8 club hosted open events / year drawing from NSW and
the ACT. One or more State or National title events /
year
National events across 12 race classes, women’s only,
junior events, ‘come and try’ – public open days
Around 40 competitors
Interclub series, State Championships
Complex available for hire by other Motorcycle clubs
State & National titles

Go Kart
Rallying
Moto Cross
Flat Track / Thumpers
Moto‐Khana / Khana
Cross

Hill Climb

Lithgow LGA Kart
Raceway
State Forests
Happy Valley Springs
Motocross complex
Hartley Grass Track –
private property
Yvonne Martyn Memorial
Motorsports Park

Yvonne Martyn Memorial
Motorsports Park

Water Sports
Sailing
Dragon Boat Racing
Fishing Tournament
Other
Golf

Lake Wallace
Lake Wallace
Lake Lyell

Regional interclub regattas
State event
Open event – draws from NSW & ACT

Portland Golf Course

NSW Sand Green Championships, WRAS high
performance camps
Open Events, WRAS high performance camps
WRAS High performance camps
District competitions and training camps.
Open Events (different fire‐arm classes) – attract
shooters from all over Australia
Open Events

Lithgow Golf Course
Lithgow LGA Bowling Club
Lithgow Tennis Centre
Thales Rifle Range

Bowls
Tennis
Shooting
Greyhound Racing
Wood chopping

Lithgow Greyhound
Racing Club
Donnybrook Hotel

Martial Arts

Civic Ball Room

10.5

Proposed activities:
Regional, State & National Championships
Junior programs and camps
4WD training
Complex available for hire by other motor sports clubs
Proposed activities:
Regional, State & National Championships
Hill Climb available for hire by other motor sports clubs

Celebrate Lithgow Day draws teams from throughout
NSW
Regional championships

Capacity to Host Events

The ability to host events is determined by a range of factors including the venues, facilities and
services available, capacity and suitability of the accommodation, access and the regulatory
process.
Lithgow’s main strengths lie in:


Outdoor venues available, in particular the State Forests and National Parks. Lithgow LGA
is the closest area to Sydney with large areas of State Forests that have a good network of
forest roads and trails. The Forests are suitable for a range of events including motor
sports, mountain biking, orienteering and regaining, marathons, adventure racing etc. The
availability of staging areas (Rydal Showground and Kremer Park at Portland) that provide
direct access to the Forests, is a significant attribute.



Proximity to Sydney as well as being within easy driving distance of the ACT and the major
centres in Central NSW. Improvements to the Great Western Highway will further increase
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accessibility. For State sporting championships the LGA is relatively accessible for most
regional teams. The ability to access Lithgow by rail on the CityRail network is also a
significant attribute, rendering the LGA an ideal location for large entertainment events (eg
music concerts) and sporting events with large spectator crowds (eg NRL pre‐season
games).


Lithgow Showground – the Showground is ideally suited to large events, particularly
ticketed events. It is one of the few venues in the region surrounding Sydney that is
accessible by public transport. The availability of adjoining open space that can be used for
parking and/or camping is also an advantage for major events.



Proven track record in successfully hosting large events.



Council support for the event sector. The availability of an Events Coordinator as the point
of contact and facilitator, simplifies and streamlines the event planning, approval and
organisational process for event organisers.

The challenges that the LGA faces in growing the events sector are:


Accessing venues that are used for local sport. Applications for use of the Showground
and other sporting venues for events are referred to the Sports Advisory Committee for
approval. The Sports Advisory Committee is a Section 355 Committee of Council and is
comprised of representatives of all of the main sporting groups plus the Show Society and
Trotters. The constitution of the Committee requires that it ‘determines applications to
use sporting and recreation facilities under Council’s control where a possibility exists for
conflicting bookings’. As the sporting groups that use the venues being sought for events
are on the Committee, preference is generally given to sporting use making it difficult to
secure one‐off event bookings for the Showground and other venues (eg Kremer Park).
The granting of sole use to facilities (eg soccer, basketball) also has implications for access
for event use.
These issues were identified and discussed in the Lithgow LGA Council Open Space and
Recreation Needs Study. The Study concluded that there were a number of disadvantages
with the current management structure including potentially biased decision‐making and
the focus only on sport, with recreational and other associated activities not considered.
The Study found that the current arrangement was resulting in inefficient management of
Council facilities and recommended changes to the system, including Council taking
responsibility for managing both supply and demand, improvements to facilities to increase
capacity for use and to replace ‘exclusive use’ arrangements to allow for multiple use.
As Corporate Trustee for the Showground and other Crown Reserves, Council also has a
responsibility under the Crown Lands Act to maximise returns from the use of these assets.
Short term, Council needs to act on the recommendations of the Open Space and
Recreation Needs Study to restructure management arrangements and provide
infrastructure (eg lights) to increase flexibility and utilisation. As part of this, a policy for
allocating sporting and recreation facilities needs to be developed, with the policy giving
priority to making venues available for events that have the potential to generate
significant benefits for the LGA. Longer term, investment will be needed in additional
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sporting facilities such as the proposed use of the former Hermitage Colliery area as a
sporting complex.


Inadequate Infrastructure at some venues to support events. A number of the venues (eg
Civic Ballroom) do not have the basic infrastructure in place to facilitate use of the venue.
Venue have to be ‘made to work’ which can add substantially to the event running cost.
In addition, the infrastructure and facilities required to host events at sporting facilities or
in recreational or open space areas have not been adequately considered in the
preparation of the Open Space and Recreation Needs Study. While the potential for
sporting and event related tourism was identified in the Study, the sports and events
tourism potential of individual facilities and the improvements required to achieve this
potential, was not taken into consideration in developing the recommendations.



Accommodation capacity constraints – Limited stock of accommodation in the LGA, in
particular 4‐4.5 star accommodation required for business events and budget / group
accommodation required for sporting events, training camps and clinics. Provision needs
to be made for permitting temporary accommodation (eg camping, use of indoor stadiums
for group accommodation etc) for major events.



Cost of securing events ‐ State and National associations are increasingly requiring sporting
clubs / Councils to pay the association to bring an event to the area. Fees are ranging
upwards from $2,500. Most Clubs and smaller Councils do not have the funds to ‘buy’
events. As such, events are going to the Councils (eg Mid Western) that are prepared to
‘buy’ the business.



Finding organisations that are prepared to host or champion event. There is often a lack
of desire by local organisations to host events, for a range of reasons including limited
skills, resources and/or funds to bid for events and the time involved in organising the
event. Most organisations are dependent on volunteer labour.



Climate – perception that Lithgow is too cold to hold events, particularly outdoor events in
winter.
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Directions Forward:
 Council to continue to recognise the importance and potential of the event sector as a
driver of growth in visitation, the ‘tree change’ process and the LGA’s cultural
development. As such continue to implement the recommendations of the Festival and
Events Strategy, including the employment and resourcing of an Events Coordinator and
the streamlining of Council’s event approval processes.
 As per the recommendations of the Open Space and Recreation Needs Study, revise the
management structure for determining use of Council recreation and sporting facilities.
As part of this, prepare a policy that clearly enunciates priorities in the use of assets to
maximise benefits to the broader Lithgow community.
 In preparing Plans of Management and capital works programs for open space, recreation
and sporting facilities and public halls, take into consideration the potential of the venue /
area to host events and incorporate provisions into the plans / programs to provide any
additional facilities and infrastructure needed.
 Progressively address the shortcomings of the Civic Ballroom and put in place the basic
infrastructure needed to ‘make the venue work’.
 Use the Civic Ballroom to grow the large functions market – target regional and State
awards, regional balls, charity events, large corporate events.
 Focus on building the small conference (< 200 delegates) market – working with the
Lithgow Workmens Club to bid for Association and Government conferences.
 Work with FCNSW to identify areas within the Forests suitable for different events, and
incorporate provisions into the planning and management of areas (note: this is approach
has been very successful in the ACT). In addition, develop an ‘event protocol’ to ensure
effective communication and clarify / streamline the application process for event
organisers. As Delta Electricity is also a major land‐owner in the Portland – Wallerawang
area, a similar protocol for access to Delta Electricity land should also be sought.
 Council review how it funds and sponsors events to ensure that it is maximising the return
on investment. With the growing trend for organisers to ‘sell’ their event to area, Council
will need to determine whether it is prepared to ‘buy’ events and if so the ‘guidelines /
protocols’ for purchasing.
 Council budgets funds and provides in‐kind support each year to support new or one off
events that will benefit the community in an economic, social capital, cultural and
enhancement the overall profile of the region. These funds to be managed by the Tourism
Manager and Events Coordinator.
 Council to purchase a professional software package for venue and recreational bookings
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11. The Accommodation Sector
11.1 Supply of Accommodation
11.1.1 Existing Stock
Lithgow LGA has a diverse stock of accommodation ranging from a ‘six’ star luxury resort to
camping under the stars. There are around 81 properties in the LGA, of which 60% are self
contained cabins, cottages, apartments and houses. The accommodation stock fluctuates as the
self contained properties, B&Bs and hotels rooms move between short term visitor lettings and
block bookings for longer term stays for workers coming into the area (eg mining and rail
contractors). The accommodation available includes:


Resorts / Retreats – 4 properties – the ‘6 star’ Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa and Eagle View,
Seclusions and the Sparadise overlooking Lake Lyell. The Sparadise is a health spa with
Japanese Tea Rooms.



Motels – 5 motels in Lithgow (144 rooms) plus Black Gold at Wallerawang which provides a
mix of motel units, self contained cabins and dormitory style accommodation.



Serviced Apartments – 1 property in Lithgow providing 14 one and two bedroom
apartments.



Hotel/Motels – 2 properties, the Commercial Hotel in Lithgow and the Halfway Hotel at
Hampton.



Pubstays – 11 historic hotels providing very basic accommodation.



Group Retreats – 3 properties that promote primarily to groups. One of the properties is a
Christian Camp catering mainly for church groups.



Bed & Breakfast (B&Bs) – 4 properties.



Self‐contained (including farm stays) – 48 operators providing around 90‐100 cabins,
cottages, apartments and houses.



Caravan Parks – 2 commercial caravan parks – one in Lithgow and one in the Hartley Valley.



Camping grounds – There are a number of primitive camping grounds throughout the LGA,
with Council operating the camping areas at Lake Lyell and Glen Davis. The Lake Lyell
camping area has powered sites for caravans. Glenroy Cottages and Turon Gates Retreat
both provide camping areas. National Parks has a number of camping grounds including
Newnes in the Wolgan Valley, Coorongooba near Glen Davis and sites along the Turon
River. Camping is also permissible in the State Forests and at the Rydal Showground.
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Table 11.1 Accommodation Properties within and around the periphery of Lithgow LGA
Name

Type

Rating

No. Rooms/Beds

Central Precincts
Lithgow
Zig Zag Motel
The Bowen Inn
Parkside Lodge Motel
Colonial Motor Inn
Lithgow Valley Motel
52 on Mort
Commercial Hotel/Motel
Lithgow Hotel
Lansdowne Hotel
Courthouse Hotel
Grand Central Hotel
Lithgow Tourist & Van
Park
Sunnybloom Cottage
Lithgow Short Stay
Sandford Cottage
Lithgow Rose
Zig Zag Brewery Cottage +
Old Dairy Cottage
Lucinda’s Lithgow
Wallerawang
Black Gold Cabins & Motel
SIAS Apartments
Commercial Hotel
Royal Hotel
Portland
Coronation Hotel
Imperial Hotel
The Brook Cottage
Lake Lyell Precinct
Lake Lyell Recreation Area
Eagle View Escape
Seclusions
Blue Mountains SpaRadise
The Fottage
Riverview Cabin
Toad Hall
Rural North
Newnes Plateau
Hatters Hideout and Cave
Wolgan Valley
Wolgan Valley Resort &
Spa
Newnes Hotel Cabins

Motel
Motel
Motel / SC
Motel
Motel
Serviced Apts
Hotel/Motel
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Caravan Park

4
4
3.5
3.5
3.5

3.5

Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained

Sleeps 10 people ‐ 3 bedrooms
Cottage
3 bed house
3 bedroom house
Brewery Cottage – 3 bedrooms
Old Dairy Cottage – 4 bedrooms
3 bedrooms

Self Contained
Motel
Self Contained
Hotel
Hotel

3.5

Hotel
Hotel
Self Contained
Caravan Park
Camping
Resort
/
Retreat
Resort
/
Retreat
Retreat/Spa
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained

Self Contained

5 cabins / 17 motel units / 80 beds
2 Flats – 10 beds

22 rooms, dining room (70), open fires
5 Bedrooms, Sleeps 7

Primitive
4
4

Two areas – one with powered sites,
showers, toilets etc, other has no facilities
24 rooms
6 cabins
6 rooms
1 twin and one single
1 bedroom
1 x 4 bed house

Self contained
Resort & spa

50 units
25 rooms
17 rooms + Self Contained cottage
34 rooms
18 rooms
14 villas – 1 and 2 bedroom
16 motel rooms, 13 hotel rooms
3 perm residents, 7 rooms
22 rooms
15 rooms
23 rooms
11 cabins, 30 pwd sites, 20 unpwd

Group accommodation + large cave
Luxury

40 self contained villas plus resort facilities
3 Cabins and caravan, can take up to 17
guests
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Name
Primitive Camping Ground
Cullen Bullen
Royal Hotel
Lidsdale
Marantha Christian Camp
Capertee Valley
Glen Davis Boutique Hotel
Lansallos
The
Kurrajongs
Homestead
The Poplars
Oskas Cottage (Nangar St)
Annabilla Farm Stay
Grove Cottage
Horseshoe Bend Farm
Binnalong
Brymair at Bogee
Glen
Davis
Camping
Ground
Coorongooba
Camp
Ground
Capertee Village
Royal Hotel
Capertee Valley Retreat
Station Masters Cottage
Turon Gates
Turon Gates Country
Retreat
Rural South
Rydal
Rydalmount Conference
Ctr
Station Masters Residence
Alexander Hotel
Kookawood House
Wattle Cottage
Rose Cottage
Old Police Station
Rydal Cottage
Chapel House – Owl Pen
Rydal Showground
Tarana
The Tarana Hotel
Meadow Flats
Mt Haven B&B
Hartley Valley
Venice Caravan Park
Comet Inn
Blue Hills

Type
Camp Ground

Rating
Primitive

No. Rooms/Beds
80 sites

Hotel

11 rooms – largest room sleeps 8

Group Retreat

2 SC Cottages + dormitories – sleeps 65 +
tent sites

Group Retreat
B&B
Self Contained

16 rooms
4 rooms
4 bedroom homestead

Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained

2x3 bedroom cottages
Studio Apartment – sleeps 5
4 bedroom house

Self Contained
Camp ground

Primitive

Camp Ground

Primitive

4 bedroom house
2 guest rooms in a private house – own
facilities
Renovated shearers quarters – sleeps 8
Toilets, showers

Hotel
Self Contained
Self Contained

3 cottages 1x 4 bed homestead
3 bedrooms, sleeps 7

Self Contained
Camp Ground

7 cabins, 6 cottages – sleeps 82
Primitive Campground

Primitive

Group Retreat

19 beds

Self Contained
Hotel
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Self Contained
Camp Ground

3 bedrooms – sleeps 7

Primitive

2 bedroom – sleeps 6
1 bedroom – sleeps 3
1 bedroom
1 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedroom
Toilets & showers – basic

Self Contained

3 cabins – 15 people

B&B

3 Bedrooms, each with 1 Queen.

Caravan Park
B&B
Farm Stay

43 powered sites + unpowered camp sites
4 rooms
6 units and 1 dormitory – sleeps 24 total
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Name
Boonderoo
Timberdell Cottage
Glenroy Camp Ground
Glenroy Cottages
Warrigal Cottages

Type
Self Contained
Self Contained
Camping
Self Contained
Self Contained

Rating

No. Rooms/Beds
2 bed room cottage
1 cottage

Primitive
4 cottages can take up to 30 people
1x1 bed cottage 1x3 bed cottage – sleeps
10

Lockyer’s Track Head
Camp Ground
Primitive
Hampton
Hampton
Halfway Hotel/Motel
2
17 rooms and a 14 bed bunkhouse.
Hotel/Motel
Hampton Homestead
Self Contained
3 bedroom house
Kanimbla Valley
The Peak at Mt Kanimbla
Self Contained
2 x 1 bed chalets
Woolshed Cabins
Self Contained
1 x 3 bedroom and 1 x 2 bedroom cottages
Secret Valley Escape
Self Contained
5 cottages + Homestead accommodation
Mok’s Retreat
Self Contained
1 bed cabana – sleeps 2
Potters Cottage & Studio
Self Contained
2 cottages
The Eyrie
Self Contained
Converted barn
Members of Tourism Lithgow – located in surrounding LGAs
The Jungle Lodge
Self Contained
4 rooms – sleeps 10
Clonturkle Sanctuary
Self Contained
4 cottages
Duckmaloi Farm
B&B
2 cottages & 4 bedroom house
Jenolan Caves House
Motel
95 rooms
The Cubby House
Farm Stay
3 rooms
Wombat Hilltop
Self Contained
2 x 1 bedroom cottages – sleeps 2 / cottage

Motels, Hotel‐Motels & Serviced Apartments
Motel and serviced apartment accommodation is concentrated in Lithgow, with the town
having five motels, a hotel‐motel and a serviced apartment complex. All of the motels are
located away from the town centre, with four of the motels being in the Great Western Highway
corridor, with the Zig Zag Motel and 52 on Mort Serviced Apartments being located on the Bells
Line of Road approach to the town. The Commercial Hotel – Motel is located on the western
edge of the town centre. Lithgow lacks a town centre property.
The Zig Zag and Bowen Motels are 4 star properties (75 rooms), with both properties providing
quality accommodation, meeting rooms and restaurants. The Parkside Lodge, Colonial Motor
Inn and 52 on Mort are 3.5 star properties (51 rooms, 14 apartments).
Black Gold at Wallerawang is a 3.5 star property that is an adaptive re‐use of a former school. It
provides 17 motel rooms and 5 large (3‐4 bedroom) self contained cabins, plus a restaurant and
conference facilities.
Mid week, the primary visitor markets for the motels and serviced apartments in Lithgow and
Wallerawang are work‐related travellers, dominated by mining, power and rail contractors and
sales representatives. The properties run at, or close to, full occupancy from Monday to
Thursday with the town often being booked out on Tuesday and Wednesday nights. The four
star properties generally book out first. Other mid‐week markets include coach tour groups,
passing travellers, people attending meetings and training seminars, and the occasional ‘tourist’.
The strong demand from the corporate sector has displaced the smaller markets, in particular
the group markets such as coach tours, school excursions, conferences and meetings.
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Weekend occupancy fluctuates significantly and is determined by activities happening in the
LGA and surrounding region. Large sporting events, social functions (eg weddings) and other
events can book out the town on Friday and Saturday nights. Occupancy rates are generally
very low on Sunday nights, unless there are contractors in town working over the weekend.
The Halfway Hotel at Hampton relies primarily on visitation generated by Jenolan Caves and the
State Forests, plus overflow from major events in Oberon and Lithgow.

Pub Stays
There are eleven hotels in the LGA that provide accommodation. These are older properties
that provide basic rooms with shared facilities. The Royal Hotel at Capertee is currently being
upgraded and will provide a quality pub‐stay experience. The Hotels in Lithgow, Portland and
Wallerawang mainly cater for work‐related travellers (contractors) mid week and event‐related
travellers on weekends. The Royal Hotel at Capertee is popular with the 4WD market.

Caravan Parks
There are two commercial caravan parks in the LGA, the Lithgow Tourist and Van Park in
Lithgow and the Venice Caravan Park at Hartley. There are also a number of powered caravan
sites at the Lake Lyell Recreation Reserve Camping Ground. The Lithgow Tourist and Van Park
has a very attractive setting with mature trees and an outlook across paddocks to a historic
railway viaduct. The Park has 11 cabins of varying standard, plus powered and unpowered sites.
The Park attracts a variety of markets including work‐related travellers / contractors, touring
caravans and motorhomes, motorcycle riders and event‐related visitors. The Park is popular
with interstate travellers, with the Park encouraging travellers to stay in Lithgow and take the
train to visit Sydney and the Blue Mountains, rather than take a caravan into Sydney. There is
potential to promote this more strongly to the touring van market.
The Venice Caravan Park primarily caters for permanent residents with some sites available for
short term visitors. It has a very low profile and does not market or promote.
The caravan park and camping areas at Lake Lyell attracts the leisure market, with touring vans
and motorhomes and small groups of anglers being the main mid‐week markets. Weekend and
school holiday markets include families, water skiers and wakeboarders and anglers. The area
operates at or close to capacity on fine weekends and during the summer and Easter holidays.
At other times of the year patronage is minimal. There is strong, un‐met demand for cabin
accommodation at the Reserve. Issues relating to the accommodation at Lake Lyell are
discussed in Section 9.5.4.

Group Retreats
There are three properties in the LGA that specifically cater for groups – the Glen Davis
Boutique Hotel, Rydalmount Conference Centre and the Marantha Christian Camp. The Glen
Davis Hotel and Rydalmount are up‐market properties that attract both small social groups as
well as the occasional corporate conference – retreat.
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Self Contained Accommodation
There are 48 operators providing around 90‐100 cabins, cottages, apartments and houses. Of
these, 24 dwellings are located in the towns and villages (Lithgow (13), Wallerawang (2),
Portland (2), Rydal (6), Capertee Village (1)), with the remainder being rural properties, located
primarily in the Capertee and Hartley Valleys and around Lake Lyell. The properties in the towns
and villages attract both work and event related travellers as well as leisure travellers. The rural
properties attract primarily leisure travellers, including couples, families, small groups of
couples and activity based markets such as bird watchers, 4WD enthusiasts, anglers, bush
walkers etc.

Camping
There are a number of primitive camping areas dispersed throughout the LGA, with the most
popular being Lake Lyell and Newnes. The camping areas within the Turon National Park are
also attracting increased use. Primitive camping occurs in the National Parks, State Forests and
on some Crown Reserves.
Lithgow LGA is a well known destination amongst camping enthusiasts, with most of the
popular camping sites being at or close to capacity at Easter and on the October Long Weekend.
Lake Lyell for example, has waiting lists for these periods. The spring and autumn school
holidays are also very popular times.
Rydal Showground is used for camping and is popular with 4WD Clubs and groups. Portland
Showground and the Recreation Reserve at Lake Wallace have also been used for camping in
conjunction with events held in the area. There is potential to use the showground facilities in
Lithgow, Portland and Rydal to target caravan and motorhome conferences, rallies and chapter
meetings.

11.1.2 Potential Additions to Supply
Additional accommodation proposed for the LGA includes:


Lithgow Workmens Club – development of a 48 room, 4 star motel adjacent to the Club.
This will provide much needed quality motel accommodation in the Lithgow, with the
accommodation being located on the edge of the Lithgow CBD.



Serviced Apartments – a Development Application has been lodged for the development of
eight one bedroom serviced apartments in Main Street, Lithgow.



Capertee National Park – The development concept for the Park provides for car‐based and
primitive camping areas, plus the use of the historic homestead and cottage for visitor
accommodation.

The accommodation proposed for Lithgow will help to address supply constraints within the
town.
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11.2 Performance of the Accommodation Sector
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) publishes monthly performance statistics on a Local
Government Area (LGA) basis for hotels, motels and serviced apartments with ensuite facilities.
Pre October 2010, the data was published for Blue Mountains LGA and the Blue Mountains
Tourism Region, with the performance data for Lithgow and Oberon LGAs being combined. This
data is skewed towards Lithgow LGA, with Lithgow having around 75% of the rooms surveyed.
From October 2010 to June 2011, quarterly data was published for Lithgow and Oberon LGAs
separately, proving 9 months of data. (Note: From July 2011, the ABS again ceased to publish
separate data for Lithgow and Oberon LGAs). The October 2010‐June 2011 data relates only to
properties with 15 or more rooms, with ensuite bathrooms. Within Lithgow 8 properties (231
rooms) were surveyed. The data is likely to include the six motels, the Wolgan Valley Resort and
either Eagle View, Hampton Hotel‐Motel or the Commercial Hotel‐Motel. Quarterly
performance data for Lithgow LGA for the December 2010, March 2011 and September 2011
quarters is summarised in Table 11.2, with a regional comparison provided in Table 11.3
Table 11.2 Performance Data –Lithgow LGA Dec Quarter 2010 to June Quarter 2011
Quarter
Dec 2010
March 2011
June 2011
Total

Rooms
Sold
11,162
10,291
11,443
32,896

Occ

Arrivals

Nights

52.8%
49.5%
54.4%
52.9%

11,097
8,792
8,371
28,260

18,955
15,091
19,238
53,284

Av Stay
nights
1.7
1.7
2.3
1.9

Takings
$2,823,081
$2,282,741
$2,290,523
$7,396,345

$ / occ
Room
$252.92
$221.82
$200.17
$224.84

$ per
room
$133.42
$109.80
$108.96
$117.46

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics: Tourist Accommodation NSW 8635.1.40.001

Table 11.3 Comparative Performance Data – 9 months – October 2010 to June 2011
LGA
Lithgow
Oberon
Blue Mountains
Bathurst
Orange
Mid‐Western

Rooms
Sold
32,896
8,093
116,041
95,561
104,211
55,172

Occ

Arrivals

Nights

52.9%
44.9%
42.7%
59.3%
78.2%
59.6%

28,260
10,712
124,670
76,474
84,927
47,213

353,284
15,332
226,959
151,381
154,484
82,733

Av Stay
nights
1.9
1.4
1.8
2.0
1.8
1.8

Takings
$ 7.396m
$ 0.890m
$18.469m
$11.736m
$12.186m
$ 6.406m

$ / occ
Room
$224.84
$110.08
$159.16
$122.82
$116.93
$116.11

$ per
room
$117.46
$ 49.44
$ 67.97
$ 72.78
$ 91.40
$ 69.15

Based on the 9 months comparative data, it appears that the data in Lithgow LGA is being
skewed by the inclusion of the Wolgan Valley Resort and Spa. According to anecdotal
information, the Resort is achieving very low occupancy rates but very high room rates. This
would account for the occupancy rate being lower than the average rates (averaging between
65‐75%) reported by moteliers in Lithgow and Wallerawang interviewed for as part of this study,
and the very high achieved room rates. As such, the published occupancy and room rate data
for the LGA has limited value. The performance data available is not sufficient to undertake a
demand and supply analysis to quantify the need for additional accommodation. As a ‘rule of
thumb’, average occupancy rates in excess of 65% indicate that there may be a need for
additional accommodation.
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11.3 Presentation of Accommodation Properties
Travellers are increasingly viewing accommodation images on‐line before they book, with the
standard and presentation of properties often a significant factor in influencing decisions.
Presentation (coupled with professional, friendly service) also contributes positively to the
guest’s experience and will assist in encouraging repeat visitation as well as ‘word‐of‐mouth’
recommendations. As discussed in Section 7.3, the market is becoming more sophisticated and
demanding, and less tolerant of mediocre or sub‐standard accommodation. Lithgow has a
strong corporate – work related traveller market, with corporate travellers generally being less
price sensitive than other market segments. In addition, the mining, power and manufacturing
sectors attract a percentage of ‘high‐end’ corporate travellers to Lithgow, with the
accommodation available not meeting the needs and expectations of these travellers.
Older style accommodation and tired product is a problem throughout regional Australia. In
2005 the Sustainable Tourism CRC prepared a ‘Motel Make‐Over Guide’ for renovating 3‐4 star
motels in regional Australia. The research undertaken as background for the CRC study found
that ‘consumers felt that many of the mid‐market motels available in Australia were dated and
did not meet the needs of the market. Most indicated that they were looking for something akin
to their own home in terms of the experiences that they were seeking in a motel stay. A
spacious feel, light colours, good linen, comfortable furniture and a modern feel were seen as
the key drivers of a motel stay.’ The information is equally as relevant to the older hotel and
caravan park properties.
(Note:
the
CRC
report
is
downloadable
(free
of
charge)
from
www.sustainabletourismonline.com and can be found by using the keyword search for ‘motels’.
The report contains information that will assist moteliers in understanding the changing
expectations of the market place and provides cost effective suggestions for motel make‐overs).
What Motel Guests Want...
The overwhelming response was that motels are expected to be a ‘home away from home’.
Consumers want the motel experience to replicate their home‐based comforts as closely as
possible. It was not surprising that there was a strong view that many of the older mid‐market
motels did not do this. They were not homely in a modern sense. These motels were often
seen to be very dated in appearance and in the standard of facilities offered. There was
consensus that dark units with exposed brickwork and a cluttered feel were no longer
acceptable. To the customers, the key desirable physical features of motels are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

spacious layout (or appearance of spaciousness),
plastered walls,
light colours,
good lighting,
comfortable seating,
facilities for the latest electronic equipment,
bright bathrooms, and
modern kitchenette facilities.

Outdoor gardens or at least planter boxes with colourful, real displays, were seen as important
in softening the external appearance of motels. Outdoor seating near to the rooms was also
considered highly desirable. There was no mention of additional facilities beyond those
currently available in modern motels—except for connections for electronic equipment.
Sustainable Tourism CRC (2005) Motel Make‐Over Guide – Renovating 3‐4 Star Motels in Regional Australia
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11.4 Accommodation Bookings
Over the past decade, the internet and digital technology has significantly changed the way that
consumers source information, select destinations and products, and book travel. World‐wide,
on‐line travel bookings have outpaced all other types of internet retail sales. (See Section 7.4).
The recent introduction of 'smart phones' and ‘tablets’ is further changing these dynamics,
particularly amongst the younger generations (primarily Generations X and Y). Destination NSW
has recently launched the m.visitnsw application designed for mobile phones. Over 25% of
mobile phone users now access the internet on their phone, with this proportion expected to
increase significantly in the next few years as consumers update their mobile phones.
A significant proportion of accommodation is now booked on line. Consumers (particularly the
older touring and holiday markets, more‐so than Generation X and corporate and highway
travellers) tend to look at the ‘official’ tourism websites (eg Tourism Lithgow, Visitnsw) as their
first source of information. These sites are used to ‘see’ what is available. Consumers will
generally click through to property websites if the links are available, to view images, facilities,
availability and rates. Consumers typically ‘shop around’ for prices, checking on a range of
accommodation directory and booking websites (wotif is the most popular). Corporate /
business related travellers and the transit highway market are more likely to go direct to the
accommodation booking sites.
A search of the internet accommodation listings for Lithgow LGA (Table 11.4) found that:


Only 57% of properties have their own website, with only 4 properties having direct (real
time) booking facilities on their website. Two of the motels do not have their own
websites. A number of the motels have obscure website names that do not relate either
the property name or the location. In addition, the majority of the property websites are
not optimised and are not identified by locality searches.



It is not clear to consumers what the ‘official’ tourism site is for Lithgow, with three
accommodation sites coming up in searches for ‘accommodation Lithgow’:
-

www.tourism.lithgow.com – which is the official site, operated by the Lithgow VIC
www.lithgow‐tourism.com – which is a locally operated site
www.booklithgow.com



The unofficial Lithgow‐tourism website appears more popular with accommodation
operators with 51 properties (63%) listed on this site. Of these 34 have links to go through
to enquiries or direct bookings, with 17 properties being listed with telephone numbers
only.



In contrast, only 32 operators (39.5%) are listed on the official tourism.lithgow website.
The tourism.lithgow website is the ‘call to action’ used in promotional campaigns, with
properties not listed on the website, not gaining exposure in the market place.



There are 37 properties (45.7%) on the booklithgow website, with 32 of these having direct
booking links and 5 with query links.
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There are only 18 properties on the visit.nsw website. This is the official website for NSW.
It draws on the State Tourism Data Warehouse (STDS) data base, with this data base
feeding into the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (ATDW) which is used by Tourism
Australia and travel wholesalers and operators in sourcing Australian product.



The LGA is poorly represented on tourism websites for the surrounding area. There are
only three properties listed on the visitbluemountains website. Eight of the properties in
the Rural South Precinct are listed on the Oberon tourism website. Two properties from
the Rural North precinct are listed on the Mudgee tourism website. There are no Lithgow
LGA properties listed on the Bathurst tourism website. The cost of membership of the
Tourist Associations in the surrounding area maybe considered too high for local operators.



There are only 8 properties listed on ‘wotif’ which is the most popular booking system for
domestic travel. Likewise representation on other popular sites (eg AAA tourism,
quiclbeds, booking.com. lastminute and needitnow, is very low.



‘Stayz’ is the most popular booking site for self‐contained (generally un‐serviced)
accommodation. Of the 41 self contained properties in the LGA, 20 are listed on Stayz.
Glen Davis Boutique Hotel and Seclusions are also listed on the Stayz site.
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Table 11.4 Internet Presence – Accommodation Properties in Lithgow LGA
(B= Realtime booking L= Listed – need to contact operator for booking Q= email query sent to operator)
Own
Tourism Lithgow
Book
Visit
Visit
Wotif
Web
Lithgow Tourism Lithgow
NSW
Blue
Site
(Council)
Mts
Lithgow
Zig Zag Motel
X
X
B
B
X
The Bowen Inn
X
X
B
B
X
Parkside Lodge Motel
X
X
X
Colonial Motor Inn
B
B
Lithgow Valley Motel
X
X
L
X
52 on Mort
X
X
B
B
Commercial Hotel/Motel
X
B
B
Lithgow Hotel
B
Lansdowne Hotel
L
Q
Courthouse Hotel
L
Grand Central Hotel
L
Lithgow Tourist & Van Park
X
X
X
X
Sunnybloom Cottage
X
Lithgow Short Stay
X
X
B
Sandford Cottage
X
X
Lithgow Rose
X
X
X
X
Zig Zag Brewery Cottage +
X
Old Dairy Cottage
Wallerawang
Black Gold Cabins & Motel
X
X
B
B
X
Units
SIAS Apartments
X
Commercial Hotel
Royal Hotel
L
Q
Portland
Coronation Hotel
B
B
Imperial Hotel
L
The Brook Cottage
B
B
Lake Lyell Precinct
Lake Lyell Recreation Area
X
X
L
Eagle View Escape
X
X
B
B
X

AAA

Stayz

X
X
X
X
X

Booking.
Com

Quick
beds

Ready
Rooms

X

X

Renta
home

X

Last
minute

Need
it now

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Seclusions
Blue Mountains SpaRadise
The Fottage
Riverview Cabin
Toad Hall
Toad Hall
Rural North
Wolgan Valley
Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa
Newnes Hotel Cabins
Lidsdale
Marantha Christian Camp
Cullen Bullen
Royal Hotel
Capertee Valley
Glen Davis Boutique Hotel
Lansallos
Annabilla Farm Stay
Capertee / Glen Davis Works
Oskas Cottage
Grove Cottage
Horseshoe Bend Farm
Glen Davis Camping Ground
Capertee Village
Royal Hotel
Capertee Valley Retreat
Station Masters Cottage
Turon
Turon Gates
Running Stream
The Cubby House
Wombat Hilltop
Rural South
South Bowenfels

Own
Web
Site
X
X

Tourism
Lithgow
(Council)
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Lithgow
Tourism

Book
Lithgow

Visit
NSW

B

B
Q
B

X

B

Visit
Blue
Mts

Wotif

AAA

Stayz

Booking.
Com

Quick
beds

Ready
Rooms

Renta
home

Last
minute

Need
it now

X

X
L
L

X
X

B

B

X

X
X

L
L
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

B

B

B
B
L

B
B

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

L
B

X

X

L

X
X

X
X

B

X
X

X
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Rydal
Rydalmount Conference
Centre/Railway Station
Alexander Hotel
Kookawood House
Wattle Cottage
Rose Cottage
Old Police Station
Rydal Cottage
Chapel House – Owl Pen
Tarana
The Tarana Hotel
Meadow Flats
Mt Haven B&B
Hartley Valley
Venice Caravan Park
Comet Inn
Hartley on the Hill
Blue Hills Farm Retreat
Boonderoo
Timberdell Cottage
Glenroy Cottages
Warrigal Cottages
Little Hartley Eco Retreat
Lockyer’s Track Head
Clarence – Dargan Area
Hatter’s Hideout
Zig Zag Lodge
Hampton Area
Hampton Halfway
Hotel/Motel
Kanimbla Valley
The Peak at Mt Kanimbla
Woolshed Cabins

Own
Web
Site

Tourism
Lithgow
(Council)

Lithgow
Tourism

Book
Lithgow

X

X

B

B

B
B

B
B
B

X
X
X

Visit
NSW

Visit
Blue
Mts

Wotif

AAA

Stayz

Booking.
Com

Quick
beds

Ready
Rooms

Renta
home

Last
minute

Need
it now

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

B
B

X

X

X
X

L
B
L
B
L
L
B
B

B

B
B

B
B

X
X
X

X

X
X

L
X

X

B
L

B

X

X

B

B

X
X

B

B

X

X
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Secret Valley Escape
Mok’s Rural Retreat
Number of Properties
% of total

Own
Web
Site
X
X
45
57.0%

Tourism
Lithgow
(Council)

32
40.5%

Lithgow
Tourism

Book
Lithgow

Visit
NSW

B

B

X

51
64.6%

37
46.8%

18
22.8%

Visit
Blue
Mts

Wotif

AAA

Stayz

Booking.
Com
X

7
8.8%

X
X
22
27.8%

X
3
3.8%

8
10.2%

2
2.5%

Quick
beds

Ready
Rooms

2
2.5%

1
1.3%

Renta
home

Last
minute

Need
it now

3
3.8%

6
7.5%

2
2.2%
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Developing quality ‘pub‐stay’ accommodation. At present the ‘pubstay product’ available is
Directions Forward ‐ Opportunities for the Accommodation Sector:
basic and in most cases, tired. Throughout Australia there has been a trend to ‘re‐inventing’
the1. pub
hotel
with hotels
becoming gentrified.
boutique
pubresearch
There
is aexperience
need for additional
accommodation
within the Quality
LGA. Based
on the
undertaken
the community and industry consultation, there is a need for additional
accommodation
(stilland
with
accommodation in Lithgow LGA, as well as improvements to the existing accommodation
base. In particular:
 4‐4.5 star motel, corporate hotel and/or serviced apartment accommodation is needed in
the Lithgow town centre, particularly accommodation with quality meeting facilities. This
need will be partially addressed by the development of the Workmens Club Motel and the
serviced apartments in Main Street.

 Additional accommodation in Wallerawang
 Additional accommodation in Portland. The town could potentially support a motel as well
as B&B, guesthouse, self contained and /or lodge style accommodation close to the town
centre. There are a number of historic houses and cottages in the town that would be
ideal for accommodation. For example, there are clusters/rows of heritage cottages (eg in
Lime Street) that could (if available) be converted into tourist accommodation. Likewise
there may be opportunity to incorporate accommodation in the re‐development of the
Portland Cement Works site, possibly as an adaptive re‐use of the heritage buildings or the
refurbishment of the cottages along Williwa Street. Alternatively, the upgrading of existing
hotel accommodation to ‘boutique’ standard would also help to meet demand for higher
standard accommodation in the town. The Coronation Hotel has the potential to become
an ‘iconic’ property for the town.
 Portland is also popular with the touring caravan and motorhome market, with the product
available in the town being ideal for this market. There is potentially an opportunity to
develop a small caravan park in Portland, open up part of the Showground area for low
cost camping or encourage one of the licensed clubs to provide a few caravan sites (with
power) adjacent to the Club. Alternatively sites for ‘free camping’ close to the town centre
should be explored, with Portland seeking RV Friendly Accreditation.
 Additional accommodation in Capertee Village – to enable the Village to capitalise more
effectively on its gateway position to the National Parks and State Forests in the area.
Consideration should be given to innovative proposals that would reduce start‐up costs
and minimise risk.
 Budget accommodation for sporting groups, school groups, activity based groups and back‐
packers. Ideally the accommodation should be located within easy walking distance of
Lithgow Railway Station. This may be an option for one of the Lithgow Hotels.
 Cabin accommodation at Lake Lyell. This would increase use of the Reserve year‐round as
well as the revenue generated.
 As Hartley / Little Hartley grows, there may be the need for accommodation to service
both the village and Highway travelers.
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2

Developing quality ‘pub‐stay’ accommodation. At present the ‘pubstay product’ available in
the LGA is basic and in most cases, tired. Throughout Australia there has been a trend to ‘re‐
inventing’ the pub hotel experience with hotels becoming gentrified. Quality boutique pub
accommodation (still with shared facilities) is becoming popular with travellers, particularly
Generation X and the younger Baby Boomers. There are a number of hotel properties in
Lithgow LGA that would be ideal for refurbishment. The Royal Hotel at Capertee and the
Alexander Hotel at Rydal are being up‐graded and could, if well presented, be the first
properties in the LGA to cater for this emerging market.

3

Lithgow LGA could increase its penetration into the touring caravan and camping market by
becoming an RV Friendly Accredited destination. Becoming accredited would also enable the
LGA to target caravan and motorhome chapter meetings, conferences and rallies. The RV
market is potentially a better ‘fit’ with the smaller towns and villages (Wallerawang, Portland,
Rydal and Capertee) than with Lithgow and there maybe potential to identify ‘free’ or low
cost camping sites within these centres.

4

The Showgrounds in Lithgow, Portland and Rydal and the recreation reserve at Lake
Wallace are potential locations for events and activities that involve camping, including
caravan and motorhome events. For Lithgow and the Lake Wallace recreation reserve,
camping may be restricted to temporary camping associated with events, while Rydal and
Portland Showgrounds could be used for low key camping year‐round. The Plans of
Management for these venues may need to be amended to include provisions to permit
camping.

Coupled with the need to improve and expand the accommodation base of the LGA, is the need for
accommodation operators to embrace the internet as part of their sales and marketing activities.
Consideration needs to be given to:


Exploring options for web‐based and digital marketing training programs for operators. Both
Tourism Australia and Destination NSW have self‐help training modules and resources on their
websites.



Providing a comprehensive list (that is regularly updated), of all accommodation available in
the LGA, with this list online so that it can be readily accessed by potential visitors. The list
could be very basic – property, location and phone number, with properties that join Tourism
Lithgow having a more comprehensive listing which includes image, property description and
a link to the property website and /or email address.



Encouraging all operators to list on the NSW State Tourism Data Warehouse data base. This
data base underpins the Tourism Australia, visitnsw and visitsydney websites which are the
‘call to action’ in all promotions undertaken by Tourism Australia and DNSW marketing and
promotional campaigns.



Establishing a ‘room bank’ or a communication protocol in which operators can let the VIC
know the status of the property (available or booked, and the number of rooms, cottages etc
still available), particularly when the LGA or adjoining LGAs are hosting large events. This
would enable the VIC staff to ‘fill’ the LGA before referring business to surrounding LGAs.
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11.5 Planning and Development of Accommodation
11.5.1 Overview
While the Tourism Strategy has identified a need for additional accommodation in Lithgow
LGA, encouraging development is challenging. While having a receptive planning framework
is part of the equation, the key issue is generally the ability to secure funding. Overall, very
limited investment is occurring in the accommodation sector Australia‐wide. Competition
from non‐tourism uses for land in urban areas and high land prices, higher financial returns
and lower risk exposure from non‐tourism development and with difficulties in securing
financial backing for tourism projects from the mainstream financial institutions, are the
main barriers to development of medium to large projects.

Motels & Serviced Apartments
In inland areas in NSW, there is limited investment occurring in the development of new
motels and serviced apartments. New projects are primarily located in areas where there
has been a significant expansion in mining (for example Parkes, Gunnedah and Narrabri) and
in areas where there is a strong corporate market (seeks 4‐4.5 star accommodation) but no
suitable properties. Development is primarily being undertaken by:
 Licensed Clubs ‐ generally on land adjacent to the Club and as part of a strategy to
diversify their revenue base to reduce dependence on poker machine revenue, expand
their market base for food and beverage services (captive audience) and gain a return on
undeveloped land‐holdings.
 Local builders – often backed by a consortium of local investors (doctors, lawyers,
accountants).
 Owners of motels from other localities that recognise the opportunities to capitalise on
corporate growth and/or a gap in the market created by an existing accommodation base
that is aging and/or tired and not keeping pace with market trends.

Development in Rural Areas
Over the years, there have been a range of proposals in rural areas to develop integrated
resorts, often around a golf course. Due to the high risk involved, very few of these projects
have proceeded, with those that have, generally being in established tourist destinations (eg
Hunter Wine Country).
There has been a number of rural resorts (eg The Barringtons Country Retreat, Eagle Reach,
Kangaroo Valley Golf Resort) established using a community title or strata structure, with the
dwellings sold to individual investors and placed in a management pool. While most of
these projects were initially successful, they have generally not generated the return on
investment that the owners were expecting with issues arising between the management
and owners. Problems have included:
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 Owners taking the properties out of the management pool, thereby decreasing the
viability of the operation.
 Owners wanting to live in the dwelling, although there is no planning approval for this.
 Deterioration in the quality of the product due to owners refusing to maintain / upgrade
their properties to meet market needs and expectations. This is often due to low returns
on the initial investment, with the owner not wishing to outlay further funds.
Most development in rural areas has involved low key, small scale developments –the
conversion of heritage homesteads or surplus rural dwellings to visitor accommodation,
development of B&Bs and/or the establishment of self contained cabins.
These
developments have generally been undertaken by the property owner.
Research in other localities with a high percentage of B&Bs and rural, self contained
accommodation (eg the Barrington Tops area, Kangaroo Valley, Berry, Milton, Mudgee)
found that there were a variety of factors driving development including:










To diversify or supplement income from rural activities (existing established farmers)
Complements existing / core activities (eg vineyard and cellar door)
To generate income from surplus existing buildings (established farmers)
To supplement income from other investments to enable a ‘tree change’ move to the
area
As a hobby / interest / to meet new people
Help pay‐off / generate income from a holiday house or a property brought for future
retirement
To providing accommodation for visiting friends and relatives
For a tax break
To capitalise on identified demand for accommodation in the area (eg close to popular
fishing location, National Park or State Forest, motorsports racing complex, wineries etc).

Very few property owners undertook development with the objective of establishing a
viable, sustainable tourism business. Successful businesses have however evolved and
grown, primarily as a result of the passion and business and marketing acumen of the owner.
Most of the properties however remain a ‘part‐time’ operation with limited investment in
marketing and promotion and not necessarily being available year‐round for visitor use.
The use of the internet (websites) and accommodation booking sites such as ‘Stayz’ have
provided a low cost way of placing properties in the marketplace and generating bookings.
This has encouraged more property owners to ‘enter the market’.
Lithgow appears to have a mix of purpose‐built tourism projects (eg Emirates, Eagle View,
Seclusions) as well as upgrading / conversions of existing buildings (eg Glen Davis Hotel),
businesses that have evolved (eg Turon Gates) and small scale ‘part‐time’ developments.
In NSW Councils have taken a number of different approaches to planning for tourism
development in rural areas. Some Councils (eg Shoalhaven) are actively encouraging
development, with the view being that it diversifies the product base of the area and
increases visitation which helps to strengthen the viability of town and village centres.
Other Councils (eg Dungog) have endeavoured to limit development due to concerns with
evacuation during bush fires and floods, increased traffic on rural roads etc.
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For most Councils, the main planning challenge in rural areas is to differentiate between
‘legitimate’ tourist developments and defacto rural‐residential development under the guise
of tourism. Development Control Plans and conditions attached to planning consents have
been adopted to address this. Issues also arise when tourism developments fail or when
properties are sold and the new owner does not want to continue the tourism activities, but
still generate some income from the buildings. Often the owners look to rent out the
accommodation for residential use or to subdivide and sell off the accommodation (contrary
to the minimum lot size permissible). The transition to long term rental accommodation can
create a range of servicing issues for Council, including the call to seal and maintain rural
roads, septic systems not designed for full time use etc.

11.5.2 Planning and Development in Lithgow City
Over the past 18 years, planning in Lithgow City has been undertaken in accordance with the
provisions of Lithgow City Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 1994. The Plan contains minimum
provisions in relation to tourism development, with accommodation permissible, with
consent, in rural, residential, village and business zones. Although the provisions of the LEP
were very favourable, the number of Development Applications (DA) for tourist
accommodation in the area has been relatively limited. Since 2007, ten development
applications have been lodged, including the DA for the Emirates Resort. The DA’s related
primarily to self contained cabins and units, with one application for serviced apartments
and one for a B&B. Of the 10 applications, only 5 of the properties are operating. A review
of the LEP indicates that there is no apparent planning restrictions to developing tourist
accommodation. This indicates that there are a range of other factors in play.
In 2010/11 Lithgow City Council prepared and adopted a Land Use Strategy as a pre‐cursor
to developing a new LEP for the area. Under current State planning requirements, the new
LEP must be based on the ‘Standard Instrument’. The Standard Instrument has an all‐
encompassing term of ‘Tourist and Visitor Accommodation’ as well as definitions of specific
types of accommodation. ‘Tourist and Visitor Accommodation’ is defined as:
‘a building or place that provides temporary or short‐term accommodation on a
commercial basis, and includes any of the following:
(a) backpackers’ accommodation,
(b) bed and breakfast accommodation,
(c) farm stay accommodation,
(d) hotel or motel accommodation,
(e) serviced apartments,
but does not include:
(f) camping grounds, or
(g) caravan parks, or
(h) eco‐tourist facilities.
Separate definitions are provided for each of the specific types of accommodation. The
definition for eco‐tourist facilities includes accommodation. There are no specific
definitions given for holiday homes and apartments, cabin complexes, health spas, lodges or
resorts. The Department of Planning is considering amending some of the definitions within
the Standard Instrument and is also developing a position on the use of residential dwellings
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for short term accommodation (eg holiday homes, rural dwellings) for tourists and itinerant
workers.
The LEP Practice Note on ‘Providing for Tourism in Standard Instrument Local Environmental
Plans’ encourages a flexible approach by Council in relation to tourism development,
recognising that tourism can co‐exist with a variety of land uses. The Practice Note includes
a table (Table 1) which identifies the types of tourist accommodation (and other tourism
activities) that are considered consistent with each of the landuse zones.
The LEP Practice Note (page 5) refers to ‘short term holiday accommodation’ as being one of
the forms of accommodation associated with tourism. This generic term would cover the
types of accommodation for which no specific definitions have been provided in the
Standard Instrument. A definition of ‘Short Term Holiday Accommodation’ is not however
included in the Standard Instrument. The definitions given for Farm Stay, B&Bs and Eco
Tourism Facilities do not make provision for the development of non‐eco tourism based
cabins, resorts, lodges etc in rural areas. For example under the Standard Instrument
definition, it may not be possible to develop accommodation at the proposed Motorsports
complex near Portland, or a fishing lodge on rural properties near Thompsons Creek Dam or
accommodation for 4WD and motorcycle riders near State Forests.
The Landuse Strategy adopted by Lithgow City Council in 2011 includes a strategy to ‘ensure
that there is adequate provision for tourist facilities’. Actions relating to this strategy include
limiting the development of intensive tourism accommodation, such as hotel and motel
accommodation and serviced apartments to urban areas (where such is not directly related
to eco‐tourism) and ensuring that the rural villages provide a range of tourism support
landuses such as accommodation.
The accommodation development opportunities identified in the Tourism Strategy are
consistent with the directions of the Landuse Strategy, with the need for additional motel,
hotel and serviced apartment development in Lithgow, Portland and Wallerawang and
tourist accommodation in the village of Capertee. Although not discussed in the Landuse
Strategy, the development of caravan and/or camping ground facilities in Wallerawang and
Portland, and potentially in Capertee and Rydal (Showground) would enhance the ability of
the LGA to attract the touring caravan and motorhome market.
Farmstay, B&Bs, Eco Tourism Facilities (accommodation) and camping grounds should
continue to be permissible in rural areas, subject to meeting appropriate environmental and
planning considerations. The Standard Instrument requires that Council nominate the
minimum and maximum number of bedrooms to be provided by Farmstay and B&B
properties. The Farmstay definition requires that tourist accommodation be secondary to
primary production. Many of the rural holdings in Lithgow LGA are on marginal lands that
may not be suitable for primary production. Tourism development may in fact be a higher
and better use of these marginal lands and could provide the primary source of income. The
definition of B&Bs requires the operator to live in the same dwelling as the visitor
accommodation. There are many examples in NSW where the B&B is a separate dwelling to
the main household or in which the owner does not live on the premise (or even in the
area), whereby guests are provided with a breakfast hamper.
For rural areas, Council needs to seek a variation either to the definition of farm stay or the
inclusion of a more generic term eg short term holiday accommodation (to include cabin
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complexes, lodges, health spas, retreats etc) in the land‐use table. Further controls can then
be provided through a DCP for tourism development in rural area.
Provision also needs to be included within the LEP to enable the use of areas (such as
showgrounds, sports grounds, recreation reserves) for temporary accommodation as part of
events and activities within the LGA.

Directions Forward:
 To enable the development of a range of accommodation types in rural areas, Council,
in preparing the new LEP, needs to seek, from the Department of Planning, approval to
either vary the definition of ‘farm stay’ or the include a more generic term eg short
term holiday accommodation (to include cabin complexes, lodges, health spas, retreats
etc) in the land‐use table.
 Provisions need to be included in the LEP to enable use of a range of venues and open
space for temporary accommodation during events.
 Council to prepare a Development Control Plan to set the framework and standards for
the development of tourism accommodation (and potentially other activities) in rural
areas.
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12. Infrastructure & Services to Support Tourism
The facilities, services and infrastructure needed to support and sustain tourism include:










Access to information.
Effective signage.
Retail services – ATM, newsagent, service station, Post Office, boutique / lifestyle /
tourist shops.
Food and beverage outlets – somewhere clean and inviting. Travellers from city areas
in particular often look for a place where they can get ‘real’ (as opposed to instant)
coffee.
Access to fuel.
Local transport / public transport.
Visitor facilities including ‐ modern, clean, safe public toilets, picnic facilities and
playgrounds (family market).
For visitors towing caravans / trailers – dump points plus a place to park the vehicle
legally and safely close to services is important.

The infrastructure, facilities and services available in Lithgow LGA are discussed below.

12.1 Information Services
12.1.1 Services Required
Information services are an integral part of the tourism infrastructure, providing the
communication link between the locality, the tourist trade and the visitor. Information
services support the area’s marketing and promotion, provide a direct service to both the
tourism trade and visitors and, most importantly, make a visitor feel welcome in the area
and ensure that they are aware of the area’s products and services.
Visitor information services encompass:







Visitor information centres (VIC's) and information outlets (manned and unmanned)
Information delivery systems – telephone, fax, internet/email, mail
Print‐based, web and digital information – brochures, maps, guides, videos, web sites,
mobile phone and tablet applications (Apps), pod casts etc
The point of contact for the trade and potential consumers – supporting marketing and
promotional activities
Databases
Signage – directional and promotional

The visitor information services provided by an area need to operate both externally and
internally – at the international, national, regional and local levels. They also need to meet
the needs of the travel trade and visitors, to integrate with and support sales and marketing
activities, and to link visitors with products.
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Most travellers research their trip before leaving home, with around 60% of the trip planned
before leaving. As such it is critical that the information on the LGA be available at the trip
planning stage. The marketplace is also in transition. The older generations, while
increasingly using the internet and digital technology, still source information from
brochures, attend travel shows etc. As such, Lithgow LGA needs to continue to service the
older generations using traditional techniques, as well as move forward with web and digital
based marketing. Services that need to be provided are summarised in Table 12.1.
Table 12.1 Information Services that need to be Provided
Services to the Industry

Services to Local Operators

 Servicing trade inquiries ‐ including Destination
NSW, Blue Mountains RTO, travel wholesalers and
agents, coach companies, etc
 Media inquiries
 Collating data
 State Tourism Data Warehouse ‐ input and
maintenance of the data base
 Trade briefings
 Hosting familiarisation programs
 Developing and supplying information kits
 Website development and maintenance

 Communication link between the trade and the
operators
 Production & distribution of information on behalf of
operators
 Conduit for networking
 Monitoring trends ‐ dissemination of statistics and data
 Feedback on activities that could impact on business
 Advice and assistance
 Event calendar








Services to Potential Visitors

Services to Visitors in the Area

Website – comprehensive information + images
Mobile phone applications
Responding to telephone, fax, email inquiries
Providing and distributing information
Accommodation / tour bookings
Liaison between potential customers and operators

 Walk‐in inquiries – directions, accommodation, things to
see and do, where to eat, road conditions
 Information on the localities ahead
 Itinerary planning
 Distributing information
 Sourcing / referring accommodation
 Bookings

12.1.2 Information Services in Lithgow LGA
Information services in Lithgow LGA are coordinated and delivered by the Lithgow Visitor
Information Centre (VIC). The VIC is located on the Great Western Highway at Lithgow with
access for both east and westbound travelers. The VIC is Level 1 accredited and is open from
9am to 5pm, seven days per week (closed Christmas day). The Centre is staffed by
professional tourism officers. It provides an extensive range of local, regional and NSW
brochures and maps, including the sale of topographic maps for the off‐road market. Books
on the local area and a limited range of souvenirs are also available for sale.
Around 50,000‐55,000 visitors per year come into Centre. In addition, the VIC staff handle
in the order of 26,000 telephone and 12,000 email enquiries per year. The VIC staff also
produce information fliers, and maintain a database and the Tourism Lithgow website
(www.tourism.lithgow.com).
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Table 12.2 Visitation to the Lithgow Visitor Information Centre
Month
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total

2007/08
3681
2997
4376
4856
3434
4137
4882
3368
5397
5054
3157
2897
48236

2008/09
4176
2609
3682
4769
3284
5042
5944
3747
4954
7201
4206
3520
53,134

2009/10
4725
4170
3915
5932
3588
3727
4899
3194
4072
7624
4191
3617
53654

2010/11
3667
3782
4094
4346
3713
4004
4701
3570
4475
6084
3515
3209
49,160

2011/12
3991
3283
4020
4545
3647
4017
4701
3784
4475
6084
3515
2228
48,290

Information directories (map and information) are available at:


Main Street, Lithgow. There is an information bay on the railway side of Main Street in
the block between Ferro Street & Hassans Walls Road. This provides information on the
Greater Blue Mountains Drive. The information bay is not signposted and there is no
turning lane into the bay for west‐bound traffic. The information is now out‐of‐date
and needs to be revised. Whether this is the right location for this directory is
questionable.



Federation Park, in Main Street Wallerawang – the information relates to the history of
Wallerawang and electricity generation in the area (Delta Electricity), with a ‘mud‐map’
of how to get from the main street to Lake Wallace. There are 6 panels on the
information stand that could be used to provide information on the area plus a more
comprehensive map.



Rotary Rest Area, Wallerawang Road in Portland. There is an older style street map of
Portland as part of the ‘Welcome to Portland’ sign. While the sign is ‘tired’ it is in
character with the ‘signs of yester year’ theme and should be repainted and retained.



Greg Featherstone Park in Rydal – information and maps on the village and surrounding
area, including a map of the State Forests in the area.



Clarence Pirie Memorial Park at Capertee – provides a map and information on both the
Tablelands Way and the Capertee Valley.



Glen Davis – information at the community hall in the camping ground.

The above directories have been provided by local communities or highway‐route
committees, with each differing in terms of content and standard of presentation.
There are no directories or visitor information at any of the fast food outlets in Lithgow, nor
at the Bells Line of Road entrance to the Newnes Plateau or at Lithgow Railway Station.
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As discussed in Section 7.4, the internet and digital technology is changing the way that
travellers access information and book accommodation etc. The Tourism Lithgow website
will become increasingly important as the access portal for information on the LGA. As such
it needs to be both up‐to‐date and comprehensive. As discussed in Section 11.4, there is
confusion between the Tourism Lithgow and the Lithgow Tourism websites, with the latter
website appearing to be more comprehensive but not as well presented as the Tourism
Lithgow site.
With changes in technology, Tourism Lithgow needs to expand its information service to
include a mobile phone and tablet applications. It also needs to explore opportunities for
the use of QR codes for increasing access to information (see Section 7.4).

Directions Forward:
 Expand the on‐line delivery of information:
- Continue to develop the Tourism Lithgow website
- Encourage the development of quality websites for the smaller towns and villages
- Encourage all operators to list on the STDW data base and ensure that Council
attractions and facilities, as well as events are included on the data base
- Encourage accommodation operators to list on accommodation directory sites
- Develop a Lithgow ‘App’ with this available from Apps stores as well as being
downloadable from outlets in Lithgow, including the fast food outlets
- Explore options for using QR codes to increase access to and the dissemination of
information.
 Explore options for having a Level 3 accredited information outlet in Portland.
 Explore options for providing information boards / directories at strategic locations
throughout the LGA (eg Lake Wallace, Lake Lyell, Zig Zag Railway car park / entrance to the
Newnes Plateau, Lithgow Railway Station). These boards should include QR codes to
provide a link to the Lithgow tourism website.

12.2 Signage
12.2.1 Role of Signage
Signage plays a very significant role in how an area presents. It also forms part of the visitor
information services infrastructure and is a significant marketing and promotional tool. To
be effective, Lithgow LGA needs a comprehensive, integrated family of signs which are
strategically located. The signage needs to include:


Motivational and promotional signage – to raise the profile of the area, develop brand /
image recognition and to make travellers aware of the area and the attractions and
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facilities on offer. Billboards can be effective if well designed (eg quality images) and
maintained.


Gateway signs – important in creating a sense of arrival and making a visitor feel
welcome. Gateway signs also help to create and re‐inforce an image or brand for the
area. Ideally gateway signs should be integrated with landscaping to create a feature.
The quality and the originality of the signs forms part of a visitor's first impression of the
area.



Directional signage – the primary purpose is to ensure that travellers can find their way
easily. Directional signage also provides re‐assurance and re‐inforces the motivational
signage by creating the perception that the area has ‘a lot to offer’.



Information signs / directories – on arrival in a new area, visitors frequently look for a
roadside map so that they can get their bearings. They also look for the Visitor
Information Centre ‘i’ signs.



Service & facility signs – international symbols for public toilets, accommodation,
parking etc. Fingerboard signs are not as effective as the symbols.



Event signage – permanent frameworks strategically located that can be used to hang
temporary signs promoting events.



Interpretive signage / information – this is particularly important at attractions that are
not staffed.



Advertising / shopping centre signage – shop fronts, awning, footpath – contributes to
the atmosphere, vitality and presentation of a centre.



Tourist / scenic drives signs / route markers.

12.2.2 Regulatory Framework
Highway Corridors
NSW Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) is responsible for signage within the Highway
corridors and along designated main roads. RMS has a set of guidelines and standards that it
applies State‐wide. Regardless of local conditions, the Agency tends not to deviate from
these standards. Changes to signage within the highway corridors will require approval of
the RMS, and could take years before issues are fully resolved.
Signposting for Tourist Attractions and Visitor Information Services
Signposting for tourist attractions (white text on brown signs) and visitor information
services (use of the blue and yellow ‘i’ signs) is the responsibility of the Tourist Attraction
Signposting Assessment Committee (TASAC). Information on the signage criteria and
assessment
process
is
available
on
the
Destination
NSW
website
(www.corporate.tourism.nsw.gov.au ‐ under the Business Resources tab).
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Local Roads
Signage on local roads and in local road corridors is controlled by Council, in accordance with
Australian standards.
Local Environmental Plan
The Standard Instrument for Local Environmental Plans contains provisions and directions
relating to signage, including advertising signs. Billboard signs and temporary signage for
events (particularly in highway corridors) are a very effective in raising awareness of
products and activities within the LGA. Signage can also contribute significantly to the
presentation and visual amenity of an area (eg themed signage in Portland). The new LEP
for Lithgow LGA needs to include provisions that will enable advertising, themed and event
signage, with this further controlled through relevant DCPs.

12.2.3 Signage in Lithgow LGA
Signage within the LGA has developed on an adhoc basis over the years. A full signage audit,
from a tourism perspective, is required. This is beyond the scope of this Strategy.
Observations made on signage during the course of this study are outlined below.
Gateway Entry Signs
There is a need for quality gateway entry signs / entry statements at the main entry points
into the LGA and for the individual towns and villages. Once erected, both the signs and the
area around them need to be maintained.
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Event Signs
There is a need for signage frames on the Highway approaches to Lithgow and in strategic
locations on the approaches to other towns and villages, to ‘hang’ temporary signs for forth‐
coming events.

Example of an event sign at the
entrance to Shellharbour LGA. The
panels are changeable and when there
are no events on, attraction panels are
displayed

Directional & Advanced Warning Signage
Directional signage needs to be improved throughout the LGA. Directional signage is very
poor in Portland, with no directional signage to the town centre from any of the entry
points. Wallerawang shopping centre needs to be signposted from Lake Wallace. There is
also a need to improve directional signage to attractions in Lithgow. Advanced warning signs
for turnoffs and facilities are needed on the Highways as the traffic is often moving too fast
to stop (eg in Little Hartley)
Facility & Service Signs
It is recommended that the fingerboard facility and service signs be progressively replaced
with the international symbols for facilities (eg toilets, picnic areas, boat ramps,
accommodation etc).
Billboard & Motivational Advertising Signs
Billboard signage can be very effective in raising awareness of the area and encouraging
visitation. There is a row of billboard along the Great Western Highway corridor in the
Marrangaroo area. This areas would be an ideal location for a Portland / Wallerawang sign
as well as a Capertee Valley sign. Mudgee has a billboard with distances to Mudgee,
Rylstone, Kandos etc. There may be opportunity to purchase a space on this sign to include
Capertee Valley.
Information Directories
There is a need to update or replace existing information directories throughout the LGA and
supplement these by additional directories in strategic locations. (see Section 12.1).
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Parking for Caravans, Coaches and Long Rigs
Touring caravans and motorhomes are a major market that is moving through the area. A
significant number of visitor to Lithgow LGA also tow trailers (boats going to Lake Lyell,
motorbikes on trailers, go karts, speedway cars, horse trailers etc). Lithgow town centre is
not ‘user friendly’ for long rigs. There needs to be a number of spaces dedicated to trailer
and caravan parking with these space adequately signposted. As visitation to Portland
increases, there may be need to provide a coach parking bay close to the town centre.

Signage at Attractions
There is a need to improve directional and advanced warning signs to attractions, both
within Lithgow and in the rural areas. In particular, the access points to the National Parks
and State Forests are generally not signposted, nor is there information provided at the main
track heads within these areas.
Directions Forward:
 Undertake an audit of signs in Lithgow LGA from the perspective of visitors and develop
and implement a strategy to progressively upgrade the signage. As a priority, address
directional signage issues in Portland.
 Discuss with National Parks and State Forests, the need to improve signage to and within
the Parks and Forest areas, in particular to provide information at the more popular track
heads.

12.3 Retail Services
For visitors, the retail sector provides access to good and services sought by visitors, and can
also form part of the attraction base of the area. 26.9% of domestic overnight visitors to
NSW and 21% of domestic day trippers shop for pleasure.16 Within the Blue Mountains
Tourism Region, 17.3% of day visitors shopped for pleasure in YE June 201117 (figures not
16
17

Destination NSW New South Wales Tourism Profile, YE June 2011
Destination NSW Blue Mountains Regional Tourism Profile, YE June 2011.
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published for domestic overnight visitors). For YE June 2011, pleasure shopping accounted
for 10.4% ($28) of expenditure by domestic overnight visitors in the Blue Mountains Tourism
Region and 20.8% ($37) of expenditure by domestic day trippers.18
Within Lithgow LGA, retail services are concentrated in Lithgow, Wallerawang, Portland and
Little Hartley.

12.3.1 Lithgow
Lithgow is a sub‐regional centre, with three main retail precincts – Main Street, Lithgow
Valley Plaza and Pottery Plaza.
Main Street is a traditional strip centre that extends for approximately 900m. This precinct
is anchored by a Woolworths Supermarket, and includes a range of higher order retail
outlets, personal and commercial service providers, eateries and six hotels. There are a
number of lifestyle and boutique shops and eateries that have appeal to the visitor market,
however these businesses are dispersed throughout the Centre rather than clustered in a
‘tourism‐lifestyle’ precinct. The Main Street precinct lacks ‘vibrancy’, with minimal onstreet
trading and dining (partially due to the climate and the narrowness of the footpaths).
The Lithgow Valley Plaza is a modern, enclosed shopping mall located approximately 400m
south of the southern end of the Main Street precinct. It is not connected either visually or
physically to the Main Street. The Plaza is anchored by a Coles Supermarket and Target
Discount Department Store and has around 40 specialty shops. The Plaza shopping
experience is similar to that of most medium‐sized shopping malls in NSW, with the Centre
having a mix of national franchise shops and local traders.
Pottery Plaza is located adjacent to Lithgow Valley Plaza and is more a bulky goods retail
complex. Traders includes an Aldi Supermarket, Sam’s Warehouse, Repco, Pet Store and
Dominos Pizza.
The services available in Lithgow are consistent with the range of services typically sought by
visitors to the area. The key issue is trading hours, with most of the smaller shops and
service providers only trading during normal business hours, closing Saturday afternoon and
Sunday. The supermarkets, Target and some of the larger national chains trade seven days
per week, with the supermarkets having extended trading hours. There are no designated
and signposted parking bays within the town centre for vehicles towing caravans, boats,
trailers etc.
In relation to ‘shopping for pleasure’ the shopping experience provided in Lithgow is
‘average’, with some interesting shops in the Main Street and the ‘standard’ mall shopping
experience at the Plaza.
The Business and Retail Strategy (2009) includes a number of recommendations for the Main
Street precinct which would strengthen the appeal of the Centre and encourage the
establishment of specialty shops and eateries. The actions recommended in the Business
and Retail Strategy included:
18

Tourism Research Australia Blue Mountains Regional Profile YE June 2011.
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Improvements to the physical environment including streetscaping works in the public
domain and providing incentives to property and business owner to refurbish building
facades.



Providing business support initiatives to assist traders improve performance.



Encourage the differentiation of the Precinct into two distinct areas, with a
concentration of creative industries and heritage at the eastern end of the Centre, to
provide a focal point for the designated ‘Cultural Precinct’. The Cultural Precinct
includes the eastern end of the main street as well as the heritage attractions (Eskbank
House, Blast Furnace Park) to the north‐east of the shopping centre.

These actions are in‐line with the results of the Business and Retention Survey19 in which
business and tourism operators from across the LGA identified the need to strengthen the
Main Street precinct, with the top three actions identified by respondents that could be
done to improve business prospects being:




Council to be more proactive in helping and attracting businesses.
Promotion of the area.
Beautification of Main Street in Lithgow.

12.3.2 Portland and Wallerawang
Portland and Wallerawang are both local shopping centres, anchored by small, independent
supermarkets. As discussed in Section 8.3, both centres have ‘character’ and ‘appeal’ with
the potential to become visitor activity nodes. Portland has the right mix of assets to
become a tourist lifestyle centre, similar to Millthorpe, Morpeth and Tilba, with the ‘signs of
Yester Year’ providing an attraction and drawcard for the town. Portland’s potential is
recognised in the Business and Retail Strategy (2009), with the Strategy noting:
‘Portland centre presents a distinct opportunity for Lithgow LGA, a heritage tourism
destination promoted in conjunction with other heritage attractions within the local area.
The local role of Portland should also be preserved. Careful consideration should be given to
how the Boral site can rejuvenate the town centre and facilitate a tourism role for the centre.
Council should explore avenues to promote tourism, for example through events, within
Portland, in parallel with other initiatives, such as encouraging businesses to extend trading
hours’.
Wallerawang is just entering the ‘gentrification’ process. The town centre has more tourism
potential than recognised in the Business and Retail Strategy, with the keys to the area being
themed landscaping and improvements to the presentation of some of the businesses (see
Section 8.3).

12.3.3 Rural Villages

19

Lithgow LGA Council, 2009, Business and Retention Strategy, Lithgow LGA Council
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Little Hartley is a small specialty retail and dining precinct with a mix of galleries, eateries,
produce outlets, plant nurseries and rural service providers. The area attracts both highway
travellers and destination‐based visitors who travel to the area specifically to browse in the
shops and dine. As discussed in Section 8.4, the realignment of the Great Western Highway
provides the opportunity to further develop and consolidate this precinct as a ‘creative hub’
and ‘lifestyle’ village.
Capertee Village is also going through the initial stages of gentrification, with the upgrading
of the Hotel and General Store. There is a small craft outlet in the hotel building and what
appears to be a vintage / secondhand clothing outlet adjacent to the general store. There
are a number of vacant shops in Capertee that will, when they become available for sale or
lease, provide the opportunity for more lifestyle businesses to establish in the area.
Overtime there is potential for Capertee to become a small specialty tourism centre.
Likewise, as visitation to Rydal grows there maybe potential for convenience goods,
galleries, cafes etc.
Planning controls for the villages need to be flexible to enable small businesses to be
established.

12.3.4 Markets
There are two monthly markets held in the LGA – the Village market which is held on the
fourth Sunday of the month and the Capertee market which is held on the third Sunday of
the month. The inaugural Village markets were held in Queen Elizabeth Park with great
success. Due to heavy rainfall, the next scheduled markets were cancelled, and organisers
relocated the event to the Civic Ballroom at the Tony Luchetti Sportsground to allow for an
all‐weather venue. This site does not have the visibility of the previous location at the park.
The Capertee markets are in a good position halfway between Mudgee and Lithgow on a
popular rest stop for visitors. With more stalls and effective promotion, these markets could
grow into a large popular market.

12.3.5 Farm Gate Outlets
Farm gate outlets form part of the tourism retail and attraction base of an area and should
be encouraged where possible. There are a few seasonal outlets along the Castlereagh
Highway as well as itinerant road‐side traders in the Hartley area. Planning controls need to
include provisions to enable farm‐gate sales of local produce.
Table 12.3 Retail Trade Sector SWOT Analysis – Key Findings
Strengths

Weaknesses

LGA
 Low commercial rents – a relatively affordable
location.
 Country style main streets – the community
spirit and country atmosphere is highly
valued.

LGA
 Minimal profile in the market as an area for
shopping and dining, or for local produce /
farm gate outlets.

Lithgow
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Lithgow
 Range of shopping and commercial services
that meet the ‘service’ needs of travellers.
 Lithgow Station located within the Main
Street precinct – opportunity to capitalise on
rail tourism.
 Historic / traditional character of the Main
Street precinct, with a range of buildings that
would present very well if refurbished.
 Small but growing number of specialty retail
outlets and cafes.
 Plenty of parking.
Portland
 Becoming a ‘lifestyle and tourism’ town –
with an interesting mix of specialty shops and
boutiques.
 Art Deco heritage fabric and character.
 Well presented –vibrant and interesting.
 Signs of Yester Year – point of difference and
an attraction.
 Potential for the former Portland Cement
Works site to attract additional creative /
lifestyle businesses.
 Potential to host events adjacent to the town
centre in Saville Park.
Wallerawang
 Potential to become a tourism activity node
 Federation Park – potentially a major
attribute for the town
Rural Villages
 Little Hartley – emerging specialty retail and
dining precinct with the potential to develop
further
 Capertee – start of the gentrification process
– potential to develop as a tourism node.
 Potential to grow farm gate outlets as a retail
attraction for the LGA.

 Main Street precinct lacks vibrancy – very
little to ‘catch the eye’ and stimulate interest.
 Poor / mediocre presentation of many of the
buildings and businesses.
 ‘Average’ retail experience provided.
 Outlets and eateries that would appeal to
visitors are spread throughout the centre
rather than clustered.
 Pub hotels are not activating their street
frontage – creating ‘dead spots’ spots in the
centre.
 Limited range of contemporary style cafes and
restaurants.
 Gaps in shopping including higher end
boutique clothing.
 Limited trading hours – businesses are not
always open when visitors are in town,
particularly during sporting events. Poor
weekend and after hours business trading
limiting tourism potential.
 Signage to the shopping centre is not
effective.
Portland
 Limited dining opportunities.
 Some of the buildings still need to be painted
– detracting from the overall presentation of
the streetscape.
 Toilet facilities need to be upgraded /
replaced with modern facilities
Wallerawang
 Tired appearance of some of the buildings and
businesses.
 Lack of signage to the centre.
 Unattractive / poorly maintained gardens
along Main Street.

Opportunities

Rural Villages
 Limited options for new businesses wishing to
establish in the Village ‐ Former shops have
been converted to residences or left vacant
and have deteriorated to the point where
they need major investment.
 Unrealistic rent expectations by some
property owners.
Threats

Lithgow
 Eastern end of Main Street to become a focal
point for the Cultural Precinct and a
recognised tourism and dining precinct
 Hotels to become ‘gastro pubs’ and activate
their street frontages with cafes and eateries.
 Use of streetscaping and on street dining and

Lithgow
 Expansion of Lithgow Valley and Pottery
Plazas at the expense of the Main Street
precinct.
 Increase in on‐line shopping
 Cultural
precinct
objectives
and
recommendations not being achieved.
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trading to stimulate interest and investment
in the Main Street precinct.

Portland
 Capitalise on Art Deco fabric and Signs of
Yester Year – point of difference of other
towns in Central NSW
 Opportunities
afforded
by
the
re‐
development of the Portland Cement Works
site, including the potential for the
emergence of a creative hub.
Wallerawang
 Continued improvement to presentation
through landscaping – become a themed
centre

 Reduction in the rail service
 Business operators not responding to retail
trends and/or the needs and expectations of
the marketplace.
Portland
 Inappropriate development of the Portland
Cement Works site – detracting from the
character and amenity of the town centre.
 Parking in the town centre – could become a
significant issue as visitation builds. There
may also be a need for designated coach
parking
Wallerawang
 Business and property owners not prepared
to refurbish / up date.
 Moving too slowly to capitalise on the
initiatives in Portland

Rural Villages
 Highway deviation providing the opportunity
to develop a ‘village centre’ as the focus for Hartley
specialty retailing and dining
 Restrictions in access to businesses as a result
 Capertee – development of the village as a
of the Highway upgrade
gateway centre with a mix of lifestyle shops
and eateries.
 Farm gate and local produce outlets along the
main highway and touring route corridors
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Directions Forward:
 Implement the recommendations of the Business and Retail Strategy regarding the
presentation and development of the Main Street precinct in Lithgow and providing
opportunities to enhance the skills of local operators.
 Ensure that the tourism potential of Portland is recognised in plans and strategies for the
town and taken into consideration in the planning and design of the Portland Cement
Works site.
 Formulate and adopt a DCP for Portland shopping centre which protects and enhances
the art deco fabric and character of the centre and encourages themed signage etc to
reinforce this
 Work with the Wallerawang community to continue to improve the presentation of the
town centre. Explore the potential of using themed plantings in the ‘pocket’ gardens
along Main Street (Section 8.3)
 Improve signage to both Wallerawang and Portland town centres.
 Ensure that planning controls are flexible to encourage investment in new business start‐
up throughout the LGA.
 Encourage farm gate outlets and markets as part of the retail base of the LGA.

12.4 Food & Beverage Services
Dining out is one of the main activities undertaken by visitors to the LGA. The importance of
the food and beverage sector in servicing visitors is illustrated by the following statistics:


Within the Blue Mountains Tourism Region, dining out was the most popular activity
undertaken by overnight (51.4% of visitors) and day trippers (52.1%) to the Region.20



29.4% of expenditure by domestic overnight visitors, and 44% of expenditure by
domestic day trippers while travelling is spent on food and beverage21.



Domestic overnight visitors and day trippers spend on average, $79 and $80 per day,
respectively on food and beverage.22

According to Destination NSW, 85.8% of domestic visitors and 97.2% of international visitors
purchase commercially produced food when travelling, with the domestic market favouring

Destination NSW Blue Mountains Regional Tourism Profile, YE June 2011.
Tourism Research Australia Blue Mountains Regional Profile YE June 2011.
22 Tourism Research Australia Blue Mountains Regional Profile YE June 2011
20
21
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cafes/coffee shops and takeaway / fast food outlets. Mid‐priced restaurants, cafes/coffee
shops and takeaway/ fast food outlet are popular with the international market.
Table 12.4 Patronage of Eateries – Visitors to NSW, YE December 200923
Type of Eatery
Café / Coffee Shop
Takeaway / Fast Food
Pub / Bar or Grill
Mid‐priced Restaurant
Expensive Restaurant
Other Eatery
Total Visits to NSW

Domestic Visitors
49.8%
49.3%
43.5%
41.1%
11.6%
5.2%
85.5%

International Visitors
66.2%
65.4%
48.3%
70.3%
24.2%
5.5%
97.2%

Destination NSW Snapshot of Food and Wine Tourism YE December 2009.

These figures highlight the importance of the food sector, as well as the need to have cafes /
coffee shops, takeaway / fast food outlets, pub meals and mid‐priced restaurants available
and open when visitors are in the area.
Food and beverage services in Lithgow LGA are provided by the cafe and restaurant, licensed
clubs and hotels and the takeaway – fast food sectors. The eat‐in and takeaway dining
options available in the LGA are summarised in the following sections.

12.4.1 Cafés and Restaurants / Licensed Clubs & Hotels
The cafe and restaurant and licensed clubs and hotels properties in Lithgow LGA are listed in
Table 12.5. These properties are concentrated in Lithgow, Wallerawang, Portland and the
Hartley Valley.
Table 12.5 Dining Options by Locality
Property

Cuisine

Unique / Special Dining
Experience

Central Precincts
Lithgow
Secret Creek Café and
Restaurant

Contemporary Australian + native Australian
herbs and spices

CJ’s Good Food
Bushman’s Bistro, Colonial
Motel
Switchback Restaurant,
Zig Zag Motel
Surveyors Restaurant, Bowen
Inn
Pappadino’s Pizzeria
Blue Sky Chinese
Emerald Lantern
Wondee Thai
Licensed Clubs

Contemporary Australian
Contemporary Australian

23

Contemporary Australian cuisine, featuring
local produce, including trout.
Contemporary Australian

Timber slab building (award
winning) in a wildlife
sanctuary

Open fire

Pizza, pasta
Chinese
Chinese Restaurant
Thai Restaurant

Destination NSW Snapshot of Food and Wine Tourism YE December 2009.
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Property
Club Lithgow Snack Bar
Lithgow Workmens Club
Lithgow Golf Club
Hotels
The Lithgow Hotel
The Courthouse Hotel
The Grand Central Hotel
The Landsdowne Hotel
Tattersals Hotel
The Commercial Hotel
The Donnybrook Hotel
Cafes
Black Rock Café & Takeaway
Michels Patisserie
Metro on Main
Omelias
Vanilla
Blue Bird Cafe
Country Organic Coffee
Outback Cafe
Inzitari Shell Roadhouse
United Service Station,
Marrangaroo

Cuisine

Unique / Special Dining
Experience

Snack Bar ‐ Australian Cuisine
Kahwah Inn Chinese,
Cino café – light meals, cake, coffee
Bistro
Snack bar and bar open on golf days
Bistro style meals, live entertainment, beer
garden
Bistro style meals, live entertainment, beer
garden
Bistro style meals, beer garden, and bottle
shop
Bistro style meals, live entertainment, beer
garden
Counter top meal sand beer garden
Bistro style meals and bottle shop
Bistro Meals
Traditional
Patisserie & Coffee
Sandwiches, home‐made cakes and coffee
Light meals, cakes, coffee
Contemporary cafe
Light meals
Coffee & light meals
Traditional roadhouse menu – breakfast, lunch
and dinner
24 hour roadhouse diner – traditional menu

Wallerawang
Crib Room Restaurant
Black Gold Cabins & Motel
Wallerawang Bowling Club
Wallerawang Chinese
Wallerawang Bakery
Commercial Hotel
Royal Hotel

Contemporary Australian
Chinese restaurant, bistro & pizza
Chinese Restaurant
Bakery, pies, sandwiches
Bistro meals
Bistro meals + beer garden

Portland
Portland RSL Club – Chinese
Restaurant
Portland Golf Club
Portland Bowling Club
Coronation Hotel
Imperial Hotel
Coffee Shop Plus

Chinese

Bistro meals, beer garden
Counter meals
Coffee & light meals

Portland Bakery

Coffee & cakes

Thai Restaurant – limited trading hours

Granny B’s Blue Circle
Fudge

Rural North
Wolgan Valley
Newnes Hotel (kiosk)

Wood fired pizza, snacks

Historic hotel – wood fired
outdoor pizza oven

Cullen Bullen
Royal Hotel

Bistro meals

Capertee Village
Royal Hotel

Bistro meals, café service, beer garden

Historic, refurbished hotel,
attractive beer garden
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Property

Cuisine

Unique / Special Dining
Experience

Rural South
Hartley Valley
Ambermere Rose Inn

Cafe, Restaurant & Wine Bar ‐ contemporary
Australian, locally sources food & wine,
seasonal menus

Comet Inn

Traditional and modern Australian

Talisman Gallery

Wood fired pizzas and homemade desserts

The Farmhouse

Traditional breakfasts, morning and afternoon
teas, light lunches

Full Throttle Dinner

Traditional breakfasts, hamburgers, morning
and afternoon teas

One of Australia's Oldest
Inns ‐ circa 1845 – views of
the western escarpments of
the Blue Mountains
Historic Inn – attractive
rural scenery
Metal work gallery,
attractive rural outlook
Lolly shop in a historic
farmhouse. Rustic with
open fires
Themed diner, aimed at the
motorcycle touring and
truck markets

Rydal
Alexander Hotel

Café (coffee + cakes) + contemporary pub
cuisine

Historic pub, open fires,
attractive beer garden,
flags on ceiling, occasional
entertainment

Traditional Australian cuisine
Beer Garden

Open fires, historic hotel
with attractive rural
outlook

Tarana
Shearing Shed Restaurant,
Tarana Hotel

Hampton
Hampton Halfway Hotel

Traditional ‘pub’ food

Lithgow
The dining options in Lithgow are relatively traditional and mainstream, with the town
having three motel restaurants, four Chinese/Thai restaurants, licensed clubs and pub style
meals. There are two stand‐alone restaurants that offer contemporary Australian menus,
CJ’s on Main Street and Secret Creek Café and Restaurant. Both restaurants are popular
with local residents. The town lacks a ‘high end’ restaurant.
Unique or ‘special’ dining experiences in Lithgow are limited. Secret Creek has received very
good reviews for both the setting and the dining experience, with the restaurant specialising
in the use of native ‘flavours’. Secret Creek is drawing patronage from outside of the LGA.
Lithgow Workmens Club is popular with the sporting and group markets.
Lithgow does not have a strong café scene, with the cafes being dispersed, rather than
clustered into a dining precinct. Very few of the cafes are open outside of normal business
hours. The relatively new Organic Coffee House on the Great Western Highway, is a good
concept and with fine‐tuning of the product and service has the potential to become a
popular highway eatery, providing an alternative to the fast food outlets along the highway
corridor.
With the number of historic hotels in Lithgow, there is potential for Lithgow to develop a
gastro pub dining scene. This would require significant changes to the current offerings.
There is also potential for one or more of the hotels to establish a sidewalk café as part of
their operation, with the café open on weekends and at night.
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Wallerawang
The Old Wallerawang Railway Station 24is a quality eatery and gallery that is developing a
reputation within the surrounding region, and is becoming a destination for regional
residents going for ‘Sunday’ drives. The Crib Room restaurant at the Black Gold Motel is also
building a good reputation, with the restaurant being open at times when most of the
eateries in the LGA’s Central Precinct are closed. The high profile of the Wallerawang
Butcher also strengthens the dining / food profile of the town. With these businesses plus
two hotels, takeaway and the bakery, there is potential to for Wallerawang to further
develop as a dining / food area – a destination for local and regional residents initially,
building into a destination for visitors to the area. To achieve the ‘critical mass’ of attractions
and experiences, Wallerawang needs to be promoted in conjunction with Portland.

Portland
As discussed in Section 8.3, Portland has the potential to develop as a ‘tourist town’ similar
to well known tourist towns such as Millthorpe, Berry and Tilba Tilba. While the retail mix is
‘shifting’ to a lifestyle – tourism focus, the dining product remains traditional and limited.
The town currently lacks a cluster of contemporary cafes and eateries. There is potential for
the two heritage hotels to take on this role. There may also be potential for some of the
historic cottages and/or buildings on the Cement Works site to be used as café – galleries.
As such, the planning controls for this site need to be flexible to facilitate this style of
development (see Section 8.3).

Hartley Valley
The Hartley Valley has a small cluster of ‘lifestyle’ eateries spread along the Highway
corridor. In addition to attracting highway traffic, the eateries are also a destination for the
regional market, with Blue Mountains residents being a significant market. The main issues
with the area are the lack of ‘visual cohesion’ with businesses dispersed along the Highway
and the lack of advanced warning signs. As such, Highway travellers are not ‘cued’ to stop
and are often travelling too fast to make an ‘impulse’ stop. These issues are addressed
further in Section 8.4.
The ‘themed’ / ‘specialist’ nature of some of the businesses also provides opportunities for
both niche and PR marketing.

Village Hotels and Cafes
Good pub dining experiences are emerging at Capertee Village, Rydal and Tarana, with the
Tarana Hotel already a popular stop with the touring car and motor cycle market. The Half
Way Hotel at Hampton and the Cullen Bullen Hotel also offer meals. The Alexander Hotel at
Rydal and the Tarana Hotel form part of the Tablelands drive touring product and
experiences that are being packaged and promoted by the Lithgow‐Oberon‐Bathurst
Tourism Alliance. There is also potential to position the Alexander Hotel as the ‘watering‐
24

Currently closed at time of report finalisation
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hole’ for visitors to Lake Lyell and for users of the Marrangaroo National Park and Lidsdale
State Forest.
To the north, the Royal at Capertee, can be positioned as a ‘destination’ and ‘waterhole’ for
the 4WD and other markets that are traversing the trails between the Newnes Plateau, the
Capertee Valley and the Turon Valley.
There is also potential to promote a ‘dining / produce’ trail incorporating Hartley, Organic
Coffee and Secret Creek Cafe at Lithgow, Goat Dairy and Fromagerie, specialist butchers,
farm gate produce outlets along the Castlereagh Highway, Royal Hotel at Capertee and
Capertee Valley Saffron, to the ‘food and wine’ tourists travelling through to Mudgee. The
Lithgow Brewery (when operational) will also be an attraction to this market.
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Table 12.6 Dining Sector SWOT Analysis – Key Findings
Strengths

Weaknesses

 The Hartley area is developing as a dining
precinct.
 Emergence of a number of higher profile
eateries that are attracting patronage from
beyond the LGA.
 Workmens Club has a good reputation
amongst group market – popular meal stop
for coach tour groups.
Hotels at
 Village pubs are popular.
Capertee and Rydal are being refurbished.





Opportunities
 Strengthening and consolidating the
Hartley dining precinct – a place where
Highway travellers plan to stop and a
dining‐lifestyle destination for the regional
market.
 Development of a ‘gastro‐pub’ scene.
 For a hotel in Lithgow to operate a cafe,
trading after hours, as an extension to their
business.
 Using the pubs in the small rural villages as
‘destinations’ for the 4WD market and
other users of the surrounding National
Parks & State Forests as well as for the
drive, ride and cycle tourism markets.
 Developing / positioning Portland –
Wallerawang
as
a
dining‐lifestyle
destination, with the hotels potentially
playing a significant role as ‘gastro‐pubs’.
 Capitalise more effectively on the winter
dining experience – eateries with open
fires, hot country soups etc.
 PR marketing / media exposure of a
number of the higher quality / more unique
dining experiences within the LGA.
 Development of a dining‐produce trail
along the Great Western Highway‐
Castlereagh Highway targeted to the food
and wine tourists travelling through to
Mudgee.

Lack of a high end restaurant
No sophisticated ‘Gastro’ Pubs
Lack of a recognised dining precinct / café
culture in Lithgow
 Opening hours – very few cafes are open
outside of normal business hours.
 Eateries are often closed during peak visitation
times and during large events. This portrays a
‘backward’ image of Lithgow to tourists.
 Lack of a strong ‘dining out’ culture amongst
local residents –very limited ‘base’ market
which impacts on the viability of eateries.
 Concentration of branded fast food eateries
along the Great Western Highway –
discourages travellers from venturing into the
town centre for food services.
 Most of the eateries are not ‘visible’ to
travellers arriving in Lithgow via the Bells Line
of Road
Threats
 Competition from Bathurst and
Blue
Mountains which offer a range of quality dining
experiences
 Overshadowed by the food and wine
reputation of Mudgee.
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12.4.2 Takeaway / Fast Food Retailing
Lithgow is a very popular transit stop for Highway travellers, with activity concentrated along
the Great Western Highway corridor at McDonalds, KFC, Red Rooster and Organic Coffee.
Development Approval has been granted for a Hungry Jacks outlet on the Great Western
Highway, close to McDonalds, which will further strengthen the precinct.
The majority of travellers passing through Lithgow appear to have a short toilet – meal break
and resume their journey without venturing into the town centre. The fast food outlets
along the Highway attract a very high level of repeat visitation, with regular Highway
travellers in the habit of taking a break in Lithgow.
For most travellers, the trip is pre‐planned, with minimal time factored in for stopping in
Lithgow. Lithgow has a relatively low profile with no ‘iconic’ or ‘must see’ attraction that
encourages travellers to plan to stop in the town.
The size of the transit market is a potential opportunity for the LGA, with the challenge being
to increase awareness and educate travellers about the attractions and activities available in
the LGA, to stimulate interest and motivate travellers into planning to spend longer in the
area on a future visit. As discussed in Section 7.4, there may‐be potential to use technology
to introduce and showcase Lithgow to travellers stopping at the fast food outlets.
The town centre businesses primarily service local residents and visitors staying in town.
Table 12.7 Fast food and Takeaway outlets in Lithgow LGA
Property
Central Precinct
Lithgow Town Centre

Cuisine Type

Seats

Opening times / days

Traditional takeaway + selected asian
dishes
Fish and Chip takeaway + fresh fish.

8

Cooked, Grilled and Fried
sandwiches, Cold and Hot Drinks

Food,

30

Cooked, Grilled and Fried
sandwiches, Cold and Hot Drinks

Food,

6

Lithgow
Chicken
Takeaway
Country Noodles

Cooked, Grilled and Fried Food,
sandwiches, Cold and Hot Drinks
Noodles and some western fried food

12

Mon ‐ Sun 9am – 8pm
Closed Tuesday
Tues ‐ Sun 10.30am – 8pm
Open Public Holiday Mondays
Mon – Fri
7am – late
afternoon
Sat 8am – 2pm
Mon ‐ Wed 8.30am ‐ 4pm
Thurs & Fri 8.30am‐7.30pm
Closed weekends
7 days

Domino’s Takeaway

Pizza and Drinks

n/a

Pizza Hut

Pizza and Drinks

20

Subway

Takeaway and eat in sandwich bar
offering freshly prepared ‘subs’ salads

16

Lithgow Takeaway
Dennis Seafood
Blue Bird Café

Busy
Takeaway

Corner

6

6

Mon – Thurs 11.30am ‐
9.30pm
Fri & Sat 11.30am – 10pm
Sun & Mon 11am‐9pm,
Tues
11am‐10pm
Thurs
11am – 9pm
Fri & Sat 11am ‐ 11am
Mon ‐ Wed 11.00am – 9pm
Fri ‐ Sat 11.00am – 10pm
Sun 11.00am ‐ 9.30pm
Mon – Fri 6.30am – 9pm
Sat ‐ Sun 7.30am – 9pm
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Property

Cuisine Type

Seats

Opening times / days

and breakfasts.

Lithgow – Great Western Highway Corridor
KFC

Fried Food, Drinks and

McDonalds + McCafe

Fast Food Restaurant mix of fried and
healthy food + Mc Café
Red Rooster – chicken, roast chicken
meals, burgers & wraps

Red Rooster

Country
Organic
Coffee
Inzitari
Shell
Roadhouse
United
Service
Station, Marrangaroo

30

100 inside
40 outside
34

Mon‐Thurs: 10.30am‐ 10pm
Fri 10.30am‐ 11pm,
Sat 10am‐11pm
Sun 10am‐10pm
24 hours
Summer 7 days 10am –
10pm
Winter Sun‐Wed 10am ‐
9pm Thurs‐Sat 10am‐10pm

Coffee and Light meals
Traditional roadhouse menu – breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Takeaway & eat in.
24 hour roadhouse diner – traditional
menu. Takeaway & eat in.

Wallerawang
Wallerawang
Takeaway
Wallerawang Bakery

Cooked, grilled and fried
sandwiches, cold and hot drinks
Cakes, pies, sandwiches, drinks

food,

Cooked, Grilled and Fried
sandwiches, Cold and Hot Drinks

Food,

7 days

6.30 am – 8 pm

Portland
Portland Takeaway

12

Mon‐Tues 8am ‐7pm
Wed‐Fri 8am‐8pm
Sat 9am‐8pm
Sun 11 am‐8pm
Public Holidays 11am ‐ 7pm

Rural North
Glen Davis
General Store & Cafe
Capertee

Snacks
Takeaway + café

Rural South
Full Throttle Diner

Being located well off the Highway, the outlets in Wallerawang and Portland primarily
service the local market and people working in the area. The Full Throttle Diner at Hartley is
developing a following, particularly from the motorcycle touring and truck driver markets.

12.4.3 Catering & Equipment Suppliers
Development of the events sector, particularly the function market, requires access to
catering services, equipment suppliers and venue ‘dressers’. There is one catering company
based in Lithgow (James Barnes Catering). There are also a number of caterers in the Blue
Mountains, Bathurst and Mudgee. A number of the cafe / coffee shops in Lithgow will
provide basic catering (eg sandwich platters) for meetings. There are equipment and party
hire companies in Bathurst and a very well known venue ‘dresser’ in Mudgee.
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12.5 Building Tourism Businesses
Shopping and dining are two of the main activities undertaken by visitors, with visitors
increasingly expecting shops and cafes to be open seven days per week. The relatively low
population base of Lithgow LGA, dispersed pattern of visitation, and the competition from
the highway fast‐food outlets in Lithgow, as well as the retail offer in Bathurst, the Blue
Mountains and other surrounding centres, creates a difficult operating environment for
small business.
From a tourism perspective, additional tourism‐related retail and dining businesses are
needed in Lithgow town centre, Portland and Wallerawang as well as in the rural villages, in
particular Capertee, Little Hartley and Rydal. There is also a need to extend trading hours,
with the objective being to have businesses trading seven days per week.
Attracting investment in tourism related businesses and extending trading hours is a
common problem in many rural areas. Examples of how these issues have been addressed
in other centres are given below.

Extending Trading Hours


Murrumburrah – three adjoining businesses have ‘punched’ holes in the walls between
their businesses. During the week and in periods of low visitation, only the front door
of the middle business is open, with this shop manned on a roster basis by the three
operators. During peak times, all three businesses are manned.



Morpeth and Blackheath – a number of businesses have been set up, with an open plan
arrangement, within one large building. During peak periods all businesses are
manned, however during low times the building is manned by one or two operators on
a roster basis.

Expanding the range of Food Outlets


Bingara – the need for a cafe with extended trading hours was identified by the Bingara
community as essential for servicing visitors coming through the town on weekends. As
the hotel was open during these hours and had a commercial kitchen, it was the logical
place to establish a small cafe. Initially the hotel purchased a coffee machine and set up
tables and chairs on the side walk. This quickly progressed to the opening up of a small
dining room and the expansion to include breakfast, lunch and dinner. The same
process was followed in Boorowa, with the Boorowa Hotel setting up a cafe with both
indoor and outdoor seating. The success of the Boorowa operation resulted in the
opening of a number of eateries in town.



Coolah – the IGA supermarket, which trades seven days per week, opened a small cafe
at the entrance to the supermarket.
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Dunedoo – highway traffic is the ‘life blood’ of Dunedoo. The town has built its
reputation by having food available for 20 hours per day, seven days per week. This
was achieved by businesses agreeing to be open at set times. For example, the bakery
now opens at 4am when the bakers arrive on shift rather than at 9am, the cafes are
open during the day and early evening with a roster on weekends, and the pub serves
meals until closing time. Businesses and accommodation properties in town are aware
of the trading hours and actively direct visitors to these services.
Tullamore – the newsagent opened a small cafe within the newsagency, with the cafe
providing breakfast and lunch. (A common combination in larger centres is a bookshop
– cafe).

Diversifying the Product Offer
Main‐stream businesses have diversified their product mix to provide merchandise that
appeals to visitors. If the ‘tourism’ component grows, it can then be ‘hived off’ to create a
new business (the existing business is an incubator which grows the fledgling business to the
point where it can become viable).
For example, this is currently happening with the Mandurama General Store (Blayney Shire),
with the operator providing a mixed business with the objective being to build up aspects of
the business and training staff, to the point where parts of the business can be then moved
into the vacant shops in the village.
Another example is the Bingara fruit shop where the operator diversified to include home‐
made fruit ice cream and gelato, as well as fruit salads and juices.

Improving Viability
On‐going viability is a significant challenge for small businesses in rural areas, particularly in
the initial start‐up years. There is a growing trend for the business to be part of a more
diversified business operation which is selling into other markets. The Old Station Cafe and
Gallery at Wallerawang is an example of this type of mixed operation with the operators
running three businesses from the Station complex – the cafe‐gallery, commercial
photography and a florist. Other examples include:


Sushi shop at Bermagui – the main business is the production of sushi and related
products for shops, restaurants and caterers on the NSW South Coast and in Canberra,
with the shop being a small retail outlet and office for the production operation.



Boorowa Wool – the shop is part of a diversified business which includes internet sales
of fleeces and spun yarn both nationally and internationally (main income earner) and
workshops in spinning, dyeing, knitting and weaving. The operator also breeds and sells
sheep (specialty fleeces).



Long Track Pantry at Jugiong – The Pantry is the shop‐front for a diversified business
that includes production of jams, chutneys, meals etc which are sold wholesale into the
ACT and at markets throughout the region. The Pantry also has an on‐line shop,
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publishes and sells a cookbook, and runs cooking classes. As a sideline, the Pantry
operator has an on‐line business selling high quality bed linen.

12.6 Entertainment
The entertainment options in Lithgow are relatively limited. The Lithgow Workmens Club is
the main entertainment venue, with a variety of artists providing entertainment in the
Lounge Bar. There are also live bands and/performers on Friday and Saturday nights. Three
of the hotels in Lithgow and most of the hotels in the small towns and villages offer
entertainment, generally on a Friday or Saturday night or Sunday afternoon.

12.7 Fuel Retailing
According to Tourism Research Australian, domestic overnight visitors spend on average $35
per day on fuel (13% of trip expenditure) while day trippers spend on average $47 per day
(26.4% of trip expenditure).25
Lithgow LGA has a good range of automotive fuel retailers with the supermarket chains
represented alongside multi‐national, national and independent retailers. Outlets are
concentrated in Lithgow‐Marrangaroo, with 3 service stations along the Great Western
Highway and three along the Bells Line of Road – Mort Street corridor. Although trading
hours vary, there is at least one petrol station open in Lithgow between 5am and 10pm
seven days per week. The petrol station at Marrangaroo is open 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week. The service stations in Portland and Wallerawang basically trade business hours,
however the United Service Station at Lidsdale is open 7 days per week (6am – 9pm).
(Neither of the Shell Service Stations in Wallerawang or Portland are identified on the Shell
Australia Fuel Finder).
There is no fuel outlet in the Clarence – Dargan area to service the Newnes Plateau area
(4WD and trail bike markets), with Lithgow and Lidsdale being the closest services. There is
no information directory on the Newnes Plateau access road advising of where petrol is
available. (Note with the increased use of GPS navigation, which provides information on
the location of petrol stations, the need for signage is declining).
Visitors to the Hartley and Kanimbla Valleys are serviced by both Lithgow and the service
stations in the Upper Blue Mountains. Fuel is not available in the Wolgan, Capertee or Turon
Valleys, with the nearest service stations being located at Lidsdale and Capertee.
Table 12.8 Fuel Outlets in Lithgow LGA
Business

Location & Description

Trading Hours

Additional
Services

Shell and Coles Partnership outlet with Shell Fuel and
Coles Shop, offering discounts for Coles Shoppers.
Great Western Highway
Independent Fuel Retailer with convenience store
attached. Town Centre – Bells Line of Road

7 days, 5am‐10pm

Car Wash
Restaurant

Lithgow
Coles Express Shell

Mid town Fuels

25

7 days, 5am – 12am

Tourism Research Australia Blue Mountains Regional Profile YE June 2011
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Business

Location & Description

Trading Hours

United Petrol Mort
Street
Caltex Woolworths

National Fuel Retailer with small shop selling basic
provisions. Town Centre – Bells Line of Road
Caltex and Woolworths Partnership outlet with
Caltex Fuel. Offers discounts for Woolworths
Customers.
Town Centre – Bells Line of Road
Multi National Fuel Retailer.
Great Western Highway

7 days, 6am – 9pm

BP

United ‐
Marrangaroo

Additional
Services

7 days, 5am – 10pm

Gas refill
Convenience
store

7 days, 5.30am –
10pm

Trailer Hire, Ice
Convenience
store
Restaurant
Convenience
store

National Fuel Retailer
Great Western Highway

7 days, 24 hours

Multi‐national Fuel retailer ‐ Shopping Centre

5am – 8pm
(summer) 5am –
7pm (winter)

Convenience
store

National Fuel retailer – Castlereagh Highway

7 days, 6am – 9pm

Convenience
store

Multinational Fuel Retailer

Mon – Fri – 6.30am
– 6pm
Sat 8.30am – 3pm
Sun 8.30am – 1pm
Mon – Fri ‐ 7.30am
– 5.30pm
Sat ‐ 7.30‐12.30

Convenience
store

Wallerawang
Shell Wallerawang

Lidsdale
United ‐ Lidsdale

Portland
Portland BP

Shell Portland

Capertee
Capertee

Independent Fuel Retailer

Mon – Fri, 5am –
7pm
Sat 6am – 6pm
Sun 7am – 7pm

Workshop

General store,
post office, café

12.8 Local Transport Services
Local transport services available to support the tourism sector are summarised in Table
12.9. For visitors arriving in Lithgow by train there are limited options for moving around the
LGA, however the frequency of services is very low, with the services not necessarily being
direct routes from the station to the attraction / village.
Visitors can travel from Lithgow to Wallerawang and Portland via either the Countrylink
service or the local bus services (Lithgow Bus Lines). It is possible to travel by XPT between
Lithgow and Rydal and Tarana however the stops have to pre‐arranged the day before.
Countrylink also provides limited services to the villages along the Castlereagh and Great
Western Highways from Lithgow and to Little Hartley, Hartley and Hampton from Mt
Victoria.
Within Lithgow, the local bus service (Monday to Saturday) provides access to the valley‐
floor attractions, with no services available Sunday. The frequency of services is low.
Lithgow Buslines has coaches available for charter, while Madjestic Tours has 3 mini
coachers and a 4WD available for charter plus luxury vehicles for hire. Hertz Rental Car has a
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small outlet in Lithgow, however the choice of vehicles in limited, with rental cars not being
able to be taken on dirt roads.
Lithgow Taxis provide a local taxi service and offer transfers to attractions in Lithgow and the
surrounding region, as well as personal local tours.
The ability to charter local coaches is potentially an advantage for event and conference
organisers. There are a number of tour operators licensed to operate in the National Parks
and State Forests in the LGA who will pick‐up and drop‐off at accommodation properties.
Table 12.9 Local Transport Services
Provider

Services

CityRail
XPT

Lithgow to Blue Mountains (and onto Sydney)
Lithgow to Bathurst and Orange – train will stop at Rydal and Tarana however has
to be pre‐arranged the day before
Mt Victoria to Oberon via Little Hartley, Hartley, Good Forest & Hampton
Lithgow to Bathurst via Mt Lambie & Meadow Flat
Lithgow to Mudgee and onto Baradine, via Wallerawang, Portland, Cullen Bullen,
Ben Bullen and Capertee. Capertee and Kandos are the closest stops to the
Capertee Valley
10 taxis – service available 24 hours per day, seven days per week.
Offer transfers to attractions – one way fares are
- Eskbank House
$8
- Blast Furnace Park
$8
- Small Arms Factory Museum $ 8
- State Mine
$11
- Hassans Walls
$20
- Zig Zag Railway
$22
- Lake Lyell
$28
- Glow Worm Tunnel
$40 + waiting time $40 / hr
- Glow Worm Tunnel drop off + Newnes Pickup $173
- Jenolan Caves House $145 + waiting time $40 / hr
Local bus service – provides access to Small Arms Factory Museum, State Mine,
Eskbank House, Lake Pillans – Blast Furnace Park – services operate Monday –
Friday + Saturday morning
Lithgow to Bathurst via Wallerawang and Portland – operates Monday to Saturday
Lithgow to Bathurst via Wallerawang only – Sunday – 2 services
Charter Coach also available
Tours to Jenolan Caves, Zig Zag Railway, Blue Mountains Botanical Gardens and
other Blue Mountains destinations
Charter coaches – 24 pax, 21 pax, 11 pax
4WD charter – 6 pax
Luxury car hire – 6 vehicles
Lithgow based – small selection of sedan and wagon passenger vehicles. All other
vehicle types must be ordered in advance or picked up from a larger outlet. No
4WD available for hire.
Scenic flights and transfers. 2 seater helicopter available, 4 seater needs to be pre‐
booked.

Countrylink Coach Services

Lithgow Taxi Services

Lithgow Bus LInes

Madjestic Tours

Hertz Rent a Car

Capertee Valley
Helicopters

12.9 Travel Services
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Lithgow has one travel agency, Harvey World Travel. The Agency provides booking services
for both domestic and international travel, including the booking of flights, coaches and
trains. The Agency primary services the local community and corporate travel.

12.10 Business Support Services
Business support services available for tourism operators from Lithgow LGA Council (LCC)
and State Government Agencies are summarised in Table 12.10. The roles and
responsibilities of these Government Agencies are outlined in Chapter 4.
Table 12.10

Business Support Services

Service Provider
LCC Lithgow Visitor
Information Centre

LCC
Events
Coordinator

LCC
Economic
Development Unit
Business Enterprise
Centre
Blue
Mountains,
Lithgow
and
Oberon Tourism

NSW Trade &
Investment,
Regional
Infrastructure and
Services (DTIRIS)
Destination NSW

Tourism Australia

Services Provided
The VIC provides a number of services that assist local business including:
 Conduit for operators and businesses to gain exposure to visitors and access the
marketplace.
 The link between visitors and local businesses and services – referring business.
 Provision of information and advice to people looking to relocate and/or invest in
the area.
 Provides access to statistics and information that can be used by operators.
 Provides information on marketing opportunities as well as opportunities for
operator ‘buy‐in’.
Point of contact for organisations and businesses want to hold events within the LGA.
Provides advice on venues and localities, assists with securing access to venues,
provides advice and assistance with the planning approval process and coordinates
Council services where needed to support the event.
LCC employs an economic development officer to liaise with businesses and potential
businesses and identify business opportunities for local businesses and for attracting
new investment into the area.
Local organisation offering assistance to local businesses and an outlet for startup
businesses to find out what grants are available and assistance in establishing
themselves in the Lithgow LGA.
Regional Tourism Organisation that provides a range of services for members,
including the opportunity to ‘buy‐into’ marketing initiatives and programs. The RTO
primary responsibility is the marketing and promotion of the region through
marketing and public relation campaigns. The RTO also runs training programs,
industry briefings and networking functions for members.
The NSW Department of Trade and Investment, Regional Infrastructure and Services
(DTIRIS) are a principal department of the NSW Government. The Department’s role
is to support and service businesses and industries operating throughout NSW, and
to encourage further investment, innovation, activity and improvements in all
industry sectors. A range of services for small operators is available through the
Department’s Office of Small Business NSW.
DNSW provides a range of self‐administered training modules and kits for operators.
DNSW also publishes a range of visitation and industry trend data and market
research reports. Funding for product and market development is also available
through the Regional Partnership Program.
Tourism Australia provides access to a range of statistics, visitation forecasts and
market reports to assist operators. It also provides business and marketing resources
and kits and will provide assistance to operators that have ‘export ready’ products.

12.11 Education & Training
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For people looking to enter the hospitality and tourism sector, there are a range of
certificate, diploma and degree courses available in Lithgow LGA and the Upper Blue
Mountains. The Lithgow TAFE Campus provides training in hospitality and tourism, with
certificate courses in Hospitality (Certificates II, III, IV), Hospitality Catering Operations (III,
IV) and Hospitality Commercial Cookery (III). The TAFE also offers a range of short courses in
basic hospitality requirements such as Responsible Service of Alcohol, Responsible Conduct
of Gambling, Workplace Hygiene, Food Safety Supervisor and Prepare and Serve Expresso
Coffee. Lithgow High School has a commercial kitchen as part of a Trade Training Centre,
and offers Hospitality Commercial Cookery Certificate III. The TAFE also offers certificate (III,
IV) and diploma courses in Outdoor Recreation.
The Blue Mountains International Hotel Management Schools provides bachelor and post
graduate degree courses in business and hotel management, with the qualifications being
recognised internationally. Blue Mountains TAFE offers a range of certificate and diploma
courses in tourism, hospitality, event management and outdoor recreation (tour guides and
outdoor specialists).
The Charles Sturt University Bathurst Campus has, until recently, offered Bachelor of
Business courses and Marketing courses specialising in Tourism. These courses were not
offered in 2012. The University, through its Albury campus, offers bachelor and post‐
graduate degrees in Eco Tourism and Adventure Tourism.
For operators looking to strengthen their skills there are a range of self‐help business,
tourism and marketing training modules and kits available from Trade and Investment NSW,
Destination NSW and Tourism Australia.
There are a number of training providers, including Aussiehost that run tourism and business
training programs, including running in‐house training programs for staff.
The
apprenticeship and trainee schemes also provide for in‐workplace training.
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PART 4: Tourism Development Strategy
13.

Taking the Tourism Sector Forward

13.1

Challenges posed by the Tourism Sector

Tourism in Lithgow LGA is in the initial growth phase in terms of destination, product and market
development. In contrast, the adjoining Blue Mountains LGA is a mature to declining destination,
facing the challenge of renewing and ‘reinventing’ itself.
Driving the growth of the tourism sector in Lithgow LGA will require strong leadership, coordination
and communication. This is necessitated by the structure and dispersed nature of the industry. The
key challenges faced are:


Dominance of small players – 94% of tourism businesses in Lithgow LGA are non‐employing
(46%), micro (30%) or small (18%) businesses. Many of these businesses do not have the
capacity or resources to undertake effective product and market development and/or
marketing and promotion, with operators generally working ‘in their business’ rather than ‘on
their business’. Lifestyle rather than growth and/or profit is often a primary motivator,
impacting on willingness to trade seven days per week.



The dispersed nature of the tourism industry within the LGA. Each town and village, as well as
the different valleys, plateaus and tableland areas, have different market and product mixes.
The distance between areas, the absence of strong links and parochial outlooks are challenges
in providing a coordinated approach to growth.



Capacity constraints, particularly in the accommodation sector, but also with some of the key
attractions and facilities (eg Lake Lyell).



Only one ‘branded’ accommodation property in the LGA (Emirates Wolgan Valley Resort and
Spa), that is marketing the area both nationally and internationally. Most other tourism
businesses have very limited marketing budgets and many rely on the marketing and promotion
undertaken by Tourism Lithgow and BMLOT for generating business.



Most of the outdoor assets and attractions in the City (National Parks, State Forests, Crown
Reserves, lakes and rivers) are controlled by Government Agencies. Tourism is not core
business for these organisations, in fact, it is a cost. While it is Government policy to use these
assets to build visitation to and within regional NSW, the managing agencies are not being
adequately funded or resourced to effectively manage their assets nor deliver the facilities and
services needed to grow visitation.



Most of the attractions within the LGA are under‐developed, under‐capitalised and under‐
resourced. In addition there is a strong dependence on volunteers and local communities to
‘make things happen’. Volunteers and local communities are often focused on other outcomes
(eg preserving a heritage item) rather than the business of tourism, and do not necessarily have
the desire, skills, funds and/or resources needed to deliver a quality product or experience.
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Actions are often undertaken in isolation at a local level with no or limited understanding of the
broader context or opportunities.


Limited communication between operators across the LGA, with many operators having limited
knowledge about other products and/or localities within the LGA.



Lithgow City Council has limited resources to apply to tourism, with Council’s focus being on
meeting the needs of the resident community and satisfying its statutory responsibilities.



Rapidly changing technology. The market is embracing the internet and digital technology in
sourcing information, trip planning and the ‘purchase’ of products and services. The operators
and suppliers in Lithgow City (and throughout much of regional Australia) have been slow to
embrace this technology.



Lithgow is ‘over‐shadowed’ by the Blue Mountains and struggles with a low, and not particularly
positive image in the market place.



Attracting private sector investment for tourism product and infrastructure is difficult, a legacy
of the GFC and the attitude of financial institutions.

13.2 Growing the Tourism Sector
As discussed in Section 3.3, the process of growing the tourism sector involves:


Putting in place the attractions, activities, experiences and infrastructure that form the basis of
the tourism industry – ie destination and product development.



Coordinating, packaging and positioning the destination and products to appeal to consumers.



Placing the destination and its products into the sales and distribution systems – domestically
and, where relevant, internationally. This can involve direct sales, or the use of other
distribution networks, such as travel wholesalers, retail agents, airlines etc.



Creating demand for the destination and its products. Potential consumers need to be made
aware of the destination and the products, and motivated to inquire. The inquiry then needs to
be converted to a ‘sale’.



Once a sale is made, having the services and infrastructure in place to deliver the ‘product’ –
placing the responsibility back onto the local area and local operators.

The key drivers needed to take the tourism industry forward in Lithgow LGA are:






Leadership, coordination and communication.
Effective management of assets and delivery of quality attractions, visitor facilities and services.
Improved access to and within the area.
A receptive and innovative planning framework.
Business support services
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Business and skills development, including embracing the internet and digital technology for
delivery of information and sales and marketing.

These drivers are discussed below within the broader context of the Economic Drivers for Lithgow
LGA identified by the Lithgow Economic Development Strategy (EDS) – see Appendix 2.

3.2.1 Leadership, Coordination and Communication
The tourism industry in Lithgow LGA is highly fragmented. Due to the scale of the industry and the
geography of the LGA, there is limited coordination and communication between localities and
operators. In the past 4 years, Council’s Tourism Unit has been restructured and, through the
development of the Tourism Lithgow website and the ‘Surprisingly Diverse’ Visitor Guide, has
improved the coordination of the product. The Tourism Unit is actively involved in pulling together
the product available in Lithgow LGA, putting Lithgow into the sales and distribution systems and
building demand through marketing. The Unit’s activities are however limited by budget and staff
resources.
The key areas were leadership, coordination and communication are limited are in the initial phase
of product, infrastructure and destination development, and in meeting the needs of visitors once
the ‘sale’ is made.
To date, product, infrastructure and destination development has been undertaken primarily on
piecemeal basis, generally at a low level and in isolation of other activities. The natural assets of the
LGA are managed on an area‐by‐area basis, dictated by the funds and resources available and the
policies of the different land management agencies. Tourism and recreation however extend across
the different areas, with users generally not recognising boundaries. The need for improved
coordination and a joint approach to the management of these areas for recreation and tourism is
discussed in Section 9.5.
Council, the town and village community groups, not‐for‐profit associations and commercial
operators are also involved in the delivery of attractions, activities and services for visitors and in
destination development. Again, development has, and is, largely occurring on an ad hoc basis.
This Tourism Strategy will provide the direction and framework for coordination product and
destination development and management across the LGA.
Implementation of the
recommendations of the Strategy will require Council to provide strong leadership and work with
the land management agencies, community and not‐for‐profit groups and operators to realise the
opportunities identified in this Strategy.
In addition to the broader leadership and communication objectives and actions identified in the
EDS Priority 1 Action Plans (Appendix 2), specific areas for improved coordination and
communication within and tourism sector are:


Within Council. Tourism potential and the facilities, infrastructure and services need to support
tourism must be taken into consideration in the preparation of plans and policies and in the
allocation of funds and resources. For example, as discussed in Section 10.4 Council needs to
review the management of its sporting facilities to facilitate use of these facilities for tourism
and other non‐sporting activities.
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For Council and State Government land management agencies to adopt a joint approach to
managing the recreation and tourism use of natural assets, in particular the State Forests and
National Parks, and providing the infrastructure, information and promotional collateral needed
to support use of these assets.



Improving the presentation of the towns, villages and localities and providing the infrastructure
needed to support tourism (eg signage, information) requires a joint approach between Council,
property owners and local business and community groups.



The Tourism Unit needs to work with business and community groups to encourage product
development, improve the production and distribution of information and develop higher
quality / more comprehensive promotional collateral and websites.



Development of operator‐based networks and referral systems. There is a need for an industry
association that meets a few times each year and provides the opportunity for networking,
product briefings and familiarisation tours.



Between the Tourism Unit and operators. For example, for major events, there needs to be a
communication protocol in place to ensure that all possible accommodation in the LGA is filled
before business is referred to adjoining LGAs.



In developing the events sector ‐ Event organisers / groups considering holding events need to
be communicating with the Event Coordinator and Tourism Unit.

The Tourism Unit also needs to:


Continue to strengthen its alliance with the Tourism Units at Bathurst and Oberon Councils in
relation to the development of the Tablelands product and the drive and motorcycle touring
markets.



Continue to play an active role on the Blue Mountains, Lithgow, Oberon Regional Tourism
Organisation.



Endeavour to build an alliance with Mudgee Tourism for the marketing of the Castlereagh
Highway corridor and the Capertee Valley.



Remain involved in the development and marketing of regional touring routes – Greater Blue
Mountain Drive, Tablelands Way and the Botanists Way.

13.2.2 Effective Management of Assets and Delivery of Quality Attractions, Visitor Facilities
and Services.
Within Lithgow LGA, the assets which form the basis for the tourism industry include:





National Parks, State Forests and Crown Reserves
Lakes, dams and river systems
Parks, gardens and playgrounds
Industrial and built heritage
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Cultural activities and cultural heritage
Showgrounds and sporting facilities
Venues
Events
Local produce, food, beverage and retail outlets
Accommodation
Visitor Information Services
Road, rail and trail networks
Towns and villages

These assets are provided by a range of State Government agencies, Council, community and not‐
for‐profit groups, commercial operators and individuals. There is a need for improved management
and coordination of assets, as well as improvements in the provision and maintenance of visitor
facilities and services. Long term sustainability also needs to be addressed.
Delivering quality assets are consistent with the EDS Priority 2 objectives (Appendix 2) of:


Enhance the liveability of Lithgow in terms of providing an attractive living environment,
including wide housing choice and a high level of facilities and amenities, so as to not only
attract new residents and to increase the City’s appeal to visitors (who may be potential
residents) but to retain those already resident.



Identify Community and Environmental assets that can be maximised and exploited for the
benefit of the local community and which also add to the attractiveness of the region for
present and future residents and investors.

13.2.3 Improved Access to and within the LGA.
Access to and within the LGA is fundamental to growing the tourism sector. Improvements to the
Great Western Highway, in the short term, and the Bells Line of Road, in the longer term, will be one
of the key drivers of visitation to the area. Rail access also provides the opportunity to build rail‐
based visitation.
To maximise economic benefits, visitors need to be encouraged to explore the LGA. Exploration is
dependent on being able to offer a well maintained and signposted local road network as well as a
network of linked off‐road trails that ‘deliver’ visitors to the towns and villages within the LGA.
Access also needs to be considered in terms of access to attractions, facilities and services. For
example the ability to access natural areas, such as National Parks and State Forests, is a significant
part of the attraction base of the Lithgow LGA. Businesses being open at times that ‘suit’ visitors is
also an access consideration and a factor that influences visitor expenditure within the area.
Specific access issues that need to be addressed include:


Ensuring that roads designated as suitable for 2WD vehicles in promotional material (eg Greater
Blue Mountains Drive) are maintained to this standard.
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Improving directional signage and information (eg track head information, information in the
villages) to encourage and facilitate movement through the LGA.



Improved coordination of business and attraction opening hours.



Ongoing access to National Parks, State Conservation Areas, State Forests and Crown Reserves
as well as to facilities within these areas.



Retaining public access points to the river systems in the area for fishing, bird watching and
other activities.

13.2.3 A Receptive and Innovative Planning Framework
There is a need in the LGA for development of additional accommodation, attractions and activities.
Providing the planning and regulatory framework to foster appropriate and sustainable
development is however challenging. Tourism is not an easy industry to plan for as the locational
considerations vary considerably depending on the type of product or service being provided and
the markets being targeted. What suits one market segment does not necessarily suit other
markets.
Ultimately, the success and sustainability of a tourism operation is dependent on a variety of
tangible and intangible factors including, but not limited to:












Location and accessibility
Setting (eg views, scenic and environmental quality)
The level of funds to be invested
Design and fitout ‐ both in terms of aesthetics and operational efficiency
Activities and services offered
Pricing
Management and operational structures
Financing structure
Acumen, ability and personality of the manager and staff
Quality of the service provided
The effectiveness of the marketing and promotion undertaken.

Issues that arise in planning for tourism include:


Competing uses for land. For example, prime sites for hotels and motels and often prime sites
for retail, commercial and/or medium – high density residential activities. These latter activities
are generally a ‘safer’ investment option offering higher returns in the short term with minimal
risk. Tourism is considered ‘high risk’ by financial institutions and it is usually difficult to secure
funding.



Tourism being used as means of achieving ‘de‐facto’ rural residential development, with tourist
accommodation ultimately being used for permanent residential accommodation. This creates
a range of planning, infrastructure and servicing issues. In rural areas for example, issues can
include:
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-

Fragmented rural settlement patterns..
Cumulative impact of on‐site effluent disposal systems particularly when systems are not
designed for ‘full‐time’ use.
Increased demand for services – eg garbage collection, sealing of roads, access to public
transport etc.
Increased infrastructure and servicing costs.
Land use conflicts with other activities.
Social isolation and limited community engagement.



Finding alternative, suitable uses for tourism developments that have failed or reached the end
of their ‘use by’ date. This is particularly an issue in rural areas where tourist accommodation is
used for residential accommodation.



Determining where a development ‘fits’ under standard definitions – for example are a
proposed development may include a mix of accommodation types and recreational activities –
is the accommodation or the activities the primary purpose of the development.

In terms of planning controls, the best approach to tourism development is to be flexible with
projects and activities treated on their merits. It is however important at the planning approval
stage to determine what the alternatives are and are not if, the development fails. For example in
remote areas, there should be no expectation that failed tourist accommodation can be converted
to residential.
Other issues that need to be addressed through planning controls include:






Protecting areas of high scenic and/or environmental venue.
Protecting items and areas of cultural and heritage significance
Presentation of areas – this can be achieved through Development Control Plans and planning
policies.
The ability to accommodate temporary uses ‐ such as events and parking and temporary
accommodation associated with events.
Permitting a range of activities and events in sporting, recreational and community facilities and
parks, reserves and open space areas.

13.2.5 Business Support Services
Priority 5 of the EDS (Appendix 2) identifies the need to provide a range of business support services
to assist both established operators and operators looking to establish businesses in the LGA. The
services identified as required apply equally to the tourism sector. In addition, tourism operators
(commercial, not‐for‐profit and business and community groups) also need support in the areas of:





Getting their ‘product’ into the distribution and sales network.
Distribution of their product information to the trade, potential consumers and visitors to the
area – via the internet and print media as well as through the VIC.
Destination marketing – creating awareness of and demand for the Lithgow LGA and its
products and services.
Marketing opportunities – opportunities to participate in cooperative marketing initiatives,
familiarisation programs, PR marketing programs etc.
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Access to data and information on the tourism industry – in particularly trends and market
profiles.
Assistance in identifying and accessing grant programs.

13.2.6 Business and Skills Development
Operators (commercial, not‐for‐profit and business and community groups) within the LGA need on‐
going access to skills development and training programs, with the particular needs of the tourism
sector including:





Customer service (eg Aussie Host style programs)
Training in listing on and accessing the State Tourism Data Warehouse data base
Website development and maintenance
Web‐based and digital marketing

For employees and people interested in developing hospitality skill and qualifications there are a
range of training programs available through Lithgow and Blue Mountains TAFE and the Blue
Mountains International Hotel School. The courses available are discussed in Section 12.12.

14 Strategic Action Plan
The Tourism Strategy sets the direction and priorities for the development of the tourism sector
within Lithgow LGA.

14.1 Objectives
The core objective of the Tourism Strategy is to strengthen the ability of Lithgow LGA to attract
visitors with resultant economic and social benefits for the LGA. This includes:




Ensuring that the needs and expectations of visitors to the LGA are understood and met.
Encouraging and facilitating the development of tourist attractions, accommodation, events
and infrastructure within the LGA.
Identifying priorities to ensure the most effective use of limited funds and resources.

14.2 Vision for Lithgow LGA
Lithgow City Council’s Vision for the LGA is:
“A centre of Regional excellence that:
Encourages community growth and development and contributes to the efficient and effective
management of the environment, community and economy for present and future generations.”
Council’s vision in relation to tourism is:
“Lithgow LGA will be widely recognised in the marketplace for both its rich and diverse industrial and
cultural heritage and as the outdoor and adventure playground of Sydney. The LGA will be known for
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its National Parks and State Forests and be a high profile destination for outdoor, adventure and eco‐
based activities as well as for drive and motor‐cycle based touring. Allied with this, the LGA have a
diverse range of high profile cultural and sporting events.”
Council is looking to the tourism sector to contribute to:






Diversifying and strengthening the economic base of the LGA.
Providing a range of training and employment opportunities.
Strengthening the business community and increasing the viability of local businesses and
services by attracting additional income into the area.
Enhancing the lifestyle of the LGA and building community pride.
Stimulating investment in the area, including driving the ‘tree change’ process.

14.3 Positioning of Lithgow LGA
Within the context of NSW and the Blue Mountain Region, Lithgow LGA will continue to be
positioned as a ‘Surprisingly Diverse’ with the LGA being the outdoor and adventure playground of
Sydney and known as a destination for:










National Parks and State Forests – areas in which you can ‘do’ rather than just ‘look’.
4WD and off‐road motorsports
Adventure based activities – abseiling, canyoning, rock climbing, mountain biking
Freshwater fishing – the closest location to Sydney, with the fishing concentrated on
Wallerawang and the three Delta Electricity water storages.
Camping and back to basics
Industrial heritage and high profile sites
Bird watching – an internationally recognised bird hotspot.
Quality events
Car, motorcycle and cycle‐based touring.

The proposed positioning and target markets for each of the localities within the LGA is summarised
in Table 14.1.
Table 14.1 Positioning & Target Markets for each of the Localities within Lithgow LGA
Locality
Lithgow LGA

Positioning
- Surprisingly diverse
- Sydney’s outdoor
playground
- Back to basics – a place to
‘reconnect’
- Birthplace of heavy industry
in Australia
- Cost effective alternative to
the Blue Mountains

Known for
- National Parks and State
Forests
- Tablelands scenery
- Outdoors / Adventure
activities
- Rich Industrial heritage –
amazing ruins

Suggested Markets to
be Targeted
Drive touring
Motorcycle touring
Families
Short breaks market
Campers
4WD and off‐road clubs
and enthusiasts
Coach tour groups
Mountain bikers
Outdoor, adventure and
eco tour operators (both
national and international)

Central Precincts
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Known for
Suggested Markets to
be Targeted

Locality

Positioning

Lithgow

- A place for big / great
events & entertainment
- Focal point and service
centre for Sydney’s
playground
- Service Centre for highway
traffic

- Being surrounded by National
Parks and forests – proximity
& accessibility
- Industrial Heritage / Blast
Furnace Park
- Hassans Walls& Lookout
- Highway food outlets
- Large entertainment events

Wallerawang

- Day trip destination
- Centre for freshwater
fishing on the Central
Tablelands

Portland

- Boutique heritage town
- Day trip destination –
boutique shopping &
eatery, iconic pubs
- Base for forest related
events
- Focal point for off‐road
motorsports and 4WD
training
- Destination for camping,
fishing and water sports

- Freshwater fishing –
proximity to Thompsons
Creek Dam – Trout Trophy
Dam
- Lake Wallace – Sailing,
fishing, picnics
- Old Wallerawang Station
Cafe
- Wallerawang Butcher
- Giant Tree Arboretum
- Portland cement – former
factory becomes an icon
- Signs of Yesteryear
- Bottle kilns
- Art deco character
- Motorsports complex
- Access point for Sunny
Corner State Forest & Turon
National Park & Forests
- Closest fresh‐water lake to
Sydney
- Fishing
- Boating & water sports
- Quality boutique properties,
seclusion, privacy, views
- Japanese Bath House

Lake Lyell

Lake Lyell
Surrounds
Rural North
Newnes
Plateau

- Relax and rejuvenate

- Outdoor and adventure‐
based playground of
Sydney
- Home of the Zig Zag
Railway

Wolgan
Valley

- 5 star resort / 5 star
scenery

-

Glow Worm tunnel
Lost City
Spectacular scenery
The Newnes Plateau –
Capertee – Turon trail

- Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa
- Newnes – ruins & Hotel
- Spectacular scenery and

Sporting groups
Coach tour groups
Seniors groups
Car Clubs
Event attendees
Mountain‐bikers
Conferences & meetings
(Volume markets that will
utilise existing assets and
facilities)
Regional market ‐
recreation
Touring by car & motorbike
Touring vans
Sailing
Fishing

Touring by car & motorbike
Touring vans
4WD clubs & enthusiasts
Coach tour groups
Motor sports clubs &
enthusiasts
Forest‐based events

Off‐ season / mid week
Touring vans
Anglers
Caravan groups
Short breaks
Honeymooners

Zig Zag
Passing traffic
Day trippers
Families
Coach tour groups
Off road
4WD Clubs
Mountain bikes
Bush walkers
4WD, Outdoor, adventure
and eco tour operators
Newnes markets:
Families
Campers / Camper vans
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Alice

The Turon

Rural South
Hartley
Valley
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Known for
Suggested Markets to
be Targeted

Positioning

- Gateway to the Capertee
Valley and the Turon – 4
National Parks + SCA +
forests
- Highway service centre
- Meal and overnight stop on
the Newnes Plateau‐
Capertee‐Turon trail
- Northern gateway to
Lithgow City
- Largest enclosed valley
- Bird hotspot – home of the
Regent Honey Eater
- International birding area

landforms
- Glow Worm tunnel
- Newnes Junction – Newnes
trail
- One of the most scenic
camping areas in NSW
- Historic hotel
- Park, toilets – a great place to
have a break
- Gateway to the National
Parks – Parks Service Centre
- Pearsons Lookout

-

Glen Davis and ruins
Spectacular scenery
National Parks
Rare birds

- 4WD destination

-

Turon National Park
Rugged scenery
Turon River
4WD trails

- Arts enclave on the Great
Western Highway
- Rural ‘Eat Street
- Day trip / dining destination
for Blue Mountains
residents

- Hartley Historic Site
- Arts & craft / lifestyle
shopping
- Eateries
- Local produce & nursery
products

Bushwalkers
Mountain bikers

Highway traffic
4WD groups
Mountain bike groups
Trail bike groups

For Glen Davis
Coach tour groups
School excursions
Touring Vans
Families
For Accommodation
businesses
Bird watchers
Short breaks – couples &
groups of couples
Bushwalkers
Families (cabins)
Campers – families &
groups of families
4WD clubs

Passing traffic
Day trippers
Historic Site
Coach tour groups
School groups
Event driven
Gardening enthusiasts
Arts & craft – (alpaca OD)

The
Kanimbla
Valley
The
Tablelands

- Cox’s River Valley

Rydal

- Picturesque historic village
- 4WD destination

- Great drive / ride
destination

-

Scenery
Coxs River
Six Foot Track
Scenery
Jenolan Caves
Local road network
Daffodils
Mountain biking

Drive touring
Motor cycle touring
Cycle touring
4WD clubs & groups
Mountain bikers
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Tarana

- Historic Tablelands village
- Destination for tablelands
touring
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Known for
Suggested Markets to
be Targeted
- Rydal pub
- 4WD trails
- Showground

- Hotel / meals
- Evans Crown Nature Reserve

Touring motorbikes
Touring – car based
Car Clubs
Short breaks – couples
Daffodil time
Short breaks – couples
Day trippers Car Clubs
Coach tour groups
Gardening clubs
Touring motorbikes
Touring – car based
Bush walkers
Bird Watchers

14.4 Strategic Directions
One of the key objectives in encouraging the growth of the tourism sector is to generate economic
benefits for the local community, ie employment and tourist dollars coming into the area. The more
‘contact’ that visitors have with local businesses, the greater the opportunity there is for
expenditure.
To maximise economic and social benefits Lithgow LGA, the focus will be on:


Concentrating tourist accommodation and facilities in areas where there is likely to be a direct
economic benefit for local businesses.



Permitting tourism development in areas where there are already significant concentrations of
visitors (eg Newnes Plateau and Lake Lyell) to tap into potential expenditure.



Sustainability – some of the outdoor activities undertaken (eg 4WD, trail bikes) are causing
environmental damage. Managing and ‘channelling’ these activities and endeavouring to
attract segments within these activity markets that are more ‘responsible’ will help to change
the balance and ultimately reduce impacts.



Creating / positioning ‘destinations’ within the LGA – places that visitors identify with specific
activities, and places that become ‘must do’ trips for people staying in the LGA – Each locality /
valley becomes a destination offering different product, experiences and activities.



Better utilisation of assets – in particular the showgrounds, parks and reserves.



Creating ‘signature’ attractions – for example – 3 ‘must do’ – walks, mountainbike rides, 4WD
trails etc – and then hanging other activities off these.



Where possible, channelling visitors into towns and villages – through one‐way trails in the
National Parks and Forests, signage etc. For example in Lithgow, Blast Furnace Park and the
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State Mine are strategically located, in that (if they were high profile, ‘must see’ attractions)
they would draw people off the Great Western Highway, through the town centre.


Focusing on markets that come ‘naturally’ to the LGA – these markets are generally easier and
more cost effective to develop first.



Understanding the capacity of communities and businesses to accommodate growth.



Targeting established specialty ‘footloose’ tour operators (eg bird photography, mountain bike)
to encourage them to include products in Lithgow LGA into their tour programs and itineraries.



Enhancing the capacity of Council and other land management agencies to provide, service and
manage assets throughout the LGA.

14.5 Achieving Growth in Visitation
The Tourism Strategy recognises that growth in visitation is intrinsically linked with product and
infrastructure development and destination management, and is dependent on the following:


Leadership, coordination and communication.



Innovative and flexible approach to planning and development.



Destination development and management – ensuring that the LGA presents well, the LGA’s
‘assets’ are enhanced, maintained and effectively managed, and that the facilities and services
needed to support the tourism sector and visitors, are in place.



Improved access to and within the LGA.



Product development – taking raw assets and developing them into attractions, activities,
events and experiences that will attract visitors to the City.



Market development – strengthening and building existing markets and diversifying into new
markets.



Industry development – providing operators with access to business support services,
information, resources and business and skills development programs.



Information services – providing a comprehensive service to consumers, the travel trade,
tourism operators, the conference market and other relevant businesses and organisations.



Effective marketing and promotion.

Lithgow is rich in both natural and cultural ‘raw assets’. The Tourism Strategy focuses on capitalising
on these assets through improvements in the facilities and experiences provided, putting in place
the supporting infrastructure and ‘packaging’ the attractions, activities and experiences into
‘marketable products’. It is not advocating the development of major new attractions, but rather
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consolidating and improving existing attractions and increasing the utilisation of facilities and
services.

14.6 Key Strategies
The key strategies to achieve the objectives of the Tourism Strategy are:
Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Strategy 5

Provide leadership and improved coordination and communication
Enhance the visual impact and appeal of key areas within the LGA
Upgrade and expand the attraction and activity base of the LGA
Ensure that infrastructure, facilities and services are in place to support the growth of
the tourism sector
Encourage business and skills development within the tourism sector.

The Actions and Key Tasks required to achieve these Strategies are summarised in the following
Tables. The following abbreviations are used in the Strategy Tables.
BMLOT
Blue Mountains, Lithgow, Oberon Tourism (Blue Mountains Regional Tourism
Organisation)
CPA
Capertee Progress Association
CVA
Capertee Valley Alliance
DNSW
Destination NSW
EDM
Economic Development Manager
GBMD
Greater Blue Mountains Drive
LBA
Lithgow Business Association
LCC
Lithgow City Council
NPWS
National Parks & Wildlife Service
RMS
Roads & Maritime Services
PDA
Portland Development Association
TAC
Lithgow City Council Tourism Advisory Committee
WLPA
Wallerawang ‐ Lidsdale Progress Association
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Strategy 1 Provide leadership and improved coordination and communication
The tourism sector in Lithgow LGA is highly dispersed and fragmented and is dependent on the priorities, actions and resources of a range of organisations
including State Government land management agencies, Council, community and business groups, not‐for‐profit associations and commercial operators to
provide product and infrastructure. Strong leadership and direction is required from Council to take the sector forward. Partnerships, alliances and
relationships need to be established with relevant State Government Agencies, Councils and Tourism Units in the surrounding LGA’s, BMLOT, business and
community groups, not‐for‐profit organisations, event organisers and commercial tourism operators. Coordination of products and destinations and
improved communication between key stakeholders is fundamental to the development and sustainability of the tourism sector.

Objective:
To provide leadership that fosters collaboration and communication between stakeholders resulting in effective and sustainable product, market and
destination development and management.

Goals:






All key stakeholders working towards a common vision for tourism within the LGA – with actions coordinated to deliver key outcomes.
Strong working relationship between Council and the diverse range of organisations and groups that are responsible for the development and/or
management of attractions, activities, facilities and services that underpin the tourism sector.
Strong working relationships with regional and State tourism and economic development organisations and with adjoining LGAs.
Effective communication between key stakeholders, including networking between operators.
A Marketing and Branding Strategy and a Communications Strategy that supports tourism development in the LGA.
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Actions

Key Tasks

1.1

1.1.1

Leadership
Develop a leadership model
that brings together the skills
and experiences of the tourism
industry, Lithgow City Council,
State and Federal government
agencies and other relevant
stakeholders

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.2

1.3

Regional Co‐ordination
Encourage cooperation
between Lithgow City Council
and neighbouring LGAs and
regional bodies so that mutually
beneficial outcomes are
achieved for local and regional
tourism development.

Communication

1.2.1

Ensure that the Tourism Advisory Committee (TAC) continues to have a
specific and appropriate role in supporting tourism development in
Lithgow LGA and providing input, from a tourism perspective, into the
development of Council policies and plans.
Ensure the objectives and relevant actions of the Lithgow Tourism
Strategy are incorporated into Council’s Community Strategic Plan and
annual operational and delivery programs, and appropriately funded.
This will guide Tourism development within Lithgow and establish
linkages with other programs and the community.
Build upon existing relationships with Regional, State and Federal
agencies to ensure policy support and funding for recommended
actions.

Provide direction and support to local business and community groups,
not‐for‐profit organisations and commercial operators to implement
local product and destination development in accordance with the
recommendations of this strategy.
Continue to build and strengthen the alliances and promote regional
cooperation between Lithgow City Council and neighbouring Councils
and tourism organisations to achieve regional and sub‐regional tourism
development outcomes.

1.2.2

Promote regional cooperation between tourism interests in Lithgow
LGA and other regional tourism interest groups.

1.3.1

Establish communications protocols that ensure that the implications

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
Lithgow City Council
(LCC)
Committee members

Short‐term and
ongoing

LCC

After adoption
of the Tourism
Strategy

LCC, Trade & Investment
NSW, RDA, Enterprise
Connect,
Destination NSW,
BMLOT
LCC, business and
community groups, not‐
for‐profit organisations,
commercial operators
LCC
Blue Mountains City
Council
Hawkesbury City Council
Oberon Shire Council
Bathurst Regional
Council
Mid‐Western Regional
Council
Tourism Unit
Business Partners
BMLOT
LCC

On‐going

After adoption
of the Tourism
Strategy
Short‐term and
ongoing

Short‐term and
ongoing
Short‐term and
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Actions
Improve communication
between the Tourism Unit and
other sections of Council

Continue to improve
communication between the
Tourism Unit, operators, local
businesses, and business and
community groups

Key Tasks

1.3.2

1.3.3
1.3.4

1.3.5

1.3.6

1.4

Encourage effective
communication between
Lithgow City Council and the
community to foster a greater
level of respect and interest in
future plans for the LGA.

1.3.7

Encourage tourism operators to
communicate with each other

1.3.9

Marketing and Branding
Ensure that effective marketing
and branding tools are utilised

1.4.1

1.3.8

for tourism are taken into consideration in the planning and delivery of
Council facilities and services.
Ensure that communications protocols are in place within Council to
support the development and management of the events sector within
the LGA.
Introduce an e.newsletter to maintain regular contact with local tourism
operators and other key stakeholders.
Explore the possibility of establishing an industry based Tourism
Association, with the primary goal being to encourage and facilitate
communication and networking between operators, and between the
tourism sector and the Tourism Unit.
Provide a ‘For Members’ page on the Tourism Lithgow website, and
regularly update with information that will assist operators understand
the market place and improve their product, business and marketing
skills.
Establish communication protocols between the Tourism Unit and
accommodation operators during peak times to facilitate the ‘filling’ of
LGA beds before referring business to adjoining LGAs.
Develop a Community Engagement Strategy that directly addresses the
need to effectively communicate with the tourism industry in order to
gain their support for projects and respect.
Ensure that the community is recognised for their efforts in assisting the
LGA achieve a variety of project goals.

Encourage the industry to form an association or group that meets
occasionally to network, discuss issues and receive briefings on changes
in the product base
Develop and implement an integrated and effective marketing and
branding strategy for tourism that also aligns with Council and
Economic Development

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
ongoing
LCC

Short‐term and
ongoing

LCC Tourism Unit,
tourism operators,
local businesses and
service providers,
business and community
groups

Short‐term and
ongoing

Ongoing

LCC Tourism Unit,
accommodation
operators
LCC

Ongoing

LCC
TAC members
Sponsors

Short‐term and
ongoing

Tourism operators

Ongoing

LCC,TAC

Ongoing

Short‐term and
ongoing
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Actions
to address a range of issues
being faced by the Lithgow LGA.

Key Tasks

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

1.4.2

LCC

Ongoing

Tourism Unit, operators

Short term

Tourism Unit, LCC, TAC,
Local businesses,
Lithgow Business
Association,
Trade & Investment
NSW
BMLOT, Other
government agencies,
Local media

Ongoing

1.4.3

1.5

Community Support
Ensure that the local
community and other
stakeholders are aware of the
intent and coverage of the
Lithgow Tourism Strategy with
the principle aim of gaining the
community’s support for both
the objectives and actions
proposed within the Strategy.

1.5.1

1.5.2

Ensure that the Council website is updated regularly and promotes a
positive image for the LGA. Maintain the link between the Council and
Tourism Lithgow websites and establish an events ‘quicklink’.
Investigate opportunities to use social media and digital technology to
deliver information, increase awareness and interest and to market and
promote Lithgow LGA and its products and experiences
Promote the Lithgow Tourism Strategy to the Council, community,
government agencies and other stakeholders. Include an official launch
for the strategy.
Ensure that stakeholders and the local community are informed of key
achievements stemming from the Tourism Strategy by using a range of
promotional tools including local media.

Ongoing
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Strategy 2 Enhance the visual impact and appeal of key areas within the LGA
Focusing on the towns and villages, the gateway arrival points and the main routes through the LGA

The importance of presentation:
Presentation and first impressions play a major role in the decision to stop in or visit a locality. While holiday destinations, overnight stops and visits to
major attractions are generally planned in advance, the transit stop is often an impulse decision. If an area presents well and looks interesting, travellers
will often stop and have a quick look around. If the experience gained is positive, there is a likelihood of repeat visitation and/or the traveller
recommending the area to other travellers (verbally and online) – ‘word of mouth’ is the most effective form of promotion. Regular travellers along a route
will develop ‘favourite’ places to stop. In addition, interest stimulated while passing through an area can often lead to a future visit, with a traveller
returning to explore the area.

Objectives:



To encourage travellers to stop, explore and spend money in Lithgow LGA.
To create a memorable, lasting impression.

Goals:









To create a strong and favourable first impression.
To create memorable and lasting impressions.
To draw travellers off the Highways and into Lithgow, Portland, Wallerawang, the villages and the valleys.
For each of the towns and villages to become destinations and attractions in their own right.
To consolidate and strengthen the position of Lithgow, Little Hartley and Capertee as service centres for Highway travellers.
To increase the number of impulse stops within the LGA.
To encourage repeat visitation and word of mouth referrals.
To attract publicity – for travellers to stop and take photographs and videos and for these to be posted on travel and social net working sites, emailed/
SMS to friends etc
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Partners
Timeframe

Actions
Lithgow LGA

Key Tasks

2.1

2.1.1

Explore options for gateway signage and public art for the LGA that will
create memorable and lasting impressions, with this signage reflecting
the branding, assets and character of the LGA.

Tourism Unit, LCC, TAC,
Roads & Maritime
Services (RMS),

As funds
become
available

2.2.1

Using signage and public art, establishing eye‐catching and memorable
gateway entry arrival points, with the Great Western Highway arrival
points being the priority
Continue to improve the presentation of the Great Western Highway
corridor through town, in particular the section from just west of
Lockyer Street through to the intersection with Main Street
Implement the recommendations of the Retail Strategy, Cultural Plan
and Cultural Precinct Study in relation to providing a more vibrant and
interesting centre, in particular the recommendations relating to place‐
making, improvements to the cultural attractions, and preservation and
promotion of the heritage streetscapes.
Continue to enhance the streetscaping along Main Street and
encourage Main Street businesses and property owners to improve the
presentation of their buildings and window displays and where possible
undertake on‐street trading.
Encourage the Pub Hotels to activate their street frontage, through
activities such as the development of side walk cafes

LCC, TAC, Roads &
Maritime Services (RMS),
TAC
LCC, Roads & Maritime
Services (RMS), TAC

As funds
become
available
As funds
become
available
Short term

Create memorable LGA entry
statements on the Great
Western Highway, Bells Line
of Road and Castlereagh
Highway

Lithgow
2.2

Continue to improve the
presentation of the town – to
provide a more vibrant,
interesting and appealing
centre

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6
2.3

Endeavour to realize the
potential of the town’s
attractions

2.3.1

Incorporate the heritage precincts and streetscapes into the product
base of the area
Assist the Managers of the heritage attractions to access funds and
resources to ‘complete’ these attractions to a standard that is
marketable.

LCC

LCC, Lithgow Business
Association (LBA), main
street traders, property
owners
LBA / Economic
Development Officer
(EDO)
Tourism Unit

Ongoing

LCC, TAC, attraction
operators

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Actions

Key Tasks
2.3.2

2.4

Build activity in the Town
Centre

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.4.3

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

Provide the signage and support infrastructure needed to link the
attraction base together.
Continue to build the events sector, capitalising on the Showground,
Civic Ballroom, sporting facilities and other assets and venues in the
town
Encourage the pub hotels to become more contemporary in their
product offering, with the objective of building a vibrant ‘pub culture’
and capitalising on the proposed re‐opening of the Zig Zag Brewery.
Endeavour to build the number of visitors, particularly small groups
arriving in the town by train

LCC, TAC, attraction
operators
LCC – Event Coordinator

Tourism Unit

Ongoing

Establish gateway entry statements.
Complete the corridor tree planting along Main Street and extend along
Barton Avenue and Pipers Flat Road (entry corridors)
Adopt themed plantings for the Main Street, Federation Park, entry
corridors and the Lake Wallace Reserve (similar in concept to the Rydal
daffodils). Explore the possibility of utilising the small front yards within
the shopping centre as small pocket‐gardens.
Encourage property owners and businesses to paint their buildings and
improve their presentation.
Re‐paint the tired infrastructure in Federation Park.
Provide:
- Service icon signs on both highways
- Scenic drive signage (when the route is established)
- Directional signage between the Lake and the town centre and to
Lake Wallace from the Castlereagh Highway.
Up‐date the information directory in Federation Park and utilise the
empty panels to promote attractions and activities in the area.
Develop and position Lake Wallace as a regional recreational
destination, including development of a regional playground.
Explore options for capitalising on the Giant Tree Arboretum when it

LCC working with WLPA
and the Wallerawang
community

Ongoing – as
resources
become
available

LCC, RMS and WLPA

Short term

Delta Electricity, Tourism
Unit
LCC

Short term

Ongoing

EDM

Wallerawang
2.5

Continue to improve the
presentation of the town and
shopping centre

2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3

2.5.4
2.5.5
2.6.1

2.6

Improve signage to and within
the town

2.7

Improve access to information

2.7.1

2.8

Explore options for raising the
profile of the town

2.8.1
2.8.2

Ongoing

Tourism Unit
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Actions

Key Tasks
2.8.3

2.8.4
2.8.5

opens
Explore the opportunity for positioning Wallerawang as a destination
for freshwater fishing / the centre for freshwater fishing on the Central
Tablelands (see example of Adaminaby in the Snowy Mountains).
Promote St Johns Church and Lake Wallace as locations for wedding
ceremonies, and also for a range of events and activities.
Develop and promote a scenic drive that links Wallerawang and
Portland

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
Tourism Unit

WLPA, Tourism Unit
Tourism Unit, WLPA,
PDA

Portland
2.9

Continue to improve the
presentation of the town –
focusing on the art deco
character and Signs of Yester
Year as strong points of
difference and attractions for
the town

2.9.1

2.9.2

2.9.3

Protect the art deco character of the town – possibly through the
adoption of a DCP to ensure that future development complements and
reinforces the character of the town.
Signs of Yester Year:
- Encourage Portland to continue with its Signs of Yester Year project.
- Develop and adopt a signage strategy / policy for Portland so that all
future signs conform to an agreed theme and contribute to and
strengthen the character and appeal of the area.
- Explore whether it is possible to replicate the designs of the Portland
cement bags on the garbage tins in the town centre.
- Refurbish older signs (eg the Welcome to Portland sign in the Rotary
Rest Area at the Wallerawang Road entrance to Portland) and adopt
this style for future signs in public places.
Develop a streetscape plan that can be progressively implemented by
Council in conjunction with the Portland Community. The plan needs to
address the:
- Establishment of quality gateway arrival statements
- Improving the presentation of the main routes through town
- Extending the street tree planting program.
- Providing attractive gardens along the Wallerawang Road frontage of
Saville Park and the Olympic Pool complex
- The landscaping on the Portland Cement Works site.

LCC

Short term

Portland Community

Ongoing

LCC in conjunction with
the PDA and Portland
community

Short term
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Actions

2.10

2.11

Improve signage

Expand and diversify the
attraction and activity base of
Portland

Key Tasks

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

2.9.4

Encourage all property owners / businesses in the main street to
continue to upgrade and maintain their building facades.
Improve directional signage to the Portland shopping centre from the
gateway arrival points
Provide directional signs to the Common, State Forests and Bottle Kilns

PDA, EDM

Ongoing

LCC

Short term

LCC

Short term

Ensure that tourism and recreational opportunities are taken into
consideration in the master planning and subsequent rezoning and
development applications for the Portland Cement Works site and
adjoining Crown Land if legally possible.
Develop and progressively implement a trail development plan for the
Common, including provisions for facilitating access between the town
and Sunny Corner State Forest for events.
Position Portland as an event venue, in particular for forest‐related
events eg rallies, motor cycle endures and trials, endurance horse
events, orienteering and rogaining, cross‐country mountain bike events
and endurance racing, 4WD Club driver training and for motorsports
(motorkhana, khana‐cross, hill climb)
Work with Wallerawang to develop a Wallerawang‐Portland scenic
drive and endeavour to have this drive included in regional touring
routes.
Explore options for establishing a wild food harvest trail in the Portland
area, as well as an event to mark the start of the ‘harvest’ season
Explore options for a walking / cycling / self drive tour around town,
incorporating the historic buildings, sites and precincts. With mobile
phone technology, this could be undertaken as an audio tour.

LCC

Ongoing

LCC in conjunction with
the PDA and Portland
community
Tourism Unit / Events
Coordinator, PDA

Ongoing

2.10.
1
2.10.
2
2.11.
1

2.11.
2
2.11.
3

2.11.
4
2.11.
5
2.11.
6

Tourism Unit, PDA and
WLPA
PDA
Tourism Unit, PDA

Actions
Rural Villages & Localities

Key Tasks

Partners

2.12

2.12.
1

LCC

Continue to improve the
presentation of the rural

Newnes Plateau
Work with NPWS, State Forests, the Zig Zag Railway and other

Timeframe
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Actions

Key Tasks

Villages
&Llocalities
2.12.
2

2.12.
3

2.12.
4

stakeholders to improve the presentation of the area around the main
entry point (Old Bells Line of Road) to the Plateau
Capertee Village
Develop Capertee as a gateway to Liithgow LGA, Capertee Valley and
the Turon
Work with the community to develop and implement a town
beautification program, with the program addressing:
- Gateway entry statements
- Corridor tree planting
- Landscaping of the Park and key focal points (eg intersection of
Castlereagh Highway and Glen Davis Road)
- Public art
- Information and interpretation
- Improved signage
Improve the public toilets
Little Hartley
- Foster the development of a Village Centre at Little Hartley. Once the
new Highway route is confirmed, prepare a streetscape / landscape
plan for the Centre. If possible commence corridor tree planting.
- Explore the possibility of adopting themed plantings for the Little
Hartley area (similar to the Rydal concept) to visually link and unify
the businesses within the area and raise the profile and awareness of
the area.
Rydal
- Encourage the Rydal community to continue with the daffodil
plantings and the improvements to Pioneer Park.
- Provide public toilets and ensure that they are well signposted from
the village entry points.
- Explore options for improving the presentation of Railway Street, in
particular the area between the railway crossing and the Hotel

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC, Tourism Unit,
Capertee Progress
Association, Capertee
village community

LCC, RMS and Hartley
Valley Community
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Strategy 3 Upgrade and expand the attraction and activity base of the LGA
The attraction and activity base of Lithgow LGA forms the backbone of the tourism industry. Attractions and activities have a major influence on trip behaviour, providing a
reason to visit the area and/or encouraging visitors to stay longer.

Objectives:





To diversify and expand the product base of Lithgow LGA by providing quality tourist attractions, activities and experiences.
To position Lithgow LGA as the Sydney’s outdoor playground – a high profile destination for 4WD, mountain biking, off‐road motor sports, fishing, bird watching,
camping etc.
To use the attractions, assets and facilities of the LGA to build special interest and activity based markets.
To establish Lithgow LGA as a high profile, popular destination for events.

Goals:







Strong differentiation between Lithgow LGA and surrounding localities – with the LGA being a place to ‘do’ rather than just ‘look’.
A number of higher profile ‘destinations’ spread throughout the LGA, resulting in:
- Travellers perceiving that Lithgow is sufficiently interesting and has enough on offer to plan to spend time in the area.
- Visitors moving throughout the LGA .
A range of high profile ‘signature’ or ‘must do’ attractions and activities targeted to special interest and activity based market segments (eg signature mountain bike
trails, signature bushwalks, iconic bird hot spots).
Coordinated, sustainable management of the LGA’s assets.
For the LGA to be known for its quality heritage and cultural attractions and its rich industrial heritage.
Growth in destination‐based visitation – visitors coming into the LGA for events and to use the attractions and facilities to pursue an interest or undertake an activity.

Directions:
Strategically, the priorities for product development in Lithgow LGA are:


To work with the attractions and assets that are already in place, which have the potential to be taken to the next level, attract funding and/or can be used almost
immediately to build special interest and activity based visitation.
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Ensure that venues and localities in the LGA can be used on a temporary basis for events and visitor generating activities and that priority is given to events that have
the potential to attract significant numbers of visitors into the LGA and/or generate extensive media coverage of the LGA.
To put in place a coordinated approach to managing recreation and tourism use of National Parks, State Forests and Crown Reserves.
To advocate for a significant increase in investment by the State Government in the management of its assets within the City and in providing facilities, infrastructure
and services to encourage and support visitation.

Actions

Key Tasks

Continue to develop the drive / ride based product to and within Lithgow LGA
3.1
Be actively involved in the
3.1.1 Greater Blue Mountain Drive:
continuing development,
- Continue to support and be involved in the Greater Blue Mountains
management and promotion
Drive.
of the regional touring routes
- Ensure that unsealed sections of the Discovery Trail roads within the
LGA are maintained to 2WD standard.
that feed into and pass
- Continue to improve the experience along the Discovery Trails (see
through Lithgow LGA
Action 3.2)
- Explore options for including a Wallerawang – Portland loop as a
Discovery Trail
3.1.2 Tablelands Way:
- Explore options for improving on the presentation and content of
information on the section of the route through Lithgow LGA, in both
the brochure (next print‐run)
- Work with the Tablelands Way committee to continue to develop and
promote the route.
- Explore options for including a Wallerawang – Portland loop as a
scenic loop.
3.1.3 Botanist Way:
- Encourage / facilitate product development at the Lithgow end of the
route to provide a focal point and reason for travelling the route. The
product to include Giant Tree Arboretum, Wild Flower Walks at
Hassans Walls, Daffodils at Rydal, Lake Pillans, Waratahs at Clarence.
- Re‐activate the route committee and further develop the product,

Partners

Timeframe

Tourism Unit, GBMD
Committee

Tourism Unit, Tablelands
Way Councils / Tourism
Units

Tourism Unit,
Hawkesbury Tourism,
NPWS, Mt Tomah
Botanic Gardens.
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Partners
Timeframe

Key Tasks
focusing on the ‘botanical’ experiences along the routes (eg
opportunities to see waratahs) rather than the more historical and
scientific aspects.
3.1.4

3.1.5

3.2

3.3

Position Lithgow LGA as a
‘base’ to explore the Upper
Blue Mountains and Central
Tablelands area.
Further develop the scenic
drive product within Lithgow
LGA – providing half and full‐
day touring options. In
developing these drives,
endeavour to encourage
movement through the LGA
and ‘drive’ business into the
towns and villages.

3.2.1

3.2.1

3.3.2

3.3.3

Central Tablelands:
- Continue to work with Oberon and Bathurst LGAs (LOB Alliance) in
the development and marketing and promotion of drive, motorcycle
and cycle based touring routes and products for the central and
southern precincts of the LGA.
- Explore options to use these routes to attract / develop events.
- Ensure that Rydal Showground is featured as a venue for large group
camping, rallies, show & shines etc.
Capertee Valley:
Endeavour to establish an alliance with Mudgee Tourism to promote
the Capertee Valley Way as a scenic drive for visitors to Mudgee and to
the Rylstone‐Dunns Swamp area.
Further develop the regional and scenic drive product
- Formulate suggested itineraries for multi‐day stays in the LGA.
- Produce maps / information to support the drives.
- Include suggested itineraries on the tourismlithgow website.
Wallerawang – Portland
Develop a loop drive from Lithgow that incorporates Wallerawang and
Portland, and scenic route alternatives off the Great Western Highway
and Castlereagh Highway
Lithgow
Re‐activate the Furnace, Fire & Forge Trail and develop it a self guided
drive – investigate options for mobile phone App based audio tours
Portland
Explore options for a walking / cycling / self drive tour around town,
incorporating the historic buildings, sites (eg bottle kilns) and precincts.
With mobile phone technology, this could be undertaken as an audio
tour.

Tourism Managers from
Lithgow, Oberon and
Bathurst LGAs

Events Coordinator

Tourism Managers from
Lithgow & Mudgee, CVA

Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit, PDA,
WLPA

Tourism Unit / LCC

Tourism Unit, PDA,
Portland Community
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Actions

Key Tasks
3.3.4

3.3.5

3.3.6

3.4

Develop 2 to 3 signature 4WD
touring routes through the
LGA

3.4.1

Wolgan Road
- Formulate and implement a route development plan to increase
access to attractions and assets along the route, with the attractions
including Black Fellows Hands Reserve and Wolgan Gap.
- Provide viewing areas at Wolgan Gap (platform) and at various
locations (bays off the road) along Wolgan Road.
- Improve the maintenance of the Road between the Wolgan Valley
Resort and Newnes.
Glow Worm Tunnel Road (Old Bells Line of Road & State Mine Gully
Road)
- Advocate for an agreement from the Land Management Agencies to
maintain the road to 2WD standard.
- Provide information, interpretation and education signage at the Old
Bells Line of Road entry onto the Road.
- Where needed, provide directional signage, including directional
signage to Lithgow.
Tablelands Viewing Bays
Enhance the touring experience by provide viewing areas / bays along
the Jenolan Caves Road, on the Lithgow Road near the rock formation
and on the Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Tarana Road (section between Lithgow &
Lake Lyell).
- Position the 4WD touring route from the Newnes Plateau to Capertee
(via the Wolgan and Ben Bullen State Forests and Gardens of Stone
National Park) returning via the Turon National Park, and Sunny
Corner State Forest through to Portland (Coolamigal Road – Dark
Corner Mountain Trail to the Pinnacle Fire Trail or Wattlemount Road
to the Pinnacle Fire Trail as a 2‐3 day touring route
- Explore options for developing a ‘training route’ for 4WD clubs and
beginners, which commences near the 4WD training area at the new
motorsports complex at Portland.
- Work with local 4WD tour operators to raise the profile of 4WD tours

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
Tourism Unit, Land
Management Agencies

LCC

LCC, NPWS (NPWS),
FCNSW, Crown Lands

LCC

Tourism Unit, Land
Management Agencies,
local 4WD tour
operators
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Actions

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

Key Tasks
and tag‐along tours through the LGA.

- Bird Trail – linking bird hotspots and sites with rare birds
Tourism Unit working
- Industrial Heritage Trail
with operators and CVA
- Alpaca Trail – Hartley Valley, Capertee Valley, Alpacas over the
(bird trails)
Ranges
- Gardens Trail – Hartley Valley, Rydal, Giant Tree Arboretum and
Oberon
Continue to improve access to, management of and visitor facilities within the National Parks, State Forests and Crown Reserves within Lithgow LGA
3.6.1 Encourage the land management agencies to work together to prepare, LCC, NPWS, FCNSW,
3.6
Advocate for the adoption of
adopt and implement an integrated recreational use and management
a coordinated approach to the
Crown Lands
plan for the National Parks, State Forests, Crown Reserves with the
management of recreational
priorities being the management of the Newnes Plateau, and the
and tourism use of National
Marranagaroo National Park – Lidsdale State Forest area.
Parks, State Forests and
Crown Reserves in Lithgow
3.5

Cluster attractions and assets
within the LGA to form
themed trails

3.5.1

LGA
3.7

Work with FCNSW, NPWS
and Crown Lands /
Bicentennial Trail Committee
to identify the signature
products and experiences to
be developed, packaged and
promoted.

3.7.1

3.8
‘

Advocate for increased funds
and resources to be allocated
for improvements to and
expansion of visitor facilities
and infrastructure in National

3.8.1

Signature / iconic localities to be identified for:
- 4WD and 4WD’er training
- Registered trailbikes
- Mountain Biking
- Bushwalking (trails for experienced and inexperienced walkers)
- Rock climbing
- Abseiling
- Canyoning
- Horse riding
Advocate for:
- Increased funds and resources to be allocated to Parks in the area
- Improved vehicle, mountain bike and pedestrian access to National
Parks and SCA within the LGA
- NPWS to establish a presence in Lithgow and/or Capertee.

Tourism Unit, NPWS,
FCNSW, Crown Lands

LCC
Tourism operators
Regional Development
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Actions
Parks, State Conservation
Areas and Nature Reserves
within Lithgow LGA

Key Tasks
3.8.2

3.8.3

3.8.4

3.8.5

3.8.6

- A range of discovery programs to be hosted in the LGA
Plans of Management
Provide input into NPWS Plans of Management for the National Parks,
SCA and Nature Reserve within the LGA, to ensure that sustainable
recreation and tourism opportunities are recognised and incorporated
into the planning framework.
Newnes Plateau:
- Provide information / maps at the main track heads.
- Improve visitor facilities and interpretation at the Glow Worm Tunnel
- Improve directional signage / provide route markers
- Maintain the Glow Worm Tunnel Road to 2WD standard
- Support the Wolgan Valley Rail Trail proposal
Newnes:
- Improve the maintenance of the access road into the camping area.
- Stabilise the river crossing to prevent bank erosion.
- Improve the range and standard of facilities in the camping and day
use areas.
- Provide a toilet at the ruins car park.
- Improve the walking tracks in the Newnes area, and provide a creek
crossing to link the camping area and the ruins.
- Provide a small parking area and information at the track head for the
glow Worm Tunnel walk.
Gardens of Stone National Park, Capertee area:
- Identify / signpost track heads along the Glen Davis Road
- Provide directional / track head signage for the Ben Bullen Track at
Ben Bullen
Glen Davis
- Improve directional signage to and track head information for the
Pipeline Pass Walk
- Develop a few easy walks for in‐experienced bushwalkers and families
in the area around Glen Davis

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC

NPWS / Land
Management Agencies,
LCC

NPWS

NPWS

NPWS, LCC
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Actions

Key Tasks

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

3.8.7

NPWS

3.8.8

3.8.9

3.8.1
0
3.8.1
1
3.9

Improve access to State
Forests, with the Forests to be
used for a range of
recreational activities and
events

3.9.1

3.9.2
3.9.3

Cooragooba Camping Area
- Provide a toilet (completed early 2013)
Capertee National Park
- Develop the proposed visitor facilities and open the Park to the public
- Provide directional signage to the Park from Capertee, Rylstone &
Kandos
Turon National Park
- Provide directional signage to the Park from the Castlereagh Highway
at Capertee and from the Portland area.
Marrangaroo National Park
- Manage the Park so that it is sustainable, putting in place measure to
reduce anti‐social behaviour.
Evans Crown Nature Reserve
- Improve interpretation, including information on birds in the area
- Provide track markers on the top of the Crown
Use of State Forest for Events
- Work with FCNSW to identify areas within the Forests suitable for
different events, and incorporate provisions into the planning and
management of areas (note: this is approach has been very
successful in the ACT). For larger events, concentrate on Forests
around Lithgow, Portland and Rydal, using the showgrounds as
staging areas.
- Develop an ‘event protocol’ to ensure effective communication and
clarify / streamline the application process for event organizers.
Hampton State Forest – Millionth Acre Picnic Area
- Re‐instate and improve picnic area when the logging is completed
Newnes Plateau
- Work with other land management agencies to improve the
management of recreational and tourism activities on the Plateau
- Continue to maintain the Glow Worm Tunnel Road to 2WD standard
- Improve directional signage within the Forest

NPWS
LCC

NPWS, LCC
NPWS

NPWS

Tourism Unit / Event
Coordinator, FCNSW

FCNSW
Forest NSW
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Actions

Key Tasks
3.9.4

3.9.5

3.9.6

3.9.7

3.10

Establish ‘gateway’/service
centres at key access points to
the Parks and Forests

3.10.
1

3.11

Develop Hassans Walls as an
iconic attraction for Lithgow

3.11.
1

Mountain Bike Trails / Lidsdale State Forest
- Continue to encourage mountain‐biking in the State Forests and the
development of the Lidsdale State Forests as a mountain‐bike
destination
- Work with the Central Tableland Mountain Bike Club (CTMB) to
attract mountain‐bike events to the area.
- Explore with the CTMB Club / local mountain bike enthusiasts,
opportunities for expanding the supported / escorted ride tour
product in the LGA.
Sunny Corner State Forest – Portland area
- Improve links and signage between Portland and the Forest
- Provide signage / track markers for the proposed Newnes – Capertee
– Turon – Portland 4WD touring route
State Forests – Tarana area
Explore the possibility of using/promoting the portion of the Sunny
Corner State Forest near Tarana and/or the Lowes Mountain State
Forest to provide additional walking, bird watching and/or mountain
biking experiences, to diversify and strengthen the product available on
the Tablelands.
Falnash State Forest
- In conjunction with Delta Electricity, approach State Forests with the
request to ban hunting within the Falnash State Forest
- Promote the Falnash State Forest as one of the attractions on the
Wallerawang – Portland scenic drive
Develop / position Portland, Rydal and Capertee as gateway / service
centres for adjoining National Parks and State Forests, with information
on the surrounding Parks and Forests on display and available from
these centres.
- Continue to upgrade and improve facilities and infrastructure at
Hassans Walls.

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC / Tourism Unit,
FCNSW, CTMB Club

LCC, FCNSW

Tourism Unit, FCNSW

LCC, Delta Electricity,
FCNSW

LCC, NPWS, FCNSW

LCC
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Actions

Key Tasks

LGA and the surrounding
region

3.14.
1

- Seek funding under the TQual, Regional Partnerships program to
provide walking tracks, interpretation etc and to develop wildflower
product and tours.
- Promote Hassans Walls as the highest lookout in the Blue Mountains
and one of the iconic lookouts on the Greater Blue Mountains Drive &
Tablelands Way
- Advocate to have Pearson’s Lookout re‐opened, recognising the
importance of providing access for north‐bound traffic.
- Provide interpretative information, including comparative
information on the size of the Capertee Valley.
- Consider adding a ‘tag’ to the name that links the lookout to the
Capertee Valley
- Promote the ‘change of colour’ at sunset to encourage visitors to stay
overnight in the area to experience the sunset.
Portland Common
- Assist the Portland Community to assess the potential to develop /
utilise the Common as part of the attraction base of the town.
- Identify key trails within the Common suitable for bush walking and
possibly mountain‐biking.
- Develop and progressively implement a trail development plan for the
including provisions for facilitating access between the town and
Sunny Corner State Forest for events.
Portland Cement Works Site
Assess the potential to use Crown Land adjoining the former Portland
Cement Works for recreation / tourism activities – including walking
and cycling trails and picnic and viewing areas over the Quarry Lakes
Approach Blue Mountains City Council (Corporate Trustee) to improve
the track head facilities of the walks that ‘feed’ into the Hartley Valley.

3.15.
1

- Working with the local Aboriginal community, assess the tourism
potential of the Blackfellows Hands Reserve.

3.12

Develop Pearson’s Lookout as
one of the iconic lookouts on
the Greater Blue Mountains
Drive and Tablelands Way

3.12.
1

3.13

Integrate the Portland
Common and other Crown
Land sites within the town,
into the attraction base of the
town

3.13.
1

3.13.
2

3.14

3.15

Improve the track head
facilities of the Hartley Valley
Walks
Develop the Black Fellows
Hand Reserve as an attraction

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC / Tourism Unit
Tourism Unit

LCC, Crown Lands

LCC, Tourism Unit, PDA

LCC, PDA

LCC, Blue Mountains CC

LCC, Aboriginal
Community
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Actions

Key Tasks

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

- Prepare and implement a Plan of Management for the Reserve.
Capitalise more effectively on the Lakes and River Systems within Lithgow City – recognising that the area is the closest fresh water fishing, boating & water sports
location to Sydney
3.16 Increase use of and yields
3.16. Prepare a new Plan of Management for the Lake Reserve. As part of the LCC
from Lake Lyell
1
planning process:
- Re‐design the area to improve operations and increase yield.
- Address carrying capacity and infrastructure capacity constraints.
- Explore options for separating day use and camping areas.
- Providing cabin and possibly bunkhouse/group accommodation to
increase use year‐round and yield.
3.16. Encourage the private sector to develop well designed and
LCC
2
appropriately sited accommodation around Lake Lyell.
3.16. Explore options for developing a walking track/s along the Cox’s River
LCC, Delta Electricity
3
corridor
3.17 Develop and position Lake
3.17. Assess the feasibility of establishing an adventure playground at Lake
LCC
Wallace as a regional
1
Wallace, with the playground designed as a regional facility.
recreational asset
3.17. Provide access, via a shared walking‐cycle track to the eastern foreshore LCC, Delta Electricity
2
of Lake Wallace, with the pine forests and Giant Tree Arboretum
positioned as attractions.
3.17. Ensure that the planning regulations enables Lake Wallace to be used as LCC
3
a venue for small to medium events, and for temporary camping to
support events held in the area.
3.17. Strengthen the link between Lake Wallace and the Wallerawang town
LCC
4
centre – using signage and possibly corridor tree planting.
3.18 Capitalise on the Trout Trophy 3.18. Promote Thompsons Creek Dam as an iconic fishing destination on the
Tourism Unit
status of Thompsons Creek
1
Central Tablelands area and use the Dam as the focal point for build the
Dam
profile of Lithgow LGA and Wallerawang as a freshwater fishing
destination and grow the fresh water fishing market.
3.19 Develop the Quarry Lakes in
3.19. Ensure that any Masterplan and proposed development of the Portland LCC
Portland as a tourist
1
Cement Works site, protects and enhances the scenic value of the
attraction for the town.
Quarry Lakes and provides the town with quality recreation and tourism
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Actions
3.20

Endeavour to retain areas
where the public can access
rivers and streams within the
LGA

Actions

Key Tasks
3.20.
1
3.20.
2

assets.
Identify and document public access points (for fishing, bird watching,
camping etc) to the river systems within the LGA. Seek input from DPI
Fisheries to assess and address river access issues within the LGA.
Review proposals by Crown Lands to dispose of Crown assets in the LGA
and make submissions to protect river access points and other lands
that form part of the attraction and infrastructure base of the LGA.

Key Tasks

Realise the potential of the Heritage Attractions within the LGA
3.21 Develop the Blast Furnace
3.21. - Establish a strong physical and visual link between the two areas
Park – Lake Pillans area as a
1
- Continue to develop Lake Pillans as a show‐case wetland – replacing
major attraction for Lithgow
the damaged board walks and extending the landscaping, including
feature landscaping and planting to attract birds
- Provide toilets
- Continue to improve visitor facilities and interpretation
- Feature the Blast Furnace ruins in promotional material on Lithgow
3.22 Complete the development of 3.22. - Assist the State Mine Board to identify and source grant funding to
the State Mine Site
1
complete the development of the State Mine complex.
- Encourage the use of the State Mine complex for functions, as a way
of generating revenue for the Mine and creating awareness of both
the mine and the industrial heritage of Lithgow LGA
3.23 Continue to improve the
3.23. - Work with the Board to secure tenure for the existing building, or a
Small Arms Factory Museum
1
larger building within the Thales complex.
- Encourage the Board to have website inked to heritage firearm sites
nationally and internationally.
3.24 Develop the former Portland
3.24. Ensure that the future development of the former Cement Works at
Cement works as a tourist
1
Portland provides a quality tourist attraction and recreational asset for
attraction for the Town and
Portland, including:
LGA
- Options for accommodation
- Adaptive re‐use of historic dwellings and industrial buildings for

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC, DPI Fisheries

LCC, Crown Lands

Partners

Timeframe

LCC

LCC, State Mine

LCC, Small Arms Factory
Museum

LCC
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Actions

3.25

Raise the profile of the
industrial heritage of the LGA

Key Tasks

3.25.
1
3.25.
2
3.25.
3

3.26

3.27

Encourage the preservation
and restoration of the
Newnes Hotel
Encourage the revitalisation
of the Hartley Historic Site
Endeavour to conserve Ben
Bullen Station

3.26.
1
3.27.
1
3.28.
1

eateries, galleries, lifestyle shops, artisan workshops etc
- Network of shared pathways – linking the town centre to the Lakes
and Bottle Kilns, and through to link with the trail network in the
Common
- Viewing areas for lakes
- Lakeside picnic and open space areas.
- Quality landscaping and retention of key landscape features
Re‐activate and build on the Furnace, Fire and Forge Trail.
Explore opportunities for linking the various ruins of the kerosene and
shale oil works and using these sites to tell the story of a little known
past industry
Work with the operators of the industrial heritage attractions to
improve their information delivery, marketing and promotion –
including developing data bases, digital marketing and use of social and
travel networking sites.
Assist the Hotel operator to identify and apply for heritage and other
grants to continue to preserve and restore the Newnes Hotel

Support the NPWS proposal to revitalise the site and improve visitor
facilities.
3.28
Explore with the rail estate managers options to conserve and
potentially reuse the historic station building, possibly for budget
accommodation or as a farm gate style outlet.
Continue to improve existing attractions and seek to develop new attractions and activities
3.29 Local produce, food & wine
3.29. Include provisions in the LEP to enable farm gates sales of local produce
1
and products
3.29. Raise the profile of local products and producers:
2
- Explore opportunities for showcasing local produce (eg product
displays and images) in the VIC.
- Explore opportunities to include Lithgow products in the Blue

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC, Tourism Unit
LCC, Tourism Unit

LCC, Tourism Unit

LCC, Hotel owner

LCC
LCC

LCC
Tourism Unit
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Actions

Key Tasks

3.29.
3

3.29.
4
3.29.
5

3.30

Showcase local industries

3.30.
1
3.30.
2
3.30.
3

3.30.
4
3.30.

Mountains and VisitNSW food and wine promotions and initiatives.
- Consider producing a ‘food and produce’ guide for Lithgow (desk top
production), which includes the seasonal farm gate outlets.
- Where possible, generate publicity / media coverage of quality local
producers, products and outlets as well as dining experiences
Discuss with the Zig Zag Brewery operator the potential to generate
publicity for both the property and the town, commencing with the
start of the restoration of the brewery building, with the PR marketing
linked to other heritage attractions in the region. Consider for example,
a high profile opening, possibly bringing in journalists etc using the Zig
Zag Railway
Explore options for establishing a wild food harvest trail in the Portland
– Wallerawang area, as well as an event to mark the start of the
‘harvest’ season.
Position the Hartley Valley as a ‘creative hub’ and ‘lifestyle’ destination
– creating a vibrant and interesting eastern gateway for the LGA. As
part of this, encourage the development of galleries, artisan workshops
and activity based creative programs in the Valley
Explore the possibility of capitalizing on the Ferro Roche association
with Lithgow, for example linking Nutella (as a nutrition food) with the
sports tourism sector
Assess whether there is opportunity to produce information on the coal
mining industry with explanations of the mining infrastructure that can
be seen from the Castlereagh Highway.
Explore whether there are opportunities to capitalise on the Mine
Rescue Simulator as an attraction for coach tour groups and/or to
attract training groups (including international groups) and/or industry
conferences
Advocate for Delta Electricity to continue to operate the Energy Expo
and to regularly update displays.
Work with the Alpaca operators in the Hartley and Capertee Valleys to

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit, PDA

LCC, Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit, EDO

Tourism Unit, EDO,
Mining Sector
Tourism Unit, EDO

LCC
Tourism Unit
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Actions
3.31

Tarana to Oberon Rail Trail

3.32

Endeavour to build the
commercial tour sector

Key Tasks
5
3.31.
1
3.32.
1

generate publicity for the Alpaca open days
Work with Oberon LGA to complete the Tarana – Oberon Rail Trail

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC

- Approach tour operators that are licensed to operate in National
Tourism Unit
Parks and State Forests within the City to explore options for
expanding their programs and itineraries to include overnight stays in
Lithgow LGA.
- Working with local bird guides, identify national and international
bird tour and bird photography tour operators and endeavour to have
the Capertee Valley built into their tour program.
Continue to attract, develop and promote Events as one of the core activities for building both visitation to and awareness of the LGA
3.33 Ensure that the structure is in‐ 3.33. Council to continue to recognise the importance and potential of the
LCC
place within the LGA to
1
event sector to as a driver of growth in visitation, the ‘tree change’
facilitate growth of the events
process and the LGA’s cultural development. As such continue to
implement the recommendations of the Festival and Events Strategy.
sector.
3.33. Continue to employ and resource an Events Coordinator.
LCC
2
3.33. Put in place protocols and procedures within Council to ensure effective LCC, Events Coordinator
3
communication and coordination between the departments that
streamline the event application process.
3.33. As per the recommendations of the Open Space and Recreation Needs
LCC
4
Study, revise the management structure for determining use of Council
recreation and sporting facilities. As part of this, prepare a policy that
clearly enunciates priorities in the use of assets to maximise benefits to
the broader Lithgow community.
3.33. Ensure that planning regulations and Plans of Management contain
LCC, Events Coordinator
5
provisions that permit the use of venues, reserves and other facilities
for temporary use for events, including (where suitable) for use for
temporary accommodation associated with the event.
3.33. In preparing Plans of Management and capital works programs for open LCC, Events Coordinator
6
space, recreation and sporting facilities and public ‘halls’, take into
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Actions

Key Tasks

3.33.
7
3.33.
8

3.33.
9
3.34

Endeavour to address
shortcomings with the main
venues

3.34.
1

3.34.
2
3.34.
3

3.35

Work with local organisations
to grow existing events and

3.34.
4
3.35.
1

consideration the potential of the venue / area to host events and
incorporate provisions in the plans / programs to provide any additional
facilities and infrastructure needed.
Purchase a professional software package for venue and recreational
bookings
Funding Support
- Review event funding budgets and activities to ensure that the most
effective use is being made of the funds.
- With the growing trend for organisers to ‘sell’ their event to area,
Council will need to determine whether it is prepared to ‘buy’ events
and if so the ‘guidelines / protocols’ for purchasing.
- Consider providing an annual budget allocation as seed capital for
new events
Work with FCNSW and Delta Electricity to identify areas which are
suitable for different types of events and put in place a communications
and procedures protocol to streamline the event application process.
Civic Ballroom
Progressively address the shortcomings of the Civic Ballroom and put in
place the basic infrastructure needed to ‘make the venue work’ (see
Section 10.4)
Rydal Showground
Work with the Showground Trust to replace the toilet blocks and
continue to improve facilities
Portland Showground
Establish links between the Showground and the Sunny Corner State
Forests
Lake Wallace
Improve access to power
Groups to work with include:
- Motorsports – Lithgow District Car Club (Portland Complex), Portland

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC with advice from
Events Coordinator
LCC, Events Coordinator

Events Coordinator

LCC

LCC, Rydal Showground
Trust
LCC

LCC
Event Coordinator
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Actions

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

Key Tasks

bid for additional events.

-

District Motor Sports Club (Speedway), Lower Mountains Motor Cycle
Club (Happy Valley MotoCross complex) and Combined Districts Kart
Club (Go Karts)
Central Tablelands Mountain Bike Club
Sporting Associations
Golf Clubs
Bowling Clubs
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Strategy 4

Ensure that infrastructure, facilities and services needed, are in place to support the growth of the
tourism sector

Objectives:



To provide the infrastructure, facilities and services needed to support the growth of tourism in Lithgow LGA.
To ensure that the infrastructure, facilities and services provided meets user needs and expectations.

Goals:








Increase in the supply of accommodation available within the LGA, in particular 4+star accommodation in Lithgow and additional accommodation in
Wallerawang and Portland.
Increase the number of accommodation properties and tourism businesses that have an effective internet presence (including real time bookings for
accommodation properties)
To provide information services that engage with travellers at the trip planning stage.
To ensure that potential travellers and the travel trade have ready access to comprehensive and up‐to‐date information on the City in a range of print
and digital formats.
Comprehensive and effective signage throughout the LGA that contributes positively to the image of the area and enables visitors to find their way
around.
A network of well maintained local roads that are suitable for motorcycle and cycle based touring.
Show‐case parks and facilities that motivate travellers to stop and encourage repeat visitation.

Importance of Information Services and Signage
Signage is part of information services. These services are an integral part of the tourism infrastructure, providing the communication link between the
locality, the tourist trade and the visitor. Information services (and signage) support the area’s marketing and promotion, provide a direct service to both
the tourism trade and visitors and, most importantly, make a visitor feel welcome in the area and ensure that they are aware of the area’s products and
services.
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Actions

Key Tasks

Accommodation ‐ Address issues in the accommodation sector
4.1
Expand and improve the
4.1.1 Encourage the expansion and diversification of accommodation within
accommodation base of the
the LGA, with the emphasis being on quality developments that are in‐
LGA
keeping with the quality of the physical environment.

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC

Additional accommodation required includes:

4.2

Ensure that the new LEP
facilitates the development of
tourist and visitor
accommodation

4.2.1

- Lithgow
4+ star hotel, motel, serviced apartment accommodation close to the
town centre – preferably with meeting facilities
Budget / group accommodation, preferably within walking distance of
the station
Boutique Pub Hotel accommodation
- Wallerawang
Motel accommodation (encourage / support the extension of the
Black Gold complex)
Free / low cost camping sites
Temporary camping areas during events
- Portland
Motel accommodation
Boutique accommodation (pub, guesthouse, lodge)
Self contained accommodation
Free / low cost camping sites
- Lake Lyell
Cabin accommodation (mid market)
Overflow camping site – peak periods
- Capertee
Caravan, camping sites
LEP to include provisions for hotel, motel, serviced apartments,
backpacker, B&Bs, caravan parks, camping grounds and other short
term accommodation (eg holiday homes and apartments) in Lithgow,
Portland and Wallerawang and in the villages.
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Actions

Key Tasks

4.3

Improve facilities and
infrastructure for
motorhomes, caravanners
and campers

4.3.1

4.4

Permit temporary camping
associated with events

4.4.1

4.5

Advocate for improved
camping area facilities in
National Parks within the LGA
Increase awareness of the
accommodation available in
the Lithgow City – improve
on‐line presence

4.5.1

4.6

46.1

LEP to include provisions for B&B, caravan park, camping grounds, farm
stay and eco tourism facilities in rural area and environmental
protection zones, subject to meeting designated environmental and
planning criteria.
‐ Provide a caravan dump point, preferably in Lithgow
‐ Provide and signpost a designated caravan / long rig parking space in
Lithgow town centre
‐ Identify free / low cost camping sites in Wallerawang, Portland and
Capertee
‐ Seek RV Friendly Accreditation
‐ Identify potential sites for temporary camping (eg Rydal and Portland
Showgrounds, Lithgow Showground and sporting fields, Lake Wallace
Reserve) and ensure that the planning controls (eg LEP, DCP and/or
Plan of Management) will enable this use.
The priorities for improved camping areas are at Newnes and
Cooroongooba
‐ Encourage Accommodation operators to develop their own websites
and make more effective use of web‐based and digital marketing
‐ Explore options for on‐line bookings and use of accommodation
booking websites
‐ Become a member of Tourism Lithgow and list on the Tourism
Lithgow website
‐ List on the DNSW State Tourism Data Warehouse data base
‐ Utilise free / low cost listings on tourism and third party websites
‐ Utilise web‐based resource material on DNSW, Tourism and Australia
and Tourism CRC websites
‐ Consider developing an accommodation ‘app’ for the City.
‐ Explore options with DNSW and BMLOT to run workshops on digital
marketing for operators (both attractions and accommodation)

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC

LCC, Event Coordinator

NPWS

Tourism Unit,
Accommodation
operators
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Key Tasks

4.7

4.7.1

‐ Continue to advise operators of training programs and industry
briefing workshops held throughout the Region.
‐ Identify training needs and access relevant training programs
‐
Information Services ‐ Continue to improve and expand information services and Infrastructure within the Lithgow City
4.8
Continue to improve access to 4.8.1 ‐ Provide information boards at strategic locations throughout the LGA.
information
‐ Provide frames to hang event signage at strategic locations
throughout the City
‐ Develop an ‘App’ for the area.
‐ Explore options for the use of QR codes to convey information.
‐ As visitation to Portland grows, establish a Level 3 VIC in the town.
‐ Investigate options (eg downloadable app, screening a DVD),for
providing information (primarily motivating images) to travellers
stopping at the Fast Food outlets along the Highway at Lithgow
‐ Endeavour to have NPWS and FCNSW provide information and
interpretation at key track heads and sites thoughout the LGA.
‐ Endeavour to have the GBMD and Tablelands Way information
directories updated
‐ Explore options for providing information at Lithgow Station and at
the Coach interchange.
4.9

Continue to improve
customer service levels

Continue to improve the
range of information and
promotional collateral
available on Lithgow LGA

4.9.1

‐ Continue to produce the Lithgow Visitors Guide
‐ Continue to refine and enhance the Tourism Lithgow website.
‐ Cluster / package activities within the LGA and produce a range of
locality and activity based leaflets & booklets
‐ Prepare promotional kits targeted to specific market segments (eg
coach tour groups)
‐ Continually up‐date and refresh the image library and display
material.
‐ Encourage operators to use quality images on their websites and in
the promotional material that they produce.
‐ Regularly refresh and update display material.

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
Tourism Unit,
Accommodation
operators

LCC, Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit
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Actions

4.19

4.11

Encourage the town and
village communities to
continue to improve their
websites
Improve and expand Lithgow
LGA content on third party
websites

Key Tasks

4.10.
1

4.11.
1

‐ Develop Apps for mobile phones and tablets, possibly integrated with
the use of QR codes.
‐ Request NPWS and FCNSW provide updated brochures and maps on
the National Parks and Forests.
‐ Work with the town and village communities to upgrade the tourism
pages of their websites. Supply quality images and content where
needed

‐ Carefully review the new ‘visitnsw’ website and submit detailed
comments. This is a priority as the website is being finalised.
‐ Review the ‘m.visitnsw’ application and seek changes where relevant.
‐ Ensure that information on member products is kept up to date on
the STDW.
‐ Improve Lithgow content on touring route websites
‐ Monitor and continue to improve Lithgow content on third party
websites.
‐ Bring export–ready product to the attention of DNSW and Tourism
Australia.
Signage ‐ Ensure that the signage is effective and contributes positively to the image of the area
4.12 Signage Audit
4.12. Undertake a signage audit and formulate and implement a strategy for
1 improving signage across the LGA
4.13 Gateway signage
4.13. Erect eye‐catching, memorable LGA signs at the gateways to the LGA
1 and at the gateways to each of the towns and villages. Where possible
landscape around the sign and ensure that the area is regularly
maintained.
4.13. Erect event signs at strategic locations throughout the LGA. These signs
2 are to be used to publicise events – with the panels in the sign able to
be changed.
4.14 Directional Signs
4.14. Progressively improve directional signage throughout the LGA, with the
1 priorities including:
‐ Portland – directional signs from the town entry points to the

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC, Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit

LCC
LCC

LCC

LCC
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Key Tasks

shopping centre, from the shopping centre to the bottle kilns, and
from Portland to Sunny Corner State Forest
‐ Wallerawang – directional signage between Lake Wallace & shopping
centre
‐ Lithgow – improved signage to the attractions
‐ Signage to the Capertee Valley and Turon National Park from
Capertee
4.14. Approach NPWS and FCNSW to improve directional signage to and
2 within the National Parks and State Forests, respectively
4.15 Facility Signs
4.15. Progressively replace the old fingerboard signs with international
1 symbols
4.15. ‐ Add the bed symbol to the international symbols at Wallerawang
2 ‐ Request RMS to provide internationally symbols on the Highway signs
to Wallerawang
4.16 Bill boards and motivational
4.16. Consider purchasing bill board space to market the area and/or
signage
1 individual localities. For example the corridor of bill board signs along
the Great Western Highway in the Marrangaroo area would be an ideal
location for billboard sign advertising the Capertee Valley. Portland
would also benefit from some form of ‘Signs of Yester Year’ billboard.
Ensure that the parks, gardens and reserves used by visitors are well presented and maintained
4.17 Ensure that the parks,
4.17.
Continue to improve the presentation of parks, gardens and reserves,
gardens and reserves that are 1
both to enhance the visual impact and appeal of the locality and to
visually prominent and/or are
encourage travellers to stop. From a tourism perspective, the Parks /
open space areas that are important visually include:
used by visitors, are well
‐ Hassans Walls Reserve
presented and maintained
‐ Blast Furnace Park
‐ Lithgow Showground precinct
‐ Area surrounding the Lithgow VIC
‐ Federation Park – Wallerawang
‐ Lake Wallace Reserve
‐ Saville Park and the Olympic Pool complex at Portland

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC, NPWS, FCNSW
LCC

Ongoing

LCC

Tourism Unit, Town and
Village communities

LCC
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Key Tasks

‐ The Quarry Lakes at Portland
‐ Greg Featherstone and Pioneer Parks at Rydal
‐ Charles Pirie Park at Capertee
Local Roads – The local road network is part of the tourism experience
4.18 Ensure that the significance of 4.18. Local roads that carry significant volumes of tourism traffic include:
the local roads that support
1
‐ Wolgan Road
tourism, is recognised and
‐ Glen Davis / Glen Alice Roads
taken into consideration in
Jenolan Caves Road
determining priorities in
‐ Pipers Flat Road (Wallerawang – Portland)
‐ Boulder Road Portland
Council’s works programs.
‐ Hassans Walls Road
‐ Glow Worm Tunnel Road – State Mine Gully Road / Old Bells Line of
Road
‐ Rydal‐Sodwalls‐Tarana Road
Provide infrastructure to support cycle tourism
4.19 In developing cycleways and
4.19. Cycleway / Shared pathways that would appeal to visitors include:
shared paths, take into
1
consideration the potential
‐ Tarana – Oberon Rail Trail
for visitors to use the paths to
‐ Wallerawang to Portland cycleway
explore the area
‐ Shared pathway from Portland shopping centre through the former
Cement Works site / around the Lakes, to the Bottle kilns and then
connecting through to the Common
‐ Round Lake Wallace shared pathway
‐ Wallerawang to Lithgow Cyclway (would need to be off the Highway)
‐ Cycleway around Lithgow – linking the VIC, Caravan Park, main
attractions and sporting facilities
‐ Cycleway around the base of Hassans Wall Reserve (Lithgow side)
‐ Newnes Junction to Newnes Rail Trail

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

LCC

LCC
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Strategy 5 Encourage business and skills development within the tourism sector.
The tourism sector in Lithgow LGA is highly fragmented and dominated by sole operators, micro and small businesses.

Objectives




To improve the business and marketing skills of operators
To provide quality, professional customer service
To have a skilled hospitality workforce

Goals






To increase the number of tourism businesses that are professionally managed and marketed
To improve marketing skills, including web‐based and digital marketing.
Quality customer service across all businesses
Tourism and hospitality to be seen as a ‘career’ not just a ‘job’
Increase in skill levels within the local workforce

The LCC Economic Development Strategy contains a range of initiatives and actions relating to services to assist businesses, business development skills and
employment and training. These initiatives will be available to all businesses including tourism businesses.
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Actions

Key Tasks

Encourage tourism operators to continue to build their business, customer service and marketing skills
5.1
Identify gaps in skill levels and 5.1.1 Ensure that the needs of the tourism and hospitality sector are explored
the training needed by
as part of the skills audit and gap analysis proposed in the Economic
operators and their staff
Development Strategy (EDS)
5.1.2 Organise a workshop with members of Tourism Lithgow to discuss
business development and training needs.
5.1.3 Explore industry training needs with Tourism Managers from the
surrounding LGAs, with the view to running joint training programs
5.2
Encourage tourism operators
5.2.1 Invite the Economic Development Officer, Trade and Investment NSW
to take advantage of the
and TAFE to make a presentation to the tourism operators regarding
resources and programs
the services available from Council and business support agencies, as
available
well as education and training opportunities for staff
5.2.2 Include details of business services available on the member’s page of
the Tourism Lithgow website.
5.2.3 Notify Tourism Lithgow members by email of programs being run in
Lithgow and the surrounding region.
5.3
Identify and promote
5.3.1 Request that the Economic Development Officer notify the Tourism
potential funding sources /
Unit of any potential funding / grant programs, with this information
grant programs
then disseminated to members.
5.3.2 Monitor the DNSW corporate website and newletters, the Trade and
Investment website and the Tourism Australia website for details of
funding programs.
5.4
Encourage networking and
5.4.1 Encourage tourism operators to hold regular industry briefings and
feed back
famils, to facilitate networking and enable operators to showcase their
business
5.4.2 Encourage local town and village business organisations to organise an
annual famil of their area, with the famil attended by the Tourism Unit
staff, Economic development manager, and interested operators
5.4.3 Seek to showcase and promote new tourism businesses, product and
initiatives through the local and regional media and on the Tourism
Lithgow website

Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe
LCC, Economic
Development
Tourism Unit
Tourism Unit
TAC

Tourism Unit
Tourism Unit
Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit, Tourism
operators
Tourism Unit

Tourism Unit
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Part 4 – Tourism Development Strategy
Partners
Timeframe

5.5

5.5.1

Tourism Unit

Promote training and career
opportunities

Ensure that tourism and hospitality are represented at training and
career expos held in Lithgow
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15. Monitoring
It is important that Lithgow City Council puts in place a simple program to monitor the effectiveness
of its tourism development and marketing activities in order to:


Provide an indication of whether the strategies and actions are effective in building visitation
and/or achieving economic growth. Ineffective actions can be terminated or modified.



Assist in setting priorities and allocating resources.



Provide data to support funding applications. This is particularly important where funding for
the extension of an existing program is being sought.

Potential indicators include:
Product Development





Improvements in access and facilities to the National Parks, State Forests and Crown Reserves.
Improvements in and/or expansion of visitor infrastructure.
Increase in the number of tourism businesses operating in the LGA. (The information collected
in developing the Tourism Strategy provides base line data for future comparative analysis).
Value of new / additional investment in the tourism facilities (accommodation, attractions,
tours etc) in the LGA.

Resultant flow‐on to increasing visitation:












Visitor statistics collected at the VIC.
Visitor and performance statistics collected by the accommodation operators, attractions and
businesses.
ABS Accommodation Performance Statistics – room nights, guest arrivals and nights, room
occupancy, average stay, room rates.
Number of events and estimates of event attendance.
Number of website hits, email inquiries and telephone calls received at the VIC and/or by
operators, before, during and after promotional campaigns.
Postcode survey through the VIC to monitor changes in origin of visitors.
Number of brochures distributed.
Media coverage gained (track amount of coverage and the dollar value).
Familiarisation tours hosted and resultant coverage.
Number of coach tour groups booked in for tours.
Number of operators with own websites and on‐line booking facilities.

As the use of QR codes becomes more mainstream, the codes can used to help track the
effectiveness of activities and marketing campaigns.
For some initiatives, particularly in the areas of product and market development, it may take a
number of years before the results are fully realised.
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16. Funding Tourism Development
Limited funds are one of the main constraints to improving the attractions, facilities and
infrastructure needed to facilitate the growth of tourism in Lithgow LGA. Most of the natural assets
are managed by the NPWS, FCNSW, Delta Electricity and Council (as the corporate trustee of Crown
Lands), with the State Government Agencies having minimal funds to develop and maintain visitor
facilities. Increasing the funds available from these Agencies may require political intervention.
Most of the cultural assets within the LGA are operated by non‐for‐profit organisations with these
organisations dependent on volunteers and grants to open. These assets are under‐capitalised and
operating well below their potential.
Funds available for tourism development and marketing are very limited, with potential sources
including:


Loan funds – with Council or private sector operators borrowing funds through mainstream
sources. Most financial institutions regard tourism development a ‘high risk’ with funding not
being easy to secure.



Tourism Grants – there is one Commonwealth Government program and three State
Government programs that provide limited funding, on a dollar for dollar basis, for tourism
projects. The State Government programs were due to ‘expire’ in 2011 but have been
continued to 2013. While continuing funding (in some form) has been recommended, there has
been no decision as yet.



Other Grant Programs – There are a range of non‐tourism funding grant programs at
Commonwealth and State levels for environmental, cultural, heritage, sporting, community and
business development projects. While these programs can be accessed to secure funds for
specific projects that will benefit tourism, it does result in an adhoc (rather than a strategic)
approach to development. Projects (eg the State Mine) often stall once the grant funding is
spent). Most grant programs operate on a ‘dollar for dollar’ basis with voluntary groups finding
it difficult to raise the contribution funds required.



Special Rate – Council has an option to introduce a Special Rate to fund specific projects or
activities. A number of Councils in NSW have introduced Special Rates to fund town centre
beautification programs and tourism (marketing and the operation of the VIC). Council would
need to have the support of affected rate payers and mount a strong case to achieve approval
from the Minister to introduce the rate. (Note: The Visitor Economy Taskforce is
recommending that Local Councils be permitted to use special rates to raise funds for tourism
development).



Philanthropic Grant Funding – potentially available for arts, cultural and environmental
programs. These programs are highly competitive to access.
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Community Development Funds – in a number of mining areas, community development and
assistance funds have been established by the mining companies, with Council and community
groups able to apply for funding for specific projects and activities (eg development of picnic
facilities, interpretative walks, cycleways and sponsorship of brochures, events etc).

16.1 Tourism Grants
Funding available for tourism planning and development is extremely limited and very competitive
to access. The main programs are:
 TQUAL
 Regional Tourism Product Development Funding Program
 Regional Tourism Partnership Program – (for marketing and promotion not planning and
development)
 Regional Flagship Events Program
Regional Development Australia is also looking to introduce grant funding for the development and
implementation of Destination Management Plans.

TQUAL Grants Program
The Australian Government has established the T‐QUAL Grants program to fund projects which:


Develop innovative and strategic tourism products and experiences through joint investment to
enhance and support the sustainable economic growth of the host communities and regions;
and



Develop the industry’s capacity to address the principles set out in the National Long‐Term
Tourism Strategy.

The TQUAL (or Tourism Quality) program is administered by the Commonwealth Department of
Resources, Energy and Tourism, and offers two grant programs:


Strategic Tourism Investment Grants – this program offers funding of up to $1 million (excl
GST) to eligible nationally significant and innovative tourism projects aimed at developing
Indigenous tourism, economic development and/or tourism employment. Working with the
industry, experts and other government agencies, the Department develops suitable projects
and potential matching funding before calling for grant applications for organisations to deliver
the projects.



Tourism Quality Project Grants – the program offers matched funding (dollar for dollar) from
$15,000 (GST excluded) to $100,000 (GST excl) for smaller scale project that will lift the quality
and variety of Australia’s tourism experiences. Grant rounds are run annually. In 2012, $6.68
million was allocated for 77 projects Australia‐wide.

The types of projects that are eligible include:
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Implementation projects such as innovative tourism product, service or experience refreshment
or upgrade;
Initiation projects such as feasibility studies; and
Projects which support the industry’s capacity to be innovative and productive, or that offer
leadership to the industry (driven by national peak or sectoral tourism associations).

To be eligible for funding, the applicant must be a legal entity, registered for GST, and one of the
following:









A private sector corporation
A corporate trustee on behalf of a trust
A non‐profit corporation or incorporated association
An incorporate regional tourism or economic development organisation
A local government body corporate/body politic
A Government Business Enterprise (where 51% or more of revenue is derived from non‐
government sources)
A corporate national peak or sectoral tourism association able to demonstrate sufficient
representation of the industry through diversity in its membership, or
A consortium of corporate partners (led by any of the above entity types).

Regional Tourism Product Development Funding Program
In 2011 the NSW Government allocated $5 million for a one year Regional Tourism Product
Development Program to create, grow and enhance tourism products available across regional NSW
to help attract more visitors. The recently released Visitor Economy Taskforce Report, recommends
the continuation of this type of funding, however the amount of funding to be made available yet to
be determined.
The Funding Program was delivered in two streams:
 Stream One ‐ Regional Tourism Organisation (RTO) Allocation ‐ Each mainland Regional Tourism
Organisation received $250,000 with Inland (representing New England North West, Outback and
Capital Country) receiving $750,000 (total funding pool $3,250,000). The program was open to
any members of the RTO. Application was via the RTOs, with the RTO Boards assessing the
applications and putting forward a list of recommended projects to Destination NSW for funding
approval. The applicant is required to provide a minimum of dollar for dollar funding.
 Stream Two ‐ Large‐Scale and/or State Significant Allocations ‐ The additional $1.75 million was
made available to successful applicants from the tourism industry for large scale projects that will
significantly benefit a region(s).

Regional Tourism Partnership Program
The Regional Tourism Partnership Program involves the allocation of funds by Destination NSW to
Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs) and the Forum of Regional Tourism Organisations (FORTO).
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The Program will continue to 30 June 2013. A total of $5.133 million per year has been allocated to
the RTOs. The funding is for developing and implementing marketing activities and needs to be at
least matched by the applicant.
Destination NSW is looking to fund marketing activities that are relevant to the RTO's Annual
Marketing Plan. Applications are submitted through the RTO. The RTO recommends the projects to
be funded, with these then reviewed by FORTO and Destination NSW, with Destination NSW making
the final decision regarding the application.
Lithgow Council and/or operators who are members of BMLOT can apply to BMLOT for funding.

Regional Flagship Events Program
The Regional Flagship Events Program focuses on events that are currently drawing visitation from
outside their region and have the capacity to grow that visitation. It provides a grant to assist events
in marketing to a broader audience outside their region. Destination NSW also supplements the
marketing by providing its own campaign activity for Regional Flagship Events. Events are selected
through a competitive process.
The Regional Flagship Events Program offers funding of $10,000 for one year or triennial funding of
$20,000 per event to be spent on marketing initiatives. There are two stages to the process. Stage
One ‐ Expression of Interest (EOI) and Stage Two – Application Process.
An event selected by the panel to receive program funding must satisfy the aims of the Program –
namely, to identify and support the tourism marketing activities of events that:











Have the strong support of the local Council
Have the strong support of the regional tourism industry
Have a well structured and organised management event committee
The Event must have adequate public liability insurance and other relevant insurance cover
Attract overnight tourists from outside the immediate locality to the event
Have a developed marketing plan which demonstrates the capacity to grow the event well
beyond current visitation
The event must be operating for two years prior to funding
The event must occur outside the peak tourism seasons for that area, i.e. during the off
peak/shoulder season
The event has a strategic plan which shows how the event will become sustainable and not rely
on
State Government funding to run each year

16.2 Other Grant Programs
There are a range of grants available from both State and Federal Government Agencies and
Foundations and Trusts, that could be applied for to improve / expand assets and infrastructure that
would have positive outcomes for tourism. Grants are available in the areas of:
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Land management
Waterway management and infrastructure
Community capacity building
Environmental and conservation
Heritage
Arts and culture
Sporting facilities
Regional industries and infrastructure
Business and enterprise start‐up and development
Aboriginal business and community development
Crown Lands – showgrounds and caravan parks on Crown Land

See www2.communitybuilders.nsw.gov.au for a list of State and Commonwealth Grants programs, as
well as for grants available from Foundations and Trusts.

16.3 Special Rates
There are provisions under the Local Government Act (Section 495(1)) for Council to introduce a
special rate for, or towards meeting, the cost of any works, services, facilities or activities provided,
or proposed to be provided by Council within the whole or part of the LGA.
A number of Council’s across NSW have introduced special rates for activities that benefit tourism,
including mainstreet / town centre improvement programs, town centre marketing, tourism and/or
economic development marketing and provision of infrastructure such as cycleways. A special rate
imposed under section 495 (excepting water supply special rates and sewerage special rates) forms
part of a Council’s total general income and, together with ordinary rates, is subject to the rate peg
limit. The structure of a special rate is similar to that of an ordinary rate, in that it can consist of
wholly an ad valorem amount, a base amount plus an ad valorem amount or an ad valorem amount
with a minimum applying.
Introduction of a special rate requires the approval of the Minister, with approval tending to be
difficult to achieve.
The recently released Visitor Economy Taskforce Report has recommended that consideration be
given to funding the development and maintenance of infrastructure and facilities for visitors,
through the introduction of a special rate. This is one of a series of recommendations being
considered by the State Government.
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WORKSHOP NOTES
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WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8.

Lithgow City
Portland & Wallerawang
Hartley Valley
Rydal
Capertee / Capertee Valley
Lake Lyell & Surrounds
Other Localities
Blue Mountains Regional Tourism Board

3
9
15
21
25
36
39
41

2

1.

LITHGOW CITY

1.1

The Workshop

24 people attended the Workshop, with attendees representing the accommodation, attraction, tour and business sectors
plus some interested people from the community. Attendees identified a diverse range of attractions and markets for the
area and in general were very positive about and proud of the town. The main challenges identified related to:








Perception of Lithgow – challenge of getting people off the highway and changing negative attitudes within Lithgow.
Distance between attractions and the difficulties of moving between them, particularly for people without cars.
Limited opening hours / lack of coordination of opening hours of attractions and limited weekend trading of main-street
business. It was noted that weekend trading is improving.
How to capitalising on the rich and unique industrial heritage of the area.
Directional signage.
The dependence on volunteers to develop, maintain and operate some of Lithgow’s main attractions.
Accommodation capacity constraints – often booked out Monday to Thursday with corporate travellers and at
weekends for sporting events.

The opportunity for operators to network and collaborate was identified. A positive first step will be the networking function
to be held at the Small Arms Museum with the possibility of the industry hosting regular networking and product briefing
events.

1.2

Workshop Outcomes

Strengths of Lithgow as a Destination:











Industrial heritage – point of difference to other locations – Lithgow and the valleys
Hassans Walls – spectacular views
Proximity to National Parks and Forests – playground for Sydney – Parks are not ‘locked’ up like they are in the Blue
Mountains
Proximity to Sydney – major market + larger regional centres – ideal for both day trips and short breaks
Access – Highway being upgraded – will increase accessibility – access from both the north-western and western
suburbs of Sydney
Rail access – part of the Sydney network
Clean town – just won Tidy Towns
Free parking / ease of parking – in contrast to Blue Mountains where is can be difficult / expensive to park
Secret Creek Environmental Program – should be publicised more
Characteristics of the houses and precincts – alot of intact areas with different housing and character – also different
stories.

Positioning:





‘History wrapped by nature’
Valley of people, arts and crafts
Lithgow as the hub – for exploring the villages, national parks etc
A destination – a place to stay for 7 nights and explore – not an overnight destination
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Markets:
Lithgow attracts a diversity of Markets:
























Short breaks (market is down at present)
Car Clubs – high yield – need to build this market
Birdwatchers – bird hot spots in the area
Bushwalkers
Rock Climbers
Photographers
Day trippers – Sydney, Blue Mountains and surrounding region - Seeing more day trippers
University excursions – geology
School excursion
Orienteering
Off-road / 4WD cars and bikes
Motorcycle touring
Foodies – Cheese factory is an attraction for this market
Contractors – main mid-week market – opportunity to encourage families to visit on weekends rather than the
contractor go home – short break holiday
People visiting friends and relatives (VFR)
Gardeners / gardening clubs
Mushroomers
Train enthusiasts
Event attendees
International visitors – (Ironfest is starting to attract international visitors)
Family history researchers
Historians / people interested in heritage
People interested in firearms – Small Arms Museum attracts national and international visitors, who come to Lithgow
specifically to visit the Museum

Market Development Opportunities:






Capitalise more effectively on the Visiting Friends and Relatives Market (VFR)– example New Zealand VFR campaign
Build on Iron Fest – run a Medieval Camp and/or workshops where people can learn skills
Grow the coach tour market – Lithgow’s product is ideal for coach groups
Apprentices – hold a Lithgow apprenticeship / traineeship Expo – targeted to schools and universities
Grow the rail travel market – touring, events, groups

Product Development Opportunities:











Develop trails – food, art, farm
4WD Track via Rylstone
Yulefest celebrations
Lithgow Products Expo – arts, craft, manufacturing etc - made in Lithgow – have pottery, wood working, forging expos
Focus on art – capitalise on arts reputation of the Blue Mountains to build profile of Lithgow – good artisans in the
district
Farm tours
Mine experience – visitors ask about the mines – State Mine needs a simulator / potential to use the Mines Office
Simulator
Film location
Wolgan Valley Rail Trail
Open gardens – in conjunction with Rydal – possibly capitalise on roses in QE park

Challenges:


Differentiating Lithgow from the Blue Mountains – establishing it as a destination in its own right.
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Is the Coal Industry an Attraction?
Overcoming local negative views of the town – building pride in the area. NSW visitors have pre-conceptions about
the town, interstate visitors do not
Improving product knowledge of and interaction between operators – to enable the area to be more effectively
promoted and sold.
Business opening hours – very few main street shops open on weekends
Presenting the complexity of the history (lots of layers) and telling the stories in a way that provides a quality
experience for visitors.
Building the rail market as there is no public transport on weekends

Presentation:




Need continue to improve presentation of the town centre
Shops need to be painted, windows cleaned, presentation improved
Arriving from the east – Lithgow is presenting well – need for similar quality presentation for traffic arriving from the
west.

Dining Out:





Need for contemporary eateries and menus
Secret Creek – could capitalise more on this property to generate publicity / awareness of Lithgow with travellers
interested in good dining experiences
Issues with variable opening hours and limited opening hours on weekends
Need to improve communication between eateries and accommodation properties – accommodation operators are not
sure which properties are open – by default send visitors to the Workers Club

Accommodation:






Relatively high occupancy rates – driven primarily by the mines and contractors – workers are displacing other visitors
Need more motels
Yield is an issue
Has to be a commercial decision to invest
Caravan Park is used as a base by touring travellers, particularly from interstate – to explore Sydney

Marketing and Promotion:





Public relations marketing is very effective at building awareness
Need for television advertising
Social networking needs to be explored
Benefit from membership of BMTL - $30,000 per year buys Lithgow more exposure than could be achieved
individually.

Visitor Information Centre / Visitor Information:







Suggested that operators should help out in the Centre by manning the desk – this would enable operators to become
familiar with product, interact with visitors and gain feedback. In addition, operators could pass on business / sales
skills to VIC staff.
Need to move more into digital marketing
Need to explore how digital mapping (eg Where Is) and GPS information on the area can be updated – information is
inadequate
More statistics / information on visitation, market segmentation and trends would help operators make investment
decisions
Need for a theatrette to tell the history and stories of Lithgow / possibility of including downloadable audio stories on
Lithgow Tourism website
Need for a comprehensive map – 20km around Lithgow – showing main roads, local roads, main connecting 4WD
trails
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Need to increase promotion of events – also to provide advice to businesses to try and encourage them to stay open

Tourism Operators:






Need to improve product knowledge – need for local famils
Need to improve communication and build relationships – industry networking functions would be good
Improved communication between businesses (particularly eateries) and operators regarding opening hours
Desirable to have an operators association
Networking function to be held at Small Arms Museum

Attractions:
Attractions

Strengths

Constraints / Issues to be
addressed

Opportunities

Zig Zag

Significant attraction
Opportunity for the town to
capitalise more effectively
Theme days are very popular
As spectacular, if not more
spectacular than the lookouts in the
Blue Mountains
Wildflowers in spring

Railway does not come into town –
no connection from the bottom
station

Increasing access to tours from the
Lithgow end

Presentation of the area is not of the
same quality as the view –
upgrading is needed
Difficult to access lookout – for
visitors arriving by train

Signature / iconic attraction for
Lithgow and the Blue Mountains
Region – one of the ‘must see’
attractions within the Region / Central
NSW
To upgrade the Lookout area,
develop walking tracks, interpretation
etc
Provide a simulator
Theatrette – showing films of both
heritage and present day mining
Development of the Thales site as a
tourist precinct – artists in residence,
art & creative workshops, film school,
conference centre etc
Potential signature attraction for
Lithgow
Link with wetlands – develop a
quality experience

Hassans Walls

State Mine

Visitors are interested in mining
Mining heritage

Need for more attractions
Dependent on volunteers

Small Arms
Museum

Unique collection – international
standard
Attracts international visitors

Dependent on volunteers to open

Blast Furnace
Park

Unique
Experience at sunrise + sunset
Great place to tell the story of
Lithgow’s industrial history
Used for filming
Attractive area
Birds
Award winning cheeses
Animals are very popular with
children
Popular with school & coach
groups
One of the closest lakes to Sydney
Suitable for powered boats / water
sports
Popular for sailing
Used for dragon boat events
Major attraction

Neglected
No seating
Site potentially unsafe
No defined walking trails
Needs public toilets
Fallen into disrepair
No toilets
Difficult to run business and service
visitors at the same time.

Lake Pillans
Wetland
Cheese Factory
Delta Electricity
Expo
Lake Lyell
Lake Wallace
Jenolan Caves

Integration with Blast Furnace Park –
to create a quality tourism precinct

Under utilised
No camping
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Assets & Facilities to Work With
Attractions

Strengths

Constraints / Issues to be
addressed

Opportunities

Showground

Great facilities
Grandstand and ball room recently
upgraded
Accessible by train from Sydney
Good course
Reasonably priced
Heritage – Pottery has long been
associated with the town

Improve directional signage
Used for sport

Major events
Larger regional functions
Entertainment

Club House needs updating
Needs more effective marketing
Privately owned
Site in poor condition – Significant
OH&S issues limit opportunity for
public access
Only 3 potters – working full-time –
not enough resources to be able to
be able to show visitors around.
Toilets in poor condition – Council is
replacing them

Packaging
Use by Sydney social clubs
Provide somewhere in Lithgow were
the tale of the pottery can be told and
pottery can be displayed and sold

Golf Course
Lithgow Pottery

Queen Elizabeth
Park

Beautiful in spring and summer
Great playground
Visitor facilities
Rail access to Sydney
Part of the Sydney network
Promotional fares
Delivers visitors into the town
centre
Access to the showground for
events – City rail will run events
trains
Spectacular scenery between
Lithgow and Katoomba – 10
tunnels + historic bridges
Possibly open within 6 months

No information for visitors available
at the station
Distance from the station to the
attractions – no bus service
Can’t access the Zig Zag railway –
travellers sometimes arrive in town
by train thinking that they can catch
zig zag railway from Lithgow
Weekends – not much open around
the Station

Run event trains from Sydney
Promote the rail journey itself as an
attraction – the 10 tunnels and the
bridges
Travellers can stay in Lithgow and
visit Sydney on the train – no need to
drive to Sydney – traffic congestion
and parking costs.

Dependent on volunteers

Aboriginal Sites

Wiradjuri heritage and culture

Need to provide cycleways to link
major facilities and also town centre
/ railway station to attractions
Trucks are potentially an issue on
some routes
Need to protect sites

Rail tours between Lithgow and other
towns
Connection between bottom of Zig
Zag and Lithgow Town Centre and
possibly onto Wallerawang
Develop Cycle tourism – promote
cycling routes between the villages
Hire cycles – so that visitors arriving
by train can access attractions

Mines Office
Ferro Roche

World Class simulator

Portland Cement
Factory

Name has recognition

Rail trip / railway
station

Railway Museum

Cycle tracks /
cycling routes

Factory has low key profile

Promote to families to get them to
come into the town centre

Provide an aboriginal experience
close to Sydney
Public access to simulator
Factory tours
Factory shop

Other:





Tourism Advisory Committee prepared a 5 Year Plan – need to revisit this and see what has and hasn’t been achieved
Operators need business advice – would help to improve performance and encourage investment
Operators / developers need help to negotiate planning controls
Proposed industrial zoning may have an impact on the future of the trout farm
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1.3

Evaluation

Strengths & Points of Difference
The strength of Lithgow lies in:


The ability of the area to host large events, offering a range of quality venues, facilities and localities. Lithgow is the
only area in the Blue Mountains Tourism Region that can hold both large indoor and outdoor events. It is one of the
closest areas to Sydney for the staging of events that need access to forests (eg car and motor cycle rallies, mountain
biking, horse events, orienteering etc.) The Showground is also a significant asset with the capacity of hold large
indoor and outdoor events. In addition the Showground has the advantages of being fenced (ie can control the gate)
and accessible by rail. The key issue with the Showground is the difficulty in obtaining dates for events that do not
clash with sporting use. This could be resolved through changes in management practices in conjunction with the
development of new playing fields as part of the development of new residential estates and the erection of lights on
other fields in the City.



Playground for Sydney – one of the closest areas to Sydney for outdoor and adventure-based activities – with a
concentration of Forests, National Parks, lakes and streams (for fishing).



Hassan’s Walls – with further development this area has the potential to be a significant attraction for Lithgow.



The tourism sector in Lithgow would benefit from improving operators’ awareness of the product and experience base
of the area. The proposed networking function is a positive step forward.

Product & Infrastructure Development Required
Tourist facilities needed in Lithgow include:








Additional motel, hotel and serviced apartment accommodation, preferably right in the heart of town
Back packer accommodation – needed if Lithgow is to grow the outdoor adventure market
Budget Group accommodation – needed if Lithgow is to grow the school excursion and/or sporting markets
Conference and meeting facilities – preferably in conjunction with accommodation
Restaurants and cafes
More galleries, lifestyle shops, boutiques etc.
More playing fields - The Lithgow Showground is one of the best venues within 2 hours of Sydney for large events,
concerts etc. Use of the Showground for these activities is currently limited by the use of the area for football and
cricket. There is a need for additional playing fields in the City, with potential locations being in the South Bowenfels
area and/or possibly at Marrangaroo and/or Wallarawang.

Accommodation type
Motel and Hotel

Serviced Apartments

Back Packer
accommodation
Group accommodation

Suitable Locations
Town Centre (preferred)
Entry corridors – Highway and Bells Line of Road
Small Arms Factory area – in conjunction with the re-development of the site
Possibly near the Showground / sporting precinct
Town Centre (preferred)
Entry corridors – Highway and Bells Line of Road
Small Arms Factory area – in conjunction with the re-development of the site
Residential areas – preferably close to main routes and/or close to the Mall shopping centre.
Town Centre – within walking distance of the railway station
Ideally within walking distance of sporting facilities and town centre, or close to licensed clubs
or the Mall.
Small Arms Factory area – in conjunction with the re-development of the site
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2.

PORTLAND & WALLERAWANG

2.1

Portland & Wallerawang Workshop

10 people attended the Portland Workshop, with 1 person representing Wallerawang. The main outputs from the workshop
were:


Both villages are moving ahead, with Portland being a growth area within the City. There is a strong desire by both
villages to grow visitation and a recognition that the two villages need to work together.



The main challenge is lack of visibility to passing motorists on the Great Western and Castlereagh Highways, with
these travellers not coming off the Highway. It was considered that this could partially be addressed by developing
scenic route alternatives – Lithgow to Bathurst via P&W, Lithgow to Mudgee via P&W and north through Cullen
Bullen, and a scenic loop from Lithgow.



Frustration over signage, the condition of the roads, the unresolved issues in relation to the future of the Cement
Works and the deterioration of the bottle kilns. The kilns are seen as a potential anchor attraction (ie provide a reason
to visit) for the area.



Portland has a concentration of small indoor venues, larger outdoor venues and access to State Forests and is very
well positioned to host small events and activities. Wallerawang has the Lake and the sports stadium which can also
be used.





More ‘Signs of Yesteryear’ are being added in October.
Potential for ‘wild foods’ – roadside harvesting and mushrooms.
Lack of accommodation is a constraint.

2.2

Workshop Outcomes

Strengths & Weaknesses:
Portland
Strengths
















Growth area – new ‘blood’ and diversification
Beautiful in autumn – red of the maple trees
Marketplace awareness in older generations – know Portland Cement
‘Town that built Sydney’ (Note: Kandos has also taken up this tag line)
Old Cement works – character / bottle kilns (rare)
Town centre presents well – landscaping, well maintained and presented buildings
Most businesses own their building
Signs of Yesteryear
Food available 7 days per week
Interesting shops / low vacancy rates
Location of park adjacent to town centre
Showground
Common
Alot of venues (see Section --)
New library, School of Arts upgraded, new bowling green

Weaknesses / Issues




Directional signage to and within the town
Poor quality of some roads
Cement works and bottle kilns are deteriorating
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Potential loss of the Charlie Pinch collection
Very limited accommodation

Wallerawang
Strengths







Lake Wallace
Old Station cafe & gallery
Improvements in presentation of main street & park
Accommodation – Black & Gold Motel & Cabins
Sports Hall – indoor stadium
Level 3 VIC

Weaknesses / Issues




Signage
Presentation of some businesses
Association with Power Station

Challenge – both towns

Located between 2 highways – lack of visibility – how do you draw travellers off the highway?

Attractions & Activities
Touring Loop



Challenge faced – getting traffic off the Castlereagh and Mid Western Highways.
Want a ‘scenic loop’ signposted – ‘via Wallerawang and Portland’

Potential Attractions on the Loop
Locality
Wallerawang

Lidsdale
Mt Piper
Back Cullen Road

Portland

Portland to Wallerawang

Attractions / Features
Lake Wallace
Charles Darwin memorial
Old Station Cafe + Gallery
Antiques Shop
St Johns Church
Barton Walker Cemetery
Historic Church
Goat dairy + cheese
Energy Expo
Historic cemetery
Rural scenery
Fruit Trees – wild food
Wattles in spring
Cement works
Bottle Kilns
Historic town
Signs of yesteryear
Retail shops
Walking on the common
Specialty retail
Common – walking trails
Sunny Corner Forest
Falnash State Forest
Thompson’s Creek Dam
Howards Pyrotechnics
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Comments on Specific Attractions
Attraction
Bottle Kilns

Signs of Yesteryear

Charlie Pinch Collection

Cement Works

Crystal Theatre
Common

State Forests

Comments
 Potentially a significant attraction
 Not being maintained – starting to deteriorate
 Needs immediate action to conserve
 Mound in front of the kilns should be removed – was originally put there to protect the
kilns from blasting. Removal would enable the kilns to be viewed from town
 Kilns are not signposted
 Popular with visitors
 More signs are being painted in October
 ‘Walnuts’ undertaking the paintings
 Being broken up
 Needs to be retained in Portland
 Cement works is an ideal location
 Needs to be protected
 Attractive buildings
 Boral is reviewing all assets – is exploring options for the property
 Great asset for the town
 Potential for film festivals, performances etc
 600 acres on edge of town
 Walking trails
 Small dam – yabbies
 Native fauna and birdlife
 Range of activities
 Potential for mushrooming – need to have information similar to Oberon

Activities in the Area
Activities
Orienteering
Bushwalking
Geo Caching
Bird Watching
‘Wild food’
Quilting
Hill Climb
Enduro
Speedway
Fishing

Comments
 Growth sport in the area – increased number of enquiries
 Potential on the Common and in the State Forests
 Growth – number of caches in the area
 Yellow-tailed black cockatoos
 Rosellas
 Road-side harvesting
 Mushrooms in the State Forest

 Proposed near the Back Cullen Road
 Held a very successful event
 Cullen Bullen track
 Lake Wallace & Thompson Creek Dam

Facilities
Facilities
Olympic Swimming Pool
Golf Club
Bowling Club
Mens shed

Comments
 Art Deco building
 High maintenance – needs paint removed and taken back to brick
 9 holes
 Sand greens
 New Bowling Green
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Venues
Venue
Portland
Crystal Theatre
School of Arts
Masonic Hall
Community Centre
RSL Club
Bowling Club
Showground
Saville Park
Old Hospital
Wallerawang
Lake Wallace
Black & Gold

Comments

Used for martial arts
Chinese restaurant, upstairs function room – recently renovated with AV equipment

Could potentially be a venue
Suitable for outdoor events
Conference Centre

Infrastructure
Locality
Tunnel Hill Rest Area
Mt Piper

Comments
 Ideal location for a bill board to promote Wallerawang / Portland
 Need directional signs to Wallerawang & Portland

Accommodation
Camping

Camping is popular in the State Forests.

Showground is ideal for groups to camp

Nowhere for the grey nomads to camp
Additional Accommodation Needed
Lack of accommodation is a constraint
Portland needs:



Caravan Park
Motel accommodation

Issues
Issues
Footpath Trading

2.3

Comments
 Costs $283 per year for a permit
 Very expensive for small business

Evaluation



Portland has the essential ‘ingredients’ needed for it to become a tourist attraction in its own right. Strengths include
the virtually intact art deco centre which is well presented (still needs some work); significant heritage attractions –
bottle kilns and cement works, with Portland Cement having recognition in the market particular amongst older
travellers; Signs of Yesteryear which provide a point of difference and are an attraction, significant potential in the
hotels; park adjacent to the shopping centre; the Lake (former quarry) and access to the State Forests and attractions
in the surrounding area.



The Portland business community is working together – there was a realisation that they need to ‘drive’ development
of tourism themselves. With leadership, assistance and encouragement from Council (primarily to ensure that
everyone is working towards a common vision), the Portland community should be able to achieve alot.
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The immediate priorities for Portland are directional signage, protection and public access to the bottle kilns and
generating publicity around the Signs of Yesteryear that are being painted in October. The longer term priorities are
the resolution of the cement works, tying together the various landscape elements of the town, and the development of
walking and cycling trails, including access from the village to the forests.

Portland
Portland needs:


Motel accommodation – preferably within or in walking distance to the town centre. Other possible locations include
the old hospital site, near the golf club, near the bowling club or on the Boral Site – preferably with views of one of the
quarry lakes.



B&B, Guesthouse, self contained and/or lodge style accommodation – preferably within walking distance of the town
centre. There are a number of historic houses and cottages in the town that would be ideal for accommodation. For
example, the houses on the Boral Site (Willawa Street) could be readapted as a boutique motel – guest house
operation). Alternatively, there are clusters/rows of heritage cottages (eg in Lime Street) that could be converted into
tourist accommodation)



Caravan Park / Camping area.



Ability to use the Showground for events and activities, including temporary accommodation for events and for groups
(eg caravan and camping rallies).



Galleries and lifestyle outlets – preferably in the town centre or as part of the Boral site, but also the option for homebased businesses.

Following the workshop, Wallerawang and Portland were re-visited to look at signage. Summarised below are observations
and suggestions for consideration.

Signs of Yesteryear
These are already attracting visitors. Additional signs will provide the critical mass needed to be able to more actively
promote the town as a destination. It is suggested that:


That the first thing that visitors see when arriving in the town centre is a yesteryear sign. Two strategic locations are:



Wallerawang Road entry – the side of the Imperial Hotel
Mt Piper Road Entry entry – the side of the Old Wares in Railway Street. This building appears to have had a
Peters ice cream sign on it at one stage.



As the signs are likely to be photographed, it would be highly desirable for the buildings that they are on to present
well. For example, the Old Wares building in Railway Street would provide a gateway entry statement for the town if it
was repainted in conjunction with restoring the old signs.



Research be undertaken into the appearance of the Portland Cement Bags over-time. If attractive / interesting, the
bags could potentially be reproduced on the side of the garbage tins in the Park and town centre.
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Other older style signs in the town also be retained and revamped. For example, the Welcome to Portland sign, in the
rest area on the Wallerawang Road entrance to town, has alot of character, however needs to be repainted.



Consideration be given to developing an themed signage policy for Portland, so that all future signs are coordinated
and contribute to the character of the area.



In the future, the fence between the Olympic Pool and the Park could be an ideal location for the erection of the old
swimming costume advertising signs.

Directional Signage needed in Portland
The locations that need directional signs to the town centre are:
Mt Piper Road

Crn of Frankfort and Roswell

T intersection – Roswell and Thompson

Rail crossing – intersection of Railway and Williwa
Portland – Cullen Bullen Road

Wallerawang Rd-Williwa-Portland Cullen Bullen Road intersection
Sunny Corner Road
There is a need for signage at the Sunny Corner Road – Lime Street intersection. A decision needs to be made on which
route to the town centre should be signposted from this intersection – Lime Street, Wolgan Street or Firth Avenue onto
Wallerawang Road.

Wallerawang
Wallerawang is at the beginning the ‘gentrification’ process. The immediate emphasis needs to be on landscaping and
presentation of the town centre buildings and businesses.
Wallerawang needs:


Additional motel and self contained accommodation – ideally located within close proximity to the town centre. The
prime location would be to expand the Black Gold complex as this would improve the viability of the property . The
property has the staff and infrastructure (restaurant, bar, meeting rooms) in place. Additional rooms would
substantially increase revenue without significantly increasing operating costs.



Small camping / overnight area at Lake Wallace.
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Provision for temporary camping at Lake Wallace –eg as part of an event, or to accommodate a club (eg Caravan,
motorhome, 4WD) rally.



Consideration should also be given to acquiring / zoning land to the immediate west or north of the Wallerawang oval
for recreation, to provide an additional playing field. (see comments on Lithgow showground)



Inclusion of the international ‘bed’ symbol on the signage at each end of main street.



Town Centre directional sign at the intersection of Barton Street and the entry into the Lake Wallace Reserve



Improvement in the presentation of businesses in the main street.



Coordinated tree / flower plantings – utilising the small front yards of the businesses and houses in the shopping
centre to create a series of coordinated and themed ‘pocket’ gardens (similar in concept to the daffodils of Rydal)

Other Signage Needed


Directional signs to the State Forests
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3.

HARTLEY VALLEY

3.1 Hartley Valley Workshop
7 people attended the Hartley Workshop, including representatives from National Parks and the RTA. The main points
raised were:


Concentration of heritage and historic sites and buildings in the valley, however these are not ‘tied’ together either
physically or through promotional material. The historic significance of the valley is not recognised. Need to improve
the Hartley village historic site (National Parks), and open up / interpret the remains of the Shale works and the
venicular railway. Also opportunities to open up parts of Cox’s Road.



Gateway to Lithgow City and also the gateway to western NSW – it’s the first place out of Sydney where travellers
‘connect’ with rural Australia. “Slow down, Sydney is behind you’.



The community has in the past run successful events, however this is too demanding on volunteers. Hartley Big Back
Yard is no longer being held.



Want to position Hartley as a ‘creative hub’ with galleries, eateries and places for workshops (g felting and dyeing,
photography etc) + cooking schools.



Need to strengthen links with upper Blue Mountains – to feed into the Valley.



In addition to heritage, there are clusters of galleries and eateries, alpacas and nurseries in the valley, plus the beauty
of the escarpment (particularly at sunset) and access to natural areas / national parks.



Highway deviation provides the opportunity to grow Hartley into a historic arts and craft focused village and heritage
precinct.

3.2

Workshop Outcomes

Attraction Base of the Valley
Attraction
Comments
Natural / Outdoors / Adventure
Hyde Park Reserve

Cox’s River
Hartley Reserve
McKanes Falls
Walks
Lawsons Long Alley
Lockyers Rd Loop Berghofers
Pass
Mt Victoria to Hartley
Escarpment
Kangaroos
Jenolan caves

Under Council control
Potential to provide walking tracks between Hartley and the Reserve
Aboriginal History
Issues with accessibility
Subject to a Land Claim
Weir at Cox’s River Road
Need to complete the sealing of the road – 4-5km still remaining
Corner of Jenolan Caves Road
Linear Walks – rather than loops
Start in the Mt Victoria Area
Need to improve / replace signage
Promote sunsets on the escarpment
Opportunities for wildlife viewing
Brings travellers through the valley
Option for providing an alternative scenic route through Cox’s River Rd

Outdoors / Soft Adventure
Paint Ball
Centennial Glen Horse Riding
National Parks

Browns Gap
More National Parks than Blue Mountains
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Able to do more activities in the Lithgow area

Heritage
Hartley Historic Site

HV Cemetery
Cox’s Road
(Built 1814-1815)
Shale Oil / Kerosene Works
ruins
McKanes Falls Bridge
Venicular Railway ruins

Between 30,000 – 100,000 visitors per annum
Excursions – around 6,000 school kids per year
Buses stop at the site to use the toilets
Toilets are being upgraded
Picnic facilities are being added
Opening up a family history / archives / research room
Looking at providing light refreshments and accommodation
National Trust Listed
Committee exploring options for the preservation of the road corridor and remaining structures
Looking to incorporate the Road into the Crossing of the Blue Mountains Celebration – 2013.
Parts of the road are on private land – could potentially open up parts of the road once a year
Mainly on Crown Land near the Comet Inn – not alot left – but needs to be protected and interpreted
Part of Cox’s Road. Bridge built 1893- one of 7 remaining McDonald Timber Truss Bridges in Australia
State Significant heritage listing
Near Comet Inn

Galleries & Specialty Retail
Talisman
Dawes Offord
HV Tea House
Aldgate
Harp Of Erin
Meads Farm
Farmhouse Lolly Shop

Collection of businesses and historic buildings that are not visually linked. Somehow need to tie them
together and also link with other heritage buildings and sites in the Valley

Eateries / Produce / Wine
Ambermere Rose
Talisman
HV Tea House
Comet Inn
Farmhouse
Full Throttle
Adam’s Shed / Meet the
Maker

Growing recognition in the marketplace
Attracting residents from the upper mountains – drives and long lunches
Nothing open on Tuesdays

Farm / Agriculture
Nursery
HVTH Nursery
Maple Springs Nursery
Great Western Nursery (JC
Road Good Forest)
Alpacas
Ngullaminya
Bonny Belle
Peak
Belgrave

Alpaca track – open day twice a year – (2 weekends + intervening week)
Belgrave – open by appointment / shop
Bonny Belle – on-line shop

Activities that can be undertaken in the area









Fishing
Bushwalking
Swimming
Dining
Paintball
Horse riding
Family History research
Artistic workshops – felting and dyeing – potential to grow this type of events
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Accommodation in the Valley
Collitts Inn
Peak – Mt Kanimbla
Secret Valley Escape – 6-8 cabins
Venice Caravan Park
Six Foot Track Cabins
Hartley Valley Farm – Time Share
Glenroy Cottages
Blue Hills Farm Retreat
Hartley on the Hill
Camping – Kanimbla Valley

Events
Big Backyard

Was successful

No longer holding the event – too demanding on volunteers
2013 Crossing of the Blue Mountains

Hartley is one of the sites

Explore opportunities to be involved in the celebrations

Adam’s Shed


Meet the Maker – Wine Tasting

Comet Inn

Yulefest

Rock & Roll Night

Bush Dance

Venues:





Collit’s Inn –functions and weddings
Ambermere Rose – functions and weddings
School Hall – seats 85
Old Royal Hotel – Bar area 20-30 people + community meeting room

Markets Attracted:











Passing Highway traffic
Touring traffic
Motor cycle groups, car clubs
Day trippers – lunch / gallery market primarily from the Blue Mountains
Coach tour groups – generally stop at Hartley Historic Site
School excursions – concentrated at Hartley Historic Site
Family researchers, history groups and individuals
Car & motor cycle market – Full Throttle
Knitters and craft people – attracted by the Alpaca open days
International tourists
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Future:
Highway Deviation



Corridor has been defined. Further investigations currently underway to define the ‘exact’ route.

Opportunities





3.3

Opportunity to create a Village precinct – establish the area as a Creative Hub - Artist’s enclave
Need to address rezoning and sewerage issues
Could undertake strategic tree planting so that landscaping is established when Highway deviation opens
Possibility of doing workshops – felting, dyeing, cooking schools, forging etc

Evaluation



The significance of Hartley as a gateway to both Lithgow and Central NSW is not recognised in the presentation and
infrastructure of the area. While there are a number of quality businesses in the area, the area presents as a
collection of adhoc buildings along the Highway corridor. There is a need to position Hartley as the gateway arrival
point, to provide an information directory for both Lithgow and the Central Tablelands Region, and to landscape the
area to create cohesion.



In the short-term, a common themed planting (eg the daffodils at Rydal) of flowering plants / shrubs should be
considered as it would visually tie the area together.



The Valley runs north-south, however traffic is concentrated east-west and primarily remains on the Highway.
Signage is needed to encourage travellers to explore the valley on either side of the Highway.



Once the Highway deviation route is determined, a masterplan, including landscaping, should be prepared for the
area. Where possible, strategic tree planting (coordinated feature trees / theme) should commence as soon as
possible so that key elements of the landscaping is in-place when the deviation goes through.



There is a concentration of heritage and historic sites and buildings in the valley, however these are not ‘tied’ together
either physically or through promotional material. The historic significance of the valley is not recognised. Need to
improve the Hartley village historic site (National Parks), and open up / interpret the remains of the Shale works and
the venicular railway. Also opportunities to open up parts of Cox’s Road.



Gateway to Lithgow City and also the gateway to western NSW – it’s the first place out of Sydney where travellers
‘connect’ with rural Australia. ‘Slow down, Sydney is behind you’.



The community has in the past run successful events, however this is too demanding on volunteers. Hartley Big Back
Yard is no longer being held.



Want to position Hartley as a ‘creative hub’ with galleries, eateries and places for workshops (g felting and dyeing,
photography etc) + cooking schools.



Need to strengthen links with upper Blue Mountains – to feed into the Valley.



In addition to heritage, there are clusters of galleries and eateries, alpacas and nurseries in the valley, plus the beauty
of the escarpment (particularly at sunset) and access to natural areas / national parks.



Highway deviation provides the opportunity to grow Hartley into an historic arts and craft focused village and heritage
precinct.
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3.4

Directions Forward

The proposal to develop a small village centre around the existing cluster of tourism outlet, once the highway deviation is
completed is supported from a tourism perspective. The area could potentially support a small boutique motel to service
highway travellers, and also visitors coming into the area for functions (Collits Inn), bushwalking, paintball, and possibly for
arts & craft related workshops.
Additional accommodation close to Collits Inn and Comet Inn would also help to improve the viability of these businesses
and other businesses in the Hartley Valley.
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4.

RYDAL

4.1

Rydal Workshop

5 people attended the workshop including a representative from National Parks. The main outcomes were:


The daffodils have put Rydal on the map – the event is growing each year. The community struggles with getting
enough volunteers, particularly mid-week.



The proximity to the Lidsdale State Forest, Marrangaroo National Park and Lake Lyell are major assets for the Village,
attracting people into the area year-round. The main markets are 4WD clubs and enthusiasts and trail bike riders.
There is an increasing number of mountain-bikers attracted by the trails,



There is a need for public toilets and a playground in the village and also a need to improve presentation of properties
in the entry corridors.



The Showground is a major asset for the village, with the showground being used for small exhibitions and for
camping accommodation for groups. There is a need for improved toilet and shower facilities.



Need for investment in National Park infrastructure – Marrangaroo is being degraded by trail bikers – need to increase
other users to displace bikes. Evans Crown – needs improvements in signage and track marker on the Crown area.
There is a need for brochures and maps. Wedgetail eagles and rare butterflies are an attraction.

4.2

Workshop Outcomes

Summary


The daffodils have put Rydal on the map – the event is growing each year. The community struggles with getting
enough volunteers, particularly mid-week.



The proximity to the Lidsdale State Forest, Marrangaroo National Park and Lake Lyell are major assets for the Village,
attracting people into the area year-round. The main markets are 4WD clubs and enthusiasts and trail bike riders.
There is an increasing number of mountain-bikers attracted by the trails.



There is a need for public toilets and a playground in the village and also a need to improve presentation of properties
in the entry corridors.



The Showground is a major asset for the village, with the showground being used for small exhibitions and for
camping accommodation for groups. There is a need for improved toilet and shower facilities.



Need for investment in National Park infrastructure – Marrangaroo is being degraded by trail bikers – need to increase
other users to displace bikes. Evans Crown – needs improvements in signage and track markers on the Crown area.
There is a need for brochures and maps. Wedgetail eagles, peregrine falcons and rare butterflies are an attraction.

Markets attracted to the Village
4WD market





Individuals and informal groups
NSW 4WD events
Clubs and Club training
Annual interclub get-togethers

Trail bikes

Individuals and informal groups – groups of men & families
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Occasional club

Motorcycle touring – informal and organised groups – Hotel is popular
Car based touring market
Fisherman
Mountain bikes – growing market
Short breaks
Horse riding – bicentennial trail
Road cyclists
Bushwalkers – Bicentennial Trail & Evans Crown
Daffodil Festival

Coach tour groups

Garden Clubs

Day tripper – Sydney and surrounding region

Assets and Attractions
Asset / Attraction
Rydal Showground

Pioneer Park

Greg Featherstone Park
St Matthews
Union Church

Guards Van
Former Police Station
Hotel

Sculpture Gardens
Surrounding Area
Marrangaroo National Park

Comments
Major asset for the village
Managed by Rydal Showground Trust
Facilities – Ed Morton Pavilion, Dining Room, Sheep Pavilion, Wool Pavilion, Arts & Craft
Pavilion, kiosk, old bar, toilets (women’s has 1 shower), offices
Popular for group camping – eg 4WD Clubs
Ed Morton Pavilion – used for Flower Show
Dining room – has a commercial kitchen – currently being upgraded – replacing ceiling
Toilets – in poor condition – not well located. Need for new toilets + showers
Used annually for the Rydal Show
Hosting the National Jeep Jamboree in 2012 – around 1,000 participants
Bush Trackers owners groups want to meet here in September 2012
Part of the Rydal Showground Trust area
Built by the community
Facilities – pathway, tables and chairs
Has been planted out with daffodils
Potential site for a playground
Potential site for new toilets to service the village
Feature for the village
Attractive plantings
Historic church
Contemporary etched glass windows – Patsy Moppet from Sofala
Will do wedding ceremonies
Historic church in main street
Purchased by the community
Ideal for small meetings and workshops
Lacks toilets
Proposal to develop as a small museum
Rail Corp wants to charge $1,400 per year rent - unrealistic
Still has gaol cells at the rear
Heritage property – being refurbished
Open Thursday – Sunday for lunch and dinner and at other times for snacks and coffee
Painted flags
Occasional entertainment
Capacity limited to 30-40 people
Quality sculptures
Variable opening hours
No visitor facilities
Lack of boundary definition between State Forest and Park
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Evans Crown Nature
Reserve

Lidsdale State Forest
Bicentennial Trail

Lake Lyell
Wineries
Caseys – Hazelwood
Wanooka - Tarana
Local road network
Cox’s Road
Bonaventure Road

Woolshed – Hampton
Abundant Wildlife

Bushwalking
Rock climbing is permissible but this is not promoted
National Parks is upgrading the area
Need to define the trail at the top – people get lost
Limited interpretation
Need a brochure for the Reserve
Wiradjuri Meeting site – Bora ground nearby on private property
Superb views
Granite tors
Rare butterfly
Wedgetail eagles / Nesting site for rare Peregrine Falcon
Network of trails
Attracts a high level of 4WD and trail bike use
Increasingly being used by mountain bikers
Closest access point to Sydney
Attracts mountain bikers, walkers and horses – occasional camels and donkeys
Mountain bikers – could easily do 60-100km – from Rydal to Jenolan Caves in a day
Potential for a walk between Wallerawang and Rydal
Rydal is the closest town to Lake
Not signposted effectively from the Lake
Wedgetail Eagles
Wanooka – old building – good experience – wine expert
Ideal for motorcycle and cycle touring
Remains close to the village
Crown Reserve
Local property owners don’t want people on the property
Rydal to Mt Lambie
Convict road / old coach road
Area near towers has great views
Good rood for walking and cycling
Hold 500
Wombats, wallabies, kangaroos

Daffodil Festival











Showcase Gardens – Chapel House, Karingal, Bark Ridge, Pendari
Entertainment and food – have a hand bell choir
$10 entry fee to gardens
1,450 tickets sold to gardens in 2010
Midweek attract groups – Sydney and surrounding region
Weekends – 33% Central NSW, 33% Blue Mountains, 33% Sydney
Alot of local VFR visitors
Difficult to get volunteers mid-week – schools are helping out
Supported by regional media – television and print media coverage
Direct market to 72 gardening clubs

Mountain Bikes



Potential growth activity for the area
Central Mountain Bike Club is developing trains in the area (Craig Flynn)

Accommodation




Alexander Hotel
Rydalmount
Owl Pen at Chapel House
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Stationmasters B&B
Kookawood
Rose Cottage
Eagle View
Camping – Showground, Lake Lyell + State Forests

Issues


No public toilets in the village – Council is looking at options to address this, however very little land is available, with
the land that is available not being suitable due to septic tanks and drainage issues.



Need for a playground – Council is looking at options



Village Association and Showground have different opinions on where the playground and toilets should be located



Need to manage off-road activities so that the area does not become another Newnes Plateau – 4WD generally stay
on tracks – dirt bikes don’t



Presentation – need to continue to upgrade entry corridors and village areas. Main area to be addressed in between
the railway and hotel – house and land in poor condition.

4.3

Evaluation

From a tourism perspective, priorities are:


Public toilets – preferably at the Showground to service both the village and the Showground.



Continued improvement of the Showground to cater for groups and events. With the proximity to the forest, National
park and lake, the showground has the potential to become a significant venue for groups and a staging area for
events.



Formalisation and marking of trails in the State Forest and definition of National Park boundaries would help to
address current issues and increase accessibility to the area. Information on ‘go’ and ‘no go’ areas needs to be
available both as an information directory in the Village and also in print format (possibly similar to the ski maps or
marine park maps). This could potentially be achieved through a JV between Parks, Forests and the Crown.



The Village would benefit from improving the presentation in the entry corridors, particularly in the area between the
railway crossing and Hotel.

The village could potentially support more accommodation – eg additional rooms for the hotel, B&B and guesthouse style
accommodation. There may be potential in the bushland ridge running from the cemetery through to the water tank area for
low key group or self contained cabin accommodation. Farm stays (eg shearers quarters) close to the village should also be
encouraged. The Showground also needs to be approved for primitive camping and for temporary accommodation for
events.
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5.

CAPERTEE VALLEY

5.1

Capertee Valley Workshop

17 people attended the workshop, including a representative from National Parks and residents of Capertee village. The
main outcomes were:


The significance and scenic beauty of the Valley is under-valued and under-promoted. Everyone knows about the
Grand Canyon in the US, but no one knows about the Capertee Valley.



The Valley has a range of assets to work with – National Parks (3), Conservation Area, agricultural (both rural scenery
and activities), alpacas, museum, Glen Davis ruins, opportunities for camping, heritage, bird hot spot, wildlife viewing
and rare plants. The ability to tap into touring routes (greater Blue Mountains Discovery Trail, Tablelands Way and
Bylong Valley Way) also an advantage.



Some of the attendees were not interested in commercialising the valley or generating economic returns from tourism,
with the desire to leave it as free / low cost area for people to enjoy.



Issues identified included the need to improve signage, provide access to and interpretation at Pearson’s Lookout,
invest in visitor facilities in the National Parks, improve presentation of Capertee village – which is the gateway to the
Valley, upgrade road roads, provide an education / interpretative centre and reduce the reliance on volunteers. Coal
mining in the area is a potential threat to the environmental value and perception of the area.



The village is more aligned to the Mudgee area than to Lithgow. This needs to be capitalised upon.

A small committee was formed to look at improving the presentation of Capertee Village.

5.2

Workshop Outcomes

Icons / Unique Selling Points
Largest enclosed valley in the world
Spectacular scenery
The Capertee Valley is a nature based destination with significant bio diversity. Itis valued by CMA as the headwaters of the
Colo River Internally the Valley is registered as an Important Bird Area (IBA).

Strengths / Assets to work with
,
Natural Environment

Heritage

Agriculture

Three National Parks – Wollemi (World Heritage Area), Gardens of Stone, Capertee + Mugii
Murrum-ban Atate SCA
Natural Features / iconic landforms
Bird Hot Spot
Rare flora
Geology
Abundant wildlife
Scenery / views
Glen Davis + ruins
Airly Village ruins
Glen Alice Church & Cemetery
Simmo’s Museum
Scenery
Diversity of landscapes & practices – cattle, crops, alpacas, goats, feed crops, grapes , olives
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Accommodation
Venues
Touring Routes

Road Network

Tours

Range of accommodation – camping, self contained, B&Bs, heritage hotels
Glen Davis Community Centre
Glen Alice Community Hall
Opportunity to market the Valley in conjunction with:
Greater Blue Mountains Drive – Discovery Trails

Tourist Drive 2 linking Capertee, Glen Alice, Bogee with Kandos, Rylstone, Lue and
Mudgee
Tablelands Way
Bylong Valley Way
Alpaca trail (Mudgee)
Capertee Valley Way (Glen Davis / Glen Alice roads)
Road through the Valley – connects to Rylstone & Capertee – offers an alternative route
to the Castlereagh Highway for traffic travelling between Lithgow and Mudgee
Possible to do touring loop from either Mudgee or Lithgow
Access to commercial tour operators
Capertee Valley helicopters
Wheely Good 4WD tours

Culture & Education

Issues / Challenges
Very low market place awareness of the size or significance of the Valley
Poorly defined gateways (see Section 9)
Poor signage – gateway, directional, interpretive
Limited / poorly defined access to National Parks and SCA
Attractions / assets not readily accessible and/or visible – on private property
Limited capacity of the accommodation in the valley
Potential threat from coal mining / visual intrusion of coal stockpiles.
Reliance on volunteers
Very limited resources – Council, National Parks, community
Inadequate visitor information & promotional material (print, web based and digital)
Poor presentation of some private properties (visual eyesores) – Capertee and Glen Davis
Pearson’s Lookout – no signage, no interpretative material

Cost of joining tourist associations (Mudgee, Lithgow, Blue Mountains) – difficult for small operators –
mostly zero return on investment
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Products & Activities
Product / Activity
National Parks & SCA
Wollemi National Park

Gardens of Stone
National Park
Capertee National Park
Mugii Murrum-ban (Mt
Airlie) SCA

Comments
Limited access points from Capertee Valley – main visitor node is
Dunns Swamp
Pipeline Track from Glen Davis to Newnes – no directional signage
to track head from main visitor area.
Coorongooba camping & picnic area, – walking track along river –
need for improved directional signage – small signs on Glen Davis
Road difficult to see.
Wollemi Pine area is not accessible to visitors.
Access points not signposted off Glen Davis Road
Possible to walk to Pantoneys Crown – Off trail walk
Walking trails proposed
Potential for accommodation
Possible interpretation in Woolshed precinct
Possible walk to historic town of Airly

What is needed

Potential Opportunity

Improved directional signage to track heads.
Improved directional signage to Coorongooba – possibly advanced
warning signs on Glen Davis Road



Information / promotional material

Finalisation of Plan of Management
Development of visitor facilities as a priority
Promotional material / Maps
Access to Airly township

Possible Discovery Ranger
Program / training of local
volunteer guides to provide tours
for schools, educational and other
groups

Flora & Fauna
Wollemi Pine

Bird Trails

Not accessible to area where Pine was found
More relevant to Rylstone than Capertee Valley
Has been claimed by both Mid-Western & Blue Mountains as a
tourist attraction
Bird Hot Spot – 263+ varieties
Bird Trail brochure being prepared by Capertee Valley Alliance
Restoration of Regent Honey Eater Habitat
Glen Alice Church / Community Hall – good place to see Regent
Honey Eater
Birdwatchers – includes some internationals – tend to stay longer in
the area
Ttree planting by volunteers on private land as restoration for birds
and inparticular, the Regent Honeyeater

Investigate feasibility of planting a
small grove of pines in the Valley
that can be accessed by visitors
Encourage bird watching tour
operators to include tours to
Capertee Valley as part of their
tour itineraries
Target bird watching clubs – direct
market via internet and PR
marketing through bird websites &
magazines
Bird photography workshops

Wildlife
Rare Plants

Abundance of wallabies, kangaroos & wombat
Popular with families & international visitors
Rare native grasses around Glen Alice Church
Remnant Box Woodland

Grasses need to be listed on relevant register
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Product / Activity
Outdoor / Nature Based
Bushwalking

Bicentennial Trail
Rock Climbing /
Abseiling
Mountain Biking

Comments

What is needed

Valley ideal and surrounds ideal for experienced bushwalkers –
need to be able to read a map & compass.
Most walks are moderate to hard + longer distances. Also
significant areas of ‘off track’.
No ‘easy’, well signposted, highly accessible walks suitable for
inexperienced bushwalkers and families with younger children.
Need for detailed trail notes.
No map single map for the bushwalks in the valley – need to use
multiple maps.
Maps in the National Parks & Tourism Brochure are not adequate –
not enough details.
Safety is an issue – lost and injured walkers. Walkers lack
experience and/or are not appropriately prepared.
Generally take / refer visitors to Dunn’s Swamp – easy, well
signposted walking trails.
Proposed ‘easy’ walk in the Capertee National Park
Not signposted in the Valley
Some sections may go through private property – need to request
access from owner (needs to be checked)
Escarpment ideal for climbing
Limited access
No guides / operators in the Valley
Capertee Challenge – growing event
Dunville Loop Road – suitable for recreational riding – gravel road –
suitable for mountain and touring bikes – no road cycles
Capertee National Park trails

Comprehensive information on walks in the Valley – in one
brochure / on one map (Note: this may be addressed with the
Michael Keats book)
Directional signage to track heads + information at the track heads.
Experienced Walkers
Somewhere to register for safety purposes.
Route markers on ‘confusing’ sections of tracks.
Inexperienced Walkers
A few ‘easy’, relatively short walks, that are well signposted and
suitable for inexperienced walkers and families with young children.
A walk is needed in the Glen Davis Area – preferably accessible
from the camping area
Significant investment in Park infrastructure and facilities

Potential Opportunity
Guided walks

Note: proposed interpretative walk/s in the Capertee National Park /
None currently proposed for Wollemi National Park.
Explore possibility of promoting and signposting the section of the
Trail through the Valley so that visitors can experience the Trail
Identify suitable areas (need access)

Rock Climbing / Abseiling
operator
Iconic climbing face

Define areas suitable for Mountain Bikes
Mountain bike trails map & information for the LGA and Valley
Identify areas / routes suitable for recreational riding (eg families,
visitors)

Scenery / Physical Environment
Spectacular scenery

Valley of 1000 views
Size / scale of the valley – need for comparisons to the Grand
Canyon
Iconic landforms – escarpments, peaks, mesas
Rainforest
No viewing areas along Glen Davis / Glen Alice Roads
No easy walks to lookouts / viewing areas within the Valley
Ideal for filming

Viewing areas along the Glen Davis and Glen Alice Roads – safe
places to pull off and take photographs
Possibly some interpretation / signage in key viewing areas to
identify points of interest / iconic landforms
Advance warning signs (camera icon / 100m)
Somewhere / something (an icon) that marks the size / scale of the
valley where visitors can get their photo taken
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Possible merchandising opportunity

Product / Activity
Pearson’s Lookout

Geology
‘Capertee blue’

Comments
Provides spectacular views of the Capertee Valley
Ideal introduction to the Valley for north-bound (traffic heading to
Mudgee) / possibly too late to encourage southbound traffic to visit
the Valley
Issues
Not signposted – issues with RTA / safety issues with access &
egress
No interpretation
Name – consultant raised issue of name – does not ‘promote’ the
Capertee Valley or promote the ‘largest enclosed valley in the
world’
Current Status
Capertee Valley Alliance has made representations to Premiers
Department – has been referred to Land & Property Management
Authority (LPMA) to endeavour to resolve issues and improve
access
Council also endeavouring to have lookout issues resolved
Examples of different geological features and processes
Light / colour popular with artists & photographers

What is needed

Potential Opportunity

Safe access
Effective signage on Castlereagh Highway – including advanced
warning signs
Interpretative signage + tourist signage on how to access the Valley
and key attractions, availability of accommodation etc
Consider changing names or add tag line to Pearson’s Lookout to
promote ‘Largest enclosed valley in world’

Create awareness of the Capertee
Valley and encourage visitation

Development of a geological tour / trail

School / university excursions
Targeting art and photography
clubs.
Seek to have valley included in art
and photography tour programs
offered by commercial operators
and institutions (eg Australian
Museum)

Night Skies

Potential to attract the amateur astronomy market

Heritage
Glen Davis Ruins
Mt Airly

On private land, accessible by tour
Tours – Saturday afternoon & by appointment
Historic mining village / ruins

Historic Churches &
Cemeteries

Pressed metal church – Glen Alice
Glen Alice Cemetery – historical graves, rare native vegetation

Simmo’s Museum

Collection of memorabilia
Open weekends and at other times by appointment

Access to the ruins – walking / mountain biking and/or 4WD
access

If mine will not open the area
for public access, explore
possibility of commercial 4WD
operators being given access

Historic churches and cemeteries guide – currently being
prepared by Lithgow Tourism Staff – any information on sites
in the Valley would be appreciated
Package in conjunction with
Glen Davis ruins for promotion
to coach tour market
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Product / Activity
Agriculture
Alpacas

Farm Experiences

Events
Live Life Fun Walk –
organised by Bogee
RFS
Capertee Challenge
Mountain bike event
Dinners

Capertee National
Park

Comments
4 alpaca operators in the Valley – (Wiraki, Lemon Farm,
Marlyn???)
Will open by appointment
Market through Mudgee – ‘Alpacas over the range’
Can buy alpaca yarn / fleece
Don’t do anything with the operators in Hartley (Note: Hartley
operators participate in Alpaca promotions & have coordinated
opening days)
Visitors interested in agriculture – want access to farm experiences
No commercial farm experience
Accommodation operators take visitors to farms owned by friends
Suggest that information on agriculture in the valley be available –
designed to tell visitors about the different types of cows, crops etc
Working dogs – capitalise on Red Dog

What is needed
Alpaca Trail and promotion in the Valley

Potential Opportunity
Workshops
Education programs

(Note: Mudgee Tourism has already developed a trail which includes
operators in the Capertee Valley).

Information on agriculture in the Valley

Farm tours

Proposed 5km, 8km, 30km walk
Annual event
Growing in importance
Supports paraphlegics

Exposure for the Valley in
Mountain bike press

Monthly Dinners held in Glen Davis hall

Promote the Hall as a
venue for groups
Workshops / functions for
special interest groups
Need for investment in Visitor Facilities
National Park interpretative / info centre
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Suggested Trails
Bird trails (being developed)
Heritage trail
Agricultural trail – including the Alpaca Trail
Cycling & Mountain-biking routes
Geology trail
Walking trails

Markets attracted to the Valley
Market Segment
Families

Touring market
Short breaks
Bushwalkers
Birdwatchers
Mountain bikers
4WD
Horse riders
Artists
Photographers
Quilters
Tour groups
School groups
Motor cyclists

Comments
Attracted by free camping
Nature / outdoor attractions – back to basics
Safe environment for kids to explore – walk, ride their bikes
Good place for family bonding
Camper vans
Touring couples and families
People coming away for a weekend to escape
Ideal product for experienced walkers / walking club
Need product development for inexperienced walkers
Longer stay market
Attracts domestic & international tourist
Several tour guides operate in the Valley
Growing market
Capertee Challenge
Camp
Stay at the Royal Hotel Capertee, birds and wildflowers
Coming off the Bicentennial Trail & other trails
Attracted by the light & colour – Capertee Blue
Attracted by the scenery
Workshops held in the Valley
Probus, View Clubs, National Trust etc
Visit Glen Davis ruins
Touring cyclists – note: dirt road is a deterrent for some cyclists

Proposal to develop a small business targeting foreign students – to provide a rural / nature-based experience – (could
potentially expand to domestic students)
 Get overflow from Mudgee when there are major events (eg Day on the Green)
Do not get overflow from events in Lithgow
Very few travellers turn off the Castlereagh Highway and come into the Valley
Don’t want to be ‘money hungry’ – keep things free / affordable

Undesirable Markets
Trail bikes (dirt motorbikes)/ bikies
Recreational hunters (note commercial hunters needed for culling in National Parks etc – controlled activity)
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Infrastructure Needed
Improved signage & interpretative material
Easy bush walks
More accommodation (see Section 8)
Educational Discovery Centre / training centre
Better information & promotional material

Accommodation
Range of accommodation properties – heritage hotels, B&Bs, self contained cabins & camping
Free camping is a major attraction
Limited capacity – largest properties are the Boutique Hotel at Glen Davis and the Capertee Hotel.
Nowhere to accommodate larger groups – have to rely on Mudgee or Lithgow
Additional Accommodation
Need for self contained cabins in a rural / bush setting
Possibility of National Parks providing additional camping areas and homestead accommodation in Capertee National
Park

Promotional Material
Lithgow LGA Brochure
Information on travelling times is incorrect – need to address this in the next issue
Information not comprehensive enough
Should have Zig Zag Railway featured on the front cover
 The Zig Zag is old hat, try something new
Note: Brochure is designed as motivational collateral, to support marketing activities and raise awareness of tourism. It
directs potential consumers to the Lithgow Website where more detailed information and links to operators are available.
Brochure will be up-dated within the next 12 months. Any comments, suggestions and photographs would be
appreciated – comments to be emailed to Kelly at the Lithgow VIC

Promotional Material / Information Required
Need a separate brochure / map for each valley in the City
Capertee Valley map / brochure needs to pull together all the attractions, facilities etc within the Valley
National Parks brochures need to be up-dated
Need map / brochure for Capertee National Park & SCA
Possible Theme ‘ Get lost in the Capertee Valley’

Digital Marketing
Capertee Valley Alliance currently preparing website
 Capertee valley Alliance has existing photo blog sites – contains contributions from photographers who want to submit
photos
Opportunity to link the website to the Lithgow tourism website
Website also needs to be linked to key activity based websites (eg bushwalking), touring sites, camping directories etc
Opportunity to capitalise on social networking, through blogs, facebook etc.
Website needs to provide detailed information on activities that can be undertaken in the Valley
Potential in the future to provide information digitally through smart phone applications
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Capertee Village
Gateway to the Capertee Valley and Turon National Park
Village does not present well – does not have ‘gateway’ impact
Service centre for the Valley – petrol, food & accommodation – competing with Rylstone & Kandos as service centres
Signage at intersection of Castlereagh Highway and Glen Davis Road is poor – dominated by the Airly Mine Sign,
rather than the Valley signs
Interpretative panels in the Park are not signposted (i sign) from the Highway – travellers don’t know that they exist
Information on the large RTA sign on Glen Davis Road is out of date in relation to length of unsealed road
A number of properties in the village present poorly – residents would like Council to issue and enforce clean-up
orders.
School, hotel and service station present well.
Landscaping – would like assistance and support from Council – issues with lack of water

Approach to Improvements
Small working party formed to come up with ideas – needs to be community driven
Ideas to be discussed with Suzanne Lollback at Council
Focus on the intersection and areas that can be improved, rather than being bogged down by other issues
Small steps

Possible Themes / Considerations
Icon / sculpture on corner – to catch attention – eg a Pagoda rock
Possible creation of ‘stone gardens’ capitalising on the Gardens of Stone National Park (see www.stonegarden.co.uk
and ‘Japanese Stone Gardens’ by Stephen Mansfield for ideas / inspiration)
Use of stone walls / features
Eye-catching signage in Park – possibly something comparing size of Capertee Valley to Grand Canyon
Themed plantings – to generate colour and unify the village

Partnerships
Need Council and National Parks to provide more funds and assistance
National Parks concentrates too much on Blue Mountains. Parks in the Lithgow area are under-developed and
under-resourced.
Community is already very active – limited manpower and resources
Mudgee only promotes their area – maps etc do not include the Valley – need to be a member
Council has very limited resources
Need to work together
Will take time for funds etc to be accessed
Need to identify potential grants
Potential to work with Airly Mine

Other Comments
Lithgow
The town needs tender loving care
Rich industrial / mining heritage – strong point of difference – need to capitalise more on this
Eskbank House is a quality attraction
Overshadowed by Blue Mountains

Development / Commercial Activities
Services will improve as visitation increases
Don’t think that cafes etc are necessary
Do not want to be money hungry
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5.3

Evaluation



Residents are very passionate about the area. There is a strong belief from the Capertee Valley Alliance that
addressing signage and providing access to Pearson’s Lookout will solve issues and build visitation. While these are
important, other product and infrastructure development is also needed.



There is a need to make the significant assets of the Valley accessible to the ‘general’ public. For example, provide
‘easy’ access bushwalks and facilities in the National Parks, similar to Dunn’s Swamp. At present the Parks are only
accessible to hard-core and experienced bushwalkers and 4WDers. The agricultural attractions are also not currently
accessible but are a potential opportunity.



Capertee village is a strategic location. It is the northern gateway into Lithgow City and also the gateway for both the
Capertee Valley and the Turon National Park. It has a number of small businesses including the Hotel and Service
Station, some of which present well. The area would benefit significantly from improving the presentation of the village
and positioning it as a gateway with interpretation and directories. The key areas for improving presentation are the
gateway entry points, the Park and adjoining car park and the intersection of the Castlereagh Highway and the Glen
Davis Road. If possible it would be desirable to establish a viewing area of the valley close to the village, where
people can park and walk.



Pearson’s Lookout is spectacular and if possible should be developed. Strategically, it is more important for
northbound traffic as there is potential to ‘divert’ travellers through the valley. It is ‘too late’ for southbound traffic to
encourage them to visit the valley – however they may remember and visit the valley on a return trip. There is
potential to promote viewing of the escarpment at sunset. Consideration should be given to changing the name of the
Lookout to include Capertee Valley and its position as the ‘largest enclosed valley in the world’.



The proposed development plans for the Capertee National Park would deliver more benefits for the Valley if the
proposed facilities are located closer to the main activity nodes and services. Ideally, the Park should be accessed
from the Capertee Village area – this would strengthen the village and increase potential visitation to both the Park
and the valley.

Capertee Village
Importance







Northern gateway into Lithgow City – first impressions + potential to make travellers aware of key attractions in
Lithgow City
Gateway to the Capertee Valley to the east and Turon National Park to the west
Gateway to 4 national parks and a State Conservation area
Decision point – for north bound travellers to remain on the Castlereagh Highway or deviate on a scenic route via the
Capertee Valley – Rylstone and Kandos
Service centre (petrol, food etc) for visitors to the Capertee Valley and the Turon National Park
It is also now the service centre for workers at the Airly Mine

The gateway status needs to be recognised and addressed in the planning for and presentation of the Village. Key areas to
address are




Castlereagh Highway Gateway arrival points
Park precinct – park, parking area and Intersection of the Highway with Glen Davis Road.
Businesses (up to the business operators)

Capertee is the northern gateway to the City and also the gateway to the Capertee Valley and the Turon National Park /
Turon Gates. The village also services the Airly Mine. While the hotel is upgrading its accommodation, there is potential for
more accommodation to be provided. The village (or immediate surrounds – such as a rural site with views) could
potentially support a small motel, cabin complex, lodge and/or small caravan park with a few powered sites and self
contained cabins. A mixed development, similar to the Black and Gold complex at Wallerawang (ie mix of room types)
would be ideal. A small meeting – multipurpose room, should be considered as part of any accommodation development.
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Markets that could potentially be accommodated in Capertee include:









Mine-related workers and contractors
Rail workers (ARTC upgrade and maintenance of the Wallerawang – Ulan line)
Other work related travellers – National Parks, infrastructure service providers, rural workers etc)
Highway travellers (car, motorcycle and truck)
Special interest / activity based clubs, small groups and individuals (eg 4WD, trail bikes, mountain bikes, bushwalkers,
birdwatchers etc).
Leisure travellers / holiday makers – people coming out of Sydney late afternoon (heading to destinations such as
Turon Gates, Dunns Swamp) who stay overnight in commercial accommodation rather than try to find camp sites and
set up at night.
People coming into the area for events (eg Capertee Challenge)
Overflow from Mudgee during large events (eg Day on the Green).

Capertee Valley
The valley needs additional accommodation to service visitors looking to access the national parks and SCA in the valley.
The types of visitors attracted to the Valley include:







Short breaks couples market – often seeking seclusion and/or pampering.
Small groups of couples – going away together – group accommodation, lodge, self contained cabin complex or a
large farmhouse (4-5 bedrooms) or shearer’s quarters could be used by these groups.
Families – individual families, extended families or a number of families travelling together.
Special interest / activity based clubs, groups and individual (eg 4WD, trail bikes, mountain bikes, bushwalkers,
birdwatchers etc).
School excursions
Bus tour groups – primarily for Glen Davis

Suitable types of accommodation include low rise, low impact, attractively designed, environmentally sensitive:







Self contained cabins
B&B’s
Group accommodation (eg for Mountain bikers, bird watchers, bushwalkers, school groups etc).
Eco retreat
Health spa
Farm Stay

Protection of the environmental and scenic qualities of the Valley is paramount. Design and siting of development needs to
minimise the potential for visual impact. Other considerations include access, bushfire risk, impact on agricultural activities
etc.
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6. LAKE LYELL
The following comments on Lake Lyell are based on discussions with the Reserve operators and information provided by in
the community workshops.
The Lake is extremely popular and is attracting an increasing number of campers, anglers, power boaters and jet skiers out
of Sydney. Tourism development in the area includes the caravan park and picnic facilities on the water, and Sparadise,
Seclusions and Eagle View. The latter three properties are capitalising on the view of the lake and surrounding area and the
‘tranquillity’ of the area.
Further development of tourist accommodation in the Lake Lyell area will have economic spin-offs for Lithgow, Wallerawang,
Portland and Rydal.
Markets attracted
Markets attracted to the Lake Lyell area include:










Short breaks couples and groups of couples – Eagle View, Seclusions
Spa visitors – Sparadise
Campers and caravanners – families, grey nomad,
Anglers – clubs, social/family groups & individuals
Boating, waterskiing and jet skiing enthusiasts - clubs, social/ family groups & individuals
Groups and individuals camping at the Lake to access Lidsdale State Forest and Marrangaroo National Park – 4WD,
trail bikers, mountain bikers
Day visitors – picnickers + people bringing boats into the area
Touring market – cars & motorcycles – driving through the area
Families and small groups staying in farm stay and cabin accommodation along Thomas Mitchell Road

Basically the market is consuming three different products:


Activity based product directly associated with the use of the waterbody – this requires access to the foreshore and
waterbody.



‘Environmental’ product based on the attractiveness and ambience of the area – selling the views, tranquillity, bush
and rural environment.



Accommodation (camping) product - Users of the Lidsdale State Forest and Marrangaroo National Park (Mountain
bikers, 4WD, trail bikes etc) use Lake Lyell for camping. This market is also a potential market for other forms of
accommodation (eg cabins) if they were available.

Issues & Challenges
There are a number of challenges with the Lake Lyell area, including:


Limited capacity of the water body – there is already conflict occurring between anglers and powerboat / jet ski
activities



Fluctuating water levels – with levels determined by the demands of Delta for water.



Hilly Topography – with the topography being very steep in places. The underlying rock is also very hard and
expensive to remove. There are few flat-undulating areas around the Lake.



Limited amount of area open to the public to access the Lake foreshore.



The design and layout of the recreation area controlled by Council, is poor. It was designed for low level, local use,
however the Lake area has become a regional recreation area and is also attracting visitation from Sydney. The area
is generally booked out most warm weekends, spring, summer and autumn school holidays, long weekends and
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Easter. During these times demand for accommodation exceeds supply. Issues with the current design of the area
include:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Two separate areas to control – with no gate on one of the areas. The area without a gate is nearly impossible to
police.
The caravan – camping area and day visitor areas are no adequately separated. This creates conflict with day
visitors taking up camping sites or impinging on sites already occupied by campers. There are also security / theft
issues.
Insufficient parking for day visitors, particularly for boat trailers
Minimal beach area – water skiers want to ski off the beach, with the foreshore also in use for swimming, fishing
etc.

In addition:
‐

The operation of the Council reserve is economically marginal. This is due to the limited capacity of the area,
insufficient camping and caravanning sites, difficulty in getting people who use the non-gated area to pay, the
weather and water-level dependent nature of the business and the high cost of maintaining the area (eg buying in
potable water, needing to pump out the septic, garbage removal from illegal dumping and littering particularly in
the non-gated area, repairing facilities that are vandalised etc)

‐

There is strong demand for cabin accommodation – this would increase use year round and also significantly
improve the viability of the operation.

‐

The recreation area is dependent on tank water and an on-site septic system, both of which are too small for the
number of people using the area.

‐

There are significant management issues with the on-site managers not having the powers to enforce the
regulations.



Balancing the scale of development with the capacity of the Lake and also the need to protect the visual amenity of the
area. The views from the Rydal-Sodwalls-Tarana (RST) Road are superb and need to be protected. This road forms
part of the drive and motorcycle touring routes in the area. Protecting the scenery and views are also fundamental to
the product base of the tourism businesses around the ridge line. There is already what appears to be a poorly sited
rural residential style subdivision occurring on the eastern side of the RST Road.



Land ownership patterns within the area, with most of the area being in private ownership.



Potential conflict with rural-residential development – the attributes that make the area ‘special’ for tourism are also the
attributes desired for residential and rural residential use.

Jenny Rand & Associate Comments:
Appropriate forms of Development
Ideally a masterplan / structure plan and/or DCP should be prepared to provide the direction for development in the Lake
Lyell area (defined as the visual catchment defined by the surrounding ridge lines and the visual catchment from
the RST Road). The types of development that are potentially suitable for the area include:










Caravan park and camping grounds
Self contained cabins – as part of a caravan park or as a cabin complex
Bunk house / accommodation for small groups
Upmarket group accommodation – could be a large house with a number of en-suited bedrooms or a lodge
Eco lodge or retreat
Restaurant / cafe either lakeside, or elevated to take advantage of the views.
Day use visitor areas – lakeside – with boat ramp access, beach area and picnic – bbq facilities
Lookout – viewing areas along the RST road
Mountain bike and walking trails around the Lake and throughout the catchment.
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Being close to Lithgow a function and/or conference and meeting rooms (developed in conjunction with accommodation
and/or a restaurant) could potentially work.
The prime development site on Lake Lyell is the area on the area on the north-eastern foreshore, close to the wall, directly
opposite Council’s caravan park. This area is flat to undulating and would be ideal for a caravan park, small resort style
development and/or a day visitor area. The area does however lie within the viewshed from the RST road.
Planning Considerations.
Design and siting of developments will be critical. From a business perspective, the development will need to maximise
views and/or access to the water-body / foreshore. From a broader tourism perspective, protection of the scenic beauty
/visual integrity of the area is essential.
The Lake Lyell area is potentially a candidate for the SP3 Tourist Zone. This Zone could be used to prevent residential style
development. On the down-side it could result in pressure for inappropriate development under the ‘guise’ of tourism. It
may be more appropriate to zone the area as some form of rural and/or environmental/scenic protection with tourist
accommodation and facilities permissible with consent. There may be potential to zone part of the foreshore area for private
recreation. Ideally a Masterplan and DCP should be prepared for the area, with tourism development needing to meet the
requirements of these documents.
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7.

OTHER LOCALITIES

Summary of issues raised and opportunities identified during the consultation program.

7.1

Wolgan Valley

Similar to the Capertee Valley, preferably concentrated at the Newnes end of the valley. Newnes is the main attraction and
is the only area within the valley open to the general public that has visitor infrastructure (accommodation, food, beverage,
camping, picnic facilities, walking tracks, Ruins). The Valley is seeing a growth in mountain bike activity along the Glow
Worm Tunnel Track, with riders parking near the State Mine at Lithgow, riding up to the Newnes Plateau and then across to
Newnes. They are staying the night at Newnes and then riding back to Lithgow. The ideal location for additional
accommodation is the area close to the end of the Trail and between the trail and Newnes.
Protection of the visual amenity of the Valley is critically important.
National Parks facilities and infrastructure is not sufficient to accommodate demand during peak times. Ruins are not being
actively managed and are being allowed to deteriorate.
Need to improve maintenance of the road between the resort and Newnes – often in poor condition.
Need to improve the creek crossing at Newnes – river bank is being eroded.
Need for toilets near the Ruins car park.

7.2

Clarence / Newnes Plateau

Need to control and manage use – current level and pattern of use is not sustainable with damage occurring to the
environment.
No coordinated approach to management – to many different land owners – tourism not a priority to Forests NSW or
National Parks. Forestry is withdrawing from the area in the near future – therefore not prepared to invest in maintain roads
and infrastructure.
Road to Glow Worm needs to be maintained to 2WD standard. Very popular Discovery trail on the Greater Blue Mountains
Drive.
Waratahs at Clarence are an attraction when in bloom.

7.3

Hampton

The Hotel - motel buildings are approaching the end of their physical lives. The business is popular and provision should be
included in the planning controls to enable this site to be re-developed at some stage, preferably in a form that is more
environmentally sensitive.

7.4

Rural Areas

Tourism can provide additional income for rural property holders. Examples of tourism related developments can include:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Cabin accommodation
Camping
Farm stay
Conversion of surplus buildings (eg farm workers cottages, barns, shearers quarters) to accommodation
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

B&B accommodation
Farm gate sales outlets
Farm tours
Use of the area for trail bikes and off-road activities (eg motorcycle or 4WD park)
Mountain bike park
Activities such as paintball, high ropes / adventure courses etc

Council has an inflexible approach to planning - proposals need to be treated on their merits.
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8. BLUE MOUNTAINS RTO BOARD WORKSHOP
Main findings:


Board members had a relatively limited knowledge of Lithgow City.



Following the hosting of the Tourism Awards, there is a realisation that Lithgow has both the potential and ability to
hold major events, with these events potentially having flow-on benefits for the Blue Mountains.



Lithgow is the outdoors, off-road playground of Sydney – suitable for a range of activities that are not possible in the
Blue Mountains National Park.



National Parks are aware of significant issues in both the National Parks and State Forests and are prepared to meet
and work with Lithgow to try and resolve issues and establish directions for moving forward.



The theme days at the Zig Zag Railway (Thomas and Wizard’s Express) fills up the accommodation in the area.
Improving communication between Lithgow and Blue Mountains operators would increase the benefits to all.



The Highway upgrade will change the travel dynamics in the region when the roadworks are completed. The RTO has
no strategies in place to capitalise on opportunities or address potential issues.
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Appendix 2
PRIORITY ACTION PLANS TO IMPLEMENT THE
LITHGOW ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY 2010-2014

APPENDIX 2

Priority Action Plans to Implement the Lithgow Economic Development Strategy 2010-14

Goals
Rational
Priority Action 1: Leadership and Communication

Objectives

To provide leadership that fosters collaboration
between stakeholders that results in effective
communication and advocacy, and which is
underpinned by a professional marketing and
communications strategy which maximises
Lithgow Local Government Area’s economic
potential.



Leadership from both Council and the business sectors, and communication between Lithgow City Council and the local community are essential components for supporting the community and
existing businesses, and for encouraging growth.
Strong leadership from all levels of government and from the leaders within business
sectors is of key importance in developing a sustainable economic environment. This is
required in the areas of communications,
cooperation, marketing and community support.








Develop a leadership model that brings together the skills and
experiences of the business community,
Lithgow City Council, State and Federal government agencies
and other relevant stakeholders in a way that directly assists in
maximising Lithgow’s potential in a sustainable and workable
manner.
Ensure effective communication between Lithgow City Council
and the community to foster a greater level of respect and
interest in future plans for the Local Government Area.
Ensure effective cooperation between Lithgow City Council and
neighbouring municipalities so that mutually beneficial outcomes
are achieved for local and regional economic development.
Ensure that effective marketing and branding tools are utilised to
address a range of issues being faced by the Lithgow Local
Government Area.
Ensure that the local community and other stakeholders are
aware of the intent and coverage of the Lithgow EDS 2010-14
with the principle aim of gaining the community’s support for both
the objectives and actions proposed within the strategy.

Priority Action 2: Population Stabilisation and Sustainable Growth
The growth or decline in population has a direct impact on levels of total private and public expenditure in a community. The population base influences the demand for and supply of commercial,
government and community services and facilities. The population base also provides the underlying basis for growth in labour resources, improvements in skill levels, and development of
investment and capital within an area.
To ensure that population stabilisation and
sustainable growth that supports employment and
business growth are underpinned by quality
services and infrastructure.

Growth in population is a critically important component in economic development. Such
growth or decline in population figures has a direct impact on levels of total private and
public expenditure in a community.
Population growth provides the underlying basis for growth in labour resources,
improvements in skill levels, and development of investment and capital within an area.





Ensure that current population levels are stabilised and do not
decline further paying particular attention to the Ageing
population and continued loss of families and young adults
Encourage population growth to enable Lithgow to expand its
labour force capacity and to attract specialised skills that
contribute to sustainable economic development.
Enhance the liveability of Lithgow in terms of providing an
attractive living environment, including wide housing choice and a
high level of facilities and amenities, so as to not only attract new
residents and to increase the City’s appeal to visitors (who may

Goals

Rational

Objectives


be potential residents) but to retain those already resident.
Identify Community and Environmental assets that can be
maximised and exploited for the benefit of the local community
and which also add to the attractiveness of the region for present
and future residents and investors.

Priority Action 3: Infrastructure and Land Availability
Economic development requires a range of supportive physical infrastructure in the form of available industrial, business/commercial and residential land, water, sewerage and waste services,
utilities such as power, gas and telecommunications, and transport. Infrastructure provision and reliability is crucial to attracting investment and creating development opportunities and sustaining
current communities. Any such deficiencies within the Local Government Area must be identified, acknowledged and addressed as a matter of urgency before any growth can be targeted and
achieved.
To ensure the long term sustainability of
infrastructure and land that underpins and
supports current and future industry and business
developments.

A very important factor in attracting new industrial investment is the assurance that serviced
industrial land is available in strategic locations that provide all of the attributes sought by
new and expanding firms.







Ensure that there is a sustainable provision of suitable and
serviceable land available for business relocation and residential
development.
Ensure the water security and sewerage capacity of the region in
order to service current population needs and those resulting
from future growth.
Identify current infrastructure availability/deficiencies and future
requirements including, telecommunications, public transport,
community facilities and services so as to ensure the
sustainability of the Local Government Area and to encourage
and support population growth and economic development.
Understand and promote the revised Local Environmental Plan
developed for Lithgow Local Government Area.

Priority Action 4: Business and Industry Development
Developing and supporting existing industry is vital to ensure the continuing growth of Lithgow’s economic base. While market conditions are one of the key drivers in business decisions regarding
expansion, Council and business and industry leaders have a key supporting role.
To facilitate and encourage the ongoing
development, diversification and consequent
sustainability of the local business/industry base.

Increasingly competitive markets through regional and global competition necessitate
industry base diversification in Lithgow. Further pressures that are expected to impact upon
the energy industries such as mining and electricity which are major employers in the Local
Government Area further increase the urgency of this situation. This is essential to ensure
the sustainability of the area, encourage investment and to generate
jobs and value added output.







Encourage and facilitate industry development through the
diversification of Lithgow’s industrial/manufacturing base.
Expand Lithgow’s economic base to include those industries
demonstrating growth and greater stability and identified as being
high value adding to the local economy (regional domestic
product).
Improve Lithgow’s trade potential so that businesses may
maximise opportunities in regional, national and international
markets.
Encourage import replacement through local purchasing by
Lithgow businesses and residents where possible.

Goals
Rational
Priority Action 5: Business Support Services

Objectives

Businesses often need support in understanding the dynamics of the area, finding suitable sites, negotiating the planning and development approval process, business start-up, and business
planning and support. Business support initiatives and incentives can increase the competitiveness of the area in attracting new investment.
To encourage and facilitate the provision of
appropriate business support services to a variety
of clients in order to assist local business growth.

Many firms, both existing and future ones - require some form of assistance, either in
making their decision to remain in/locate to Lithgow or in regard to undertaking their
business and associated activities.









Ensure that accessible and quality business support services are
available so that current and potential Lithgow businesses can
operate successfully.
Identify and help to address the needs of Lithgow’s businesses
including small and home based businesses.
Assist businesses to access funding opportunities and other
governmental programs that could help them in their
establishment or development.
Assist existing companies to expand their business activities and
employment opportunities.
Support industry development through active marketing
programs.
Promote Lithgow’s comparative business and lifestyle
advantages so as to encourage business investment and skilled
in-migration.
Provide clear zoning, planning guidance and Development
Approval assistance.

Priority Action 6: Employment and Skills Development

Jobs growth is a key to an area’s sustainability and reduces the risk of outward migration of residents. The creation of new job opportunities is dependent upon a number of factors including: skills
development, industry structure, small business enterprise, culture of innovation, investment attraction, infrastructure requirements, decentralisation, and leadership. Access to relevant skills-based
education is a determinant of business growth.
Encourage employment and skills development of
the resident workforce in order to address industry
needs and promote self development.

Lithgow is experiencing very limited growth in terms of population expansion. In addition to
this Lithgow is heavily reliant upon a few industry sectors for employment which are
vulnerable to fluctuating markets.





Improve and diversify the skills base of the working resident
population through targeted education and training programs to
ensure that the present day and future labour market
requirements of Lithgow can be met.
Facilitate employment creation across a range of industries in
Lithgow so as to ensure that sufficient employment opportunities
are available for the current and future resident workforce.

